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FOREWORD

This Manual supersedes the 1924 edition of the Diving Manual and

will be effective upon receipt.

Ml
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CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENT OF DIVING AND THE
TRAINING OF NAVY DIVERS

Records do not clearly show the origin of diving in the United

States Navy. While there are evidences of excellent work hav-

ing been performed at shallow depths in the early days of div-

ing, very little was accomplished at deep depths, and with the

crude methods and apparatus available, attempts at the latter

usually resulted in the diver’s contraction of **bends.”

The art of diving throughout the world gained noticeable im-

petus in 190G-7 from the findings of British Admiralty diving

experiments, which indicated that a person could withstand with

reasonable safety a rapid change of high absolute pressure to

proportionately lower absolute pressures, i. e. to such pressures

that the ratio of the high absolute pressure Is to the reduced

absolute pressure' as 2.3 : 1. This meant that a diver working

at deep depths could be brought up quickly to a comparatively

shallow depth without stopping, and from thereon to the surface

with stops at every 10 feet, in lieu of the previous and far

less safe method of as<‘ending at a uniform rate from the bot-

tom. The findings of the British Admiralty became known as

the stage nMdhod of decompression. In principle it is now al-

most universally employed in deep diving.

A definite program of development of diving was actively be-

gun by the United States Navy in 1912, when extensive tests

were conducted in diving tanks ashore, and later, on the U. S. S.

Walke, in Long Island Sound, to determine the suitability of

the stnge method of decompression and to improve the standaid

Navy diving gear to enable deeper diving. The value of the

findings was subsequently evidenced in the salvage operations

of the U. S. S. F~Jf off Honolulu, in which divers descended to

depths of 304 feet—a depth which is believed to be still a record

in diving in the ordinary diving suit, using normal air for the

diver’s air supply.

The above-mentioned tests were followed by preparation and

issue of a United States Navy Diving Manual and the estab-

lishment of the Navy diving school at the naval torpedo station

at Newport, R. I. This school was subsequently discontinued

upon the entry of the United States into the World War. Per-

sonnel of this school and some of its graduates formed a nucleus

for the overseas salvage division which w^as established as a

unit of United States Naval Forces abroad, and which throughout

the war rendered valuable service In salvage operations along the

French coast.

With modern submarines being constructed to operate at ever-

increasing depths and the possibility of having to salvage such

I

History.

Experimental
Divinff Unit.
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2 DIVING MANUAL

vessels if suuk, ways and means of enabling divers to attain

even greater depths than lieretofore were made the subject of

special investigation by the Bureau of Construction and Repair

in the latter part of 1025, at which time the United States Navy
experimental diving unit was created. This unit, con>posed of

naval personnel, was established at the Bureau of Mines Ex>
perimental Station, Pittsburgh, Pa., to determine, in collaboration

with the Bureau of Mines, the feasibility of using oxygen-helium

mixtures as a substitute for ordinary air in diving.

Preliminary experiments on animals having indicated certain

advantages in the use of this synthetic air over the air ordinarily

used as a diver’s supply, the experimental diving unit was sub-

sequently transferred to the Washington Navy Yard as a per-

manent activity under the Bureau of (Construction and Repair

to continue the oxygen-helium investigations and other develop-

ment work incidental to improved diving practices and equip-

ment. The experimental diving unit has functioned accordingly,

up to the pi-esent time. Such methods prescribed in this edition

as depart from past practices, and new diving and salvage equip-

ment shown are, in the majority of cases, the results of findings

of the experimental diving unit, the diving school, or the ex-

perience gained from past submarine salvage operations.

Diving School. Diving is arduous and hazardous work and the art can be

mastered only by training. The ratings in the United States

Navy are (1) master diver; (2) diver, first class: (3) salvage

diver; (4) diver, second class. Master divers and divers, first

class, are qualified at the Deep Sea Diving Scliool. Salvage divers

are trained and qualified at the Navy Salvage Training and
Diving School, New Ytuk (^ity. Diver.s, second class, are qua1ifie<l

within the fieet, ordinarily on board the submarine re.scue ves-

sels. Qiiali led ma.ster divers and divers first class, are trained

and pcrmitt(*d to dive to depths down to 3tK) feet. Divers, sec

ond class, are prc/hibited from diving to depths in excess of 150

feet.

The Deep Sea Diving School was reestablished in 1920 at the

Washington Navy Yard. This location was chosen with the

view that its proximity to the experimental diving unit would

permit expeditious application of approved experimental findings

to standard training cuiTiculum. The school is oiK'rated under

the cognizance of the Bureau of Naval Personnel, Navy Depart-

ment. but the diving facilities, gear, and diving boat are fur-

nished and maintained by the Bureau of Ships.

Diving School The faculty of the diving school usually consists of a com-
facalty.

missioned officer in charge with the rank of lieutenant or above,

one medical officer, three chief petty officers quaiifie<l as master

divers, two chief i)etty officers cpialified as divers, first class,

one boatswain’s mate, first class, and one pharmacist’s mate,

first class, both of the latter being qualified first-class divers.

Diving School Kligiides for diving training are .selected from volunteer boat-
cliglbles.

swain’s mates, gunner’s mates, shipfitters, cariienter’s mates,

mac‘l)inist*s mates, and tori>edomen, preference being given to ship-

fitters having previous exi)erience in arc welding. Prior to ac-

ceptance, each candidate must have i^issed the rigid physical

examination outlined in chapter II. A si>e<*ial cour.se for medical
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DEVELOPMENT OF DIVING 3

officers lasting from 10 to 12 weeks is also available. The dura-

tion of the standard course is 20 weeks and the classes usually

consist of from 9 to 16 students.

The curriculum of the standard course at the diving school DiWn» School

Includes the following:
«.rrl.al«n..

Standard course

1 .

2.

3.

4 .

5.

A.

7.

8.

Work Location

Pressure diving (up to 300 feet)

Open-water diving tasks: Inspection of ships'
Dottoms, inspection of ships' propellers and
rudders, searching, fitting flanges, blowing up
pontoon, underwater cutting with hydrogen
torch and underwater w'ashing.

Open-water diving tasks: Inspection of sub-
marine fittings, and air-line connections to
submarines. Searching in heavy mud and
tide.

Underwater burning (oxygen-hydrogen torch). .

.

Underwater burning (electric torch)
Underwater welding (electric torch)
Burning and welding
Submarine “lung” training
Rescue breathing apparatus training
Elementary instruction and training in the fob
lowing subjects:

() CaissondLsease—cause and treatment.
() Theory of welding. Elementary electric-

circuits.

(e) Care and upkeep of suits, helmets, and
attachments.

(d) Diving pumps; care, upkeep, practical
computation of diver’s air supply and
tests of equipment.

(e) Telephones; care and upkeep of various
types, elementary theory of circuits,

practical work in overhaul, vacuum tube
amplification of primary circuit.

if) Velocity power tools, practical work.
(g) Bureau of Ships Diving Manual.
(h) Salvage methods and equipment (lectures).

(0 Oxygen rescue breathing apparatas; care
and maintenance.

(i) Submarine escape apparatus “lung”; care
and maintenance.

Diving tank.
In Potomac
depth 20 feet.

Potomac River

Diving tank

Surface.
Tank..
Surface.

I

Time
required
per man

River,
20 days.
13 days.

15 days.

12 hours.
Do.

20 hours.
Do.

3 hours.
2 hours.

Some of the operations and work engaged in by students of

the diving school are shown in plates 2 to 5, inclusive.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DIVING 9

The facilities of the experimental diving unit and the diving

school are practically the same so far as concerns design and mental DiWnr
principle of operation. They consist principally of a diving

fmciiities.

water tank, a divers’ recompression chamber, standard diving

suits and gear, underwater cutting and welding equipment, spe-

cial tools, air banks, air compressors, and a diving boat. The
latter is used Jointly by the school and the unit as occasions

• require. Plate 1 shows a perspective view of the divers’ recom-

pression chamber and diving water tank with fittings and at-

tendant air and water piping as installed at the diving school

and the experimental diving unit. The water tank is a closed tank

with a hinged access hatch at the top to permit entrance of the

diver. The tank for the school is about 9 feet in diameter by

12 feet high and is provided with glass ports to permit observa-

tion of occupants. The tank is designed to withstand an internal

w’orking pressure of 150 pounds and equivalent water depthj^ are

simulated by partially filling it with water, closing the hatch, and
introducing air at any desired pressure within the working ca-

pacity of the tank. The Interior of the tank is fitted with tele-

phone, water and electric light connections, and also steam coils

to maintain desired water temperatures. The recompression

chamber for the school is a two-compartnient chamber, designed

and constructed for working pressures of 200 xx)unds per square

inch. The diving water tank and the recompression chamber of th^

experimental diving unit are of the same over-all size and design

as the diving school’s but are made stronger so as to withstand

the greater pressures which obviously have to be employed in

experimental work. A detailed (le.scription of the recompression

chamber is contained in chapter XIX. At this time a new build-

ing is being completed for use by the Deep Sea Diving School and

the experimental diving unit. This building will enable the div-

ing school to train up to 125 divers first class at one time and

will double the research capacity of the experimental diving unit.

150924—43 2
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CHAPTER II

Generml
qualification.

Physical
tandards.

Age.

Height and
weight.

PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF DIVERS
All candidates for diving school training shall be examined by

a naval medical officer prior to their transfer, in accordance

with the instructions set forth herein and in the manual of the

Medical Department, United States Navy. Failure to do this

may result in subsequent rejection by the diving school, there-

by Incurring needless expense and loss of time in transporting

the men from and to their original station. A diver, to become
eligible for training at the diving school, must possess the fol-

lowing qualifications:

1. He must be t^iniierate and possess the physical qualifica-

tions necessary to meet the standards required.

2. He must demonstrate his ability to withstand air pressures

of 50 pounds (gage) in the recompression chamber, without detri-

ment to the ears or respiratory tracts. These chambers are

available on all submarine rescue vessels, at submarine “lung”

training tanks, the experimental diving unit, and the deep-sea

diving school.

The physical standards are necessarily high because of the

rigorous nature of a diver’s duties. The ideal physical type is

the young, slender, wiry, phlegmatic individual.

The nvost favorable age for training in deep-sea diving is

from 20 to 30 years. Candidates for diving training should not

be favorably considered if over 30 years of age. Divers, first

class, becoming over 40 years of age or be^’orning unfit to dive

in depths in excess of 00 feet are automatically disqualified as

diver, first cla.«s, but may continue as diver, second class, so long

as they remain physically fit for diving to these restricted

depths. The upper-age limit in the case of medical offit^ers and

hospital corpsmen assigned for diving instructions or as medical

attendants to salvage operations or other diving operations in-

volving subjection of themselves to pressure shall lie taken as

40 years. The respiratory exchange in young men is faster than

in those of middle age, hence the former can rid their bodies

of excess nitrogen more rapidly, and therefore are less suscep-

tible to compre.ssed-air illness. Since the efficiency of the blood

vascular system decreases with advancing years and as gaseous

exchange within the body is vitally concerned with the efficiency

of the heart and blood vessels, the younger man is better suited

in this respect for diving. Further, with the approach of middle

age there is a tendency on the part of the body to accumulate

more fat.

Because of the relatively poor blood supply of fat, fat absorbs

and eliminates nitrogen at a slower rate than any other tissue.

Since fat w’hen saturated at any given pres.sure will take up

10
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PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF DIVERS 11

weight for weight about 70 percent more nitrogen than the

blood under the same conditions, it is apparent that the amount
of nitrogen held in the body when it is completely saturated at

any given pressure will be considerably increased by any in-

creased amount of fat. Therefore, candidates weighing more
than 12 percent above the weight prescril^ed in relation to height

in the following table, shall be excluded unless their overweight

is largely due to muscle and bone. In order to suit the diving

apparatus, men under 5% fe<^t, and much over 6 feet in height

shall not be selected as divers. Specific gravity may be utilized If

facilities are available.

Age (years) Height (inches) Weight

20 64 140

20 65 and under 68 145

20 - 68 and under 70 150
20 70 and under 72 157

20 72 and under 74 166

20 171

21 64 143
21 - - 65 and under 68 152

21 68 and under 70 166
21 70 and under 72 170
21 - 72 and under 74 176
21.- 74 to 76 181

22 to 25 64 - - 149
22 to 25 66 and under 68 158
22to25-. - . 68 and under 70 - 171

22 to 25 70 and under 72 176
22 to 25 72 and under 74 Ifcl

22 to 25 74 to 76 188

25 to 29 64 149
20to29.. - 65 - 153
^to 29 66 ...r. 158
26 to 29

1

67-.- - 162

26 to 29 68 167

26 to 29 - i 69. 171

^ to 29 - 70 - 176

26 to 29 ! 71 - 181

26 to 29 72 187
26 to 29 73 196

26 to 29 -
1 74 204

26 to 29 - 75 213
26 to 29 76 - 224
30 64 152
30 65 f57

30 - - 66 161

30 67 166
30 68 170
30 69 - 174
30 70 180
30 71 186
30 72 193
30 73 199
30 74 211

30 - 75 - - 218
30 - 76 - 224

A diver should be of the phlegmatic or quiet unexcitable type Temperament,

of personality, for excitement and fright are accompanied by a

quickening of the pulse and a rise in blood pressure; and as

the rate of saturation and desaturation of the tissues is directly

influenced by the circulatory rate, a phlegmatic diver is less

likely to develop compressed-air illness than an easily excited

diver.

Divers should be men mentally as well as ])hysically fit, as Mental abilitj.

the type of work to be performed often requires quick, accurate

judgment and initiative—traits of above-average mentality. Ex-

perience has been indicative that there is a relationship between
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12 DIVING MANUAL

HmbiU.

Vision.

Respiratory*

Cardio-
vascnlar
system.

Gastro-
intestinal
system.

Disqaalifying
diseases.

low-mental ability and early failure In attempted performance of

work under conditions of increased air pressure.

Divers must be men of moderate babits because alcoholism,

loss of sleep, or dissipation contributes to susceptibility to com-

pressed-air illness.

The field of operations in submerged work is ordinarily inade-

quately illuminated despite the use of diving lamp, and since it

is impracticable to wear glasses in the diving helmet, a good

degree of vision is essential. A minimum of 20/20 vision in each

eye shall be required for candidates for the designation of diver.

The minimum requirement for medical ofiieers and hospital corps-

men shall be 15/20 in each eye. Central color vision shall be

nornAal.

Candidates should be capable of holding the breath after full

expiration and inspiration, for a j)eriod of at least 55 seconds.

This shall be based on the average results of three tests. The
lungs perform the all-important function of providing a station

for the exchange of gases between the atmosphere and the blood

stream, and to perform this task well they must be free from
disease. Thus any evidence of pulmonary disease warrants dis-

qualification in a prospective diver. Further, individuals with

arrested pulmonary disease are not fit subjects for diving because

high atmospheric pressures tend to have an irritant effect on the

lungs.

The set up test for cardiovascular function consists of 20 step ups
on a platform 18 inches high performed during a period of 30 sec-

onds. Pulses are recorded sitting at rest, for 5 minutes, 0 to

15 seconds x 4 (A), 5 to 20 seconds after exercise (B), and 120 to

135 seconds after exercise (C).

The cardiovasc'ular score is computed from the expression

B—70+3 (O-A). The elevation of the pulse rate after exercise

and the pulse rate decline, govern the score M (C-A), any results

4 or less, are considered zero (0).

The sc‘ore is rated in the following manner: below 51, good;

51 to 74, fair ; and above 74, poor. There should be no tendency

toward varicose veins or hemorrhoids. Evidence of arterioscle-

rosis is sufficient to disqualify.

Men subject to gastrointestinal disturbances, with a tendency

to excess gas formation in the stomach and intestines, should

not be accepted. The marked expansion of sucli gas on ascend-

ing, even from moderate depths, may induce .severe symptoms if

not readily expelled. For the same reason a diver should not

be allowed to dive when constipated.

In addition to the qualifications discussed in the foregoing,

it is desirable that the candidate for diver be entirely free from

bodily disease. One of the mo.st important of the disqualifying

diseases is middle ear disease. In this malady not only is hear-

ing diminished but often the Eustachian tube Is blocked. The
Eustachian tube, the membranous tube extending from the mid-

dle ear into the tliroat, allows for equalization of pressure on

both sides of the ear drum. Air under increa.sed pressure en-

ters the external ear and depresses the fiexible ear drum in-

wardly. The air also enters the nose and mouth and will enter

the inner end of the Eustachian tube if it is patent. By travers-
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PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF DIVERS 13

ing the tube the air reaches the inner surface of the drum
through the middle ear, and the pressure on the two sides of

the drum are thus equalized and the drum sways outward to

its normal position. If the tube is blocked, the increasing pres-

sure on the outside of the drum will continue to depress the

elastic drum until it ruptures. However, rupture of the drum
from this cause rarely occurs because the pain from the de-

pressed and stretched drum is so intense that the diver cannot

continue his descent and must return to the surface. Frequently

mucous or local inflammatory conditions such as colds or sore

throats will cause temporary blockage of the tube. If mucous
be the blocking agent, it can usually l>e exi^elled by holding the

lips and nostrils closed and exerting pressure with a forced

expiration, but if there is an inflammatory condition present, this

forced expiratory effort may force infected material through the

tube into the middle ear and produce otitis media or infection

of the middle ear. Therefore if a cold or other local inflamma-

tory condition be present in the upper respiratory tract, one

should not attempt exposure to increased air pressure until these

abnormalities have subsided. Ability to equalize pressure in the

ears will form part of the physical examination. This ability

is ascertained by exposing the candidate to 50 pounds of air pres-

sure in a recompression chamber. Not only are individuals with

middle-ear disease not fit subjects for diving, but individuals

with any chronic disorder of the upix»r respiratory tract such

as tonsilitis, chronic sore throat, freauent colds, nasal obatruc-

tions, or sinusitis are likely to have changes in the tissues of

the nose and throat resulting in blockage of the Eustachian tube,

and thus eliminate them as candidates for diving. Active skin

or venereal disease is cause for immediate rejection. A history

of any of the following is disqualifying:

1. Syphilis.

2. Asthma.

3. Persistent high pulse rate.

4. Psychoneurosis.

5. Repeated attacks of sinusitis, etc.

6. Chronic gastrointestinal disturbances.

Qualified divers shall be reexamined periodically, in order to

detect any disqualifying defects that may have developed since

the last examination. A special examination shall be made prior

to each diving oi>eration in excess of 36 feet. The results of this

examination should be recorded in the diving log and the medical

oflScer should initial the log after this entry, at the .same time

expressing his opinion as to the iiidividuars fitness for diving on

that particular day. A temporary physical defecd shall not be

considered a cause for disqualification but shall excuse the diver

from being ordered to dive, if, in the opinion of the medical

ofllcer, his condition w’arrants it.

At this time the divers are also examined for evidence of colds

or other upper respiratory infection. A short history of the

activity during the past 24 hours is obtained, in which the following

facts are stressed

:

1. Amount of sleep. Less than 8 hours’ sleep the night previ-

ous to diving is thought to predispose to compressed-air illness.

Reexamination
prior
to dire.
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14 DIVING MANUAL

2. Alcohol. Divers are not allowed to dive if any alcohol

has been consumed in the last 24 hours.

3. Constipation seems to have a debilitating effect on the

diver and lack of bowel movement in 24 hours may predisi>ose

to an attack of caisson disease.

4. In addition to the nose and throat examination the diver is

asked if he has any symptoms of either colds or sore throat.

All the foregoing information is recorded on a diving form
the last line of which should contain an expression of opinion
by the medical officer as to the diver’s physical fitness to dive
on that particular day.

While it is not intended to restrict procedure in the reexamina-
tion of qualified divers, it apijears that the foregoing cited
method employed at the experimental diving unit and the diving
school could w^ell be followed in the fieet

General Although a certain latitude may be allowed for a diver of long
considerations, experience and a high degree of efficiency in diving, he must

be free from any diseases of the cardiovascular, respiratory,

gastrointestinal, or genitourinary systems, and of the ear; and
his ability to equalize pressure must be maintained. A sligbt

degree of overweight may be disregarded if the diver is other-

wise vigorous and active.

When long salvage operations are in progress, it has been
found that better results are obtained if tlie divers are reliev'ed

periodically from duty and removed from existing environment.

Accordingly, where daily diving over long periods of time is in-

volved and there are sufficient divers, liberty in individual cases
should be given as often as practicable. However, the divers

should be cautioned as to the detrimental effects of the loss of
sleep, alcohol, etc., to their well-being in diving. If admonish-
ment does not suffice, it is best to prohibit liberty in individual

cases the day preceding the dive.

If the number of divers permits, division into three groups is

advisable, two groups diving for a i^eriod of a week while one
group Is given leave. Each group, however, should be sufficiently

large to enable continuous diving in medium depths, in relays

of three divers, who under ordinary salvage procedure, are usu-

ally subn^erged simultaneously.

Divers should not be made to dive for at least 1 hour after a

light meal and 2 hours after a heavy meal.
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CHAPTER III

NAVY STANDARD DIVING OUTFITS

The standard diving outfits used by the Navy consist of two
classes. They are the deep-diving outfits and the shallow-water-

diving outfits.

Deep-diving outfits are of three tyiies commonly known as

outfits No. 1, No. 2, and a special outfit which will henceforth

be known as outfit No. 3. Shallow-water-diving outfits are of

one general type.

Diving outfit No. 1 consists of equipment necessary for two
divers, including a two-cylinder, double-acting, manually oiierated,

air pump and an adequate number of spare parts.

Diving outfit No. 2 is similar to the No. 1 outfit, except that it

Is pnwided w’ith only one helmet.

Diving outfit No. 3 consists of special equipment used only by

submarine rescue vessels.

The new standard shallow water outfit consists of a Victor Berge
type face mask, a shallow water diver’s air pump, volume tank,

ho.se, underwear, sneakers, nonreturn valve, instruction manual
and stowage box.

The old shallow-water-diving outfit consists of a light-weight

copper helmet with suitable weights attached, a hand-operated air

pump, and a 50-foot lengtli of air hose.

Diving outfits Nos. 1 and 2 are suitable for use in both

deep and shallow' water. Shallow'-w'ater-diving outfits are for

use in temperate and tropical w’aters of depths not exceeding

36 feet when using the hand pump. Greater depths are permitted

in certain cases as set forth in chapter XV.
Diving outfits No. 1 are furnished to tenders, fleet tugs, repair

ships, salvage vessels, and floating dry docks, or to other vessels

whose mission requires them to be capable of undertaking exten-

sive diving operations.

No. 2 diving outfits are supplied to auxiliaries and combatant

ships, w'hich would only netd a diving outfit to perform minor

repair or inspec*tions.

No. 3 diving outfits are supplied to submarine rescue vessels.

The shallow’-water-diving outfit is suitable for use of only one

diver at a time.

With a few exceptions diving outfits Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are

initially issued in their entirety. The exceptions are (1) in cases

where the diving work engaged in is of too minor a nature or

too infrequent to warrant the issue of complete outfits, and (2)

where the frequency of the work and its nature are such as to

require more equipment than is contained in one outfit but less

than that contained in two complete outfits. The Bureau of

Ships allow'ance lists designate the type of diving outfits and the

15
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Digitized by

quantities of the respective items comprising such outfits to be

carried by vessels of various types.

B

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14

15
16
17

18

10
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

.32

33
34
35
.36

37
.38

40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
61
65
66
67

68
69
70
71

Article Unit

No.

1

outfit

No.

2

outfit

No.

3

outfit

Bags, tool Number.

.

2 6
Belts, weighted do 2 i 8
Box, spare Darts do 1 1

Cement, rubber Quarts 2 •2 » 12
Chest, helmet Number 1 1

Chest, outfit do 3 •J

Clamj^, air hose, spare do 12 12
Cloth, rubber, patching Yards 2 1 4

Coupling, air hose, female Number 2 1 6
Coupling, air hose, male . do.. 2 1 6
Coupling, air hose, double, female., .... do.. ... 2 1 6
Coining, air hose, double) male. do 2 1 6
Cuffs, rubber ... ... Pairs - . 8 2
Cushions, helmet Number 2 1 6
Drawers, under, woolen, siie 36 Pairs 6 3 4

Drawers) under, woolen, size 38 do 6 3 12
Drawers) under, woolen, sixe 40 do 6 3 8
Dresses, diving No. 1 ... ) Number 1 1 4

Dresses, diving No. 2 do 3 1 12
Dresses, diving No. 3 do 2 1 4
Faceplates, complete do 1 1 4
Faceplates, welding do 1

Flag,' baker . . . . . . . . do . 1

Gaskets, faceplate, spare do 2 1 6
Gaskets, helmet, leather, spare do 4 2 10

Gaskets, nonreturn valve ^at, rubber. do .

.

4 6
Glasses, helmet, face do.. 2 1 6
Glasses) helmet, side . do . 1 1 6
Glasses) helmet) top . .do 1 1 3
Gloves, diver’s -tender, combination Pairs 8 2 24
Gloves, \roolen ,, do... .. 4 2 18

Glycerine ^ Pints 1

Halliard, signal Feet 20
Helmets, complete Number 2 1 7
Hose, air, high pri*ssure, 3-ft. lengths. . . . . . . . .do 3 1 12
Hose, air, high pressure, 50-ft. lengths. -do 12 4 68
Knives and cases . .do 2 1 10

L^der, iron, galvanized do 1 1 1

L^d. sounding—7 lb do 1

Lenses, welding No. 4... do 12

Lenses, welding No. 6 .... do 3

Lenses, welding No. 8... do. .. .. 3
Light (weatherproof sockets guard for 100-watt do i

bulb and 200-ft. cable).
Light, with 200-ft. cable ... do . .. 1

Manifolds do 1 1 3
Line, sounding, 200 ft do 1

Litharge. Pounds 2

Lines, descending, 200-ft. length . . . . ... Number 2
Lines, distance, 60-ft. length do 3

Manual, diving - . do 1

Nuts, wing, breastplate, large .. do 4 2 15

Nuts, wing, breastplate, small do 8 4 30
Oil, Neat’s-foot Quarts 2 1

Packing, air control valve, flax— U'' . . Pounds . . . h .

Pump (hand- or eas-driven) Number.. . 1 i

Reducer type “S" ..do. 4 2 18
Reducer type “T” - . do 2 1 6
Safety latch, helmet, spare -do 1

Screws, machine, brass, 8 x 32 x 35s”. - - Boxes 1

Separator, oil Number. 2 1 8
' Separator, oil filter, spare ... do 6 4

Separator, oil gaskets, spare - do . 6 4
Separator, oil wa.shors, spare . — — do . . 12 12
Shoes, weighted Pairs . 2 1 6
Shoes, lightweight . . — do . 1

Socks, woolen . — . . . do .. . 12 3 48
Springs, regulating escape valve, primary and Number. _ 6 2 12
secondary spares.

Stages, decompression ... do ... 1 2
Straps, leather with buckle (for diving gloves) . . Pairs .. ... 2 2

Stop watch - Number 1

Studs, breastplate, short ... -do 8 i'4
1
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Article Unit

No.

1

outfit

No.

2

outfit

No.

3

outfit

Studs, breastplate, long. .Number 4 2 6
Taps for all female fittings . . . . do 1

Telephone outfit, complete, as follows;

(a) Amplifiers do . 1 1 3

(6) Transceivers (3 supplied originally with ....do 3 3 12

(c) Cable combination telephone and life do - ... 3 1 2
line, complete with connection in 200>

ft. lengths.
(rf) Spare parts for amplifier and irnnsceiver.

.

.. do 1 1

(e) Bo.Te$, jack, for helmet gooseneck includ- do . 3 2 10

ing spares.

(f) Connections, double, female, spares - do 2 1 3

(fl) Washers, leather for cable ... . - - do ac 12 50

(k) Packing for couplings. Pounds .... 2 1 10

Threading, dies, male fittings -

.

Number .. 1

Trousers, overalls ^ . do. .. . 3 2 9
Tubing, rubber, elastic . Yards 2 1 20
Undershirts, woolen, size 38 Number. 3 6
Undershirts, w’oolen, size 42 .... do 0 3 12

Undershirts, woolen, size 44 do 6 3 0
Valves, air control do . . .

.

2 1 12

Valves, regulating escape ...... do 2 1 6
Valves, safetv air nonreturn ... do 4 1 0
W'ashers, copper, clamp joints do .

.

12 6
Washers, leather, air hose, spare . . .

.

... do . - . 1 38 12 80
Weights, cast iron, 50 lb . ... .-do ] 12

Weights, cast Iron, 100 lb . . . . do . 2 i 12

Wrench, single open end air hose. . . .do ... 2 2 6
Wrench, spanner, safety valve. do 1 1 .

Wrenches, T helmet . do . 4 2 0
Wrench life line and telephone coupling do 2 1 0
Buoys, cork, pvramidal or oval sha(ie . . do 12

Buoys, steel, spherical, 18" . . do . .

.

4

Buoys, steel, spherical, 22" - do .. 4

Gloves, leather, wire handling Pairs
1

18

Hooks, cutting for severing antennae wires, rails. 4

etc., CAR plan No. 141255.

Punches, cutting for collars of divine dress . . 1

Drags, electric 1

Stools, divers’ dressing, CAR plan No. 141581 . 3
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CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVING
GEAR

Bar, tool,

diver'i.

Belt, weiffhted.

Box, pomp,
piston leathers.

1. The diver’s tool bag (pi. 10) is made of No. 6 canvas. The
bottom is perforated with five No. 4 spur grommets. These grom-
mets allow the bag to flood or drain rapidly. This bag is strong

enough to carry any tool the diver may need or is capable of using,

except a crowbar. It will carry weights up to approximately

2(X) pounds. Very small articles should be secured to the bag by
individual lengths of marline and tied either to the handle or

through the grommets. When the tool bag is normally loaded,

it is carried over the right arm : when heavily loaded, it should be

sent down the descending line.

The weighted belt (pi. 11) is used to furnish negative buoy-

ancy when the diver’s dress is moderately inflated. The belt is

made of %-inch waterproofed, double-backed, chrome tanned

leather. The lead weights are secured to the belt with A- by 2-

inch countersunk screw.s, the heads of which pass through special

No. 4 spur gromiiiets inserted in the leather; thus they may be

removed or replaced easily, as the occasion may require. Metal

strap hangers are cast in four of the weights, the two center

ones being set at angles to give proper leads to shoulder

which pass over the breastplate of Ihe helmet and cross in the

back so as to counteract any tendency the belt may have to shift

its position.

The Jock strap is provided for the dual purpose of holding the

belt down in its proiier location and to prevent the helmet from
rising over the diver’s head which it w’ould do if elongation of

the dress through this overinflation were not prevented.

The present diving belt is the result of progressive develop-

ment over a considerable iieriod of time. Substitutes such as

plain lead diving weights of various shapes, or metal hinged

belts and lead weighted belts made of strong webbing, have

been tested and found unsatisfactory. Experience has indicated

that the present Navy standard diving belt is more comfortable,

more capable of adjustment, and contributes to a better balance

of the diver than belts of any other design or construction investi-

gated to date.

The box for .spare pump piston leathers (pi. 12), figures, is made
of 27-gage tin. All joints, including those in the top, are sold-

ered to prevent the neat’s-foot oil in which the leathers are

soaked from leaking out. This cylindrical box is 4Vi inches high

and 4 inches in diameter. The box with its contents should be

stored in the wooden sill built into the back and at the top of

the pump case. Each box should contain two piston cup leathers

and three leather piston washers.

18
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVING GEAR 25

the stresses imposed on them under some conditions attendant

on salvage operations. The copper conductors have a tendency

to stretch permanently under heavy loads. This elongation is

not uniform in the respective conductors, and the result is that

one conductor usually is subjected to the full load with subse-

quent failure. When present stocks of this type cable are

exhausted, its issue will be discontinued.

During the salvage operations of the U. S. S. S-4 there was
developed a rubber-covered cable of approximately %-inch di-

ameter with a breaking strength of about 5,000 pounds. The
cable consisted of a phosphor bronze wire rubber-covered central

member around which six insulated copper conductors were

spirally laid and covered with a tough outer rubber molded

cover. The conductors were connected in parallel and so ar-

ranged that fracture of any one of them up to a total of four

would not break the circuit. These cables were made in 600-

nnd 200-foot lengths. They were used throughout the salvage

operations of the U. S. S. 8-4 and found superior to the sennit-

covered cables described above. However, subsequent and con-

tinued use of these cables indicated them to be unnecessarily

heavy and stiff. Some of these cables are still in use but re-

plenishment of stocks is being made with cables of lighter weight.

They are not suitable for use with the old battery-type telephones

nor with the present standard telephones.

Subsequent to the U. S. S. 8-4 salvage operations there was
developed a diving telephone cable of an overall diameter of

% inch having a breaking strength of approximately 3,000

pounds. The cable is somewhat similar in construction to the

%-lnch cable described above except that it has only four con-

ductors and the core or hoisting member is of corrosion-resist-

ing steel in lien of phosphor bronze. This cable is also fur-

nished in 600- and 200-foot lengths. It has been in service for

several years and the consensus of opinion is that it is superior

to all previous types furnished. This cable has been adopted

as Navy standard diving cable. While developed primarily for

use with the amplifier type of telephones described in this chap-

ter, the connections are equipped with adapters which permit

satisfactory use of the cable with old battery-type telephones.

Plate 72 shows the sennit-covered cables and plate 14 the light-

weight rubber-covered cables described above.

Helmet and diving-gear outfit chests (pis. 15 to 18, inclusive)

are made of %-inch thick white ash. The sides are dovetailed

and the entire chest is reinforced around the bottom and top

of the sides with a 3% by %-inch baseboard and a 2 by %-inch

beading. Inside measurements of the helmet chest are approxi-

mately 40 by 20 inches with a depth of 21% inches and it is

divided equally into two compartments. The inside measure-

ments of the outfit chest are 44% by 17% inches with a depth

of 17% inches.

The helmet cushion (pi. 19), figure 3 as the name implies, is a

cushion on which the helmet rests, thereby protecting the diver’s

shoulders when he is out of the water and is supporting the total

weight of the helmet and attached parts, which is well over 100

pounds. The cushion is made of tan-colored 8-ounce drill, padded

150924—43 3
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVING GEAR 29

with a layer of best quality hair felt 1 inch in thickness. It

is worn around the neck inside the diving dress.

The Navy diving dress (pis. 6, 7, 8, 20, and 22) is made of the

best white American diving dress fabric and is so constructed

that it encloses the entire body except the head and hands.

The diving dress fabric consists of vulcanized sheet rubber be-

tween layers of cotton twill—^this construction rendering the

fabric water and air tight The dress is reinforced at the points

of wear by chafing patches of the same material cemented in

place. The neck of the dress is fitted with a rubber gasket

through which holes have been molded to fit the studs of the

breastplate. The gasket is fitted with a duck reinforcing web-

bing that starts, as near as practicable, at the bead and extends

laterally half the width of the collar. The inner edge of the

collar has a molded bead of rubber on the outside. This

strengthening bead fits against the breastplate straps. A por-

tion of fabric called the bib is also secured inside the neck

of the dress. The helmet breastplate fits between the rubber

gasket and the bib. The bib fits loosely and comes up well in-

side the neckpiece of the breastplate and serves to prevent any

water that may enter the helmet through the valves from con-

tacting the diver’s body.

Elastic rubber cuffs are cemented to the sleeves of the dress as

required to make watertight the joint at the wrists. The cuffs (pi.

21) which are of molded rubber, are 8 inches long, 3% inches wide

at the bottom, and 6 inches wide at the top. The cuff tapers

toward the bottom 1 inch in 5 inches to a point 5 inches from

the top and from this point tapers 1% inches in inches.

At the diver's wrist where the wristband terminates, the cuffs

are reinforced with a flattened ridge of rubber approximately

inch thick and % inch wide. In the case of divers having

very large wrists, the cuffs of the diving dress will sometimes

fit too tightly and Interfere with circulation of blood to the

hands. In such cases the remedy is to cut a little off the ends

of the rubber cuffs until the joints are made comfortable.

The legs in the Navy standard diving dresses are shorter and

the body of the Navy diving dress longer than those of com-

n^rcial diving dresses. These characteristics of the Navy dress

are sometimes criticized as restricting the diver when mounting

the diving ladder, searching on the bottom, etc. The short legs

of the Navy dress not only prevents the Jock strap from bearing

on the diver’s crotch but also affords sufiScient slack in the back

of the suit to permit the diver to stoop as necessary—character-

istics which are considered essential in the deep diving involved

in Navy submarine rescue and salvage operations.

Flaps for lacing the dress to the diver’s legs are provided on

the fore legs and upper legs of the dress to prevent an ac-

cumulation of air in the lower portion of the dress. This

provision tends to lessen the danger of accidental “blow-up”

and risks incidental to capsizing. * A diver should never be put

into the water unless the fiaps are snugly laced.

Navy diving dresses are made to fit the Mark V-Mod. I helmet

and are furnished in three sizes; viz., No. 1, small; No. 2, me-

dium ; and No. 3, large. The No. 1 dress is designed to fit divers

Divinff dreti.

Cnffi.
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36 DIVING MANUAL

The helmet is fitted with four windows. The one directly in

front of the diver’s face is called the faceplate. The faceplate

is hinged and is held in a closed position by means of a swing-

ing bolt and wing nut secured to the helmet and acting through

two lugs on the faceplate. The wing nut of the bolt when
screwed down fits into a countersunk recess in the two lugs of

the faceplate, thereby preventing slippage or accidental displace-

ment of the bolt from the faceplate. The countersunk recess

referred to should be in the faceplate of all diving helmets. If

the faceplate on any diving helmet in service is discovered to be

without this feature, it should be countersunk by the ship’s force

before the helmets are used. The joint made by the faceplate

flange and the helmet, when the faceplate is closed, is made
watertight by a rubber gasket

The other three windows of the helmet are located as follows

:

one on each side of the helmet on a level with the faceplate

to enable the diver to see laterally; and the third on the mid-

line of the helmet above the faceplate to allow upward vision.

The side and top glasses are glazed in and made watertight by
red lead, held securely by gun-metal frames. The glasses of all

windows and the faceplate are protected against breakage by

gun-metal gratings.

An air-inlet connection Is located at the back of the helmet

and to the right, and is curved downward to give the proper lead

to the diver’s air hose. The air safety or nonreturn valve

(pi. 26) is screwed onto the end of this gooseneck and the

air hose in turn is coupled to the male-threaded portion of the

valve. The air hose is then led under the diver’s left arm
and connected to the air-control valve located on the front of

the suit. The proper functioning of the safety or nonreturn

valve is of utmost importance. Its purpose is to prevent the

diver from being injured by “squeeze” in the event that his air

hose bursts or the air supply system becomes so seriously dam-
aged as to fail to maintain an air pressure within the dress

sufficient to counteract the external water pressure. Under
either of these conditions the air pressure in the hose would
fall suddenly and if there were no safety valve in place or if

it failed to function, the compressed air in the helmet and dress

would escape through the air hose. Therefore the pressure

within the helmet and dress would become less than the ex-

ternal urater pressure. The helmet being rigid and the dress

being flexible, the effect of the greater external pressure would
be to squeeze the diver’s body into his helmet in the same man-
ner as a cork is forced into any empty bottle when lowered
into deep water. Even a slight excess pressure under these

conditions has been known to be instantly fatal to the diver.

The combination telephone and life-line cable connection is

placed to the left at the back of the helmet. The connection is

curved downward to give a fair lead for the cable, which crosses

the air hose and passes under the diver’s right arm (plate 6).

An air-regulating exhaust valve is fitted below the window
along the right side of the helmet, together with an escape
channel, so that the point of exhaust is toward the rear of the
helmet. This position of the exhaust prevents air bubbles from
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVINO GEAR 37

passing in front of the face plate and obstructing the diver’s

view.

The purpose of the air-regulating escape valve is to auto-

matically maintain the air pressure in the diving helmet in

equilibrium with the outside water pressure and to provide a

means whereby the device can regulate the inflation of his

dress and consequently his buoyancy. As the diver enters the

water, the diving dress is subjected to an external pressure which

tends to force the air in the dress up into the helmet and then

out of the air-regulating escape valve. If the escape of this

air is not retarded, or the air supply is inadequate, the dress

will collapse and the diver’s breathing interfered with. With
a normal air supply and no means to regulate properly its flow

from the helmet, too great an inflation of the dress will result

and be followed by an excess of positive buoyancy and a con-

sequent “blowing-up” of the diver to the surface. If a diver

flnds it necessary to increase his buoyancy, he accomplishes this

by closing the air-regulating escape valve the necessary amount,
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38 DIVING MANUAL

thus increasing the inflation of his dress. If the danger of over-

inflation becomes apparent, he decreases it by opening the valve
by operation of the valve chin button. The throw of the valve

stem, through the medium of the chin button, should be such
as to permit immediate discharge of ail excess air. If the flow

is insufficient, the only resort in the past has been to cut off

the air supply or to adjust further the air-regulating escape
valve by operation of the outside regulating screw. Tliis re-

quires an appreciable period of time and meanwhile the over-

inflation of the dress may progress to the point where the diver

becomes excessively buoyant. At the beginning of “blowing-up’“

the helmet lifts as far as the Jock strap will permit and it is

then difficult for the diver to reach the valve chin button with
his chin. With the rapidly increasing inflation his arms may
become involuntarily distended, with the result that he is unable
to reach his air supply valve or the regulating screw of the

escape valve.

It is obvious from the foregoing that the air>reguiating escape
valve is one of the most important features of the diving helmet
and a valve of proper construction, principle of operation, and
reliability is essential to proper performance of diving work and
safety of the diver.

0» To ^rr

Plate 26 -A.—WeldlnK lens and frame, helmet.
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42 DIVING MANUAL

type valves, if found on any diving helmets in service* should

be removed and discarded and the standard valve installed in

their place before the diving helmet is again used.

To install the improved-type valve in the helmet, refer to plate

27 and proceed as follows

:

1. Remove old valve from helmet
2. With the special rotary tool shown on plate 28 cut groove

around periphery of the valve seat boss on the diving helmet
the groove to be cut as deeply as the tool permits.

3. Thoroughly clean out shavings.

4. Pieces (G), (E). (D), (N), (O), and (L) and pieces (M),
(J), (H), and (A) are delivered assembled. Piece (K) is de-

livered separately. Unscrew piece (A) and install assembly (L)*

(1), and (H) in valve housing (boss) on helmet inerting neck

(B) in valve stem guide (P), letting valve (H) seat in valve

housing (G).

5. Screw piece (A) to (B).

6. (Connect assembly (G), (E), (D), (O), (N), and (L) to

valve housing (C) by screwing cap (E) to same.

7. To set valve properly screw valve adjusting wheel (G) in

as far as possible.

8. Hold stem assembly (M), (K), (H), and (A) so that valve

seats in valve housing (0).

9. If in this position the adjusting set screw (M) just touches

piece (N), the valve is properly set

10. If the adjusting screw (M) does not touch piece (N),

adjust it until it does touch.

11. Unscrew piece (E), insert spring (K) and reassemble.

New diving helmets when purchased will have the air-regulat-

ing escape valve boss grooved as indicated in operation (2) of

the preceding paragraph. If it becomes necessary to groove or

regroove helmets in service, the Bureau of Ships should be advised

and arrangements will be made to furnish temporarily for this

purpose one of the necessary grooving tools. There are only four

of these tools at present available in service and the limited num-
ber necessitates their being used alternately by ships. The tool

is shown on plate 28 and its method of use is as follows

:

1. Screw cutting tool (A) in by turning wheel (B) counter-

clockwise as far as possible.

2. Remove lock screw (C) and release thrust nut (D) counter-

clockwise S tumB.

3. Assemble tool (G) to valve housing in helmet securely by
using pin spanner wrench (furnished).

4. Be sure tool holder (E) does not bind on valve seat. Re-
lease thrust nut (D) farther if necessary.

5. Screw in thrust nut (D) so that tool holder (B) touches

valve seat.

6. Release thrust nut (D) 3 notches to obtain proper clearance.

7. Replace lock screw (0).

8. Screw feeding wheel (B) in until tool starts cutting; turn-

ing crank (F) clockwise one complete revolution for each cut.

9. Turn feeding wheel (B) one notch at a time (indicated by
audible click).
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44 DIVING MANUAL

Hom* ftlr»

diTcr'f.

Hom, air,
coaplingfl and
clamps.

plate to filter out the bright rays of light when underwater

cutting or welding work is being performed. These frames are

issued only with the No. 1 outfit, however, they can easily be

manufactured at the navy yards. Further details on this subject

are covered in this chapter under “Lights and underwater

illumination.”

The breastplate, part 3, plate 24, is that portion of the diving

suit which connects the helmet to the diving dress. It is made
of the same metal as the diving helmet and is shaped so that

its lower portion fits comfortably over the shoulders, a cush-

ion, figure 3, plate 20, being interposed between the shoulders

and the breastplate. Twelve screw studs and four metal straps

are provided for attaching the diving dress. The straps are

held down against the rubber gasket of the diving dress by eight

small and four large wing nuts. Located on the front of the

breastplate are two metal eyelets to which the life line and air

hose are stopped on their respective sides.

The diver’s air hose, plate 29, is of a sinking type, having an

internal nominal diameter of one-half inch and external diameter

of 1^6 inches, with a permissible manufacturing tolerance of

plus or minus %2 inch. It consists of a vulcanized rubber tube

reinforced by three plies of braided cotton reenforcement laid on

the bias to prevent the hose from wriggling, twisting, or turning,

while under pressure. The reenforcement is well embedded in

a rubber compound to protect it fron> chafe or wear. The hose

is furnished in both 3-foot and 50-foot lengths. The 3-foot lengths

are used for the speidal purpose of connecting the air-control

valve to the air safety or nonreturn valve at the diver’s helmet.

The ends of each length of air hose are capped with a rubber

compound inch thick to prevent moisture coming in contact

with the cotton reinforcement. The tensile strengths of the rub-

ber tube and rubber cover of the hose when new are 1,400 and

1,200 pounds per square inch, respectively. Diving hose when
manufactured is required to withstand working pressure of 500

pounds and a bursting pressure of 2,000 ix>unds. In addition,

representative samples are required to withstand a hydrostatic

pressure of 1,000 pounds per square inch without bursting. At a
point approximately 4 feet from each end of the 50-foot lengths

of diving hose is located a molded brand of distinctive color con-

taining the word “Divers’.” A similar brand appears midlength

of the 3-foot sections of hose. For details as to the life of diving

hose and its care and maintenance see chapter VI. Diving air

hose is provided in 50-foot lengths. In connecting up the lengths

it should be remembered that the length of hose nearest the diver

will be subjected to the least difference in pressure, and, there-

fore, if there is any preference, the best hose should be on the

end nearest the surface.

The various air-hose fittings are shown on plates 29, 30, 31, and

32. The ends of each length of air hose are fitted alternately

with n^le and female couplings. These couplings are machined

from bars of naval brass. The couplings and clamps are made
in accordance with the design and dimensions shown on plate
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVING GEAR 47

shaped, with one edge sharpened for cutting and the otlier toothed

for sawing. The sheath is of brass, cylindrically shaped with

a conical bottom. The liottom of the sheath is drilled with a

><4-inch diameter hole to permit the entrance of water and main-

tain negative buoyancy of the knife. The top end of the sheath

TVFC"T*OOUmi.C HAUC %m\OH

DOUei-C. I^LC UHlOa

Plate 31.—Diving air hose special fittings.

OOUSi-C rCMALC COUPLIHA

Plate 32.—Diving air hose double female coupling.
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVING GEAR 49

is threaded to take the threads on the hilt of the knife blade.

The handle of the knife is made of maple, chafed as shown with

small lateral grooves forming equally spaced corrugations to

contribute to firm handhold. The handle is designed to be bal-

anced so that the knife if dropped any distance will fall point

first. The handle nut and the sheath nut are made of brass.

A leather belt 1 inch wide by 24 inches long and %2 inch thick,

with brass knuckle, completes the assembly.

Prior to adoption of the standard diving knife illustrated

therein, the fiat sheath bayonet type of knife was used. How-
ever, in several salvage operations considerable difficulty was
exxierienced by the divers in sheathing the knife and loss of the

blade was a common occurrence. Considerable experimentation

was conducted on various types of knives before adoption of the

present standard knife illustrated herein. It has been found that

blades will frequently break when used for prying, and in order

that the knife, other than the blade, will not be discarded, a stock

of spare blades is maintained at the distributing yard.

The diving ladder, plates d4 and 35, is designed for use over

the side of motor launches. It is adjustable and may be used

to fit either 36, 40, or 50-foot launches. The strut that gives the

correct inclination of the ladder when in use may be folded in

the ladder after removal of the securing bolts, thus facilitating

stowage. The ladder is made of wrought iron and is heavily

galvanized.

Probably the greatest handicap experienced by divers is re-

duced vision under water, which may range from 0 to 50

percent normal, depending on the turbidity of the water. On ex-

tremely muddy bottoms, with attendant mud and silt in sus-

pension, the diver works in almost total darkness and under

such conditions has to depend mostly on his sense of touch for

identification of objects.

The extent of light penetration or diffusion of light under

water depends principally on the amount of opaque matter sus-

pended in the water inasmuch as the opaque matter refiects the

light back to its source. This condition is largely responsible for

the limited radius of diffusion of light under water. Increasing

the power of the light increases the intensity of illumination but

does not materially increase the radius of diffusion nor does

the use of refiectors to project the rays contribute materially

to greater penetration. Refiectors are, however, beneficial in

protecting the diver’s eyes from the glare of the light at its

source.

While the radius of diffusion of light is governed by the clarity

of the water, discemibility under water is considerably contrib-

uted to or hindered by the color of the object being observed.

Brightly colored objects are more clearly seen by the naked eye

or through ordinary glass than dark objects. This has been

substantiated by tests recently conducted by the Navy, the results

of which definitely indicated that in underwater artificial illu-

mination, dark-colored objects may be discerned in more detail

if the bright (glaring) rays of the artificial light are filtered

out. The results of some of these experiments are as follows

:

Ladder, dirins.

Lishts, divinr
and under-water
illnminatlon.
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Plate 35.—Diving ladder details.
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52 DIVING MANUAL

Preliminary exi>eriments were first conducted in the water

diving tank of the experimental diving unit, where submerged

objects, illuminated with a 250-watt clear incandescent lamp,

were viewed through the observation port, both with filters in line

of vision and removed. It was found that only those filters, the

maximum transmission of which was in the yellow or orange,

were of value. Filters in the greens and blues were detrimental

to good vision. Of this series of filters three were chosen for

extended observations ; namely, Corning Glass Co., No. 338

**Noviol,** shade C (lemon yellow), shade No. 246 (amber), and
shade HR red (orange red). These filters were used by a large

number of divers in the diving tank and in the river, and of

the three shades, the “Noviol,’* shade G, was found to improve

discemlbility the greatest extent To insure that the diver’s

findings were actually physical and not psychological, a corroded

steel plate with holes punched in it and nuts and bolts attached

was submerged in the tank in such a position as to be visible

through an observation port. The plate was then illuminated by

a source of radiation so placed that through the port it was not

visible to the eye or camera. Fourteen photographs were taken

under constant conditions of turbidity, distance, and times of

exposure. The results are reproduced on plates 36 to 49, inclu-

sive. In plates 36 to 42, inclusive, the submerged object was
placed 30 inches from the observation port and the source of

illumination placed 20 inches from the object. Plates 43 and 44

show the appearance of the submerged plate after it had been

moved 60 inches from the observation port with the source of light

50 inches from the object. Plates 45 to 49, Inclusive, show the

plate after water in the tank had been changed and the plate

moved again to within 30 inches of the observation port. The
sharpness of the details of the corroded plate with its nuts and
bolts as shown on the respective photographs was then taken as

a criterion of the value of the type of illumination used.

Plate 36 shows the corroded steel plate in the tank illuminated

with a 250-watt “Photoflood No. 1” lamp placed In the diving

lamp casing with no optical filters in the light path. To the eye,

the intervening water appeared to be filled with a bright haze

due to the light scattered by the suspended matter. This bright

haze confused very markedly the vision of the person looking into

the observation port. The sharp edges of the punched holes, the

slots in the bolt heads, and the edges of the nuts became less

distinguishable. However, after exchanging the clear bulb in

the lamp for a 250-watt amber-colored bulb, the bright haze

between the observer’s eye and the submerged object became
much less and the details of the plate stood out more clearly.

Plate 37 show's the photographic effect of this type of

illumination.

The amber bulb was next replaced with a 250-watt “Photo-

flood” lamp No. 1 and an optical filter made of Corning No. 246

glass placed in front This glass is a yellowish amber color.

Plate 38 exhibits the appearance of the object under water when
illuminated by the radiation through the No. 246 glass. The
bright scattered light was absent and the details of the plate
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60 DIVING MANUAL

stood out quite clearly. Plate 39 shows the plate when illumi-

nated with the same 250-watt “Photoflood” lamp No. 1 with a
Coming “Novior shade C (lemon yellow) filter interposed be-

tween the lamp and the plate. Again the mass of scattered li^t
was absent and the details of the plate appeared to become more
discernible.

Plates 40, 41, and 42 were taken with the submerged plate illumi-

nated by the clear bulb *Thotoflood” No. 1 lamp placed In the
casing of a Navy standard diving lamp and the optical filter

placed before the lens of the camera. Plate 40 shows the effect

of the Coming “Noviol” shade C, plate 41, Corning No. 246, and
plate 42, a filter made of reddish amber-colored glass known as
Coming HR red. ATisual observation and photographic exami-
nation indicated that from an optical standpoint it makes no
differeii<*e in the results, whether the filter is placed in fi*ont of
the lamp or held before the eye.

Plate 43 shows the submerged plate when it was moved back
from the iwrt to a distance of 60 inches and illuminated by the
clear 250-watt lamp placed 50 inches from it. The water con-

tained considerable susi)ended matter, due to the activities of
the divers working in the tank. The silt was allowed to settle

until a constant condition of turbidity wa.s reached before the
photogra[ih was taken. When the plate was observed through
the port illuminated by the clear lamp, the scattered light was
so intense that the eye was bllml to siicli an extent the details

of the plate were quite Indistinct. Three filters, namely, Corning
“Noviol” shade C, Corning No. 246, and Corning HR red, were
ill turn pla<*ed before the diving lamp. In each case the bright

scattered light became inu(,*h less pronounced and the details of

the plates l>ecame more distinguishable, although of course mu<*h
less so than when the plate was 30 inches from the port. Plate

44 shows the plate when illuminated by radiation from the clear

lamp which had passed through the “Noviol” shade C filter.

With this illumination the nuts and bolt heads were more clearly

seen.

Plate 45 shows tlie appearance of the submerged plate when
illuminated with a large General Electric sodium vapor lamp
enclosed in a watertight casing. To the eye the plate and its

details were very clearly visible and the scattered light l>etween

the observer and the object did not apjiear to he very intense.

Plate 46 shows the siihinerged plate again illuminated with the

radiation from the sodium light with an Eastman K-3 filter in

front of the camera lens.

Plate 47 shows the suhinerged object again illuminated by the

clear lamp in front of whi<*h was filler of Corning “Novlol” shade
C. A comparison of plates 46 and 47 shows the two sources of

illumination to be about of equal value, which observation is

supported by visual trials. In plate 48 an Eastman K-3 filter

was placed in front of the camera lens with no noticeable effect.

Plate 49 shows the submerged plate illumlnatetl by radiation

from a high-powered G. E. mercury vapor lamp enclosed in a
watertight casing. As was expected, to the eye the details of
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the plate were quite indistinct, since the eye loses its sensitivity

quite rapidly as the wavelength of radiation decreases; and, as

is well known, the mercury arc is rich in radiation in the blue

region. The photographic plate, which is sensitive to the lower

wavelengths, would be expected to show about as much contrast

as with other types of illumination.

While these tests definitely established the fact that wher^

clarity of water is such as to permit light penetration, an op-

tical filter with maximum transmission in the yellow materially

Improves the discemibility of submerged objects by the diver.

On the other hand, when the quantity of sediment in the water

exceeds a certain value, optical filters are of no value. So fai'

as concerns their use under conditions attendant on Navy div-

ing, sodium vapor and mercury lights offer no advantage over

the Navy standard diving light

As a result of the above experiments, an optical filter of

**Novior’ shade C glass, fitted in a frame, plate 25-A, which can

be readily attached to the faceplate of the diving helmet, has

been adopted for use in work involving underwater cutting and
welding.

The diving light adopted for Navy use is the result of develop- Lithts, 4iviiia.

ment through several actual salvage operations. The light con-

sists of a 1,000-watt lamp, a lamp holder of seamless brass tubing,

and a chromium-plated copper (20 B. A S. gage) reflector fitted

with a wire-meshed guard. The lamps are made of special glass

designed to withstand pressures equivalent to those at 500-foot

depths. The lights are of two types as illustrated on plates 50

to 5S, indnsive. The light shown on plates 50 and 51 is known
as the Westinghouse type. That shown on plates 52 and 53

is known as the Morse type. The Westinghouse type reflector is

cylindrically shaped with a dome top, the diameter at the base

being approximately 11 inches, whereas the Morse type is para-

bolical in shape and with a base approximately 10 inches in di-

ameter. The reflectors of both types are mounted on a cylindrical

nonwatertight metal sleeve fitted at the outer end with a nut

and rubber bushing for securing the lamp and cable. The West-

inghouse lamp is tailed with a 3-foot length of twin conductor

cable forming an integral part of the lamp unit. The lamp unit

is taped with rubber insulating tape to form a watertight as-

sembly which is housed by the metal sleeve referred to above.

The lamp with the 3 feet of cable taped as described is issued

assembled as a unit. When in use, the free end of the 3-foot

section of cable forming a part of the unit is spliced and taped

to twin conductor cable of the length required for a particular

diving operation. In replacing the lamp with the 3-foot section

of cable, the locking nut on the end of the sleeve of the light is

backed off, and the lamp unit in its entirety removed from its

housing. In the Morse type light the 3-foot length of cable is

secured at the reflector end to a threaded receptacle which accom-

modates lamp bulbs of standard screw type, the cable Joints and

receptacle being encased in a soft rubber sleeve, the free end of

which snaps over and is clamped around the neck of the lamp
bulb forming a watertight cover for the terminals.
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64 DIVING MANTUAL

The lamps of diving lights should never be lighted in air as the

heat generated burns out the bulb filament In a few seconds.

The light should be submerged before lighting and the current

should be turned off before the light is hoisted from the water.

Lines used in diving and salvage operations are those extend*

ing from the surface ship to or in vicinity of the diver. In

general, they are as follows:

Blowing hose.—Blowing hose is used for blowing and venting

air to and from compartments, tanks, etc., under water. The
hose usually used for this purpose is the 1%-inch diameter pneu*
matic air hose supplied to rescue and salvage vessels. The
%-inch diameter diving hose is also used for this purpose where
the operations are not of the magnitude requiring the use of larger

size hose.

Descending lines.—Descending lines are the mediuno by which
the diver descends to the bottom. In rescue and salvage work,
after the sunken vessel has been located, a line is usually at-

tached to the wreck by the diver and taken to the diving vessel.

In subsequent dives the diver slides down this descending line

in order to reach the desired point on the wreck. For descents

in ordinary diving; viz., for searching, observations, etc., the
descending line is lowered direct to the botton^ by shackling its

end into the eye of a 100-pound weight (pi. 75). In strong tide-

ways, should the 100-pound weight not remain on the bottom,

additional weights must be added.

Standard descending lines are made of 3*inch circumference

manila roi)e. The lines are 200 feet long and are cable laid to
prevent twist and to make identification by the diver easy.

Distance lines.—Distance lines are made of 15-thread cable-

laid manila 60 feet in length. The line is bent onto the descend-

ing line Just above the descending line weight. It is used by the
diver in rotary searching and as a guide for relocating the
descending line when he is ready to ascend. Standard distance

lines are made up into loose colls for convenience of the diver.

Hauling lines.—Hauling lines may be either wire rope up t«>

%-iiich diameter or manila line up to 1%-lnch circumference.

Hauling lines are used by surface attendants to assist the diver In

lifting or moving heavy objects on the bottom.

Diving-light cable .—The diving-light cable is the electric cable

carrying the coppiu* conductors for the diving light. This cable
is approximately inch in diameter.

Life line and air hoftc .—The life line and air-hose line is that
combination of life line or telephone cable and the diving air
hose which is lashed together by marline at stated intervals

along its entire length and by a canvas sheath at the lower end.

Lowering lines.—Lowering lines vary in size from 4-incb

manila to 9- or 12-thread material. They are the lines that are
attached to objects being sent to the bottom and are also used
for the purpose of controlling the movement or position of these

objects.

Reeving lines.—Reeving lines are the combinations of 1%-, 2%-,

•4-, and G-inch manila, and 1-inch wire rope, which are passed
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through the tunnels blown under sunken vessels preparatory to

hauling through the pontoon chains. (See cb. XIX.)

Stage Knee.—Stage lines are made of 3-inch and 4-inch manlla

and are used to raise and lower the diving decompression stages.

As famished with the small stages they are of 3-inch manlla

and 112 feet long, With marks 10 feet apart corresponding to

decompression stops ; the first mark being so located as to be 10

feet from the bottom of the stage platform when shackled to

the platform. The upper ends of the lines are whipped to pre-^
vent fraying. The lower ends are fitted with thimbles and sister -

hooks (or shackles) for attaching the lines to the slings of the

stage. Two lines are used with the small stage.

The stage line for the larger stages is made of 4-inch manila.

As shown by plate 67 only one line is reQulred for each stage.

They are made op on board ship in lengths consistent with the

depth of the dive.

The stage lines for the smaller stage are marked with metal

tags perforated or formed in strips, as illustrated on plate 68,

to indicate the depth of submergence of the stage. The lines

of the large stage are usually marked with colored rags (fiag

bimting) to indicate the depth of submergence, as follows

:

10 feet, 1 cloth tag (red).

20 feet, 1 cloth tag (yellow).

30 feet, 1 cloth tag (blue).

40 feet, 2 cloth tags (red).

50 feet. 2 cloth tags (yellow).

00 feet, 2 cloth tags (blue).

70 feet, 3 doth tags ( (red).

80 feet, 3 cloth tags (yellow).

00 feet, 3 cloth tags (blue).

100 feet, 4 cloth tags (red)

.

110 feet, 4 cloth tags (yellow).

120 feet, 4 cloth tags (blue).

130 feet, 5 cloth tags (red).

140 feet, 5 cloth tags (yellow).

150 feet, 5 cloth tags (blue).

Diver’s air manifolds (pl. 54) are brass castings. They have MuiifoMi.

one inlet and three outlet nipples, and are suitable for use in

connecting the delivery air of three diving pumps to a single

illver’s air hose or vice versa.

The standard diving air pump, mark III, plates 55 to 60, in- pamp, dlrinc,

elusive, is a twin-cylinder, double-acting, manually operated

pump. The complete pump consists of the following principal

parts:

Frame.—^Tbe frame, plate 59, is of rigid design and constructed

of cast iron. The manufacturer’s serial number of the pomp
is plainly stamped in visible figures on the upper center of the

upper rail-rod support The frame Is strengthened by horizontal

braces supporting the crankshaft and bedplate. It is firmly se-

cured to the pomp case by four brass holding-down bolts which
pass through the foot lugs of the frame and the bottom of the

case.

Bedplate.—The bedplate is made of gun metal, bolted to the

pump frame, and forms a true base and support for the cylinders.

Cast Integral with the bedplate and located on Its under side

are two oblong boxes or air reservoirs which are fitted with
cover plates bolted In place and made airtight by means of

leather gaskets.
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVINO GEAR 71

tically all the air that is compressed by the cylinders is forced

out.

Piston rods.—^The piston rods pass through the cylinder-cover

stuffing boxes and the piston-rod guides located in separate guide

supports fastened to the angle braces of the pump frame. Con-

necting slings are pivoted to the square sections on the rods which,

in turn, are connected to brass bearing blocks on the crankshaft.

PI5TQM FOR
TWO-CYLINPE.R D0U5Lg.>ACTlNS 0IVIN4 Am PUHR

Iff:

Plate 61.—Navy standard diving pump piston.
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CrankBhaft .—The crankshaft of forged steel revolves In the

Journal bearings on the pump frame. The cranks are set at

approximately 90'’ from each other and the ends of the shaft

project from the pump case on either side sufficiently to provide

room for the flywheels. The ends of the shaft are threaded and
fltted with turned brass nuts for holding the flywheels in place

Brass oil drip cups packed with wisps of hair felt are fltted to

each upper bearing brass of the crankshaft.

Flywheels,—The flywheels are of cast Iron with wrought-iron

spokes. A provision is made to secure either long or short pomp-
wheel handles directly to the wheel rims. The wheels weigh

150 pounds each, and have a square hole machined through the

hub which fits a corresponding square section on the ends of

the crankshaft. The square ends of the crankshaft taper

slightly to facilitate removal or application of the flywheela

The flywheels are interchangeable.

Pnump-wheel handles ,

—
^The improve<l type of pump-wheel

handles (pis. 57 and 60) of multiple quill type is furnished in

two sizes: No. 1, or large size, and No. 2, or small size. The
large size accommodates six men at the pump, while the small

size provides room for only four men. The handles bolt directly

into the rims of the flywheels, and consist of Ugnum-vitae

quills each mounted with brass ferrules on a steel shaft in such

a manner that each quill turns independently. The set of short

handles are stored inside and at the back of the pump case,

whereas the long handles are secured in brackets in the front

corners of the case.

Cistern .—^A water cistern made of sheet copper heavily tinned

inside and outside surrounds the pump cylinders, and is secured

to the bedplate. The cistern is of sufficient height to permit the

contained cooling water to flood the top and sides of the cylin-

ders. At the back of the pump case, necessary water connec-

tions are provided for Ailing, draining, or overflowing of the

cistern. When the pump i.s used in warm weather, the water

cistern must be filled with cold water and the water changed as

often as it warms; otherwise, the air furnished the diver or

divers will be heated to such an extent as to endanger their

physical well-being. An overflow nozzle similar to a male hose

connection is furnished to lead clear of the pump any over-

flow of the cooling water.

Pump case .—The pump ca.se is made of high-grade, well-sea-

.««oned, fine-grained white ash. The sides are dovetailed together

at the corners, the corners are bound with angle brass. The

bottom edges are protected by brass shoes. The cover is hinged

at the back and is held in the oiK*n position by cover sup-

ports. A large removable door is fltted in an opening at the

front of the case through which opening some parts of the

pump are more readily accessible than fron> the top. The pump
gages (pis. 58 and 60) are located on the inside of the case with

their dials visible through circular openings cut in the front of

the case. These dials are protected by brass covers hinged on the

outside and front of the pump case. When not in use, the
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ends of the crankshaft are protected by caps bolted to the

pump case. These protecting caps should never be used for lift-

ing the pump case, Wrought-iron lifting rings are secured on

front and back of the case for such purposes. Their bolts pass

through the wooden frame and are fastened into a stiffening

iron that encircles the inside of the case. The opening at the

bottom of the case is closed by a brass cover held in place by

a number of wing nuts. The plate is dished so that the drip-

ping oil or water will be drained towards the center, wh^^re a

drain plug is located.

In the upper part of the case at the back, a wooden till is

provided for the following tools and spare pump parts, which

should be kept on hand at all times

:

2 gaskets, cylinder-head.

1 nozzle, overflow.

1 nut, pump handle, spare.

1 nut, pump wheel, spare.

1 pound packing, piston rod.

1 box containing spare leathers in oil for one piston.

1 tool, assembling, piston.

1 tool, lock nut, piston.

2 valves, pump, complete, spare.

4 washers, pump, valve body.

1 wrench, double open end, for crankshaft bearing boll

and nuts.

1 wrench, double open end, for crankshaft and cylinder oil

cups, and helmet transmitter securing nuts.

1 wrench, open end, for nuts on pump air manifold.

1 wrench, socket-type, for cylinder head bolts.

1 wrench, spanner, face, piston.

1 wrench, spanner, pump.

Piston assemhlinif tool ,—The assembling tool (pi. 62) for use

in installing the pistons into the cylinders of the diving pump is

made of gun metal, in two parts hinged together, and is fltted

with a clamping screw and wing nut. New pistons, when as-

sembled, fit the cylinders very neatly, thus making the use of

this tool necessary to avoid injury to the edges of the lower

cup leathers. When the pistons are difficult to insert, pressure

must be applied ; therefore, it is necessary, to provide a length

of pipe to fit over the piston rod, upon which pressure may be

applied without injury to the piston rod. This pipe is of a tem-

porary nature and should be longer than the piston rod with

its lower end resting upon the metal part of the piston.

The oil separators (pis. 63 and 64) are furnished to prevent

oil that the air may carry over from the pumping system from
being blown into the air hose. Each separator is nvade of two
bronze cups screwed together against a leather gasket. The air

current within the separator is directed by a baffle through a
Infer sponge, sewed with fine copper wire, which filters the air

before entrance into the air hose.

160924—43 6

Separators,
oil.
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Shot!. diTinir. The weighted diving shoes adopt^ as standard by the Navy
are shown on plate 65. The shoes are famished in pairs. Each
shoe weighs approximately twenty pounds and is of the following

dimensions : f

length inside, approximately 13 Inches.

Height inside of heel, approximately 6%2 inches.

Height inside, % inch from inside surface of toe, 1%
inches.

Height inside, 5 inches from inside surface of toe, 2>/4

inches.

Height inside, 4% inches from inside surface of toe, 2%
inches.

Each shoe consists of a lead sole, a hardwood upper sole and
leather uppers. The lead sole is a one-piece casting % inch thick

and 14% Inches long, containing six drilled holes luch In

diameter, counterbored for the %-inch diameter by %-lnch

thick rivet heads and washers which secure the upper sole to

the lead sole. The upper sole is made of 1%-inch thick maple,

free from knots, worm holes, cracks, etc., rabbeted around its

upper peripheral edge with a rabbet % lach deep by % Inch

wide. The upper sole Is drilled and counterbored with six rivet

holes to coincide with the rivet holes in the lead sole. The up-

per sole is riveted to the lead sole by six Tobin bronze cold-

drawn rivets, the top of the head of the rivets being flush with

the top surface of the inner sole. The ends of the rivets termi-
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ameter wire and 1%-inch inside diameter eye are secured to the

platform, one at each comer and one in the middle of each end

by riveting. The corner eye bolts are for connecting the legs

of the bails. The center eyebolts in the ends of the stage are

for attaching guy ropes for steadying the stage and for suspend-

ing weights to the stage.

The stage bails are made of round galvanized*iron rod bent

into the shape of an inverted V with a rounded apex. The lower

ends of the two bails terminate in eyes which pass through the

eyes of the comer bolts on the stage. This constraction per-

mits the bails to swing down flat against the stage in stowage.

The small stage is lowered to desired depths by 3-inch manila

lines, each 115 feet long, as shown on plate 06.

The large stage (pis. 67 and 68) is usually lowere<l by one

4-inch manila line, a bridle, and an interposed spreader. The

spreader is 42 inches wide with elongated eyes at each end,

through which are secured the legs of the bridle and one end

of each of two 36-inch lengths of %-inch diameter wire rope,

thimbled and served at each end. The other end of each of

these two sections of rope is shackled to the eye of the stage

tmil. The bridle is of one piece of %-lnch diameter wire, with

^
a bight seised in the center to form an eye. The length of the

wire is such as to form a triangle 36 inches in height.

The platforms of these stages some years ago were made of

galvanized flat iron bars spaced about 1 inch apart. It was
found that it was possible for a diver to come op under the

stage and fool some of the helmet flttings between the bars of

the stage. The perforated plate was accordingly adopted as the

standard platfbrm.

A detailed description of the decompression stage lowering lines

is given in this chapter under **Stage lines.’*

The diver’s dres.sing stool (pi. 69) is 19 inches high, made of

1-inch yellow pine, and painted with clear varnish. Under the

14- by 18-inch seat a shelf is built in which should be stored the

wing nut T wrenches, wing nuts, copper washers, breastplate

segments, a pair of pliers, and a 1%-inch open-end wrench.

Testing tanks (pi. 74-A) are made of steel, are of 1 cubic foot

(*a[mcity, and are fltted with a gage registering 300 pounds, pet

cock, inlet and outlet nipples which are submarine threaded to

take the diving air hose, transportation handles, and a name
plate marked with the capacity, date, and place of manufacture,

and the test pressure to which the tank has been subjected. The
tanks are required to withstand an internal test pressure of 600

pounds per square inch before its acceptance from manufacturer.

It is used for proving the efficiency of diving air pumps and as

an expansion tank or low-pressure receiver when diving with

compressed air supplied from air flasks or air-flask banks such

as used in some diving launches.

Communication between submerged divei's. and their surface

tenders may be accomplished by (1) telephonic transmission, (2)

mechanical transmission of hand signals by pulls on the life line,

and (8) messages written on slates or the equivalent, lowered

and hoisted to and fro from deck to diver.

Stool, diver’s,
dreeeliia.

Tanks.

Telephones,
divli^.
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80 DIVING MANUAL

The practicability of hand signaling obviously is dependent on

a clear life line and even then the scope of communication is

limited to such single words or short phrases as’ can be easily

memorized and represented by numerical pulls on the line. Also

in deep diving the long length of the life line and its attendant

weight makes dependable communication by this method difficult

Written communication requires considerable time. The lower-

Plate 68.—Decompression stage, large, plan view.
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Telephone,
drjr-eell type.

Telephone!,
batteryless
type.

The dry-cell battery type of telephone is shown on plate 72. It

consists of the battery box, the diver’s head set, the diver’s trann-

initter, the attendant’s outfit, and the telephone cable and
couplings.

Battery box,—^The battery box contains the battery of 12 dry

cells which are connected to the terminals of an on-off switch.

Couplings are provided on the box for the diver’s and the attend-

ant’s telephone cables.

Diver's head set.—The diver’s head set consists of an adjust-

able canvas cap to wiiich the telephone receivers are attached.

The cap fits firmly on the diver’s head and the rubber ear pieces

of the receivers are held snugly against the diver’s ears by the

tension exerted by a chin strap. The receivers are connected in

parallel by a telephone cord. The free end of this cord is fitted

with a plug that connects into a receptacle located permanently

inside the helmet.

Diverts transmitter.—The diver’s transmitter is located in a re-

cessed box on the inside of the helmet, to the left and slightly

above the faceplate.

Diver's attendant's outfit.
—^The attendant’s outfit consists of si

single receiver fitted to a spring head band, a transmitter, a tele-

phone cord, and a coupling that is attached to an outlet on the

battery box. When not in use, the attendant’s outfit and the

diver’s head set are stowed in the vacant compartment of the bat-

tery box.

Telephone cable.—^The telephone cable originally forming a

part of the battery-type telephone system is a combined telephone

cable and life line, consisting of three conductors which form the

heart of the cable and provide electrical connection from the

tender to the diver. The outer woven cover of the cable serves

as a life line and as a protection for the conductors. The entire

arrangement is a combination of two simple telephone circuits,

with one transmitter and one or more receivers in each circuit.

Although the two circuits have separate batteries, they have only

a single common return. Cable.s of this type, wliich are shown
on plate 72, when new have a breaking strength of only al>out 350

pounds. They are no longer carried in stock although there arc

still some in service. When cables of this tyiH* are no longer

serviceable, replacement is being made with the ruhber-covei*ed

cables, plate 14, identical to tliose used with the diving amplifier

equipment, except that they are fitted with adapters designed to

fit the terminals on the battery box.

The batteryless diving telephone which is no longer supplie<l is

shown on plates 70 and 70-A. It consists of the diver’s outfit,

the tender’s outfit, the telephone cable, a fiber carrying case, and
a control box. This apparatus—as its name implies—does not

require batteries nor any other external power supply.

The diver’s outfit consists of two receiver units mounted in a
snug-fitting leather cap and a transmitter unit mounted in the

helmet and equipped with a speaking tube and mouthpiece. The
diver’s receiver and transmitter units are connected in parallel

across two conductors of the telephone cable.

The tender’s outfit consists of two receiver units mounted In a
head set and a transmitter unit mounted on a breastplate. The
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tender’s re<!eiver and transmitter units ai'e eonneeted in parallel

across the same two conductors of the telephone cable, leaTinc

two spare conductors.

The six batteryless units, which comprise the two stations, are

of permanent magnet, noncorrosive steel, diaphragm-type con-

struction and require no power for the transmission and repro-

duction of speech other than the voltage generated in the coil

by the magnetic impulses set up by the vibrations of a diaphragm

relative to the permanent magnets. All of the units are identical

and any unit will function as either a receiver or a transmitter

without change in connections. Thus, the system may still oper-

ate with two inoperative units at each end of the line. Com-

munication may be maintained by using the remaining unit at

' each end as both transmitter and receiver.

The combination telephone and life-line cable originally fur-

nished with the batteryless telephone system was a rubberKWv-

ered cable, with six ov seven insulated copper-wire conductors

spirally wound around a central phosplior-bronae wire cable. The

finished cable had a breaking strength of 5,000 pounds. The

weight of this type of cable proved excessive for deep dives and

was later sui>erseded by the lightweight cable shown on plate 14

which is standard for use with the various types of telephones

and the diving amplifier equipment described herein.

Submarine rescue and salvage operations sometimes require

the simultaneous descent of as many as three divers. The bat-

teryless telephone systems furnished salvage vessels include a

special control box which contains plugs and switches that iiermit

communication with a maximum of three divers.

The volume of sound produced by batteryless telephone systems

Is usually insufficient for clear recreption by the diver in deep

dives due to the hiss of the air supply In the helmet. Thus, it

is often necessary to stop the air supply during conversation.

An amplifier designed to increase the volume of sound was pn»-

vlded submarine res<’ue vessels. While the reception was sonie-

wiiat improved by use of this supplemental equipment, the sys-

tem still has several objiH*tlonable features not common to the

amplifier type of diving telephone or the present diving ampli-

fier. Major objections are that the diver’s head set which, though

.soft, is close fitting, uncomfortal>le, and susceptible to accidental

disarrangement.
ATOpUfier-type, amplifier type of diving telephone was the first successful

telephone. departure from straight telephone communication for diving

oi>erations. The equipment is very similar to the present diving

amplifier equipment and its component parts are the amplifier

with a built-in transmitter-reproducer, the diver’s transmitter-

receiver, the power cable.s and the combination diving amplifier

and life-line cable.

Amplifier.—The amplifier w^as supplied in two types, according

to the power supply. Type A operates from 6 volts D. C. or by

means of a series resistor from a 110-volt D. C. line. Type B

operates only from a 110-volt D. C. Line. Plate 71, part 1, shows

the type B amplifier which is identical to the typo A except for the

difference in power supplies.
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The amplifier is of a low-gain type designed for communication

between the tender and three divers and is arranged so that divers

may talk to each other. A portable metal case serves to house

the amplifier, the tender’s transmitter-receiver, the control panel,

and the receptacles. Receptacles are provided for three diving

cables, one or two power cables, and a 25-foot cable for a iK)rtable

transmitter-receiver unit for use on the tender. All receptacles

are provided with a cover for protection when not in use. Threi^

talk keys for selecting divers are mounted on the control panel

with the power switch. This system retains its relation to the

telephone system in that when the transmitter-receiver units are

interconnected, they will operate as a batteryless telephone system.

Helmet transmitter-receiver,—A transmitter-receiver unit is

provided for the diver. This unit has a flexible voice tube which is

necessary to provide sufficient volume of sound for successful com-

munication.

Cables ,—^The power cable used in this system is shown as part

16, plate 71. The diving cable is described below under “standard

diving cable.”

The equipment now being issued for use as the means of com- Divinir
amplifier

iminication between a diver and his tender is known as diving equipment,

amplifier equipment. This equipment is the result of the develop-

ment of the telephone equipment previously described. It consists

of the diving amplifier, the diver’s transmitter-reproducer unit,

the power cables, and the combination diving amplifier and life-

line cable. This equipment is a complete departure from the

telephone type of system and contains the advantages of recent

developments in amplified si)eech communication. The main dif-

ferences in this present system and its immediate predecessor are

the use of a relatively high powered amplifier, controlled volume of

.<I>eech in each diret*tion separately, and controlled frequeii<*y

response for speec*h in each direction. The high volume provides

sufficient audible sound to overcome the ambient hiss due to air en-

tering the helmet with the result that <*ommunication may be easily

maintained without shutting off the air. Controlled frequency Ve-

.sponse is especially important under conditions of deep diving

where high pressure and helium-oxygen atmospheres cause the

human voice to become extremely high pitched.

Diving amplifier,

—
^The diving amplifier is the heart of the

system and serves to amplify the voice in each direction, provides

a convenient control panel, acts as a terminal board for the

diving cables, and supports the tender’s transmitter-reproducer

unit. Each amplifier is designed to provide two-way speech from
the tender to a maximum of three divers.

The case is of strong metal construction and is provided with

handles for easy carrying. Three Jacks for connecting to the

diving cables, three jacks for connecting to power supply cables,

and a control panel are mounted on the case. All Jacks have
.screw covers for protection when not In use. The tender’s trans-

mitter-reproducer Is mounted rigidly to the top of the amplifier

case. The entire unit is splashproof and will withstand dump
salt air without damage.
The amplifier will operate from any one of three power supplies,
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DESCRIPTION OF NAVY STANDARD DIVINO GEAR 89

The overall trousers (pi. 74) are made of light canvas, with

adjustable straps fitted with brass buckles and eyelets, two
pockets, reenforced with patches over the knees, and provided

with flaps and thongs for lacing up the legs. The overall

trousers are used to protect the diving dress from chafe and
wear.

The air-control valve (pi. 75) is of the needle-valve design, and ValTe,*lr

is used to control the inlet of air to the diver’s helmet. The
®®"**^*‘

valve body Ls a brass casting, approxinmtely 4yj inches in length,

with a boss cast at a 35® angle to take the valve stem, stufling

hnx, gland, and cap nut. A retaining yoke prevents the valve-

Plate 71-E.— Diving telephone coupJing. for helmet gooseiieek (female connection)—
Asseuililecl.

Pi>ate 71 -F.—Diving telephone coupling, for helmet gooneneck (female connection)—
DisaHsenihlecl.

stem stufling-box cap nut from backing off. Coupling nuts are

spun on both ends of the valve body to take the male couplings

of the air hose. The new control valve has male threads on both

ends to take the female coupling of the air hose. This valve is

held to the diver’s dress by means of a link and bracket chain that

is placed under, and secaired by, the wing nut on the Itnig stud at

the low’er left-hand side of the breastplate.

Cast-iron weights (pi. 76) are provided in three sizes, i. e., 25, Weighti.

50, and 100 iK)iinds. They are of imishrooni shai>e. fitted with

steel pad eyes as shown, and are painted black. The 2r»-i>nuiid

weights are usually used as marker-buoy weights. The 50-pound

weights are used with the decompression stages. The 100-i)oiind

weights are generally used as descending line w^eights.

150024 -4.i 7
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CHAPTER V

SHALLOW-WATER DIVING APPARATUS

Types. Nuvy shallow>water diving apparatus consists of three types—

one known as the Miller-Dunn type, one as the Morse type, and

one as the Ohio Rubber Co. type. Being light in weight and
compact they can be transported and stowed easily. Wliile shal-

low-water diving does not present the hazards involved in deep-

sea diving, a real hazard does exist t(/ the man unfamiliar with the

methods and basic physiological principles of deep-sea diving.

This equipment should be used only by trained divers or under the

suijervision of a competent officer or enlisted man trained in

(his field. The divers should be good swimmers. They are use-

ful in warm water in pei*forming such work as examining and
cleaning ships’ strainers, propeller work, etc. The Morse and

Miller-Dunn tyiies each consists of a helmet, lead weights at-

tached to the helmet, 50 feet of rubber air hose, and a mami-

ally-oiierated hand pump. Their principle of operation is the

same. Air is supplied to the helmet by operation of the band
pump at a pressure greater than the surrimnding water pressure

at shallow depths. The excess air pressure in the helmet prevents

the water, which of course has access through the bottom

of the helmet, from rising above the level of the air inlet. It

is for this reason that the air inlet is located near the bottom of

the helmet. Excess air escapes through the bottom of the hel-

met. If the helmet is tilted too far from the vertical, there is

danger of all of the air in the helmet escaping and the helmet

filling with water. While the diver nwiy stoop slightly without

(his occurring, any tilting of the helmet in excess of 45® will

allow the water to rise in the helmet above the level of the

diver’s mouth and nose. Likewise, if the pres.sure of the air

supplied to the helmet is less than the pressure of the water
surrounding the helmet, the water level rises in (he helmet until

the internal and external pressures equalize. Accordingly, care

should be taken that the depths to which dives are made are not

greater than those to which the pump can supply air, in volume

and pressure commensurate with requirements. Tlie Ohio Rub-

ber Co. tyi>e consists of a rubber fac*e mask, one nonreturn valve,

2 pairs of diver’s underwear, 2 i>airs of rublier sneakers, one 50-fwt

length of air hose, one 3-foot length of air hose, an expansion tank,

and a manually-operated hand pump of the same type as supplied

with the Miller-Dunn or the Morse tyiie apparatus. Detailed in-

structions are furnished with the face mask outfit. With this

type apparatus, the diver has greater freedom of movement, and
can assume any position without water entering the face mask,

provided air of proper pressure is continuously supplied to the

V mask. It is also easier for the diver to maintain an upright

96
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SHALLOW-WATER DIVING APPARATUS 97

position with this type of outfit than with the helmet types.

For Navy work, use of shallow’-water diving outfits is restricted

to depths of feet or less. A detailetl description of each typ^‘

follows

:

The Miller-Dunn Navy type shallow-water diving outfit is

shown on plate 76.

Helmet,—The helmet of 17-ounce, hard-rolled copiKT is cylin-

drical in shape, domed on top, and made with a rolled edge at

the bottom to conform with and fit comfortably on the diver’s

shoulders, upper chest, and ha(*k. The unweighted helmet weighs

26Vi pounds, but when properly weighted, it weighs 60 pomuls.

A handle is riveted to the top of the helmet to fa<*ilitate han-

dling.

The front of the helmet is fitte<l with a heavy bronze frame

in which two plate-glass windows are located. The window's

are made W’atertight by being set in soft wicking soaked with

white lead, and are secured by right- and left-handed securing

frames held to the helmet by 19 hexagonal-headed stud bolts.

Each window is 10 by 5 inches, and either glass may l>e removed

for replacement without disturbing the other. A long-top, short-

bottom guard protects the glass from breakage. A male-threaded

air inlet connection, termed the gooseneck, is riveted and sweated

on the right side of the helmet near the bottom and is curved

downward toward the rear at a So'" angle so as to give a fair

lead to the air hose. An eye is formed on the curve of the

gooseneck for securing the bight of the air hose.

A copper baffle plate sweated over the air inlet inside the

helmet deflects the air upon entrance, causing It to pass over the

faceplate and thus prevent Its fogging. Small holes pierced in

the bottom part of the helmet permit the escape of excess air

in ad<lition to that w^hich escapes around the shoulders. Broad

coppcT straps are riveted to the front and imek plates of the

brass clips molded In the lead weights.

Four 8%-pound lead weights are hung on the weight straps of

the helmet, tw’o in front and two at the back, to prevent the

helmet from lifting off the diver’s shoulders. They are secured

to the helmet by marline stops passed through holes provided in

the weights.

Pump ,—^The air pump is a twdn-cyUnder, single-action pump
that is manually-(TX*rated by a lever M7 inches long, fitted with a

hardwood handle. The w^eight of the pump complete is 28

pounds, and is designed and constructed to supply an adeipiate

amount of air dow n to depths of about 40 feet.

The bottom plate is an irregular-.shaped iron casting having

a vertical standard in the center to wiiich is pinned a rocker

arm or beam of the same material. This rocker arm or beam
has a drilled fork end to wiiich are pinned the upper ends of

the piston rods. A socket also formed in the rocker-arm cast-

ing provided a means for holding the pump handle that i.s held

in place by a set screw.

Tlie vertically mounted cylinders are of .seaniles.s draw’ii bra.ss.

3.375 inches in diameter, and have an inside depth of o imiies.

Each cylinder is closed at the bottom by a composition nwtn\

head screwed and sw^eated permanently in place. Cast with

Miller-Dunn
Nmvy type.
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SHALLOW-WATER DIVING APPARATUS 99

screwed ou the cylinder. Lugs cast in one with this head may
be engaged by a. hook spanner wrench for tightening or removal.

Besides the center hole for the piston rod’s passage, four other

holes are drilled through the top cylinder head. These holes

not only prevent cushioning on the upward stroke of the pistons,

but also allow for oiling of the piston leather, for heat dissipa>

tion, and for lightness.

The piston consists of two cast disks with a cup leather inter-

posed between them, and when properly assembled the piston

lias a thickness of 1 inch. Length of its stroke is 3.75 inches

and stroke delivery when 100 percent efficient is 33.55 cubic

Inches of air.

The piston rod is 6.375 inches in length, 0.625 inch in diame-

ter, and passes through the center hole in the cylinder head

that forms a guide for it. The piston rod is tiireaded on the

lower end and passes through a central hole in the upper disk

and cup leather and screws into the threaded hole in the lower

disk of the piston.

The vertical position valve bodies are interconnected by a

7-inch length of flexible rubber hose thus constituting the pump
thanifold. Near the manifold air connection to each bottom cyl-

inder head is a small screw that may be removed to drain

any excess oil formed in the cylinders. The upper ends of the

valve bodies are closed by nuts. When facing the pump mani-

fold, the right-hand valve body nut has an air connection for

the male end fltting of the diving hose. In the lower end of

each valve body is screwed a nut that has a %-inch hole drilled

through its center. This hole forms the suction intake for each

cylinder, and the upper inside part of the nut forms a seat for

the inlet valve. The floating-type inlet valve has a short-fluted

stem and a leather-washer-faced, flat seat. This valve is held

seated due to Its own weight and the pressure of delivery air

when its respective cylinder is under compression. The valve

lifte on the suction stroke permitting air to enter the bottom of

the cylinder. An outlet valve sinoilar in shape and size to the

inlet valve is located in the upper part of each valve body

and rests on its seat formed in the valve body. The compression

stroke causes this valve to lift, and the air discharges into the

air hose.

Air hose.
—^The air hose is a flexible vulcanized rubber tube

surrounded by a two-ply, braided, duck covering laid in rubber

that, in turn, is covered by a smooth outer layer of rubber. The
hose is 50 feet in length, weighs 16.75 pounds, and has an inside

diameter of 0.5 inch and an outside diameter of 1 inch. One
end of the hose is fltted with a commercial threaded, brass male

coupling that connects to the pump manifold. The other end

is fltted with a female-type coupling that connects to the goose-

neck at the helmet. The hose is marked FOR SHALLOW WA-
TER DIVING, about 2 feet from either end with inlaid letters.

The special thread used on the couplings and this inlaid mark-
ing on the air hose are precautions taken to prevent the use

of the shallow-water diving hose with the standard No. 1 and
No. 2 deep-sea diving outflts.

The wooden stowage box measures approximately 15 by 12
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102 DIVING MANUAL

radios. The top of the window is tipped slightly forward to

give the diver greater range of downward vision. Air is ad-

mitted to the helmet through a 90'' elbow, turned downward
at about 30" to give a fair lead to the air hose. After the air

passes through this elbow located at the back of the helmet. It

is conducted by two 2-inch passageways opening at either side

of the window. A bronse swinging handle is secured to the

top of the helmet to facilitate handling. An eyelet placed on

the left-hand side of the helmet provides an anchorage for se-

curing the air hose after it passes under the diver's left arm.

Air pump,—The air pump is a two-cylinder, single-action, man-
ually-operated pump that weighs approximately 02 pounds. The
cylinders, base, and handle pivot are made of a single bronxe

casting.

The cylinder block is secured to a plank that is 12 inches in

width and of sufficient length to extend approximately 12 inches

on either side of the block. This plank extension provides the

operator with standing footroom when operating the pump, there-

by steadying it The inside diameter of each cylinder is 3.625

inches.

The pistons are 0.75 inch thick, and are 0.0625 inch smaller in

diameter than the bore of the cylinders. They have a stroke of

3.5 inches, and a theoretical delivery per stroke of 72.84 cubic

inches. The waste room is approximately 0.4 inch. Each pis-

ton is rigidly connected to its respective cast-bronze piston rod,

and has cut in it a single annular groove 0.5625 inch deep. This

groove is flat on the pressure side and is curved on the opposite

face. Meven 0.228-inch diameter holes are drilled on the pres-

sure side to meet the base of the groove. Into the groove is

placed an oil-saturated leather ring that stretches over the face

of the piston and settles ifito the groove. The shape of the

groove prevents the ring from reaching the bottom of the groove.

The thickness of the leather ring is slightly less than the width

of the groove. Oil ports are provided for oiling the piston

leathers.

From the foregoing, it will be noted that the piston ring is

also the inlet valve. The valve chamber is cast integral with

each cylinder head. On the intake stroke, air is drawn from
the rear of the piston, past the leather ring that is forced against

the flat wall of the groove, and through the passageway left

to the rear of the leather ring, under it, out through the 11 holes,

and into the cylinder. On the reverse stroke, the leather ring

clamps tightly against the curved rear face of the ring groove,

and forces the air through the check valve placed in close prox-

imity to the end of the cylinder. The air is then delivered

through the respective outlet valve into the section of brass pipe

that connects the outlets with a T casting. This T casting has

two openings: One for the air-hose connection, and the other

for the pressure-gage connection. The pressure gage when in

position is set at an angle so it may be read easily by the pump
man.

The piston rod is 1.5 inches in diameter, is cored for lightness,

and is milled at its center to receive the forked end of the

rocker arm. This rod runs in an ample bearing that is cast In-

I
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SHALLOW-WATER DIVING APPARATUS 103

tegral with the cylinder blhck, and bored at the same setting to

assure perfect aliiiement. Oil passages are provided for oiling

the piston rod bearings.

The manganese bronze rocker arm is pivoted on a 0.625-inch

pin anchored in the cylinder block casting. This rocker arm
operates the rigid unit con>posed of the two pistons and the con-

necting piston rods, and has an upward extension provided with

a 0.75-inch cast key. This extension fits the lower section of

the malleable iron operating rod. The two sections of the op-

erating rod are similarly keyed and are held together by two

bolts.

An 8-inch wooden cross handle is fitted at the top of the upper

section of the operating rod. The length of the assembled handle

from its pivot is 3 feet 5 Inches.

Air hose and chest .—The air hose, hose connections, and the

storage chest for the Morse apparatus are similar to those de-

scribed in the foregoing as forming a part of the Miller-Diinn typo

of apparatus.

The Ohio Rubber Co. type shallow water diving outfit is shown

on plate 77A.

Face mask .
—^The face mask (part 1) is a molded rubber face-

piece secured to the face with rubber straps. These straps are

secured together with a buckle at the rear. The eyepieces are

of tempered glass. A “demand” type breathing valve is secured

to the front of the mask, about the level of the chin and is so

designed that with a constant air supply of 90 i>ounds pressure

this valve will open only when the diver inhales. On exhalation,

the valve remains closed. The valve Is also provided with a

push button valve which if pushed will open the demand valve

thereby furnishing an easy and quick means of obtaining an

access of air in the mask. The air supply line (part 2) is

connected to the demand valve. A bypass valve is provided

by which the diver may receive a continuous flow of air as in

any other diving outfit. The mask however can be used without

the demand type valve by connecting the air hose direct to the

air fitting on the mask. When so connected exhaust air escapes

around the edge of the mask. In order to prevent the diver’s face

from being squeezed in the event that the air ho.se becomes severed,

a safety nonreturn valve is placed in the line between the demand
valve and the hose coupling.

Volume tank.—Due to the small air capacity of the face-piece,

it is necessary to include a one-half cubic foot capacity or larger

volume tank (part 3) In the air supply line to eliminate the

variable pump stroke pressures delivered by the shallow^-water

diving pump. The volume tank is not required when using com-

pressed air from a source having a continuously steady flow or

when using oxygen from a cylinder.

Pump .—^The air pump (part 5) is similar to that used with the

Miller-Dunn or Morse type shallow water diving outfits described

above.

Air hose.—^The air hose is 5/16-inch inside diameter rub-

tier hose of the type used with oxy-hydrogen under-water cutting

outfits.

Ohio Kabbcr
Co., type.
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CHAPTER VI

CARE, SURVEY, AND REQUISITIONING OF
DIVING GEAR

Storsfe.

Spare parts.

Leather iroods.

Metal parts.

Rubber goods.

Every effort shall bo made to preserve the fine appearance of

diving apparatus, to keep It in good repair and ready for im-

mediate use. With this end in view, the instructions contained

in this chapter shall be carried out In detail.

Diving apparatus shall be maintained ready for immediate use.

It should not be stowed in compartments below the water line

or in places difficult of access in time of emergency.

All chests of diving apparatus shall, when suflident space is

available, be kept habitually stowed under cover, away from
steam pipes and excessive heat. When it is necessary to keep

them in the open, and exposed to the weather, suitable canvas

covers shall be provided and used to protect the outfit.

Spare parts of diving apparatus not required for immediate

use shall be kept in suitable storeroom, and when drawn for

use shall be replaced by new parts at the earliest opportunity.

Unless properly cared for, leather articles used in water will

soon become dry and hard and liable to crack. Finished leather

contains a certain amount of oil and grease, and when this is

washed out, the leather loses its flexible quality and will soon

show signs of deterioration. Occasionally the leather parts of

diving apparatus should be given a coat of neaUs-foot oil well

rubbed in, so that the articles will not be disagreeable to handle.

To treat leather proi)erly with neat’s-f(M)t oil, place the article

to be treated flat if possible. Then soak a rag in oil and apply

one coat of oil at a time until the oil soaks through on the other

side. Do not attempt to ar>ply the oil from both sides at once

and do not submerge the article to be treated in the oil.

All metal parts of diving apparatus should be kept free of rust

or verdigris, in efficient working order, and protected from in-

jury. Special precautions are to be taken with valves, valve

seats, and like parts. Parts not kept painted, polished, or gal-

vanized should be kept lightly coated with oil.

As oil or grease is specially destructivi* to rubber, parts of

diving apparatus composed of rubber must be protected from
oil or grease in any form. Diving dresses, and other parts con-

sisting of rubber with cloth coverings or cloth insertions, shall

not be put away while damp or wet. Rubber materials, when
folded, acquire a permanent set at the bends, and later, when
used, are apt to crack opt*n or break at the.se points. Such ma-
terials should as far as luacticable be stowed without folding.

The instrurtioiis for making repairs to diving dresses also apply

to other rubber or rubberiziHl materials.

104
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REtJUISlTIONING OF DIVING GEAR 105

The longevity of rubber is limited by the characteristics in-

herent to material of this nature. In using rubber parts of div-

ing apparatus, preference should be given to those of the oldest

date of manufacture so far as it is practicable to do so without

Jeoimrdy. For examine, hose, so far as concerns its use as div-

ing air hose, has a stipulated life limitation. The entire amount
of diving air hose furnished with diving outfits is seldom re-

quired for an individual routine diving operation. Consequently

when new hose is obtained to complete a diving outfit, this

new hose should not be put into use until the old hose has

reached its age limitation or has become unserviceable for

further use.

The outfit and helmet chests, and pump case of the diving Wopdwoilk

outfit shall be kept clean inside and out. They shall be finished

in the natural color of the wood, and coated with clear spar

varnish. All exterior brass work shall be kept clean and pol-

ished. All exterior iron work shall be kept free of rust and
black enameled.

On vessels where suitable lockers in appropriate locations are

provided for stowing the diving apparatus, and the hardwood
chests ordinarily supplied are not required for their original

purpose, the chests should be turned into store.

All cotton and woolen goods should be kept clean and dry and Woekas*
in repair. When not in use, they should be stowed with a

larvicide such as naphthalene and kept tightly wrapped in

paper. Dirty woolens should be washed with soap and tepid

fresh water, thoroughly rinsed of soap, and carefully dried.

Upon receipt of diving outfits, in whole or in part, the gear Initial

shall be carefully inspected, tested, and made ready for im- *“i^®®i**®*

mediate use in every detail. It shall thereafter be maintained

in the best possible state of efficiency.

When it is known that the commanding officer is about to CommuiSiiia

inspect the parts of the ship in which diving apparatus is stowed, uuipactiona.

the apparatus shall be conveniently arranged for his inspection

;

all chests shall be unlocked, the covers opened, and men stand-

ing by to exhibit the contents as he may require.

All diving apparatus, except spare parts, shall be inspected W«ddy
once each week for cleanliness, conditions of stowage, etc. The *“^*®***“-

diving air pump shall be hove around several times
;
if a power

driven air pump is provided it shall be run or Jacked over ; helmet

valves, faceplates, and fittings examined; telephone batteries (if

telephones are of battery type) tested; diving dresses inspected

for damage or dampness, and repaired and aired, if necessary;

dirty woolens washed and dried ; oil separators cleaned, if neces-

sary, and their filters washed in hot water and dried; diving

knives and their cases, all tools and metal fittings cleaned and
lightly oiled; diving shoes, belts, etc., attended to; lengths of

air hose that have been coupled together a long time shall be

parted, the coupling threads lightly oiled, cleaned of grease or

dirt; the interior of all chests cleaned of any oil, grease, or

dirt

All diving equipment on board ship shall be closely inspected Monthlj

once each month. Each outfit shall be inspected as to its com-

pleteness and serviceable condition and the satisfactory condi-
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tion and allowed quantity of spare i>arts assured. At this in*

spection the efficiency of the diving air pumps shall be proved
and recorded in the ship's diving log book. On ships nsin^
accumulators, air banks, or other similar sources of compressed
air supply, the systems shall be checked for their efficiency and
satisfactory operation. Deficiencies shall be corrected and tbe
results recorded in the diving log book. Air>regulating escape
valves, air control, safety, and nonreturn valves of the diving
helmet, and all valves of the diver's air supply system shall be
tested for satisfactory operation. Recompression chamber valves
and gages shall be operated and checked for efficiency. Diving
telephone systems shall be checked and tested. Motor launches
used for diving boats should be examined to insure that means
for securing the diving air pumps are in place and in suitable

condition. Where such boats are equipped with air flasks for
use in lieu of pumps, the system should be examined to insure
that the number of flasks, piping, gages, test tank, etc., conform
with the standard arrangement shown on plate 85.

After use the diving belt should be thoroughly dried. Be
fore storing, the buckles should be cleaned and given a thin
coat of light oil. The belt and straps, if stiff, should be treated
with neat’s-foot oil. Leather, unless properly cared for, de
teriorates rapidly and such deterioration is not always discern-

ible from visual examination. Consequently, the belt straps
including the shoulder and jock straps should be tested for
tensile strength. This may be accomplished by securing a regu-
lar diving belt buckle to the overhead, run the strap to be tested

through the buckle; then have a man of about 160 pounds
weight gradually put his entire weight on the strap. Straps
in satisfactory condition will withstand the load. In the past,

the majority of failures have occurred In the vicinity of the
hole punched in the strap for the grommets taking the buckle
tongue. Defective or deteriorated belts should be replaced by
requisition.

After use the diving belt should be thoroughly dried. Be-
iuside, or body waste odors prevail, wash with clean water In*

side and out, turn the dress Inside out and hang up in the shade
to dry. When dry, the dresses should be turned right side oat,
the outside dried, repaired if necessary and the dress hung
up in the locker or diving room. If the dress has been used
in salt water, it should be washed off In fresh water. An
easy and efficient mode of drying the diving dress is to take
two wooden battens about 8 feet long, secure them together In

the form of St. Andrews cross, place them inside the dress, and
pass another through the arms to keep them distended. The
dress is then leaned at a slight angle until it Is dry. On no
account must a dress be packed away in a damp state; they
must be tlioroughly dried inside and out—otherwise they will

mildew and become rotten.

When diving dresses are to be worn* for rough work, the can-

vas overalls shall be worn over them as a protection against

chafe and wear.

Repair cloth is furnished with diving outfits for patching div*

ing dresses when necessary. To patch a diving dress, the de-
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fective portions to be cemented must be thoroughly dry and
free from dirt or grease ; lift the surface cloth by loosening with

benzine; then roughen the under surface rubber of the dress

with sandpaper or emery paper; apply three coats of rubber

cement preferably with a small clean paint brush, each coat

l>eing allowed to dry 45 minutes. Prepare the patch by cutting

a piece of the repair cloth about one inch larger on all sides

than the exposed rubber surface on the dress to be patched;

remove sheeting wrapping protection cloth from the patch,

loosening it, If tightly adliered, with benzine; swab the exposed
surface with benzine and apply one thin coat of rubber cement
allowing same to dry for 45 minutes. Before applying the

cement the patch may be temporarily secured with tacks to a

Hat board to prevent the edges from curling. Next lay the edge
of the patch on the exposed rubber cemented surface of the

dress, then gradually work the patch down onto the dress, using

the fingers so as to remove all wrinkles and air bubbles. Next
subject the repaired part to pressure either by the use of a
hand roller, rolling tool, or fiatiron. If any part of the edge
of the patch does not appear to be adhering thoroughly and is

inclined to curl, trim the loose part with sharp scissors.

Tears in the collars of diving dresses are usually confined to Collar npalr.

vicinity of the bolt holes. If a bolt hole becomes torn, the tear

should be sewn together with herringbone stitches, the needie

holes filled with rubber cement and allowed to dry, after which
a patch should be cemented around the damaged hole on either

side of the collars. The rubber collar Is sewed onto the inside

layer of cloth as well as being cemented in place, at the time

of manufacture of the suit. Replacement of rubber collars by

ships’ forces is not approved.

Attachment of cuffs to the diving dress is accomplishe<l in Coffi^atUdi-

the manner prescribed for patching the dress, except that the

edges of the cuff are recemented if necessary and a thin strip

of repair cloth is cemented on over the Joint formed at the end

of the sleeve and the edge of the cuff.

To attach gloves to the dress: First, remove the rubber cuffs; Glove

next, with the sleeve plugs (pi. 80) in place, clean and prepare
••***“*®^

as described for patching under dress repair, about 2 or 8 inches

of the end of each sleeve. The wrist of each new glove is cut

off as follows : 1 inch for No. 3 dress, 2 inches for No. 2 dress,

and 3 inches for No. 1 dress. Two or three inches of the gaunt

let part of each glove is turned back, roughened, cleaned, ce-

mented, and stretched over the small end of the sleeve plug,

up to the edge of the respective sleeve and with the thumb of

the glove on a line with the top or outside seam of the diving

dress sleeve. Prepare the surface turned back on the gloves and

the sleeves at the same time, and when both surfaces are ready,

roll the turned back part of the gloves in place over the pre-

pared sleeve surfaces. After 48 hours has lapsed, strips of

patching cloth about 2% inches wide are cut, prepared as for

patching, and fitted without wrinkles over the joint of the glove

and dress so that the ends of the strip will overlap each other

about 2 inches. After the lapse of another 48 hours, the sleeves

are turned inside out, and in the same manner, cover the inside
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glove dress Joints. Unless emergency requires it, do not iums

the dress for another 48 hours.

To repair a glove: First, remove the worn fabric from the

glove, and prepare the exposed rubber in the same manner as

described for dress repair. Cut patches for the glove ac-

cording to the patterns shown on plates Nos. 78 to 81 as neces-

sary. Prepare the patches and rubber surface of the glove at

the same time. When both are ready, Imve an assistant put

on the glove and half close his hand to conform to the natural

molded curvature of the glove. The thumb patches are then

applied, care being taken to smooth out all wrinkles. Palm
patches, if necessary, are next applied, and the urrlnkles smoothed

out along the entire surface of the patch. Clip off rough edges

of the patches and remove glove. The glove should be allowed

to set at least 48 to 72 hours before using.

The helmets shall be kept habitually screwed onto their re-

sijective breastplates, and the wing nuts lightly screwed onto the

studs to prevent damage to the threads. The blank cap should also

be screwed on the telephone gooseneck.

When in the diving boat and not actually in use, the helmets

should be placed right side up on the helmet rack to keep them
from being knocked around and to protect the internal tele-

phone units from dampness.

Before being stowed away in their chests or in the diving ap-

paratus room, the helmets should be wiped over inside and out

with a dry cloth to prevent an accumulation of moisture from
rusting the diaphragms of the telephone units. Neglect of this

precaution soon renders a diving telephone system useless.

The lens of faceplates should be checked to see that it is

firmly imbedded in its red lead and litharge seat, and that the

lens is not cracked.

Examine the faceplate hinges, hinge pins, rubber gasket, and
knife edge for defects. If the seat for the wing nut on the
front faceplate is not countersunk, have it so modified before

the helmet is used.

Chec*k the spit cock to insure that its valve functioning parts

are sufficiently tight to prevent accidental opening of the valve.

Insure its stop pin being in place and the air duct clear when
the valve is open.

Inspect gooseneck washers and see that the telephone con-

nections are made up watertight.

Examine the helmet lock and its stopgap for defects.

See that the neck-flange gasket of the breastplate seats is

even all around, and see that it is treated with neat’s-foot oil

occasionally.

See that the screw threads of the bayonet joint are free of

burrs and other defects.

Inspect the breastplate studs for defects and tightness and see

that the nuts turn freely on them. Spe<*ial care should be ex-

ercised to see that the breastplate straps do not become bent

or injured, thus saving an endless amount of trouble in mak-
ing a tight joint at the junction of the diving dress and breast-

plate.
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See that the lanyards are in good condition.

See that all metal parts are free from verdigris and corro-

sion.

If necessiiry to use oil for cleaning purposes, the oil should

be removed and the surfaces rubbed with clean rag.

If, as a result of wear, a helmet when screwed onto its breast-

plate will go so far round to the right that the safety locking

catch at the back is past its recess, and the faceplate is not

directly in front of the diver’s face, one or more paper washers
should be cut and inserted under the neck-liange gasket on the

breastplate or a new gasket should be fitted.

The helmet valves and fittings must frequently be overhauled

and the parts of valves lightly oiled. The proper functioning of

the safety (nonreturn) valve is most important and it shall always

be carefully tested before a diver is permitted to descend. It

should be examined frequently by disassembling it and removing

all verdigris. The leather valve disk shcmld be inspected for wear
or tear, cleaned, and given a coating of neat’s-foot oil. The valve

spring and valve stem also should be given a light coat of oil.

To test the valve after assembly screw it in the reverse manner
onto the end of a length of air hose, attach the hose to a diving

pump and pump air into the hose. Immerse the valve in water,

and note if any bubbles of air issue from the valve. If none ap-

pear, the valve is tight: if not tight, a new valve leather or spring,

or both, should be installed and the test repeated. When screwed

In place on the air connection of the helmet, the valve should be

tried to see that it works freely and seats smartly upon release of

pressure. Verdigris sometimes causes the valve to be sluggish in

its action, the spring may be weak, or the follower nut may not be

screwed all the way down. The inside diameter of the gasket be-

tween the valve and gooseneck should be checked, as it is possible,

by setting up tight on the valve, to spread the gasket so that its

edge is forced into the air passage, thereby greatly restricting

the flow of air to the diver. If these precautions are care-

fully observed, the safety valve can be absolutely depended upon

in an emergency; If neglected, the safety valve may fail at a

critical time with disastrous results.

The air regulating exhaust valve should frequently be in-

spected to insure that it is clean and lightly oiled, that the ex-

haust tube is clean, and that the valve seat is tight. The sec-

ondary spring should open when the pressure on the seat exceeds

the outside pressure by 2 pounds. It Is extremely important

that this valve be frequently and carefully inspected. A failure

of the air regulating escape valve may result in “blowing up”

of the diver.

Before putting a pump away it should be tested and repaired

if necessary, the water ci.stern drained by unscrewing the water

drain-off nut and cleaned of any excess oil or grease. The
wheels should be unshipped and the shaft-protecting caps belted

in place.

A common error is the use of an excessive amount of oil in

the cylinders of diving pumps. This causes oil to be carried

Wear of
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j
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over luto the air hose, and oil or grease causes rapid deteriora-

tion of any rubber material with which it comes in contact

On each cylinder cover of a diving air pump is a small oil

cup for lubricating the pistons, which is done as follows: A pis-

ton is brought to the top of its cylinder, the oil cup filled with

neat’s-foot oil (nonodorous), and the cup is then opened. The
crank is revolved until the piston is forced to the bottom of the

cylinder, sucking in the oil as it descends. The oil cock is then

closed; if the cock were left open, the cylinder would deliver

no air on the upstroke. When the pump is in use, one such oil-

ing for each cylinder per day is ample; when laid up, once a

month will suffice. During the operation of a diving air pump
a few drops of lubricating oil should be placed in each of the

crankshaft bearing oil cups. The piston rods should also be

lightly oiled; however, nothing but neat’s-foot oil or a mixture

of neat’S'foot oil and olive oil in equal parts should be used

for this purpose, lest an injurious oil work its way into the

cylinders, contaminate the air, and alfect the divers.

Once a month, and oftener if they have been used much,

the air reservoir cover plates of diving pumps should be re-

moved, the air reservoirs thoroughly cleaned of excess oil or

grease, and the bottom outlet valves looked after.

Lignum vitae handles should be well shellacked, polished and,

when in use, the pump-shaft handle should be kept well lubricated

with a mixture of oil and graphite.

It is most important to know the errors of the gages on the

diving pumps, especially when testing the pumps, and when de-

compressing a diver. The gages should be tested once a quarter,

and more often if error Is suspected, by one of the following

methods

:

(a) Connect two or more lengths of air hose together;

join one end of the coupled lengths to a delivery nozzle of the

diving air pump commencing at the free end, mark the hose

at every 10 feet, if not already marked; attach a weight to

the free end and with the pump heaving round, lower the end
of the hose under water until the first 10-foot mark is awash.
Then stop the pump, tap the gage, take its reading, and record

It. Heave round the pump again, lower the hose an additional

10 feet, take and record the gage reading, continue process, etc.

(b) The air hose must, of course, hang up and down in the

water, so the test should be done at slack water or, if a boat

is to t>e used, if may be allowed to drift with the tide.

(c) Another and more accurate method of testing the gage
Is to use the dead weight gage testing outfit furnished the en-

gineering department of your ship.

(d) The results are to be tabulated, as per the following ex-

ample, and a table of the errors pasted on the inside of the

cover of the pump chest, where it can readily be referred to.
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Result of test of left gage

(8ept. 24. 1935)

True depth Qape «howe—

FttI Feel
lU 15
20 24
30 33
40 43
50 62
00 62
70 71

Note.—

T

he gages on diving ulr pump can be changed over so

as to bring the more nearly accurate one to the left-hand side;

it is the left-hand gage that is most used.

A certain amount of waste room in all diving pumps, such

as piston clearances, etc., is unavoidable; however, air leaks,

due to faulty pistons, worn valve leathers, poor connections, etc.,

can be remedied. If not remedied, the leakage of air will rap-

idly become worse, and in time bring down the efficiency of the

pump to zero when it is operated against pressure.

The percentage efficiency of diving air pumps should be fre-

quently cheeked. It can be practically and approximately de-

termined by pumping air into an air tank of known capacity,

noting the number of revolutions required for the different pres-

sures, and then, in accordance with the following formula, mak-
ing a mathematical comparison of the results thus obtained, with

the theoretical capacity of the pump at the test pressures. A
test tank of 1 cubic foot capacity is furnished with all new diving

outfits for this purpose.

When:
T=TheoretIcal capacity of pump In cubic inches per revo-

luti<m.

P=Test pressure in pounds per square inch (absolute).

C=Gapacity of test tank, air hose, and air space in pump
connections.

14.7=Pressure in pounds per square inch at 1 atmosphere.

R=Theoretical number of revolutions required to charge

test tank to P.

X=The number of revolutions actually required to charge

test tank to P.

then:

«>

T
R

(2) 100^= percent efficiency.

(3) 100 minus percent efficiency=percent loss of efficiency.

The theoretical volumetric capacity of the Mark III Navy
standard diving air pump per one revolution is 405 cubic inches.

The Tolumetrie capacities of air spaces contained in the air con-

nections (capacity of branch pipe, gage pipe, air reservoirs, etc.)

Bcmcdrina
iMdaiEeand

ciencr of olr
poniiio.

Theoreticml
Tolomotrlc
copodty of
di^ff oir
pomp, oir hos€,
etc.
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are 83 cubic inches. The capacity of a 50-foot length of standard

diving air hose (%-inch internal diameter) is 117 cubic inches.

In using the test tank as a reservoir for measuring the volume
of air furnished by a diving pump, the capacity of the air hose

connections between the tank and the pump and the capacity

of the air connections of the pump must be added to the capacity

of the test tank.

For convenient reference, the following table has been compiled

and shows the approximate losses of efficiency at different per-

centages on different revolutions of the Mark III Navy standard

diving air pump in service when tested in the manner prescribed

to 100 pounds gage pressure per square inch, using a test tank of

1 cubic foot capacity and a 50-foot length of air hose between the

tank and pump.

Revolutions :
Percent Iomm

of efficieney

32.4 0

34.1

5

36.0 10

38.1

15

40.5

20

43.2

1 25

46.3

30

49.9

35

54.0

40

58.9

45

64.8 50

72.0

55

81.0

eo

92.6

65

108.0

70

When testing an air pump for efficiency according to this

method, errors are easily made in recording the exact number of
revolutions required for a given pres.mire; therefore, each te«t

should be repeated two or three times and the average results thus
obtained should be taken as the true result. On account of the
heat generated when coinpressing air and the consequent increase

in volume due to expaasion on account of the heat, cooling water
should always be used in the water cistern of diving air pump^
when they are being opernteil against pressure.

If, after testing a diving air pump, it is found to have decreased

in efficiency more than a reasonable percentage from the above
requirements, the pumps should be carefully examined for air

leaks, and if. after examining the valves and air connections,

these are found to be tight, the caiuse of the additional loss of
efficiency may be ascribed to the pistons, which most likely are
in need of new leathers.

Fittinffnew Spare piston leathers for diving air pumps are sometimes a
pUton leathers,

large and when assembled on the piston cannot be entered in

the cylinder. In this case the piston assembled on its rod should

be centered on a lathe and a light cut taken off the leathers to

make the diameter of the piston equal the internal diameter of Its

cylinder. This operation must be done very carefully; a sharp
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tool must be used to turn down the piston. Also a piston must
tit Tery neatly in the cylinder and the length of the piston must

be such as to leave only a very small clearance in the cylinder

with the piston on the down stroke. If the piston is found too

short, leather, paper, or thin metal disks must be added, as

necessary, and if too long some of these should be removed as

necessary.

The Illustration, plate 61, shows the assembly of the diving air

pump piston and should be referred to, if necessary, when the

pistons are to be overhauled.

The diving air-pump valves, particularly the bottom outlet

valves, are sometimes found to leak, due to injury of the valve

leathers, dirt or grit on the valve seats, or to injury of the valve

seats. These troubles are readily apparent upon inspection. The
bottom valves can be examined or repaired by laying the pump on

its side and removing the air chamber covers which are held by

hexagon cap screws. The suction and outlet valves can then be

removed with a monkey wrench. The valve stems of both valves

are interchangeable. When the valve stem is used on the suction

valve, the brass spring is reversed and a nut and pin added. An
air leak around the transfer valve can be detected by the follow-

ing method

:

Connect the testing tank to an air supply (another diving

pump) : Plac*e a nonreturn valve (helmet safety valve) in the air-

supply line to the test tank ; connect the outlet nipple of the test

tank to the right-hand air-delivery nozzle (opposite the transfer

valve to be tested) ; pump air into the test tank until the gage

records considerable pressure. If all the connections are tight,

the nonreturn valve does not leak, and the pressure in the tank,

as indicated by the gage, decreases steadily, it is proof that the

transfer valve leaks. The services of a skilled mechanic should

always be obtained to repair a leaky transfer valve as this tyi>e

valve is very difUcult to repair.

The labor of operating a hand-driven diving air pump increases

much faster than the increase in pressure of air l>elng delivered

—

hence if a pump is found not difficult to operate against pressure,

that pump is in need of immediate repair; however, on the other

hand, any one or a combination of the following conditions wiil

unnecessarily add to the labor of pumping:

() Crankshaft bearings, brasses set too tight.

() A bent crankshaft.

(r) Stuffing box gland nuts set up too tight.

id) A bent piston rod.

(c) l^ick of proper lubrication.

if) Grit or dirt in bearings.

iff) Transfer valve improperly assembled.

(/i ) Piunp-wheel handles too short

(i) Pistons striking on down strokes.

ii) Pump improperly secured.

While the remedies suggest themselves, the following hints may
be of value, remembering always to replace i>arts according to

the marks:

Crankshaft bearings should be set up carefully; just tight

enough to prevent end play of the .sliaft or to eliminate knocking.

Pition
msMinblj*

Leakj pump
Tslvef.

Other condi-
tion! contribut-
ing to air-
pump deficiency
and remedial
repair!*
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If reference marks ni*e lightly scribed across bolt heads and

onto a permanent part, they can be returned to their original

setting without difficulty.

If it is suspected that a crankshaft is bent, this can be deter-

mined by centering the shaft in a lathe and checking its alinement

between bearings.

To adjust tlie setting of stuffing-box gland nuts, slack up the

nuts, blank off air-delivery nozzles, pour a little neat*s-foot oil

around the piston rods, revolve flywheel on pump, and watcli for

air leaks around the rods which will be indicated by oil bubbles.

Set up on the gland nuts, a little at a time, until the leaks dIsap

pear. Occasionally the piston-rod glands should be repacked.

If It is suspected that a piston rod is bent, this can be deter-

mined by the same method as suggested above for determining

alinement of the crankshaft.

If the deflcieiicy is due to lack of proper lubrication, parts

should be lubricated in accordance with instructions in the fore-

going paragraphs. The transfer valve may be assembled in any

one of four iK>sitions, only one of which is the correct one. If It is

Incorrectly assembled, it may allow all the air from the right-hand

cylinder to exhaust into the atmosphere, or, in a different position,

it may blank off the right-hand cylinder entirely. It should al-

ways be tested after assembly, by moving the transfer valve-rod

handle to different positions and noting if the air delivery corre-

sponds to the markings on the dire<*tion plate under the valve-rod

handle.

For testing diving air pumps, they can be secured to a wooden
deck by nailing a wooden cleat to the deck on each side of and
against the pump case. For the approved method of securing air

pump in a diving launch see plates 82 and 83.

Gatolinc^driveii A gasoline driven diver’s air compressor is now being supplied

compressor. in lieu of the hand-operated diver’s air pump (plate 81A). The
instructions for oiMM*atlng and s<*rvicing this pump are packed with
each unit.

DWintsir Diving air hose deteriorates rapidly and the deterioration is

accelerated if the hose is stowed in hot spaces.

Special care should be taken to protect air hose from meclianicnl

injuries and from contact with oil or grease.

If diving hose has not been used for a protracted period, it

should be tested l>efore being used, the internal test pressure to

he at least 50 percent greater than the maximum pressure of the

dive, held for a period of 30 minutes.

Speciflcations under which diving air hose is purchased re-

quire that the date of its manufacture be not more than 6 months
previous to its date of delivery. Tlie manufacturer’s name, dat<?

of manufacture, and the word “Divers” are molded in the rubber, 4
feet from each end of the lengths of hose. Air hose over 3 years

old should not be used as diving hose.

Diving hose in store over 2 years old is surface inspected and
hydrostatically tested before issue to 75 percent of the pressures

stipulated in the Navy speciflcations for new hose. When diving

air hose is issued by a yard, the yard should furnish the receiving

activity with a copy of the report of the last test made on the

k
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hoae. Diving air hose received from store without this report

sball not be placed in service until the report is received. If

emergmicy requires the use of the hose before such report is re-

ceived, it may be so used provided it is retested by the ship.

Subject to the foregoing as exceptions, diving hose in service

should be hydrostatically tested when it is 2 years old and again

when it is 2% years old. The test pressures used should be 75

percent of those required for new hose. New hose, before de-

livery, is required to withstand a pressure of 250 pounds p<u*

square inch, held for 30 minutes without exposing imperfections,

and a pressure of 1.000 pounds per square inch held momentarily

without bursting. At this time, March 1943, the limitations on the

length of service of diver's air hose are being investigated. It is

considered that the period will be extended for use at depths

leas tlian 150 feet.

In making the tests, one length of hose, selected at randon

from each lot of hose on board of the same date of manufacture

as representative of the lot, should be subjected to the burst test.

If the hose fails, the entire lot represented thereby should be re-

placed. Lengths of hose which have been subjected to bursting

tests should not again be used for diving hose, but should be dis-

carded and replaced. Replacement requirements for such lengths

of hose should be anticipated as far in advance of the tests us

possible and new hose requisitioned accordingly.

The ends of each length of diving air hose are capped with a

rubber compound ^ inch thick to give the ends of the hose a

smooth and watertight finish. It is sometimes the practice to cm
defective sections out of a length of hose and recouple the gcHMl

sections. This practice is not approved, except in an emergency,

for the end of the cut section, not being rubber capped, permits the

water to permeate along the braid and inner tube of the hose,

forming bubbles which weaken the hose.

When coupling lengths of air hose together, a leather wnshoi

should always be placed in each female coupling and cure taken

to insure that the inside of new hose is free of soapstone. Aii

hose should not be coupled directly to the air supply but to the oil

separators. Whenever special couplings such as double-male or

double-female couplings are used, they should be placed in the

line of air hose so that they will not be under water. Such cou-

plings are intended for use in making surface connections.

If a long length of air hose has been in use, moisture is sure to

have accumulated in it. The 50-foot sections should, therefore,

be separated and drained before stowing.

The efficiency of the diving telephone equipment will be itn- ditiiw

paired by careless treatment. With a reasonable amount of at-

tention the present standard diving telephones should give good

service indefinitely.

Every part of the telephone outfit should be thoroughly cleanetl care of Jade

and dried before stowing It away. The contacts of the plugs and

the springs in the Jack boxes should be kept clean and dry and, jackbozM.

when not in use, covered with the protective caps and cap nuts

which are provided. Oil shoiUd not be used on the contacts and

q>rings, as oil tends to retain the salt contained in the water.
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Good contact must be obtained by keeping the connections bright

and clean. Verdigris on the Jacks and plugs must not be tolerated,

as the current passing through them is so small that the least

interference will stop its flow and put the telephone out of com'

mission. Good contact must be attained by keeping the plugs and

contact springs clean and bright, with the jack boxes correcilj

installed in the helmet gooseneck and cable connections so that

they present proper alinement with the jack plugs. It is of no

avail to use two hands on the telephone wrench to obtain contact

by force. Such measures will probably bend the plugs and break

the insulation bushings, resulting in leakage of water which

eventually permeates the cable via its central hoisting member and

(•onductors.

Under the conditions mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, i!

is sometimes found that shaking the jacks in their jack boxes

re.sults in renewed communication without the cause of the trouble

being evklence<l. However, it should be remembered that stop-

page of telephone communication even temporarily is indicative

of a short, a ground, or break in the circuits and every effort

should be made to locate it.

AmpllAcr. If the amplifier Im^omes inojierative, the power line should be

checked to see if it is energized and of the right polarity; if of

type A and a storage battery is used as a source of power, the

battery voltage should be chec*ke<l. If the power circuit is found

to |)e sati.sfactory, remove the fuse posts on the amplifler with a

screw driver and examine the fuses for burn-outs. Defective

fuses should be replaced with good ones of 3 amperes rating.

If the foregoing proce<lure does not restore operation, the most

likely source of trouble is failure of one or more of the vacuum
tubes or if the amplifler is the batteryless type, failure of tbe power

supply vibrator. To check or replace these tubes, the amplifier

must be removed from its case by removing six screws located as

folh)ws : Two in the front of the amplifler near the top; one in tlie

upper rear corner of eacli end ; and one in each lower corner of the

rear iMinel of the amplifler. This will enable the main amplifler

panel, the cover and the rear panel to be withdrawn from the case

as a unit.

Before removing the tubes it is necessary to loosen the locking

clamps around the tube bases. Defective tubes and vibrators

should he replaced w'ith new ones. Only tubes of the type fur-

nished with the amplifler should be used. The tubes are not in-

terchangeable and replacement tubes sh<»uld be installed in the

sockets marked for the particular type of tube used. The ampli-

fier will not operate satisfactorily if other types of tubes are

use<l or the tubes interchanged.

If the foregoing check does not disclose the cause of failure,

the trouble may be due to an open or short circuit in the ampli-

fler connections. The circ'uit may be checked by reference to the

respective wiring diagrams and li.st of parts as shown in chapter

IV, plate 71. The wiring may be exposed by removing the hard-

rubber key handles and one screw in each corner of the subpanel,

thus permitting removal of the front panel.

The internal parts of the amplifiers should be kept dry at all
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times. If water does accideDtally get into the amplifier, the units

should be carefully dried ont before the power is connected.

If a telephone outfit is operating satisfactorily, it should not

be disassembled. After diving, if an amplifier, helmet, transmit-

ter-receiver, or tender’s transmitter-receiver has l>ecome inopera-

tive and the fault cannot be discovered and corrected by the pro-

cedure outlined in the foregoing, the defective element should be

replaced and information as to the desired disposition of the de-

fective parts obtained from the Bureau of Ships. Complete in-

structions for the care of the guided radio amplifier is c*ontaine<l

in the instruction book accompanying each outfit.

Care should be exercised in unreeling the combination telephone Combinatloii

and life-line cable when received on board. The coil of cable, ais

received, should be placed on a revolving platform or reel and uii-

tcileil as the platform or reel revolves. Tlie cable should not l>e

polled from the coil in the manner ciimmonly used with rope, as

this will twist the cable and cause kinks. Kinks especially should

be avoided as they may damage the rubber cover or displace the

conductor wires, thus causing early failure of the cable.

It is unnecessary to test the combination telephone and life-line

cable for strength as the central core, which is the strength mem-
ber, is of enrrosion-resisting steel, has ample factor of safety, and
is not susceptible to deterioration. Unfortunately, however, this

is not the case as regards the conductor wires, which, being of

copper, may in time stretch or break, thus impairing or destroying

the circuit. When the breakage occurs, it is usually at the points

of greater fiexing of the cable. The points of greatest flexing

are usually a few inches from either end of the cable due to the

resultant bend in the cable at these points when the cable is under
tension. Care should be taken to prevent the cable from getting

a sharp nip or permanent bend at these points. Experience will

facilitate the locating of such breaks and a study of the drawings
showing the construction of the jack plugs will enable the jack

plug to be assembled and reassembled when removing defective

sections of the cable.

Continuity of circuit or grounds may l>e determined by test witn
a megger, a test lamp, or a magneto, following the same procedure

as for determining an open or ground in any other circuit. In

testing the cables remember that there is a complete electrical

circuit from the metal sleeve of one telephone plug to the other

plug. If through any cause an open or short develops in the cable,

causing failure of the communication circuits, the Jack plug fit the

damaged end of the cable should be removed, the faulty section

of the cable cut off, and the jack plug replaced. Removal of the

jack plug involves the following operations, the parts referred to

being shown on plates 71-D and 71-C.

(a) Unscrew the packing nut (pt. 14) at rear of plug hous-

ing (pt. 12),

(h) Remove packing (pt. 13).

(c) Remove lock nut (pt. 10) at front of plug housing with
spanner wrench supplied.

id) Heat plug housing to soften the sealing compound.
(e) Slide plug housing back on cable away from plug (pt. 4).
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(/) Loosen connections to plug terminals and remoTe ping

(pt 4).

(g) Melt solder which secures stainless>steel core in the anchor

plug (pt. 9) and remove the wood screw wedge (pt 8) and anchor

plug.

The cable may now be cut back until from the appearance of

the butt end it is evld^t that all the damaged caMe has been

removed, and until the comtuunication lines test through.

To reassemble the Jack plug the procedure is as follows

:

(o) Slide gland nut and Jack plug housing onto cable.

(b) Remove the two outer rubber coverings for a distance oi

about 4 inches; untwist four telephone conductors and remove

the rubber covering of the stainless-steel core also for about 4

inches.

(0) Separate the exposed strands of steel core and tin thor-

oughly.

(d) Slip anchor plug over the tinned strands and bring op as

close as possible to rubber covering.

(e) Distribute strands around circumference of hole in plug

and drive in wood screw wedge. .

(/) Solder the steel core and wedge securely into anchor plug.

{g) Cut off loose ends of steel core even with anchor plug and
smooth with file.

(A) Bare the ends of the telephone conductors and twist to-

gether Into two pairs ; red with green, and black with white It

is very important that this color coding be observed.

(1) Form an eye in the end of each pair and solder.

(i) Pull plug housing down over anchor plug as far as possible.

Length of conductors should be such that eyes project about one-

quarter inch out of plug housing.

(A) Several turns of suitable packing material should be in-

serted in the gland and the gland nut screwed in and pulled up
Ught.

(l) Place the thin leather washer over conductors and attach

conductors to plug terminals making sure that red and green pair

are connected to side terminal and black and white pair to center

terminal.

(m) Pour melted sealing compound or beeswax into open end
of housing to within % inch of plug seat.

(n) While the sealing compound is still soft, seat the Jack

plug in plug housing making certain that thin leather washer is

properly situated on seat. Care must be taken to see that all

space in the plug -housing is filled with the sealing compound.

(o) Screw in locking nut and pull up tight to complete the

assembly.

In case a bubble forms in the outer rubber covering of the

cable due to leakage of compressed air from the diver’s helmet, it

Is not necessary to cut off the injured section of cable unless the

communication circuit is opened. The correct procedure is to

puncture the bubble and wrap the puncture with several layers of

rubber tape using plenty of rubber cement between layers. The
rubber tape should be covered with one layer of friction tape and
the whole patch then thoroughly shellacked. Before returning
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the cable to service after a repair, it is essential that the cable

Jack ping be opened and inspected for leaks in the sealing com-

pound. If any are found, the plug should be resealed. A similar

inspection should be made of the telephone gooseneck fitting on the

helmet, and the necessary repairs made.

The receiver, transmitter, or loud speaker units of the standard

diving telephones are exceptionally rugged and unsusceptible to

trouble usually experienced with ordinary telephones from the

effect of moisture. Ordinarily, no serious damage is caused by

short submersions but continued submersion or continuous ex

posure to moisture will result in corrosion of the metal parts and

the grounding or short circuiting of the coils. If any of the units

should be accidentally submerged in salt water, they should be

washed out with fresh water and dried out by exposure to heat
Care should be taken, however, that the applied heat is not suf-

ficient to bum the insulation of the wire. If any of the units be-

come inoperative due to collection of dirt, they should be care-

fully dismantled and cleaned. The diaphragms and pole pieces

especially should be kept free from dirt and sediment. After use

the units should be wiped dry with a clean rag to remove all

moisture before storing.

The packing of the diver's air control valve should be carefully

adjusted so that the valve works stiffly enough to prevent its being

closed or opened accidentally but sufficiently free to be readily

manipulated by the diver even though wearing the two-finger rub-

ber diving glove.

The foregoing instructions for the care of No. 1 diving outfits

are also applicable to the helmets, lead weights, diving air hose,

and hand-operated air pump comprising shallow-water diving out-

fits. Helmets should be frequently examined to insure that the

windows are intact and that the sealing strip and packing around

their edges are in place, in good condition, and watertight. In

these outfits the only exhaust which the helmet has is the bottom

of the helmet. Consequently care should be taken to insure that

there are no air leaks in the portion of the helmet above the aii

inlet connection. Leakage of air above the air-inlet connection

will require an air supply of greater pressure than is ordinarily

necessary to keep down the water level in the helmet. If the rate

of leakage above the water inlet is greater than the rate of fiow

and pressure capacity of the pump, the water level in the helmet

cannot be kept down below the mouth and nose of the diver.

The air pump of the shallow-water diving outfit contains two
single-acting cylinders 3%-inch bore by 4-inch stroke with a total

capacity of about 72 cubic inches. The use of shallow-water

diving outfits is iiermitted down to depths of 36 feet. The effi-

ciency of the pumps for delivering air at the pressure equivalent

to this depth with a reasonable factor of safety should be

frequently checked.

Diving gear shall not be disposed of by ships or by navy yards

and stations except the navy yards, Mare Island and New York.

Diving gear which is considered no longer reliable or serviceable

shall be surveyed and turned in by ships to the nearest navy yard

for shipment to either the Mare Island Navy Yard or the Navy
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Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y„ for survey and final disposition. When
received by these yards, such gear as can be economically repaired

shall be put In suitable condition for reissue and turned in to store.

Gear beyond economical repair shall l>e surveyed for sale.

In disposing of diving gear by sale or otherwise, the yards au<

thorized to do so should insure that the gear, especially the metal

parts such as helmets, diving pumps, test tanks, etc., cannot be

put in serviceable condition at a reasonable cost. For instance,

helmets may contain minor defects such as dents, a missing face-

plate, or a damaged gooseneck, etc., which, in the aggregate, would

appear sufficiently detrimental to further use as to warrant sur-

vey. However, dents in the helmet (unless the metal is crackeil)

do not jeopardize the diver and they can readily be pressed out

to make a more presentable helmet. Faceplates are easily re-

newetl and other individual fittings can be reinstalled at small

cost. A diving pump in its entirety is costly. Its fixed and mov-

ing metal iwirts are standard. If not available in store, they are

readily obtainable from the manufacturer of the pump.
The iKirts comprising diving outfits are title B material. The

allowance list of vessels list the number of complete outfits the

respe<*tlve ves.sels are entitled to. Owing to the large number of

I)arts which compri.se a standard diving outfit, the Individual parts

are not listed in the allow'ance list. However, vessels are en-

title<l to obtain such replacement parts for these outfits as may
be necessary to maintain the outfits in suitable condition at all

times, on “not in excess” requisitions submitted to the nearest

yard or station. If the yard or station to which such requisitioas

are submitted has not the requested equipment available, it shall

be obtained from the Mare Island or New York Yard. Cost of

diving outfits and replacement parts, when obtained by ships

in commission, will ordinarily be charged to ship's regular con-

struction and repair allotments.

In requisitioning diving gear, requisitions should contain nota-

tions as to the name-plate data, piece numbers or standard stock

numbers (if the particular part requesteil is listed in the Standard

Stock Catalog) to enable supply officers to identify the requested

e<iuipmeiit properly.

For the <*are, survey, and requisitioning of special diving equi])-

ment not forming a pirt of .standard diving outfits but which is

furnished ves.sels of certain categories, attention is invited to

chapter XIX.
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CHAPTER VII

PHYSICS OF DIVING

1. In the study of diving and its effect upon the human body,

it is important to consider some of the physical properties aod

laws governing the behavior of gases and water.

Bojl«*iUw. Boyle's law states that at a constant temperature the volume

of a gas varies inversely as the pressure (absolute), while the

density varies directly as the pressure. That is, an increase of

pressure on a gas decreases its volume and increases its density

directly proportional to the pressure applied, and vice versa, if

the pressure is doubled, the volume will be decreased one-half ; if

tripled the volume will be decreased to one-third, etc.

Chftrlei’ Uw. Charles' law states that at a constant pressure, the volume of

a gas varies directly as the absolute temperature. That is, as the

temperature increases, the volume increases and vice versa.

When considering the centigrade scale, the volume of a gas varies

*/^3 of its volume at 0® C. for every variation of 1® C. When
considering the Fahrenheit scale the volume of a gas varies ^qi

of its volume at 0® F. for every variation of 1® F.

Oxjrffen Oxygen is a colorless, tasteless, odorless gas occurring in the

free state in the atmosphere, of which it forms about 21 percent

by volume. It is essential in maintenance of life. At atmospberio

pressure, approximately oue-flfth of the oxygen in each breath is

absorbed by the body. More oxygen is necessary when a person

is active than when at rest. A person exercising violently may

require as high as 10 times as much oxygen as when completely

at rest. The increased quantity is provided by deeper and faster

i>reathing. The tissues of the liody absorb a higher percentage

of oxygen which is circulating in the blood when a person is ex-

ercising. More oxygen is required when the large muscles of the

body, those of the legs for example, are doing work, than required

when smaller muscles only are in active use. A person at rest at

atmospheric pressure (sea level) is unable to absorb a sufficient

amount of oxygen when the percentage falls below 13 percent, and

unconsciousness usually occurs at 9 or 10 percent or at higher per-

(*entages—depending on the activity of the person. Oxygen de-

ficiency usually is unaccompanied by warning symptoms. Its lack

deadens the faculties, and a person not infrequently becomes un-

conscious without realizing anything is wrong. It must be re-

membered that it is the partial pressure of oxygen in the at-

mosphere that sustains life—that is, air, being comi>osed of about

21 percent oxygen, exerts one-fifth of an atmosphere oxygen pres-

sure at sea level. At 10 atmospheres pressure, equivalent to a

depth of approximately 300 feet, the oxygen in the air supplied

the diver being one-fifth would exert two atmospheres of oxygen

124
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pressure or 200 percent. Likewise above sea level, the oxygen

pressure in the air is reduced, the reduction being in ratio with

the altitude. In other words, under excess pressures there is

actually more oxygen in every cubic foot of air than there is in

the air at sea level. Conversely, there is less oxygen in every

cubic foot of air in the atmosphere above sea level. Obviously,

therefore, a human being could not survive at high altitudes with

as low a percentage of oxygen as at sea leveL On the other hand,

less percentages than those mentioned would be adequate below

sea level.

Nitrogen is a noninflammable, colorless, gaseous, nonmetalllc Nitrof«ii »ad

element, tasteless and odorless. While it forms about 80 percent Wnwan.

of the atmosphere, in its free state, it will not support life. Hy-
drogen in its pure state, is a colorless, tasteless, odorless gas. It

is the lightest known substance, being %o the weight of air and

about Hiooo the weight of water. It is inflammable and explosive.

These two gases as occurring in the atmosphere have no effect on

the human body other than to dilute the oxygen as well as carbon

dioxide and any other gases that may be present.

Carbon dioxide, sometimes called *'carbonic-acid gas’* consists Caiboii dioxidr.

of one part of carbon chemically combined with two parts of

oxygen to form an odorless, colorless, transparent gas with a

slightly acid taste. It can be reduced to solid state by intense

cold and to liquid by pressure. Being much heavier than air, in-

ert and dielectric, it is an efficient extinguisher of oil and gasoline

tires, the gas blanketing the flame and cutting off contact with air.

hence excluding the oxygen essential to combustion. It is usually

liberated in nature by combustion (including slow decomposi-

tion of vegetable and animal matter) and by the breathing of ani-

mals. Oxygen taken into the lungs combines in the body with

carbon, which is derived from food, and this chemical combina-

tion generates the heat which maintains body temperature. The
resultant carbon dioxide is given off through the lungs and passes

out with the breath.

Carbon dioxide, when breathed in high concentrations, is as-

phyxiating. When air is breathed, as, for example, in a confined

space which is being inadequately ventilated, the carbon dioxide

exhaled by the diver gradually builds up in the space, causing

headache and other symptoms. When the proportion of carbon

dioxide rises to approximately 5 percent and the air in such space

is at atmospheric pressure, a person experiences distinct panting.

With 8 percent the difficulty in breathing becomes distressing.

Unconsciousness usually occurs when the percentages reach 10

percent. The increase in the depth and rapidity of breathing is

caused by the increased amount of carbon dioxide accumulating

in the blood and acting upon the respiratory center in the brain.

It is by this means that the body secures the increased amount of

oxygen needed and eliminates the excess of carbon dioxide. The
need for oxygen does not directly affect the breathing. It is the

presence of too much carbon dioxide in the blood that causes the

deeper breathing and finally panting as the percentage of carbon

dioxide increases. A person thus has some warning when the

proportion of carbon dioxide is gradually increasing, although de-
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pendence for safety should not be placed upon this but proper

measures taken to insure that detrimental concentrations do not

build up in the spaces which are being breathed in or from.

The foregoing pertains to the effects of carbon dioxide on the

respiratory system undw atmospheric pressure. Its effects un-

der excess pressure are discussed in chapter IX (Diver’s air sup-

ply).

Waur. Water (pure) consists of two parts hydrogen and one part of

oxygen. It is a colorless, tasteless, transparent liquid and is al-

most incompressible. At its maximum density (SD” F.) it is a

standard for measuring specific gravities of all liquids and solids,

1 cubic centimeter of pure distilled water at this temperature

weighing 1 gram. Pure water freezes at 82° F. (0° O.) and

boils at 212* F. (1(X)* C.). Besides having other values, it is an

important ingredient in the tissues of animals and plants, the

human body containing about two-thirds its weight of water.
Air. Normal air (the atmosphere we breathe) is a simple mixture

(not a chemical combination) of the gases described above with

traces of hydrogen and certain other rare gases. It is compres-

sible. The proportions of the main constituents are approxi-

mately as follows:
Percent hy
volume

Nitrogen (approximately) . 79

Oxygen (approximately) 29.96

Carbon dioxide (approximately) .04

Bxpired air varies in composition with the depth of the expira-

tion and with the composition of the air inspired. Under normal

conditions expired air contains in volume percent

:

Percent

Nitrogen (aig>roximately) 79

Oxygen (approximately) 16.02

That is, expired air loses about 4.94 volume percent of oxygen and

gains 4.84 percent carbon dioxide. The difference in the oxygen

absorbed and the carbon dioxide (GOi) excreted is ^plained b;

the fact that in the physiological process of the body some of the

oxygen is absorbed by the body, not only to oxidize carbon but also

to combine with some of the hydrogen of the food and is con-

sequently secreted as water.
Atmoaphcric Atmospheric pressure is the pressure exerted by the weight of
preuntc.

atmosphere and is equal, at sea level, to 14.7 pounds per square

inch. A column of mercury 30 inches high, a column of sea water

33 feet high, or a column of fresh water 34 feet high, each, also

exert a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch, or 1 atmosphere,

pressure at the bottom of their resi>ectlve columns.

The term “atmospheres’’ as used herein means atmospheres of

pressure and is the number of times 14.7 pounds per square inch is

contained in the total pounds pressure per square inch involved.

Thus 29.4 pounds pressure per square inch will equal (29.4->-14.7)

2 atmospheres pressure ; 44.1 pounds pressure per square inch will

equal 3 atmospheres, etc. To convert atmospheres pressure into

poimds pressure per square inch, multiply the number of atmos-

pheres pressure by the constant 14.7.
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Absolute pressure is the pressure above a perfect vacuum. It

is the gage pressure plus atmospheric pressure and is equal to

14.7 pounds plus excess pressure. Thus a diver working at a

depth of 33 feet under water, the equivalent pressure of one at-

mosphere, would be exposed to an absolute pressure of 20.4

pounds per square inch.

The gages used in diving do not record atmospheric pressure,

but do record the pressure above atmospheric pressure. They

also Indicate the corresponding depth of water in feet. If a length

of air hose be attached to a diving pomp, the free end of the

hose lowered under water and the pomp operated, the gage on

the pomp will indicate the pressure of water and depth of water

at the point to which the end of the hose has bemi submerged.

Hence, this procedure provides an accurate means of determin-

ing depth and pressure of water or, if the depth is known, a con-

venient method for chedcing the accuracy of the gage.

It is obvious that if a tank be filled with water, the bottom of

the tank has to support the whole weight of water, but the top

has no weight of water to support. The pressure, therefore, on

the bottom will be greater than the pressure on the tc^ by an

amount equal to the weight of the water in the tank. It is also

obvious that the hisdier the sides of the tank are raised, still keep-

ing it filled, the greater the weight or pressure becomes on the

bottom. If the sides of the tank are extended to 33 feet and the

tank filled with sea water, the pressure on the bottom due to the

weight of water would be equal to that of the atmosphere, or

14.7 pounds per square inch ; however, as the atmosphere is also

pressing down on top of the column of water, the absolute pres-

sure on the bottom will be 14.7 pounds due to weight of water,

plus 14.7 pounds due to the atmosphere, or a total of 29.4 pounds

per square inch absolute pressure. Every foot in height of sea

water produces an excess pressure of 0.445 (or ^X14.7) pounds

or a little under one-half pound per square inch. The same bolds

true when considering the pressure on a body immersed in water.

Any such body may be looked on as having the colunm of water

between it and the surface pressing down all round it. nils

pressure is transmitted to it in the form of a squeeze. If the

body has appreciable length, such as a diver standing upri^t,

there is less pressure upon the top of the body than at its bottom.

Therefore, in the case of the diver, there is less pressure on his

helmet than on his shoes. If the diver is 6 feet tall, there will

be about 3 pounds per square Inch less pressure on his hornet
than on his shoes, whatever the depth of water he may happen
to be in.

A body submerged in a liquid is buoyed upward by a vertical

force equal to the weight of liquid that the body displaces. The
volume of the liquid displaced equals the volume of the body, and
the upward pressure equals 62.6 pounds in fresh water, or 64
pounds in sea water, for each cubic foot of the volume of the
submerged body. With the diving suit distended by air, the

weight of the water displaced is greater than the combined weight
of the suit, helmet, and diver. As a result, the dress, helmet, and
diver are of positive buoyancy and the diver is unable to descend.
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To overcome his positive buoyancy, weights are attached to the

diver’s dress in the form of a weighted belt and weighted shoes,

giving the diver negative buoyancy. Ordinarily, only sufficient

weight is added to overcome the positive buoyance with the div-

ing dress moderately distended by air. Therefore, if the dress

is overinflated when the diver is submerged, he acquires positive

buoyancy. If this buoyancy is not reduced to the negative side,

the diver is unable to remain on the bottom. In rising, the buoy-

ancy will be increased, due to the diminished water pressure and

the expansion of the air within the elastic dress, and his speed

of ascent will be accelerated. Being carried to the surface iu this

manner is known as *l>lowing up.”

If, through carelessness or culpable neglect, a diver should be

permitted to fall an appreciable distance under water, there would

be a sudden increase of water pressure, and, if there should fail

to be a sudden increase of air pressure, the helmet escape valve

would be seated, the air within the dress would be compressed and

forced from It into the noncompressible helmet, the volume di-

minishing with the increased pressure (Boyle’s law). If this vol-

ume of air does not fill the helmet and equal the pressure of water

at the depth to which the diver’s body has fallen, the excess pres-

sure exerted on the diver’s body will tend to drive it into the

helmet. The result is most apt to be a serious injury or im-

mediate death for the diver. Falls from shallow to deeper depths

are the most serious, as the relative difference in pressures is

greater. This may be explained by the following

:

If a diver at the surface, in 14.7 pounds pressure to the square

inch (absolute), should fall 38 feet under water, every square inch

of his body would have an additional pressure of 14.7 pounds,

or 29.4 pounds absolute pressure, suddenly applied to it, a pro-

portion of 2 to 1 over the pressure in the helmet. As the average

body has an area of about 2,000 square inches, the total force

exerted on the diver's body and tending to drive him into the

rigid helmet would be several tons. If, under the same condi-

tions, the diver should have fallen from the surface to a depth
of 00 feet under water, the increase in absolute pressure would
have been trebled instead of merely doubled, so from the fore-

going it is clear that a long fall from a shallow depth would re-

sult in a fatal squeeze for the diver. Falls from moderate depths
to deeper depths under water are not apt to be as serious as falls

from shallow depths. In a fall from the surface to 33 feet the
relative difference in pressure is as 1 is to 2 (atmospheres) or

doubled, while in a fall from 165 feet to 198 feet the relative dif-

ference in pressure on the body Is increased only one-sixth.

The effect of a fall under water is known as a ‘‘squeeze."

As air is compressed its temperature Increases rapidly, but this

can be disregarded, for radiation through air reservoirs, conduits,

and the rapid coolipg Induced by its transit through the diving

hose to the diver reduces the temperature to or below the tem-
perature of the surrounding sea water. This fact sometimw
necessitates special measures in cold weather diving, to prevent

the clogging of the air line due to freezing of moisture in the

diver’s air hose. This is further discussed under chapter IX,
“Piver’s gir supply,”
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CHAPTER VIII

DIVING PLANNING AND ARRANGING

When diving is to be undertaken, the commanding officer of the Plamiliia.

vefisel shall be informed. A general plan of procedure shall be

decided upon and the necessary officers, including a medicnl offi-

cer, and sufficient men to handle any emergency shall be detailed

and an effort made to conduct the operations with dispatch and
efficiency. An officer qualified in deep-sea diving should be placed

in charge of the diving operations and the divers. If such an
officer or warrant officer is not available, an officer familiar with

the principles of diving should be placed in charge. If the diving

is to be done from a diving launch, a dinghy or other small boat,

properly manned and equipped, should be assigned as tender to

the diving launch, if in the opinion of the officer in charge it is

required.

Divers* work is no exception to the general rule that a task U
more efficiently performed when the work involved has been prop

erly studied and planned and preliminary work done in advance.

In diving operations the procedure which proves most effective is

the one which provides for the maximum amount of work that

can be done on the surface to be performed by the surface crew,

with a commensurate minimum amount to be performed by the

diver on the bottom. Accordingly, in planning the work the pro-

cedure decided upon should be that which not only reduces the

diver’s work to a minimum, but which limits his operations to

tasks which can be performed within a reasonable period under

the conditions involved.

The success of past Navy salvage operations was contributed

to considerably by the manner in which operations were pre-

liminarily planned and the various phases of the anticipated work
laid out and definite tasks assigned to each diver or group of

divers. This not only systematized the work but the benefits de-

rived from the competitive spirit created by the procedure were
reflected in the mental attitude of the divers upon completion of

the task, even though the required dive was of less than standard

duration for the depth.

With the foregoing as essential requisites, the satisfactory

prosecution of underwater work may be contributed to by applica-

tion of the following rules

:

(a) Work ni^t and day, while weather permits, provided suffi-

cient divers are available.

(b) Use good Judgment, based upon consideration of the advice

and commands of the diving supervisors, checked constantly with

the work being performed, in determining the amount and kind

of work for each task, and in picking the divers for the tasks.

129
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(c) Prepare and assign the tasks and give the divers instruc-

tions well in advance. This enables the diver to think over the

task and as a result he may offer suggestions or ask questions

which may lead to a better accomplishment of the task.

(d) A diver may often, unintentionally, overestimate his ability

to accomplish underwater work. His suggestions should be given

thorough consideration, but tempered by the Judgment of those

in charge.

(e) Each diver of a group, in addition to bis own specific in-

structions, should be given, at least, a general idea of what tasks

the other divers of the group are to perform.

(f) Final instructions must be given to each diver, and to the

group, J>y one person only if confusion and delay are to be

avoided.

(g) If, as frequently occurs, the diver forgets part of his in-

structions, he must immediately ask advice from the diving super-

visor ; hence the diving supervisor must, during diving operations,

be immediately available.

(h) When a diver is on the bottom, it is inadvisable to alter

the prearranged task ;
consequently, should a change in procedure

be deemed necessary, it is better to instruct and send down a

new diver to replace him.

(i) Care should be exercised in evaluating the information ob-

tained during an observation dive because the opportunity for ob-

serving conditions below the surface is limited. Therefore, it is

well to base any plan of salvage operations upon the combined re-

ports of several divers. In addition to the verbal reports, it is

of value to have underwater sketches of the damage, made on a

slate and whenever possible, actual measurements should be made.

(i) Several lines of procedure should be planned so that if one

method fails in practice, alternative methods will be available.

Rescue and ship salvage operations can be performed only witb

proper type vessels properly equipped with necessary gear and a
crew of efficient, qualified divers. The Navy vessels which are

used for this purpose are converted mine sweepers, which, in ad-

dition to standard diving outfits, are provided with special div-

ing and ship salvage gear described in chapter XIX. Work of

this nature requires the mooring of the vessel over or approxi-

mately over the submerged wreck and safe diving operations

depend upon the security of the moorings. The gear furnished is

adequate for mooring these vessels under the normal conditions of

weather and depth that permit diving. The mooring gear should

be given a minute inspection before mooring and when divers are

down a continuous watch should be placed to insure against any
shifting of the moorings or veering of the vessel that would en-

danger the diver. Diving lines should have sufficient slack to

guard against this contingency. In sudden squalls, heavy seas,

tide, or any other condition which, in the opinion of the command-
ing officer, jeopardizes the security of the moorings, the divers

should be brought up and diving discontinued until more favorable

conditions obtain.

Eixperience has indicated that with the present limitations in

the art of diving, the number of divers that can be submerged
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almultaneously and perform eifectlTe salvage or rescue work on
submerged wrecks is limited. In past submarine salvage opera*

tioDS, it has been the practice to work the divers in relays of two
or three, and where conditions permit, it is desirable to adhere to

this practice in any future salvage or rescue operations. How-
ever, it must be remembered that the greater the number of divers

submerged, the greater the possibility of entanglement of the

larger number of lines involved, and that for continuous diving

in deep depths, this number would be multiplied by the lines of

divers decompressing in the water simultaneously with those

working on the bottom. Accordingly, the number of divers which

can safely be submerged simultaneously will depend upon depth

of water and nature of the bottom, the ship’s facilities for han-

dling the divers over each side, and the practicability of this pro-

cedure under attendant conditions, the freedom of the wreck from
debris, and the conditions of the weather and sea. Based on a

consideration of these factors, the number of divers that may be

submerged simultaneously shall be governed by the discretion of

the officer in charge of the operations.

In planning the work of divers, arrangements should be such

as to preclude any necessity for their stay on the bottom in excess

of the optimum time of exxMSure listed in table 1, chapter XIY.

Usually there is much less tide on the bottom than at the sur-

face. Ck)nsequently, although the surface tide may seem strong,

it may be advantageous to attempt diving, provided the surface

tide is not such as to endanger the moorings. If the velocity of

the current is over VA knots, the diver should wear additional

weights. A descending line must always be used for descents and

ascents.

While all diving involved in submarine salvage work Is now
conducted from ships especially equipped with compressed-air sys-

tems, routine diving oi>erations such as salvage of lost ground

tackle, examination of ships’ bottoms, lost torpedoes, airplane

salvage, etc., engaged in by other classes of shii)6 in general are

performed with air derived from manually-operated air pumps.

In rigging a diving air pump preparatory to diving operations,

the nuts on the pump wheels and handles should be tightened by a

wrench, and the pump tried to ascertain if it is working properly.

Before starting to use the pump, see that each and every bearing

Is properly oiled. Water must be occasionally supplied to the

cistern to keep the cylinders cool during operation. The diver’s

air hose should not be connected directly to the delivery nozzle of

a diving pump, but Instead to an oil separator.

When air is required for two divers, the pump's control lever

should be placed to the left-hand side, marked *'One cylinder,”

but when only one diver is to be supplied with air in deep water,

the lever should be placed on the right-hand side marked “Two
cylinders.” It is advisable to have two pumps rigged and ready

for use, if they are available.

The following accidents have happened while pumping air to

divers:

(a) Pump capsized during a sudden squail ; not secured prop-

erly.
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(h) Pump handle securing nut worked loose and fell off.

(c) Pump wheel securing nut worked off.

(d) Piston backed off end of rod far enough to stop pump.

(e) Pump cover slammed shut, causing oil can and wrench

which had been left Inside the cover to fall into the pump and

Jam it

if) Due to faulty gasket, water leaked out of the water dstern,

causing the air to become hot and the diver forced to ascend:

diver much distressed.

ig) Transfer valve assembled wrong thereby causing distress

to diver.

ih) Valve broken in pump thereby causing increased loss of

efficiency.

(i) Wrong kind of oil used in pump's cylinders, thereby cans

ing the diver to become nauseated.

ii) Excessive piston leakage; divers brought to the surface nn-

conscious.

(fc) Air reservoir cover gaskets defective, thereby causing loss

of air and distress to the diver.

Whenever practicable, diving from manually-operated air pumps
should be carried out from a motor launch. All motor launches

In service are fitted with pad eyes (see pi. 82) for hooking in

the hook ends of the turnbuckles for securing the diving air pump
in operating position. If there are any cases in which such pad

eyes are not fitted, they should be installed by the ship’s force

The pad eyes must be placed forward in the boat so that the

diving air pump may be secured so as to leave room for the

pumping crew to operate the pump. The pumping crew then will

not be in the way of the diver and the men attending him, nor

interfere with their view of the pump gages, which should face aft.

The pump must always be rigidly secured in place to prevent it

from capsizing in case of a sudden wash or unexpected change in

weather.

When using the new gasoline driven air compressor in motor

launches, care should be taken that the compressor is well secured

and that it is in good mechanical condition. The instructions

contained in each outfit should be closely adhered to at all times.

The depths to which diving is limited is given in each instruction

book and should not be exceeded. These compressors have been

thoroughly tested and will be found to meet the requirements of

a diver’s air supply if used as intended, which is as a substitute

for the hand pump.
The employment of compressed air for diving has numerous

advantage.s over the air supplied from manually-operated air

pumps, as it affords a constant and uniform supply at all depths.

The diver’s work is made much easier and safer as he has in

stant control of his air supply. The labor of pumping is dis-

pensed with and fewer men are required in the diving party, thus

providing more room in the diving launch. Consequently, when
a motor launch is available and can be devoted to diving purposes

without interfering with its use as a general working boat, the

necessary fittings, chocks, etc., should be fitted so that four tor-

pedo air fiasks may be neatly stowed under the thwarts for use
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in lieu of the diving pump for supplying air to divers. The neces-

sary high-pressure copper air tubing, connections, etc., must be

fitted for connecting the torpedo air flasks to the testing tank in

accordance with the arrangement shown on plate 85.

When torpedo air flasks are used, the exercise heads, after-

bodies, and delicate parts of the torpedo mechanism shouid be

removed from the flasks; outlets not needed should be blanked

off, etc.

Prior to being used for diving, the air flasks should be thor-

oughly cleaned inside of any rust, dirt, oil, or grease which would
be apt to contaminate the air contained in them. All tanks sup-

plied for this purpose shall be stamps “Not to be charged over

— pounds” (usually 1,000 pounds). In recharging the tanks, the

pressure should never exceed this stamped rated capacity.

When diving with compressed air from torpedo air flasks,

plate 85, the torpedo stop valves on the flask from which air

is to be used by the divers shall be opened and left open during

the time the diver*s helmet is being worn. The diver's air sup-

ply shall be drawn directly from the testing tank, in which the

air shall be very carefully maintained at the pressure prescribed

by the officer in charge.

The piping to the testing tank shall always be so arranged that,

in the case of the failure of one valve the high-pressure air may
be controlled by a duplicate valve. In no case shall a reducing

or automatic valve of any kind be placed in the air line between
the diver and the test tank.

In planning for the use of a diving launch, suMcient men should Manning and

be detailed to manage the launch independent of the men required 2riiS*lMnc^
to man the diving pump (if used), or to operate the air system
if from torpedo air flasks, and for attendants to the diver. The
following equipment must be in the diving launch before it is per-

mitted to leave the shore or immediate vicinity of the ship:

The required number of torpedo air flasks, fully charged, and
all necessary connections and special tools. If a diving air pump
is to be used, it must be complete, in working order, and properly

secured.

Complete diving outflts for two divers.

Tool box containing air hose, wrench and washers, wing nuts,

etc.

Spare washers for air hose.

Spare rubber wrist rings.

Descending line and distance line.

A length of rope for sending down to diver.

Diving ladder.

Diving Manual.

Decompression stage.

Decompression tables.

Slate with pencil attached.

Red diving flag on staff.

Lead line.

Stadimeter or sextant.

Boat's diving anchor gear with extra anchor for bow and stern.

Jackknives.
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10-foot probe made of %-inch pipe.

Steel tape measure and 6-foot rule.

Boat’s compass.

Hand flags for signaling.

Boat box.

Boat medical outfit.

Binoculars.

A watch for timing divers.

Long heaving line.

Several large shackles.

A coil of small stuff (marline) for lashings.

A luff tackle.

Drinking water.

Other special gear as necessary.

Bucket of soapy water if dress without gloves is used.

Blueprint or sketch of Job.

m^alnto In planning for emergency repairs to the hulls of vessels, the
** following items should be on hand: Velocity power tools, col-

lision mats, patent leak stoppers, mattresses, canvas,, swabs, cot-

ton waste, caulking, wooden wedges, mild steel plate for small

holes, hook-bolts, soft grommets made by tow and tallow kneaded

together and parceled round with cloth, rubber gaskets, ample

supply of planking for large holes, wire cable, bungs, woodeo

plugs for closing valve openings, and wire brushes and prickera

for use in cleaning valve gratings.
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PLATB 82,

—

Turnbuckle for securing diving pumps in launch.
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ATE 84.—Arrangement of diving ladder^ decompression stage, and descending line on

diving launch.
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CHAPTER IX

DIVER’S AIR SUPPLY (NORMAL AIR)

The average man at rest breathes about 0.25 cubic foot of air

per minute. The breathing is so regulated as to keep the partial*

pressure of alveolar COi steady at about 5.25 percent of an at-

mosphere though the volume percent under conditions of varied

barometric pressure differs widely; this means that at rest and

at normal atmospheric pressure the alveolar COi is maintained

at about 40 mm. mercury, since 40 is 5.25 percent of 760. If the

alveolar COs pressure falls, breathing is diminished, and if it

rises, the breathing is increased. Moderate work increases the

CO^ secreted by the lungs three or four times and hard work six

to eight times the normal resting amount, and therefore the air

breathed is consequently increased. Hence, it is the partial

pressure of the alveolar GOs that regulates the breathing.

When the inspired air at normal atmospheric pressure con-

tains 3 percent by volume of COs, the breathing begins to be

noticeably increased; 6 percent causes distress, and 10 percent

or more unconsciousness. The physiological action of gases pres-

ent in the air breathed deiiends on their partial pressure. Hence,

the volume percent of COb in the inspired air that can be tolerated

is Inversely proportional to the absolute pressure. Thus, at a

depth of 264 feet, or 9 atmospheres absolute, three<ninths of 1 per-

cent, or 0.33 percent COa by volume, would have the same physi

ological effect as 3 percent COi would have at the surface.

The average adult man at rest produces about 0.014 cubic foot

of COi per minute (measured at atmospheric pressure). The
diver at rest produces about 0.019 cubic foot per minute and when
performing moderately hard work, about 0.045 cubic foot of COa
per minute (measured at atmospheric pressure). As the diver

is constantly exhaling COa into the helmet, it is evident that

unless the helmet is ventilated constantly with fresh air in suf-

ficient quantity, he would soon suffer from the effects of an ac-

cumulation of COi.

Since 3 percent COa at atmospheric pressure is about the max-

imum that can be tolerated without distress, it is essential that

the equivalent of this percentage under the partial pressures in

the helmet should not be exceeded. To keep the COi content of

the helmet within this maximum permissible percentage, a mini-

mum air supply of 1.5 cubic feet per minute (measured at the

absolute pressure to which the dive is made) is necessary. Since,

according to Boyle’s law, the volume of a gas is inversely propor-

tional to the pressure, the air supply measured at the surface

must be increased in proportion to the absolute pressure. Since

each 33 feet of sea water exercises a pressure of 1 atmosphere.

150924—43 10
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the air supply measured at the surface must be increased one

thirty-third for each foot dived. Using the reciprocal 0.0808,

the minimum air supply for any depth may be calculated : S=
1.5(1+F(0.0303) ), in which S is the required air in cubic

feet measured at the surface, and F is the number of feet the

diver is below the surface. Better ventilation than this is im-

perative, however, and arrangements should be made for supply-

ing three times this quantity of air per minute.

Exclusive of self-contained diving apparatus, there are the fol-

lowing four methods of ventilation of the diverts helmet

:

1. Supplying air up to 2,500 pounds per square inch from high-

pressure accumulators, 1. e., torpedo air flasks or other accumu-

lators.

2. Supplying air up to 400 pounds per square inch from low-

pressure accumulators charged or charging them by power-driven

compressors. Such low-pressure supply includes the battery gas-

ejector system or low-pressure receivers. Submarine rescue ves-

sels are equipped with this type air system and with a high-

pressure stand-by system such as noted in subparagraph 1.

3. With air from hand-operated air pumps.

4. Portable gasoline driven air compressors.

When diving operations are to be conducted from a vessci.

using the vessel itself as a diving platform, the necessary air

connections for the divers may be made directly to either the

vessel’s high- or low-pressure air installation. In any case, when
diving is to be conducted in this manner, the diving hose shall

be connected directly to the outlet nipple on the expansion tank

(reservoir), and the inlet connection shall be made of piping.

Only high-pressure piping shall be used when high-pressure air

is to be utilized and, in every case, a suitable pressure-indicating

gage shall be installed—temporarily if necessary—so that the

pressure in the air-supply pipe line will be indicated to the diver's

attendants. The actual air pressure in the diver's air hose, how-
ever, will be indicated by the low-pressure gage on the testing

tank.

When diving with compressed air from torpedo flasks (pL 85),

the torpedo stop valves on the flask, from which air is to be used,

shall be opened and left open during the time the helmet is be-

ing worn by the diver. The diver’s air suppl^^ shall be taken

directly from the testing tank, and the pressure of the air therein

shall be prescribed by the officer in charge. This same general

procedure shall be followed when diving is undertaken with com-
pressed air furnished from other air reservoirs. The piping to

the testing tank shall always be arranged so that in case of

failure of one valve, the high-pressure air may be controlled by
a duplicate valve.

When diving oi>erations are to be conducted from a vessel carry-

ing torpedoes, a convenient air reservoir can be obtained by con-

necting three or more torpedo flasks to the regular torpedo charg-

ing line, and opening the stop valves on these flasks, thus per-

mitting the air to back through the line. This arrangement pro-

vides an air reservoir equal to the capacity of the flasks so con-

nected. Then the diving air line should be connected, in the most
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convenient manner, to the charging line; care being taken to

duplicate the previously mentioned double-valve controlling fea-

ture. Since these torpedo flasks may also be connected directly

to the compressor, it is evident that the air pressure in the flasks

may be raised and held to capacity by operating the compressor.

When diving at a depth over 120 feet from a small boat and

using torpedo air flasks, a relief diving boat shall be equipped

fully and kept ready for emergency use. Also, not more than

two divers shall be permitted to dive from the same boat. When
the diver’s air is supplied from tori>edo air flasks, at least three

or more flasks must be connected, ready for use, one flask to be

held in reserve. The pressure in the working flasks, as indicated

on the high-pressure gage, shall not be permitted to fall below

220 pounds per square inch in excess of that at which the divers

are working while on the bottom. If the gage pressure in the

flasks appi;oaeheg 220 pounds, the divers should be brought up.

After they are clear of the bottom and safely on their way toward
the surface, the reserve flask may be used. An exception to this

rule will be permitted if there is available an additional, inde-

pendent air supply which can be connected immediately to the

diving air manifold.

The duration of air supply from an air flask may be calculated

according to the following formula

:

C(A-{16-fE-fD)
4 6D(E-fl) =* Number minutes

C=Capacity of one air flask in cubic feet.

A=Atmospheres pressure of air in flaslk (pounds per square

inch divided by 14.7).

E=Pressure in atmospheres to which dive is to be made
(depth in feet divided by 33).

D==Number of divers.

In this formula, the “1” in the numerator is one air flask at-

mosphere which is allowed for charging the testing tank, air hose,

and helmet. The *T5” is the 15 atmospheres constituting the 220

pounds per sciiiare-inch pressure which has to be preserved in the

flask as a minimum reserve. In the denominator, the 4.5 is the

cubic feet of air required by each diver per minute measured at

absolute pressure and the “1” is the 1 atmosphere of pressure

which has to be added to the pressure at which the dive is made
to obtain the absolute pressure.

Example.—One diver is to descend to a depth of 166 feet. How
long will the air last if furnished from one 11-cubic-foot air flask

charged to a pressure of 2,260 pounds per square inch?

C= ll

A 2260 __
A=t47 163

E= 166

33

D«1
or 6

Calculation

:

ll(163~(16+6+l))
4.6X1X(6+1)

“ 63 minutes

Thus when using the maximum air supply from a small-size flask,

one diver can descend to a depth of 166 feet and remain for 53

minutes, and still have sufficient air for proper decompression;

hence with two such air flasks being used, one diver may remain
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at this depth for 106 minutes, or two divers for 58 minutes. If

larger or additional flasks are used, the diving time may be

extended.

By high-pressure accumulators, reference is made to the air

accumulators of the torpedo installation aboard vessels equipped

with torpedoes. When connections are made to accumulators, div-

ing operations should be conducted directly from or in the im-

mediate vicinity of the vessel carrying the accumulators, thus ob-

viating the necessity for use of long lengths of air hose. If the

accumulators are of sufficient capacity, diving may be undertaken

from those already fully charged, but If they are not of sufficient

capacity to meet the requirements of depth and duration of the

dive without recharging, then the compressor shall be operated

as necessary, and care taken that the water cooling system is in

order and in operation—to insure cool air supply.

The capacity of the air compressor and the accumiflators must
be known and taken into consideration when calculating the air

supply. For example : The capacity of a compressor is 15 cubic

feet at 2,500 pounds pressure per square inch per hour or 0.25 of

a cubic foot at 2,500 pounds pressure per square inch per minute.

As 2,500 pounds per square inch would equal or 170 atmos-

pheres, 0.25 cubic foot at 2,500 pounds pressure would equal

170X0.25 or 42.5 cubic feet at atmospheric pressure. Therefore,

since a diver must have an air supply of 4.5 cubic feet per minute
at u pressure equal to the absolute pressure at which the dive is

made, a dive by one diver to, say, 274 feet, or 8.3 atmospheres,

excess pressure (9.3 atmospheres absolute) would require 4.5X 9.3

or 41.85 cubic feet of air per minute at atmospheric pressure.

From this, it is evident that this power-driven compressor work-
ing at full capacity would just be able to furnish this supply of
air. Under no circumstances, however, must divers be permitted

to dive to the limit of their air supply, whatever the source
utilized may be.

Also, sufficient air must be held in reserve to enable the dis-

patch of a relief diver. The capacity of the air accumulators
aboard may be augmented by connecting them to the torpedo air
flasks that have their stop valves open, and taking the air lead
from this connection. When charging high-pressure accumu-
lators, it must be remembered, the air is heated by the com-
pressor's cylinders; hence castor oil should be used to prevent

flashing in the cylinders and thus preventing CO and CO* pro-

duction or if not available use Navy symbol 2190T or equal. For
this and other reasons, as little oil as practicable should be used
in the cylinders. Likewise, the air intakes of any compressors

Low-preMore
McumUiort.
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used for supplying diver's air must be located in atmosphere that

is free from obnoxious or toxic fumes.

The supplying of air to divers from low-pressure accumulators

is applicable to vessels equipped with a gas-ejector system, to

submarine rescue vessels, to navy yards, etc. The arrangemcut

is practically the same as for diving with air from high-pressure

accumulators. The air pressure in the accumulators is main-

tained constant by large capacity low-pressure, steam or elec-
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trically driven, automatically controlled air compressors. The
capacity of these compressors is such that there is never a ques*

tion of shortage of air supply. The maximum depth to which a

diver or divers may descend will depend upon the pressure of the

air supply and the amount of air that is required to pass through

the diver’s helmet, and since there is no accurate method of deter-

mining the latter when using this source of supply, the only means
of knowing whether adequate ventilation exists is by the diver’s

own feeling of well-being.

When utilizing air from air accumulators or air flasks, the fol- •

lowing conditions are essential:

(a) The temperature of air must be such as not to cause dis-

comfort to the diver.

(h) The air in the accumulator must be free from noxious

fames and as near standard purity as possible, i. e., contain 0.04

percent COj or less. In utilizing air from high-pressure accumu-
lators it must be remembered that the air in the cylinders of

the compressors is greatly heated in charging the accumulators,

and oil with a high flash point must be used, castor oil if possible,

so that no flashing in the cylinders will take place, producing

CO and CO2. As little oil as practicable should be used in the

cylinders of a diving pump.

(c) Thirty to fifty pounds pressure per square inch in the

testing tank above water pressure (at the depth of dive) must be

maintained to insure proper ventilation of the helmet.

(d) The reserve air supply must always be maintained in case

of accident to compressors, etc., to insure a proper stage decom-
pression for the diver.

In utilizing manually-operated diving air pumps to furnish

air for divers, it is evident that the delivery of the amount of air

required by a diver at various depths of submergence under water
depends upon the capacities of the pumps, the number in use,

and the rate of pumping.

.Vs the capacity of the standard diving pump is small and as

the rate of pumping may be varied only within small limits, which
become less and less as the pressure increases, it is apparent that,

with only one diving pump to furnish air, the depth to which a

diver may descend and perform useful work is limited to com-
paratively shallow depths. If the pump so used is not efficient,

the depth of dive will be further restricted.

When it is required to dive to a certain depth and it is not

possible to furnish the requisite volume of air for that depth with
a single diving pump, two or more pumps, if they are available,

' may be connected together and operated at the proper rate of

speed.

When using manually-operated diving air pumps to furnish air

for divers, the following conditions shall be observed

:

(a) Arrangements shall be made to furnish at least the mini
mmn allowable air supply (1.5 cubic feet per minute, measured at

tbe absolute pressure to which the dive is to be made) to each
diver, and if practicable, a reserve air supply. Only one pump
is furnished with a diving outfit and if conditions are such as

cannot be met with one pump, an additional pump or pumps as
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required should be obtained from tenders or other accompanying

vessels.

(5) Arrangements shall be made to insure the dispatch of a

relief diver.

(0) More than one diver shall not be permitted to dive simul-

taneously from the same diving pump or group of pumps except

under the following conditions:

(1) Where one diver is working on the bottom and an emer-

gency occurs requiring descent of a relief diver, the relief diver

may be supplied with air from the same pump or group of pumps,

provided the pump reserve capacity is ample to fill the require-

ments of two divers at the depth of the dive.

(2) Where the efficiency of the pump or pumps is sufficiently

high and the water sufficiently shallow and there is no danger

of the divers becoming foul of obstructions on the bottom, two

divers may dive simultaneously from the same pump or group of

pumps, provided an adequate reserve supply of air is available

for a relief diver.

(d) The rate of pumping shall be regular.

(e) If the air being supplied to a diver is uncomfortably warm,
cold water shall be placed in the cisterns of diving air pumps, and

kept cold by the addition of ice, if necessary.

(f) The directions for lubricating diving air pumps shall be

carefully carried out
Assuming a diving air pump to be 100 percent efficient at all

pressures, the number of revolutions per minute the pump should

be run to furnish the minimum allowable air supply to one diver

(1.5 cubic feet of air per minute, measured at the absolute pres-

sure to which the dive is made) may be determined as follows:

When

D=T)epth of sea water, in feet, to which dive is made.
N=Number of cubic inches of air pump will furnish per

revolution measured at atmospheric pressure.

R=Number of revolutions required of pump per minute to

furnish 1.5 cubic feet (2,502 cubic inches) of air per

minute, measured at atmospheric pressure.

X=Number of revolutions required of pump per minute to

furnish minimum allowable air supply. (1.5 cubic

feet or 2,692 cubic Inches per minute at D.)

R=

X

2592
' N and

»R(l-fD(0,0303)).

or the efficiency of any diving air pump is less than 100 percent

and its actual percent efficiency, at the equivalent absolute pres-

sure of the dive, D, is represented by a symbol, as B, then

^ 100R(1 + D(0.0303))

E
The value of N. for the Navy standard Mark III diving pump
when 100 percent efficient is 405 cubic inches, llierefore, B
equals 2.582-^405 or 6.4 revolutions per minute.

The ^'constant” for any pump may be obtained by multiplying
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R by the depth coefficient 0.0303. In the case of the Navy stand-

ard diving pump, 6.4X0.0303=0.194 is he constant. Specifically,

the number of revolutions required of the standard pump to fur-

nish the minimum allowable air supply (1.5 cubic feet per minute)

for one diver at any depth may be determined by the following

formula

:

X= 100(D^C)_+R in ^hich

X=Namber of revolutions required.

E=Actual percent of efficiency of pump at the equivalent

pressure to which the dive is made as determined by

pumping into the testing tank.

D=Depth in feet,

C—Pump’s constant (0.194).

R=Number of revolutions required of pump jier minute

to furnish 1.5 cubic feet or 2,592 cubic inches of air

per minute, measured at atmospheric pre^re.

Example,—Diving air pump, Mark III is 80 percent efficient;

depth of sea water is 66 feet. At how many revolutions per

minute should the pump be run to furnish the minimum allowable

air supply (1.5 cubic feet per minute) to a diver working at that

depth?
Solution

:

100(66X0.194) + 6.4
^ 80
= 24 revolutions per minute

The maximum rate of pumping that it is possible to maintain

by a pumping crew over a practical period of time is approxi-

mately 30 revolutions per minute. With the pump 80 percent

efficient, this rate would barely supply the minimum amount of

air required at a depth of 90 feet If the number of revolutions

required are in excess of the number that it is possible to main-

tain, the work should be divided between two or more pumps.

For example, using the above formula to determine the. number
of revolutions required to furnish the minimum amount of air

necessary for one diver working at a depth of, say, 168 feet, it

will be found that with a pump 80 percent efficient, 48.7 revolu-

tions per minute are necessary—a rate which is beyond the ca-

pacity of a pump crew to maintain. Hence two standard pumps,

with efficiencies of not less than 80 percent each, operated at ap-

proximately 24.5 revolutions per minute each, would be required.

Limiting depths for diving with gasoline driven air compressors Gftiolint driT^n

cannot be listed here inasmuch as various models may have
different characteristics. The type being supplied (1943) which
is manufactured by the Devilbis Co. (model 502), has the limiting

depths listed in the instruction books. Any other air compressors

not designed as a source of diverts air should have its capacity

at various pressures closely checked before using. Any com-
pressor must supply at least 2 cubic feet of compressed air per

minute measured at a pressure equivalent to the diver’s depth.

This air must of course be free from noxious gases and odors.
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In the above paragraphs it will be noted that varioos instruc-

tions are given as to the minimum amount of air to be supplied

to divers, i. e.

:

(1) In using the hand pump, 1*5 cubic feet per minute is

given as the minimum.

(2) In calculating the time that high pressure accumu-
lators can be used for diving 4.5 cubic feet per minute* is

taken as the standard.

(3) In the gasoline driven air compressors 2 cubic feet

is given as a safe minimum.

It has been found that 1.5 cubic feet of air per minute entering

the helmet is the absolute minimum amount which will keep

the percentage of COa in the helmet within permissible limits.

As the diver works harder his output of COi increases, and a

limit of 1.5 cubic feet per minute is not sufficient Four point five

cubic feet per minute has also been found to supply sufficient

ventilations under all conditions of work. Thus, in the case of

the hand pump, the minimum is taken since if the ventilation

is not sufficient the number of revolutions per minute can be

increased, or the diver brought up. The gasoline-driven air

compressors with 2 cubic feet per minute as a minimum provide

more ventilation and will permit more work by the diver before

he must be surfaced. In the case of the air flasks the maximum
amount pius some wastage must be used in calculating the time

the flasks can be used since if a lesser amount were used, the

air supply could be exhausted sooner than expected if the condi-

tions of work were more arduous than assumed.

In the past, castor oil was the only oil approved for use in

compressors supplying air to divers. Because of the fact that

castor oil has become a critical item, tests were conducted at

the Experimental Diving Unit on various oils to determine their

suitability. Navy symbol 2190T was found to be satisfactory.

No high-grade lubricating oil gave oif noxious gases although

some produced odors unpleasant to the divers.

The operation of the air system is an important part of the

diving, rescue, and salvage routine. An officer should be placed

in charge of the plant, and his duties should be to start the system
and route the air as ordered by the officer in charge of diving

operations, who shall be a graduate of the deep-sea diving school.

He should stand a continuous watch, assisted by a chief petty

officer, and insure that the desired temperatures in the diving

air mains are maintained. He should keep the officer in charge

informed of these temperatures and pressures, and only in au
emergency make changes except as ordered. When diving, rescue,

or salvage operations are in progress, and air is being used for

both diving and blowing purposes, it is necessary to safeguard

the diver’s air supply
;
therefore, orders shall be such that they

will Insure against opening or closing any air valve without the

knowledge of those supervising the diving. The plant officer

should always inform the chief engineer when the operation of

additional compressors is needed.

It is customary, when diving is in progress, to have one or
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both 400-pound compressors running on their governors, though

air in sufficient quantity can be supplied by one. The reason for

two compressors running is that, should one compressor fail, the

other is available immediately to take up the load. The gov-

ernors are set so that the compressor pumps against a certain

pressure. If one should stop, the other can be speeded up im-

mediately, thereby maintaining the air in the volume tank at the

desired pressure. Further, with both machines on the air sup-

ply line, the load is divided, and the safety factor of each com-

pressor is increased. The air ends of the compressor should be

cleaned each night after diving has ceased. The valves should be

removed, cleaned with soapy water, and wiped off with a castor

oiled rag. The high-pressure air banks should be kept charged

to their maximum capacity as emergency diving air supply, in

event of failure of the air compressors. The banks are connected

to the diver’s air hose through a reducing valve that reduces the

air to the desired pressure.

The diving air plants installed on the submarine rescue vessels

have 400-pound compressors which permit reaching a low dew
point and give a greater volume of air gained through expansion

down to 300, 200, or 100 pounds, as required. This system also

has two after coolers. This complete circuit includes the volume
tank, all heaters, and all coolers.

Since the relative humidity at no time is sufficiently low to in-

sure the delivery of air from the compressors at less than 100 per-

cent humidity, the relative humidity of the atmospheric air is not

a determining factor in regulating the dew point of the air sup-

plied to the divers. The relative humidity of the atmospheric

air is, however, a gage of the amount of moisture in the air which
has to be extracted during the reconditioning process, and serves

as a means of regulating the interval of blowing down the coolers.

When the relative humidity is from 50 to 70 percent, the coolers

should be blown every 15 to 20 minutes; if from 70 to 80 per-

cent, they should be blown every 15 minutes; and if it is 80 to

100 percent they should be blown every 10 minutes.

To use this system intelligently, we must know how to use a
(able called “Dew point temperature curve” (pi. 86), and have
a knowledge of the following definitions

:

Detc point is that tera];)erature at which air is suturated and
Mow which precipitation of moisture occurs. It varies with the

hnmidity of the atmosphere.

Absolute humidity is the mass of water vapor present in the

atmosphere, usually grains per cubic foot measured as per pound
of air.

Relative humidity is the ratio between the amount of water
vapor as determined by the existing dew point, and the amount
that would be present if the dew point corresponded to the wet
and dry bulb readings. When air is saturated, the dew point,

wet bulb and dry bulb readings are all the same.

An inspection of the dew point temperature surves will show,
by comparison of the column marked “Temp” with the figures set

opposite the various temperatures, that a change in temperature
causes a change in humidity; e. g., saturated air at 40® F. con-
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tains 2.849 grains of water vapor per cubic foot, whereas at 30** F.

it contains 1.935 grains; therefore, cooling will cause precipita-

tion.

The amount or percentage of dehydration that it is possible

to produce by a reduction of dew point depends entirely on the

temperature it is possible to attain by the air cooling systems of

the plant. In this case having produced a reduction of 10”, 1. e.,

40® F. with 2,849 grains of water vapor to 30® F. with 1.935

grains water vapor, the difference of 0.914 grains per cubic foot of

air would be precipitated in the form of water which at a tem-
perature of 30® F. would form slush ice, and could be discharged

from the cooler through the blow valve. The air will now be

100 percent saturated for the new temperature, 1. e., 30® F., and
a further drop in temperature will cause further precipitutiozi.

As the cooling agent consists of the circulation of sea water
through the cooler, it is obvious that the degree of dehydration

possible by cooling depends entirely on the temperature of the

sea water. In this case 30® F. would be called the dew point

temperature since the air is saturated. However, a further re-

duction of the dew point may be brought about by expansion as

follows: 34® F. (table 138) contains 2.279 grains of water vapor
per cubic foot Initial pressure of air from the compressors at

150 pounds (gage) or 164.7 pounds (absolute) and the reducing

valve to be set at 100 pounds (gage) or 114.7 pounds (absolute),

the air passes through the cooler. The reduction in pressure

from 150 pounds to lOO pounds has, in accordance to Boyle’s law,

reduced the density of the air to approximately 70 percent.

Therefore, the air instead of having 2.279 grains of water vapor,

now contains only 70 percent of 2.279 grains or 1.595 grains of

water vapor. Thus, we have reduced the dew point to 25.5® P.

by a reduction in pressure. Hence, diver’s air at temperatures

above 25.5® F. would not precipitate moisture and no freesing

could occur.

To use the curves, run a line from the dew point temperature*,

scale to the percent pressure scale. From this intersection drop
a perpendicular line to the initial pressure curve, and from this

point run a line to the dew point scale. Using the dew point

as indicated on this scale, the grains of water vapor will be found
by reference to the inserted table. Otherwise the perpendicular

line between the percent pressure and initial pressure curves can
be extended to the base and the figure for aqueous vapor deter-

mined by interpolation.

From service tests of the air conditioning plants on Submarine
Rescue Vessels, it never has been found necessary to reduce the

aqueous vapor below 1.355 grains. Since air that is dehydrated

completely would probably be injurious to the diver, the dew
point should not be lowered beyond that necessary to prevent

freezing of the diver’s air line.

In addition to the expansion caused by the main reducing valve,

there is a further expansion at the diver’s air-control valve.

Hence, without the reducing valve, the air pressure at the diver’s

air-control valve that allows a drop in pressure of 15 pounds
would be reduced from approximately 135 pounds (the pressure
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ID the diver’s air line) to approximately 45 pounds per square inch

'gage). With the reducing valve in operation and set for 85

•oonds, the expansion may be from 85 pounds per square inch to

) pounds per square inch, thus the original factor of 3 to 1 is

wered to a new ratio of 2 to 1.

With the air-conditioning plant in operation, it has been found

possible to maintain desired air temperatures by the use of bleed-

ers. These are short lengths of hose, one to three in number,

connected to outlets on the diving mains on the opposite side from

which diving is being conducted and are weighted a few feet

below the surface of the water to eliminate noise. To raise the

temperature in the diving air mains, it is necessary only to in-

crease the flow of air by opening bleeders as much as necessary

;

to decrease the temperature in the diving air mains, decrease the

flow of air and cut out the bleeders. The following is a facsimile

of the title beads of a record that should be kept of the tempera-

tures of the air during the use of the air-conditioning plant

:

Air temperatures.

Water at surface.

Water one-half way down.

Water at bottom.

Humidity.

Air to cooler.

Air from cooler.

Water to cooler.

Water from cooler.

Air lines—^PorL

Air lines—Starboard.

Diver’s air hose from starboard sld&

Bleeders from port side.
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CHAPTER X
DRESSING THE DIVER

The officer or diver In charge shall see that the diver is properly

dressed, the air hose and all air connectihns properly made, oil

cocks on pump cylinders (if pump is used) closed, and all gear

properly arranged on deck or in the diving launch before the diver

begins his descent.

The diver puts on the woolen shirt, drawers, and socks which

are supplied. In cold weather, he should put on additional wool-

ens. Then, he gets into the dress with the help of the attendants,

and puts his arms into the sleeves. If the dress is gloveless, an

assistant spreads simultaneously each cuff by Inserting his first

and second fingers of each hand, while the diver, taking care

to keep his fingers straight, forces his hand through the cuff.

Soapsuds rubbed on the inside of the cufCs or dipping the cuffs and

diver's hands in fresh soapy water facilitates this operation. If

rubber wrist bands or **snapper8,” plate 19, figure 2, are required,

they are put on over the edges of the cuff. However, the effect

of cold water together with the restriction of the circulation of

the blood caused by the rubber wrist" bands often results in a loss

of the sensation of feeling in the hands so that there is danger

of damage or injury to the bands when using tools. Accordingly,

for work in cold water, a diver should be dressed in a suit fitted

with gloves. Next, the canvas overalls, if used, are put on. Then,

the diver sits on the dressing stool, plate 09, and the assistants

place the weighted diving shoes on and secure them, by halyard

lacings and buckled straps, to the diver's feet. Lanyards should

be well secured around the ankles and the straps pulled tight and
buckled. Buckles should be outward.

The helmet cushion is put on, followed by the breastplate. Cart

should be exercised to prevent the rubber collar from being torn

when it is pulled up and placed over the projecting studs. The
bib is drawn well up, and the rubber collar is placed over the

front and rear studs, working it over the remaining studs in suc-

cession toward the shoulder studs, alternately pulling up on the

bib. The diver may, by elevating his arms, assist getting the holes

in the collar over the shoulder studs. The reverse of this pro-

cedure should be followed in removing the collar from the studs

when undressing a diver following a dive. Four oval-shaped

copper washers (2%" x by 16-gage) are now placed on the

studs where the breastplate straps Join. The four breastplate

straps are placed over the studs on the rubber collar. The wing
nuts are then run onto the studs ; those on each side of the straps’

Joints are screwed tight first, and those at the Joints last If a

dress with gloves is used, the wrist straps are now applied. Next,
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the weighted belt is fastened on, and the diver stands and bends
forward while the jock-strap is properly adjusted.

During the time the diver is being dressed, the helmet should

be examined, the valves tested, the telephone tested, the proper

decompression tables looked up, and the necessary length of div-

ing hose coupled up, care being taken that a washer is in place

in each female coupling. Air should then be blown through to

clear it of any dust and the hose tested to pressure a little higher

than that in which the diver is going to work.

Again, the diver sits and the telephone headset (if the type of

telephone used requires a headset) is put on and the helmet, with
the faceplate open, is screwed in place. The safety catch is turned
down into its recess, the recess closed by the hinged stopgap, and
the split securing pin inserted. The combination telephone and
life-line cable, and air hose are brought up under the right and
left arms, respectively. The combination telephone and life line

is then secured to the metal eyelet located on the right front (as

worn) of the breastplate by means of the cable clamp provided

with the amplifier type telephone outfits. The air hose is se-

cured with a lanyard by two round turns and a square knot to

the metal eyelet located on the left front of the breastplate.

The 3-foot length of air hose (pi. 6) and the air-control valve
shall be in place. Air is turned on the manifold or the pump
started, as the case may be, so that the diver may test his air

supply. The telephone should also be tested by the diver. When
the diver understands the work he is to perform and is ready to

dive, he is assisted by an attendant on either side, to the diving

stage, steps aboard, and grasps the iron bales. When the officer

or diver in charge is satisfied that all is in order, the air is

started, the helmet faceplate is closed and the air regulating

exhaust valve closed and reopened the desired number of turns to

provide proper ventilation and buoyancy. The diver is then
hoisted clear of the ship’s side and the descent begun.

For diving oi>erations from motor launches, the diving dress,

shoes, and breastplate are put on the diver while seated in the
boat. While the diver is being dressed, the diving gear should
be looked over and tested as in diving operations from ships'

decks. If air pumps are used, they should always be worked in

their chests. The securing nuts for wheels and handles should be
firmly set-up with a wrench, the hinged flaps covering the gages
opened, the screw cap on the overflow nozzle removed, the cistern

filled with water, and the pump tested. If air flasks are used, see

that they are properly secured from rolling ; that all connections
are properly made; that all valves, including stop valves, are
free to operate; and that proper tools are at hand to relieve a
stop valve in case it should stick in closed position. Note the
pressure in each flask; see that the valves on the manifold are
properly turned and that the outlet nipples not in use are blanked
off. Examine the air-control valve carefully and see that it

functions properly.

The diving ladder is secured in position over the side of the

boat and to the leeward. The descending line is put over abaft

the ladder, leaving room for the decompression stage. Soundings
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are taken. Normally the stage is not placed at the first decom-

pression stop until the diver has reached bottom. The arrange-

ment of the ladder, stage, and lines are shown on plate 84.

After the diver is properly dressed, a manila safety line

tended by two men is secured around him, under the arms, and
he then climbs over the side and stands on the diving ladder, with

his waist at the level of the gunwale on which rests the weighted

belt. The diver leans over the gunwale, the weighted belt is

fastened and the Jock strap adjusted. Next, the helmet is screwed

in place and secured, the air started, the air-regulating exhaust

valve properly adjusted, and the manila safety line removed.

When the officer or diver in charge is satisfied that the gear in the

boat is properly arranged and in order, the diver descends on the

ladder until the helmet is slightly below the surface of the water,

assures himself that everything functions properly, reports “O. K.”

(»ver his telephone, and begins his descent.
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The diver remains on the stage or ladder until he assures him-

self that his dress is tight, air valves and telephone in working

order, and after reporting such by phone or signal, he steps off

and is hauled by the tenders to the descending line that is, usually,

made fast at the point where the stage is put over. The diver

locks his legs around the descending line and holds onto it with

his right hand, while he adjusts his air supply with the left hand

before he starts the descent. He then starts on down at a speed

which will permit him to equalize pressures and '*pop his ears*’

but must be prepared to check his rate of descent whenever neces-

sary. Since the time required for descent is included in the time

of exposure, it is desirable that the diver arrive on bottom as

soon as possible. The factors limiting the rapidity with which

a diver can descend : Possibility of squeeze, inability to equalize

the air pressure on both sides of the ear drum, pains in the sinus

passages, the tendency toward dizziness, and the necessity of ap-

proaching the bottom cautiously, as, for instance, when entering

a wreck.

When descending or ascending in a tideway, the diver should

keep his back to the tide so that he will be forced against the

descending line and not away from it. It is not difficult for him

to maintain this position if he determines which way the tide

tends to swing him and pushes the descending line over to one

side or the other so as to check the swing. In addition to the

conditions set forth in the preceding paragraph as governing the

rate of descent, currents are also a factor.

Pain in the ears during descent is a warning that must not

be neglected, as rupture of the ear drums is threatened
; see chap-

ter XVII, Diving Accidents. The remedy is for the diver to stop

his descent and yawn, swallow, or press bis nose against the wall

of the helmet, to block the nostrils, and make a strong effort at ex-

piration. Ascending 3 or 4 feet usually provides relief, and the de-

scent may be continued. If the dive is to be made in deep water,

and the diver has troube with his ears in getting down to 30

feet, it is advisable to bring him to the surface and not let him
dive that day. Pain in the sinuses is usually caused by head

colds, and the only remedy is to prohibit the diver from diving

until his cold clears up.

As the diver descends, care must be taken that air is supplied

to him in the correct volume and at the pressure corresponding

to his increase in depth. Insufficient air supply during descent

may force the diver to stop because of squeeze. See chapter

XVII, Diving Accidents. As the diver descends, air is forced out
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through the air-regulating exhaust valve by the pressure of the

water, so that the dress becomes closely pressed to the legs, arms,

and body up to the breastplate. The reason for this is discussed

In chapter VII, The Physics of Diving. The experienced diver

adjusts the air supply so that he breathes easily and comfort

ably without endangering his stability.

Upon reaching the bottom, the diver holds onto the descending

line and adjusts his buoyancy to such a degree that the helmet

merely lifts the weight of the apparatus off his shoulders. He
also checks his ventilation and should spend 30 seconds to a min-

ute at the descending line to permit his body to adjust itself at

the new pressure level. See chapter VII, The Physics of Diving.

The warning signs of COj poisoning are thoroughly discussed In

chapter XVII, Diving Accidents, under the heading of “Asphyxia.”

150024—43 11
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CHAPTER Xn
TENDING THE DIVER

Tending the diver is a task requiring both a knowledge of diving

and care on the part of the tenders. Therefore, the tender should

be an experienced diver. While tending a diver, he shall not

l)erform any other work,

siffnab. All signals made and received and all sudden movements of the

diver, or anything that seern^ to indicate that he is in difficulties,

shall be reported by the tender to the officer in charge. The
tender must remember the length of hose extended to the diver and

should continually inform the officer or diver in charge of the length

out while the diver is descending, on the bottom, and ascending.

The tender receiving a signal shall repeat it as received to show

that he has understood it. A signal should never be repeated un

less what is meant is clearly understood, and if a wrong answer is

received, the signal should be repeated until it is correctly under-

stood. In case the diver does not answer a signal, after two or

more trials at short intervals, ask him if he is all right, but if he

does not now answer, haul him up to the first stop of decompres-

sion and try again. If he still does not answer, there is nothing

left to do but to bring him to the surface. When a diver makes
a signal and his attendant does not answer, it may be because

there is too much line out and the signal is not received, hence the

diver should gather in the slack and repeat the signal.

Since the life line and air hose are made into one line (by seiz-

ing) to lessen the danger of fouling, the signals cannot be made
separately on either the life line or air hose. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances the following code shall be employed.

Note : Hand signals should be considered the primary method

of communication.

FROM DIVER

1 pull means I am all right.

2 pulls mean Lower or give me slack.

3 pulls mean I am coming up.

4 pulls mean Haul me up.

5 pulls mean Send me a rope.

2-

1 pulls mean___ I understand, or, answer telephone.

3-

2 pulls mean More air.

4-

3 pulls mean— Less air.

. FROM attendant

1 pull means Are you all right? (When diver is ascending,

1 pull means stop.)

2 pulls mean You have come up too far. Go down until I

stop you.

3 pulls mean Stand by to come up.

4 pulls mean Come up.

2-1 pulls mean I understand you, or, answer telephone.
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Four palls repeated several times in quick succession is the

emergency signal.

Other signals wUl, of course, be arranged to suit the exigencies

of the particular work in hand. Care must be taken, however,

not to confuse the regular code.

Two pulls repeated several times quickly shall mean the diver IWilgiiaU.

is fouled and the assistance of another diver is required. On re-

ceiving such a signal, answer it as received, but make no attempt

to haul the diver up. Send the r^ief diver down as soon as pos-

sible. Three pulls repeated several times in quick succession shall

mean that the diver is fouled, but can clear himself if let alone.

If the combined life line and air hose becomes turned around

the descending line, it may become impossible to send or receive

signals by this means, and the turns must be taken out as soon

as they are noticed. One pull repeated several times in quick

succession on the descending line will indicate that the life line

and hose are fouled. If, after a trial, they cannot be cleared, the

diver should be hauled up. It may become necessary to haul the

diver up along with his descending line and weight. In this event,

if the weight is heavy, the diver must try to cut it adrift and time

should be given him for this purpose. Because of the possibility

of his lines becoming fouled around another line, a diver should

ordinarily not be permitted to descend on a line he cannot cut.

On occasions it may be imperative or highly desirable to use steel

rope or chain. The selection of the descending line to be used is

left to the judgment of the officer or diver in charge.

Since signals cannot be received on a slack line, the line should

be pulled up until the diver can be felt, and then the signals be

made gently but distinctly. A sudden Jerk may cause harm to the

diver.

It is embarrassing for a diver to find his lines too taut, so

that he is being continually pulled away from his work. If he
Is diving without telephone, it is difficult for him to make his at-

tendants understand that they are holding him too tight. In at-

tending the life line and air hose, the diver should be given 2 or

^ feet of slack when he is on the bottom, but not so much that

he cannot be felt from time to time so as to make sure that

there is not too much slack out It should be remembered that

a diver at work may sometimes be in such a position that he can-

not answer a signal for several seconds, and a reasonable time

should be allowed before the signal is repeated.

Judgment must be used in interpreting signals, and the at-

tendant must consider what they are most likely to refer to. For
instance, suppose a diver is going down. It should be known
from the gage and the marks on the life line and the hose when
he gets close to the bottom, and if the tender gets one puli on the

life line about that time, it means of course that the diver has
reached the bottom, but if the tender gets one pull while the gage

and the marks on the lines should show that the diver has not

yet reached the bottom, the meaning would be to ‘'Hold on” ; the

diver has probably let go the descending line, or for some reason

wants to be held by the life line and air hose. When the diver

is on the bottom and near the descending line, also watch the lat-
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ter for signals, as the diver may want it lowered or the alack

taken up. If at any time there is anything seriously wrong, the

diver should ask to be hauled up, by signaling four pulls on the

air hose and life line. Four pulls on the air hose repeated is

the emergency signal and the diver must never use it unless some-

thing serious has happened. There must be no delay in obeying it

In case either the diver or attendant fails to get an answer over

the telephone, the telephone signal should be made to indicate to

the other that he is trying to talk over the telephone. He should

wait a few seconds and try again and if now no answer is re-

ceived, it should be assumed that the telephone is out of order

and resort must be made to the hand of signals. If on

the other hand after answering a telephone message, the same
message is repeated several times, and no attention is paid to the

answer, the person receiving the message should acknowledge thai

he understands it by making the telephone signal (2-1).

In deep water when a strong tide is running, signaling by or-

dinary methods is very difficult. Therefore diving under these con-

ditions should not be attempted without a telephone In good
working order. Under these circumstances if the telephone should

fall, the diver should ascend or be brought to the surface.

In case of accident or emergency, it may be necessary to get

a diver to the surface as rapidly as possible, despite the possi-

bility of compressed-air illness. Under these conditions the speed

of the ascent will depend on

:

(a) Nature of the accident or emergency.

(b) Depth and length of exposure at which the diver has been

working.

(c) The proximity of a recompression chamber ready for Im-

mediate use.

In any case when a diver fails to answer his telephone or sig-

nal, he shall be started toward the surface immediately. A pause
should be made at the first stage of decompression, and another

attempt made to communicate with him. If no answer is received,

remainder of the ascent must be made according to the judgment
of the officer or diver in charge.

If there is reason to suppose that the diver can be sent down
again immediately, or a recompression chamber is ready for imme-
diate use, a chance should be taken on a fairly rapid ascent for the

remaining distance.

If a diver loses his distance line and cannot locate his descend-

ing line, it becomes necessary for his attendants to haul him to

the surface. In this case, the diver shall notify the attendant to

pull him up and not waste time searching for the descending line.

In hauling a diver to the surface care must be taken not to

bring him up too rapidly as overinflation of the dress due to

expanding air may cause him to be “blown up.” Under this con
dition the diver should regulate the inflation of his dress so as
to be heavy on the lifeline. The attendants should always keep
the diver ascending very slowly until he reaches the decompres
Sion stage. They should cease hauling if it is found that he is

becoming too light, but continue to take in all slack on the life

line. Trouble in this respect may be experienced when the diver
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is unconscious or helpless. The diver should not be brought up be-

yond his first stop as indicated by the decompression tables. As
the diver reaches this stop, he may be worked over to the decom-

pression stage and if he is conscious no trouble will be experienced

in landing him on it. If it is impossible for the diver to find his

descending line at any depth, he should be brought to the surface

and taken over to the descending line, his lines cleared, and again

lowered to the decompression stage. In case the diver is helpless,

decompression should be carried out as described for surface

decompression.

Whenever a diver is working clear of the bottom, as on a ship's

deck or on a stage under a ship, the attendants should always,

keep the life line and air hose well in hand. If under these con-

ditions it was noted that the bubbles were moving rapidly in a

straight line, it would indicate that the diver had fallen ; there-

fore tightly grip all lines and quickly gather in the slack, and
if air is being furnished by hand pumps give the diver *'More air.*’

Then ask him if he is all right, and if an afiirmative reply is re-

ceived, reduce the air supply to normal and await developments.

In any case where there is danger of a fall, keep a tight hold

on the diver's lines and do not give out any more slack than

necessary.

The air bubbles rising to the surface from the diver’s helmet

must be watched constantly and if they disappear for more than

one or two minutes, ask him if he is all right. If the mass of

bubbles appearing on the surface is moving around, there need

be no fear as to the diver’s physical well-being. However, if ho

remains perfectly quiet, i. e., his bubbles remain in one spot,

and he cannot be felt moving by the life line he should fre-

quently be asked if he is all right

During diving it is possible to follow the operations of divers

and to know where they are and what they are doing by the

following methods which are briefiy described

:

(a) The operation of a pneumatic drilling machine can be de

tected by feeling the supply air hose at aimost any point due to

the peculiar variation of pressure within the hose when the

machine is actually running.

(b) The operation of a pneumatic hammer can be detected

in the same manner. When divers are working with pneumatic

hammers or with hand hammers and chisels of fairly large size,

it is also possible by listening in the after hold of the salvage

vessel to hear every blow that is made.

(c) The operation of an arc torch can be detected by observ-

ing the ammeter connected in series with it

(d) The operation of a gas torch may be detected by the fiow of

gas past the reducing valves that is indicated on adjacent gages.

Also when the torch is lit, the noise can almost invariably be heard

over the telephone of the diver who is operating it and the

large bubbles of gas from the torch break on the surface and
emit small bubbles of smoke.
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CHAPTER XTTT

WORKING ON THE BOTTOM

On arriving at the bottom the diver should remain at the de-

scending line long enough to regulate his apparatus and get

adjusted to the new pressure level, the reason being that in de-

scending the pressure of air is accelerating and when the diver

come to rest, the air supply is, as a rule, either too little or too

much. Generally the former condition prevails. In either case, it

is absolutely necessary to the diver that the inflation of his dress

be exactly right. This is obtained when the diver so regulates his

air supply that the helmet and breastplate will be just lifted from

his shoulders and yet not destroy his negative buoyancy. Next, he

must notice the ventilation of the helmet. While he is thus stand-

ing in a position of rest, his physical condition should be normal

and the diver should feel comfortable. If his breathing is rapid,

if he is panting for breath, perspiring unnaturally, experiencing an

undue sensation of warmth or dizziness, if his eyesight is not clear,

or if the helmet windows become cloudy from collected vapor, there

is bound to be an accumulation of COa in the helmet, and the rem-

edy is “more air.” Therefore, the diver should increase the ra-

pidity of circulation of air through his helmet, but at the same time

maintain the correct inflation of his dress. Proper inflation of the

suit and proper ventilation of the helmet can usually be attained

by setting the helmet air-regulating exhaust valve at to 8

turns and further regulating the air flow with the air-control

valve
;
however, this valve should never be closed completely. Ex-

perienced divers adjust the exhaust valve at the same time as the

control valve ; i. e., increase air supply, increase exhaust ; reduce

air supply, reduce exhaust. The air-control valve is operated with

the left hand, thus leaving the right hand free to operate the

exhaust valve. Dress inflation may be used to an advantage to

lessen muscular exertion while at work. Without changing the

adjustment of either the air-control valve or air-regulating ex-

haust valve, the air-regulating exhaust valve stem may be used

to cause rapid deflation by pushing on it with the chin, or rapid

inflation by grasping it with the lips. Also when working in

awkward positions with both hands employed, the use of the but-

ton on the air-regulating exhaust valve stem becomes of sjiecial

benefit. The supplementary relief valve or “spitcock” is also val-

uable for exhausting excess amounts of air.

If, with the valves adjusted for the erect position, the diver

stoops down for more than a short time, air accumulates in his

dress and makes him light ; hence, when remaining bent over or

when crawling an hands and knees, the diver must manipulate his

chin valve or spit cock so as to allow air to escape freely. An Inex-
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perienced diver tends to permit too much air to flow through the

helmet, thus wasting air, and rendering communication by tele-

phone more difficult.

After adjusting the air supply the diver should clear his dis-

tance line and proceed to work with the least delay. Before

leaving the descending line he should note the lead of his hose

and life-line cable and assure himself that they have not fouled

the descending line. He should also note the bearing of the

brightest light (diffusion of sun rays) and the direction of the

current. By remembering the direction of his work with refer-

ence to the direction of the sun while he was on the surface, it

is easy for him to proceed in the desired direction. If, for in-

stance, the sun shone in the left helmet window as he faced the

direction of his work before starting his descent, the greatest

amount of light should still shine in the left window of the helmet

when on the bottom if the diver’s position is the same as when
on the surface with relation to the sun. If the diver can Bee

well and is sure of his direction, he has merely to survey the

field within the range of his vision, noting the formation of the

bottom, the trend of hues, etc. If the light is poor, he can de-

termine its direction by facing the light squarely and then turn-

ing slowly around to either side. If he turns to the right, the

view out of the right side window will be dark and the view out

of the left window brighter. Continuing to turn, the light will

be on the back of the helmet and all windows will be dark, etc. If

there is no light, the diver will have to depend upon the direction

of the current for his guide. The slightest general movement of

the water can usually be detected by an experienced diver ; how-

ever, the current does not always flow in the same direction on the

bottom as on the surface and consequently if the diver should

start off in a wrong direction he should be warned by his tenders

by telephone or signal. A warning or signal for him to go right

or left means that he should first face in the direction from which

his lifeline and air hose are tending, and then obey the order.

Upon leaving the descending line, the diver should proceed

slowly and cautiously to conserve his strength. He should ex-

amine his immediate surroundings, and report any wreckage or

obstruction encountered. As a general rule he should pass over,

not under, these obstructions ; hence by the same token, he should

never pass under the keel of the diving boat, but should have

his lines shifted if it is necessary for him to work on the other

side of the boat. The diver should carry one turn of air

hose and telephone cable on his arm, in order that a sudden pull

from the surface would not cause him to lose his balance. He
should allow the hose and cable to touch the deck or bottom be-

hind him, but should not allow it to pile up or kink. In pass-

ing any standing object, the diver should keep in mind the side

on which he passes so as not to foul his lines when he returns.

In entering a wreck or when passing through doors, he should

alway9 proceed feet first, and never attempt to force his shoulders

and breastplate through. When in the course of any of his

work he feels the slightest symptoms of distress, he should stop,

rest, and think the situation over carefully. If a diver is to
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work in a place in which there is a danger of fouling, a second

diver shail always be ready to go to his assistance.

A diver can move with ease in slack water, but as the tide

or current increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to advance.

This difficulty may be lessened by advancing in a stooping or

crawling position, as by so doing, the area of his body exposed

to the sweep of the current is reduced. The latter-mentioned

position is the easiest one for a diver's navigation under water,

however, as mentioned in the foregoing, every time he assumes

a new position, he shall have to look out for the regulation of

the inflation of his dress.

On a rooky bottom the diver should be careful not to fall off

a ledge of rock into deeper water, nor get his arm or leg caught

in a crevice. If he should fall, lie should check his descent by

increasing his air supply valve and telephoning the attendant to

“Hold on.” This rule, of course, also applies to a fall under any

other circumstances. If the rocks are sharp, as coral usually is,

the diver should wear gloves. He should watch his air hose, so

•that it will not catch a turn around a rock, and should caution the

attendant about keeping the slack well in hand. If the diver's

lines get fouled, he should gather them up and retrace his steps by

following the lead of the air hose and life line. If they happen to

become fouled in opposite directions, he should ask the attendant to

take in the slack on one of them, then the other. It is almost
j

sure one will be clear. In the event they are both actually

fouled and there is no other resource left, he should cut the

telephone cable or life line, then follow up the air hose and

clear it. Never permit too much strain to be put on a fouled

air hose, lest It be parted.

If a diver finds himself on a muddy bottom, he should not

flounder around and stir up the silt; a cloud of mud will pre-

vent him from seeing anything. For the same reason he should

keep the lee side of his work if there is any current. If the

bottom is very soft, he should spread himself out over it and

not try to stand. He should make himself light by keeping plenty

of air in the dress. By opening a cuff or elevating an arm or

opening the spitcock and permitting excess air to escape, he

may rid himself of excess buoyancy. If he sinks deeply in the

mud, it is because of negative buoyancy ; positive buoyancy will

take him out; however, he should operate very slowly and cau-

tiously. He should wiggle out of the mud as gradually as he

can ; otherwise, as he breaks loose, he is apt to be “blown up.”

Divers have been known to work under many feet of mud
and silt for long periods without discomfort. There is nothing

to fear about mud, quicksand, and the like. On account of be-

ing in a substance of greater consistency than water, movements

must, necessarily, be more deliberate, and, by the absence of

light, all work must be accomplished by the sense of touch. In

some localities, such as around piers and dockyards, much debris

falls overboard, and there are apt to be old tin cans, bottles, etc..

in the mud. These, of course, should be looked out for, and the

hands protected by gloves.
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When searching for lost articles, the diver should explore

thoroughly and as expeditiously as possible the whole of the

ground within the sweep of his distance line. To accomplish

this, he should take up the distance line and go to the leeward

of the descending line weight as far as he can see clearly ; then

coiling the distance line in one hand and keeping it taut with

the other, he sweeps around in a circle. When he comes back to

the place from where he started (which must be Judged by some

object on the bottom, his own footprints, the direction of the

tide, a line stretched along the bottom for the purpose, etc.), he

fleets out a short distance along the distance line and makes a

fresh circle in the opposite direction, thus avoiding the twisting

of his air hose and life line around the descending line. It is,

generally, more advantageous to crawl on the bottom when
searching, though in exceptionally clear water, a better field of

vision may be obtained by walking. The diver should not fieet

out too far, but should let each new circle merely overlap the

preceding one.

When a diver has explored the whole of the ground in this

way without finding the object sought, he may be certain that

it is not within the reach of the distance line; hence the next

step would be to have the ship or the diving launch moved so

that a new area may be searched. Each time before the ship

or the diving launch is moved, its position should be marked by

a buoy so that a systematic search may be accomplished. When
a number of buoys have been thus planted over a considerable

area, the unimportant ones may be removed by the surface crew,

the important ones, however, marking the boundary of the ex-

plored area should remain until the search is completed.

The diver may be unable to make a complete circle if there

is much tide or current ; in that case, it is necessary for him to

work back and forth across the tide as far as he can reach, each

time fleeting out a little farther along the distance line untii

he reaches the end, and then have the position of the diving

boat shifted.

Still another method of searching is to plant two large buoys

a long distance apart. A surface line of adequate size manila is

stretched between the two buoys, and the diving launch with

diver on bottom, is then ferried along, the surface line being

taken over the bow and stern rollers of the launch, and the boat

being given headway by pulling on the line or stopped by holding

onto it, according to signal from the diver. The advantage of

this method is that the speed of the boat is always under ex-

act coutrol.

Upon finding the object sought, the diver should, if possible,

fasten his distance line to it, after which he may signal for a

rope and have it hauled up or go op and make his report, as

circumstances may require. An object once found can always

be relocated by means of the distance line tied to it

When a diver is required to drag a long length of life line

and air hose after him, or when it is necessary for him^ to work
around several comers, an additional diver or divers are of as-

sistance to him in tending his lines at intervening locations on
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the bottom or on deck. Thus, if his telephone should fail, he

could send signals to one of the divers tending his lines, who,
in turn, would transmit them to the surface by telephone or

signal over the first diver's lines, using his own lines only for

signals affecting himself. However, it should be borne in mind
that the greater the number of divers submerged simultaneously,

the greater the possibility of fouled lines. Whether the benefits

of this procedure Justify the acceptance of the greater possi-

bility of fouling depends on the emergency or circumstances in-

volved. Procedure will be at the discretion of the ofllcer or diver

in charge.

Working When working about moorings, a diver should be especially

moorinrt. careful not to get fouled. He should not dip under chains, etc.,

without having a distance line to show him the way back. As
old moorings are often covered with sharp barnacles, gloves

should be worn to protect the hands. A diver should not de-

scend on a chain or wire if it is possible to do otherwise, and
neither should a chain, wire, line, or weight be veered, lifted,

or moved until the diver is clear of them.

When a diver is required to work with several lines, it is

a good plan to have each of them of a different size or ma-
terial or marked using colored rags, turns of small stuff,

etc. so that he may know their individual purpose. He should

never cut a line until he has made certain the purpose for which
it is being used. Since a new line when under water shrinks

and usually takes several new turns in it, it should first be low-

ered in the water by means of a weight and allowed to remain

a considerable length of time before it is sent to the diver. Other-

wise, if lowered alongside of another line, it is sure to become
fouled. For undertoater work, cahle-laid line is the safest and
most useful.

Recorerj of In recovering an anchor, the line of the watching buoy should
an anc or. ^ hauled up and down, and the descending line weight dropped

close alongside it. The diver can then go down his descending

line, keeping the buoy line in hand as he descends, thus prevent-

ing his descending line from fouling the buoy line.

If a wire hawser has to be shackled onto an anchor, the task

may be accomplished in the following manner

:

Prepare the wire by fitting a large shackle to the eye and by

stopping another shackle with its crown against the wire a short

distance above the eye. The pins of both shackles should be

fitted with lanyards to prevent their loss under water. Shackle

the wire to the descending line or to the anchor buoy rope (if

watching) by the upper shackle, which will act as a traveler,

leaving the end of the wire free for the diver to handle. When
the diver has found the anchor, he should signal for the wire,

which should be carefully lowered to him, great care being taken

to prevent the wire being dropped on the diver or too much
being paid out, since large Hakes on the bottom I'ender it difficult

to find the end and may foul the diver. After shackling on, the

diver must come up before any attempt is made to weigh the

anchor. If the anchor is any distance from the descending line,

or the buoy is not watching, the diver should bend his descend-
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ing line on or get another rope bent on, so that the lifting wire

may come down exactly where it is needed. The same applies

for raising other heavy weights, such as guns, torpedo tubes, etc.,

from a wreck.

Whenever a diver is working clear of the bottom, as on a ship’s
5SSi2lt*f*lU

bottom, he should never run the risk of falling off, but should

always have ^mething substantial to hold on to and make the

attendants keep the life line and air hose well in hand. He
should never go under the keel of a ship and up the other side;

if it is necessary to work on the other side, he should ask to have

the boat shifted. It is dangerous for a diver to hold on to some-

thing overhead and climb around in that manner if he is far

from the ground ; all the air in the dress may escape out of the

cuffs or through leaks in a torn glove, etc., in which case he

may become so heavy as to precipitate a falL

The amount of work which can * be accomplished on ships’ Working on

bottoms by divers depends largely upon the nature of the work Wp't bottom,

and the extent of stable accessibility that can be maintained by

the rigging of lines, ladders, stages, etc., to the wreck. Two or

more Jacob’s ladders lashed together side by side and weighted

at the lower ends form a convenient arrangement to enable divers

to work over the side of a vessel. If the ladder is hung from
the ends of spars secured on deck and projected about 2 feet

dear of the ship’s side, the ladder is hauled under the bottom by

hogging lines ; the divers will have room to work, be able to move
around freely, and be protected from falling, they of course being

on the inboard side of the ladder. For working beneath the

bilge keels of large vessels where the bottom is usually flat, a

good plan is to lace a net between two Jacob’s ladders. The two
ladders are separated by spars lashed in place so as to stretch

the net, and the whole is passed under the keel by the aid of

hogging and tricing lines. The diver can then lie back in the

net and work on the bottom above him with comparative ease.

When a diver Is working under a ship, all lines^ etc., must be

carefully attended.

Another method of rigging a stage which is very quickly made
and has been found very suitable for the use of divers working on
a ship’s bottom is as follows

:

Two long spars, 20 to 25 feet long, are suspended from each
other about 4 feet apart by means of two long ropes, the biglits

being clove hitched around the end of each spar, the upper ends
forming the tricing lines, and the lower ends the hogging lines.

The tricing lines are to take the weight of the stage, and the

hogging lines are for holding it down and binding it in to thc»

ship’s sida A third spar about 16 feet long is hung to the lower

of the two long spars by means of a slung weight, so as To

keep it in a horizontal position about 3 feet below the lower long

spar, sufficient weight being hung to the stage to overcome its

buoyancy. To prevent the stage being bound too close to the

ship’s side, crosses of wood can be used, made from any rough

pieces about 3^^ feet long, and secured in the form of a cross.

One of these crosses is secured at each end of the upper spar,

a small cleat nailed on the spar prevents the crosses from slip-
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ping inwards, and the clove hitches of the stage ropes prevent

them from slipping outward. This stage is suitable for two

divers, and the stage can be raised or lowered bodily, the diver

at each end making his own signals. When it is desired to fleet

the stage, the divers should come to the surface.

Ck)llision mats, patent leak stoppers, mattresses, canvas, swabs,

cotton waste, caulking, wooden wedges, cofferdams,* etc., have all

been used successfully in making emergency repairs to the in-

jured hulls of vessels. There are no standard rules for the actual

performance of such work. As procedure will necessarily vary

with each undertaking, methods and facilities will have to be im-

provised to meet the emergencies of particular cases.

In general, small leaks such as leaky rivets, plate seams, and
cracks in shell plating can be corrected by use of standard pneu-

matic caulking tools if time permits. A quick but less perma-
nent method of stopping minor leaks is to use leak-stopping ma-
terial such as sawdust, shavings, straw, or unravelled oakum.
This material is taken down by the diver and released from a

sack at some point below the leak. Being buoyant the material

will rise until caught in the current produced by the flow of

water from the outside of the ship to the inside through the

small ojiening. The material released will lodge in the crack

and wiU swell up, causing eventual stoppage of the leak. A better

substance to use, if the exact location of the leak is known, is a
mixture of 65 percent lamb tallow, 25 percent powdered charcoal

and 10 percent portland cement and work this paste directly in

the leaking seam.

Small holes, such as empty rivet holes, ruptured plate seams,
etc., can readily be patched by using plugs and wedges of white
pine or some other suitable soft wood. If the holes are in such a
position that the wood plugs might become dislodged in the re-

mainder of the salvage operation, it would be well to use bolts

through the rivet holes with a washer on both sides. In using

wedges to stop seam leaks, tallow, oakum, lead wire, etc., can be
used as a caulking material to insure tightness. If wedges or
plugs are driven from the inside, portland cement may be used
to secure them in place and prevent leakage.

Holes of moderate size that are too large to close by use of a
simple wooden plug, and too small to be closed by application

of a large standard patch, can be temporarily closed by use of
materials such as blankets, mattresses, pillows, or collision mats.

When the compartment is later pumped down, a concrete patch

can be fitted from the inside.

In brief, the general procedure for applying large patches is as
follows : The diver must first go down and cut away all adjacent

fractured or torn plate so that the patch will be secured on good
solid plating. The size of the patch is then determined by using

a plumb-bob suspended from the topside. The extremities of the

hole are marked on the deck and the width of the hole is deter-

mined by the use of two square marks tied in the line by the

divers. A frame to these dimensions is now constructed and low-

ered where it is temporarily secured in place so that battens

might be used to make a templet of the curvature of the ^ip^s
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halL The patch is again brought toj^side and built up to conform

with the curvature of the battens placed by the diver. The frame-

work is then covered by tong;ue and groove planking and the in-

side bearing surface of the patch* is covered with a cow hair felt

gaAet about 4 inches thick. Ordinary planking may be substi-

tuted for the tongue and groove, and caulked with oakum or

covered with canvas.

The i>ateh is then weighted and drawn into place by means of

hogging lines or block and tackle rigged for this purpose. If it

is impossible to get to the bolts to secure the patch in place from

the inside, the outside pressure will automatically seat the patch

and bold it in place until it will become accessible when the com-

partment has been pumped down.

Valves, as a rule, can be easily cleared from the outside by

means of a wire brush and a pricker to clear the holes. If bar-

nacles have gathered inside the perforated covering, the grating

must be taken off to destroy them. The position of the grating

should be marked before removal to facilitate its replacement. In

case of the removal of a valve, after the sectiring plate has been

taken off, the hole plugged up, and the plug cut off flush with

the ship's side, the outside should be covered with wood, lined

with greased fearnaught to prevent any leakage Inboard. If the

valve is only to be kept out a short time, this covering need only

be temporarily fastened, as the pressure of the water on the out-

side keeps it in place.

Propellers usually get fouled by rope or wire hawsers, and at

times are most difllcult to clear. A stage should be rigged near

the foul part (an iron grating will answer the purpose) to enable

the diver to work in comfort.

First, the fouling should be thoroughly examined to see if it is

possible to clear an end
;
if so, and if the turns are jammed, rope

ends or tackles from the surface must be got down and put on
to break them out. Back turns can be taken, or the propeller

turned by the jacking engine to insure the lead of the tackle being

at its best, the diver and stage being out of the way when the

propeller is being turned. If no end can be exposed, then the

hawser must be cut The engineer officer on duty must always

be informed whenever a diver is working about the propellers.

Bope hawsers can be cut with a knife, hack saw, carpenter's

chisel, etc. There are Jhree practical methods of cutting fouled

wire cables. The first, and probably the most expeditious method,

is by use of the powder actuated cable cutter described in chapter

XIX provided the diameter of the cable does not exceed 1 inch.

The second is by burning with the underwater gas or electric

torches described in chapter XIX. The third and most tedious

method is by cutting the cable with a sharp chisel or saw.

Whenever a diver discovers that he has become fouled, he

should not get excited, but instead, he should attempt to extricate

himself by slow methodical efforts. The distance line should

never be released as it is a safe guide;, and wUl, generally, show
the way out of a tangle. The diver should inform the surface

crew to take up slowly the slack in his air hose and life line.

After resting and again attempting unsuccessfully to free himself,

he should ask for help.
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The relief diver should follow down the fouled diver’s air hose

and life line in order that he may discover the tangle. However,

if after discovering the tangle, he is unable to release the fouled

diver, he should be prepared to substitute a new air hose and life

line. To accomplish this, the relief diver fastens the new life

line around the fouled diver’s waist. Next, with the nearest free

coupling of the fouled air hose at hand, the fouled diver closes

his air-regulating exhaust valve and his air-control valve while

the relief diver uncouples the fouled air hose and couples on the

new one. If an air-control valve is not used, it is important that

the hose coupling to be broken shall be at or below the level of the

fouled diver’s feet.

The distance line may be lost by the diver, because of darkness

when diving at deep depths. Should this occur, the diver should

feel carefully on the bottom within his reach for it. But if, after

this simple maneuver, he does not find the distance line, he should

inform the surface of the loss and that he is coming up. The

attendant should keep the air hose and life line close to the

descending line, and as the diver is hauled toward the surface, it

is highly probable that he will discover the tlescending line. As

soon as he discovers the des<*ending line, he so informs the surface

attendants, signals them to “Lower,” descends, and, with the dis-

tance line again in his possession, returns to work.

Tools that the diver is to carry down to the bottom with him

are fitted with lanyards, and slipped over the diver’s right fore-

arm or are placed in the diver’s tool bag held on the right fore-

arm. In preparing the tool bag, all small tools, bolts, nuts, and

small fittings are secured to the eyelets of the tool bag with ap-

proximately 3 feet of marline. See chapter I, Equipment
When a power tool is to be sent down, it should precede the

diver, and should be attached by a piece of 6-thread manila to

a sliding shackle on the descending line, and lowered to the bot-

tom by means of the tool’s air hose.

An electric torch and ground wire or a gas torch and igniter

may be sent down in the same manner as the power tool, except

the ground wire or torch hose is used as the lowering line.

For all other objects, use 15- to 21‘thread manila for a loweiixig

line, led from well forward to prevent turns, attached by an eye

splice to the sliding shackle on the descending line, the small ob-

jects being, in turn, attached by a short piece of marline to the

shackle.

In order to work efficiently and safely under water, a diver

should keep in mind the following general rules and facts

:

(o) Never completely close the air-control valve, except during

rupture or replacement of air hose.

(b) The helmet air-regulating exhaust valve stem known as

the chin valve may be used effectively to release quickly suit

pressure when desiring to stoop or crawl on the bottom without

changing the air-control valve and the air-regulating exhaust

valve adjustment.

(o) The helmet spitcock offers another method of relieving ex-

cess pressure in the helmet.

(d) The safety valve in the helmet gooseneck and the helmet
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air-regolating exhaust valve will seat themselves if the diver’s

air supply Is Impaired, but the spitcock. If open, must be closed

Immediately by hand.

(e) A diver is never in danger from a leaking dress provided

he remains In an upright position. Divers have descended to a

depth of 274 feet with helmet only.

(/) Air trapped in the diving helmet will last from 6 to 9

minutes for breathing purposes after diving air Is cut off; thus

providing ample time for emergency measures to be executed.

<y) In case a diver is fouled and cannot extricate himself, a

relief diver that is sent down must be prepared to replace both

air hose and life line—a procedure that may be safely executed

on the bottom.

(h) Never become frightened or excited; slow methodical ef-

forts are always best in any emergency. Inexpert divers have
been known to actually worry themselves to death over very

simple circumstances. Such a state of mind Is both needless and
usdess. A diver should never make the foolish mistake of run-

ning away from his air supply, and consequently from safety ; i. e.,

to become panic stricken and make violent exertions to escape

from a tangle, when the proper course is to go dowly and ddiber-

ately. When in trouble, he should slow down his exertions and,

if relief is not immediate, rest a while. No matter how serious

the situation appears, a diver should remember that there was a

way into his predicament, hence there is also a way out of it, and
if he cannot solve the problem himself, that the relief diver and
his friends on the surfhce wilL

(1) A diver must have confidence, first in himself, and second,

in those who are tending him.

(/) A diver should adjust his air in such a manner that he is

enabled to breath comfortably.

(k) The combined discharge of air-regulating exhaust valve

and spitcock will not overcome the flow of air that will pass a
half-open control valve, hence movement of the control-vaivo

wheel most be very smalL

(l) The alr-regulatlng exhaust valve adjustment should be set

at the desired number turns open prior to dive.

(in) If a diver should crack bis faceplate, he should keep
his faceplate downward and Increase bis air supply to prevent

leakage.
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THE ASCENT
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The essential feature of the ascent is decompression of the

diver. This is necessary to prevent contraction of compressed-air

illness or, as it Is more commonly called, “bends,” “screws,”

“diver's paralysis,” “caisson disease,” etc. Its cause and the

proper treatment for it are described in chapter XTl, Compressed

Air niness.

The most efficient, practical, and safe method of decompression

is stage decompression, which consists of reducing the pressure

in certain successive stages, in ratio with the pressure of the dive,

and maintaining the reduced pressures for certain periods of

time, depending upon the depth of the dive and time of exposure

on the bottom.

It is possible to accomplish stage decompression by one of two
methods. These are (1) regular decompression, and (2) surface

decompression.

Regular decompression, as termed herein, consists of decom-

pressing the diver in the water by bringing him up to the Inter-

vening and successive depths listed in decompression table I of

this chapter, and maintaining him at these stops for the prescribed

period before surfacing him. This method of decompressing the

diver is standard and shall be followed in all cases except where

emergencies or conditions of tide or weather are such as, in the

opinion of the officer or diver in charge, warrant surftioe

decompression. •

Regular decompression in the water shall be accomidlshed as

follows: 'The diving stage (platform) shall be lowered to the first

decompression stop prescribed in the decompression table for the

particular depth at which the diver is working. The diver after

reaching the descending line and assuring himself that all lines

are clear shall report to the tender that he is ready to ascend.

Everything on the surface being in readiness the word is sent

to the diver “all right—come up.” The diver then places one leg

around the descending line, as in the manner of descending,

lightens his weight us necessary by infiatlng the dress, and ascends

to the stage keeping his left hand on the control valve.

It will be noted from the accompanying table that following

dives at deep depths and long exposures, the diver is required to

spend long periods of time decompressing on the stage. Where
local conditions of weather, tide, etc., are ideal, this does not

constitute a hardship. However, local conditions are not always

favorable to deep diving and where they are severe or liable to

sudden change, the long decompression in the water does become

a hardship and frequently presents a greater hazard than bringing
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the diTer directly to the surface without intervening deconi-

presBlon. When, in the opinion of the oflScer or diver in charge,

such conditions do exist or arise during diving operations and the

depth at which the diver has been working and the time of

exposure are no greater than those prescribed for surface de-

compression in table II, the diver may be brought up to the first

step and decompressed at this stop as indicated in the appropriate

table. He is then brought to the surface at a rate of 25 feet per

minute, the stage is hoisted aboard, the helmet, belt and eftioes

are removed and the diver placed in the recompression chamber

In the shortest possible time interval. The pressure is raised at

once to the equivalent of the first stop. The decompression time

of the first stop is repeated and the remainder of the decompression

comi^eted as indicated in the appropriate table.

This method is termed surface decompression and, contingent

on the availability of a recompression chamber, is applicable to all

emergency ascents.

Several factors must be kept in mind when using surface

decompression

:

(a) The time of exposure must be within the time limit listed in

table IL

(5) The rate of ascent of the stage should not exceed 25 feet

per minute.

(c) When on deck the diver must be placed as rapidly as

possible under pressure corresponding to the first decompression

stop listed in table I for the particular depth at which he was
working.

The Bureau of Ships has been experimenting continuously over

a considerable number of years with various methods of decom-

pression with the view of correcting inadequacies found to exist

in former tables and of reducing as far as is consistent with safety

the time hitherto required for decompression in deep diving. The
following tables which have been calculated as a result of this

work are based on the saturation and desaturation rate of the

75-minute tissue, considered to be the slowest tissue of the body
so far as regards saturation and desaturation. The great num-
ber of dives made by the Experimental Diving Unit during de-

velopment of the tables In the water diving tank and open sea in

depths down to 300 feet and their subsequent use by the Diving
School for approximately 3 years have proved the tables to be safe.

Accordingly, the new tables have been adopted as standard United

States Navy decompression tables and should henceforth be used

as such.

Table I lists the stops and the required decompression for

depths of from 40 feet to 300 feet for various times of exix>8ure

at these depths. Table II lists the maximum time of exposure at

various depths down to 170 feet, following which surface decom-
pression may be used with reasonable safety.

In no case, except in great emergencies involving life or death
and requiring the immediate surfacing of the diver, or except
when specially trained diving supervisors and recompression ap-
paratus are available, as on submarine rescue vessels, shall the
optimum time on the bottom for the particular depth involved

/
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be exceeded nor the decompression stops and time of stops as

listed in table I be reduced. When this time is exceeded, the

casualty treatment prescribed elsewhere shall be followed.

The length of time at each stop as listed indicates the time

which must actually be spent at that stop and does not include

the time necessary to pass from any stop to the next shallower

one. The exposure time listed includes the time consumed in

descending, i. e., the interval of time between leaving the surface

and the beginning of the ascent in regular decompression and

the interval of time between leaving the surface and the time the

stage starts to the surface with the diver on it in surface de-

compression.

In extremely cold water, desaturation of the tissues is less rapid

but the following table is adequate for all water temperatures

which may be expected in normal service.

Decompression table No. 1

Depth of

dive (feet)

Timefrom
leaving

surface to
beginning
of ascent
for regular
decompres-
sion or to
“upstage”
for surface
decompres-

sion

Stops at different depths in minutes

Except in energeadee speed on
ascent between stops sbonld not

exceed 26 feet per minute.

Total
time of
decom-
pression;
som of
times at
varfoos
stops

mSmw

Sf

Feet Feet Fed Feet Feet Feet \Minuta 60 60 SO SO 10 Mtnvisi
40 120 0 0 I

40 V: 180 2 2 1
40 ^pt.* 240 4 4 6
40 " 300 6 7

50 78 0 f
50 120 2 2 4
50 150 6 s 7
'50 Opt.* 190 0 9 11
.50 300 12 12 14
60 55 0 0 9
60 75 2 2 4
60 110 13 12
60 Opt.* 160 6 16 29 £
60 iw 7 16 21 '31

60 210 8 18 29 s
70 43 0 0 1
70 60

—
4 4 7

70.. 75 isi 13 i M
70 00 i 4 16 29 31
70 Opt.* 120

1

13 16 39 s
70 150 18 21 39

'

68
70 180 21 82 68 !

80 35 0 0 3
80 50 t 6 9 8
80 70

1

16 14 30
80 100

'

20 16 38 m
80 Opt.* 115 22 26 48
80 150 28 29 37 38
90 30 0 0 3
90 45 6 9 , f
90 60 1 I 4 16 29 m
90 75 1 18 14 o -39

90 Opt.* 95 L’ .. 1
^

. 2 27 21 39 Mt
90 130 9 27 20 66 M
100 25 1

0 0 6
100 40 12 12 17

100. - 60 ie 16 82 &
100 75 27 21 48 M
100 Opt.* 85 6 28 21 5 IS
100- 90 8 27 24 31 14

100 120 17 28 48 91 88

110 20
. ..

0 0 6

110 35
: 12 IS 17
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Decompression table No. 1—Continued

Depth of
dive (feet)

Timefrom
leaving

•orfeoe to
beginning
of aeoent
foriegnlar
deoompres*
Sion or to
**
01)61000

’*

for surface
deoompres-|

Stops at different depths in minutes

Eseept In emergenctea speed on
aoeent between etepe ahoeld net

exceed 2S feet per minute

Total
time of
deoom-
pression:
sum of
times at
various
stops

Approii-
mate total

time for

ascent;
column 4
nlusUme
between
stops

110..
110..
110..
120..
120..
120..
120..
120-.
lao..
ISO..
ISO..
ISO..
150..
140..
140..
140..
140..
14D..
UD..

ISO.
100.
100.

Affuiitcc

56
Opt.* 75

106
18
80
45

Opt.* 65
100
15

35
52
64
00
15

30
45
55
85
15
30
38
50
80

Feet
SO

Opt,'

Opt.'

Opt.'

Feet
SO

Feet
40

14

18

Feef
SO

14
22

13

22

6
13

22

5
15
22

Feet
SO
22
27
29

18
28
27

11

28
28
28

8
27
28
32

13

28
28
32

F€€t
10
21

37
50
0
11

21

0
15

28
28
60
4

21
27
32
69
7

21

30
32
68

Aftnufe#
43
78
103
0
11

39
73
123
0
26
62
69
128

4
29
59
76
137
7

34
58
76
141

Minutes
48
83
108
5
16
44
78
128
5

31
68
75
134
10
35
65
81
143
13
40
64
82
147

Depth of

dhre(feet)

Time from
leaving

sorfeoe to
beginning
of ascent
for regular
decomprea-
slon or to
**apatage”
for surfece
decompres-

sion

Stops at different depths in minutes

Total
time of
decom-
pression;
sum of
times at
various
stops

Approxi-
mate total

time for

ascent;
column 4
plus time
between
stops

Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft.

Afiuttfes 90 90 70 eo so 40 SO to W Minuiee Minutes
160 15 9 9 16

ten 34 27 28 55 62

IW Opt.* 45 17 28 43 88 95
lep 76 3 19 23 34 68 147 154

16 11 11 18

170 r n 30 24 27 51 58

170 Opt.* 40 19 28 46 93 100
1*1 __ 75 9 i9 23 38 68 167 165

IS 25 1 25 32

1§5.-
ifp

26 24 37 61 69

Opt.* 36 io 28 46 O:^ 101

66 is 18 23 37 65 51 212 220
app 15 32 32 40
aop 23 23 37 60 68
aon Opt.* 35 22 28 46 96 104

60 5 18 18 23 37 65 51 217 226
eip 16 35 35 44
met Opt.* SO 5 16 40 89 98
Pin _ __ 55 6 18 18 23 37 65 51 218 227
auK 15 6 35 41 60

Opt.* 27 22’ 26' 35 48 131 140

60 i3' ’is' ’is’ 23 47 65 83 267 276

USS 15 17 37 54 64

260 Opt.* 25
*2 'iV 26’ 35 51 137 147

wouZZlVJil 50 12 U i7 10 29 49 65 83 288 299

So! 12 20 37 57 69

Opt.* SO 'o’ 35 51 144 156

iOO

—

45 "e’ ii is' 17' 18 31 49 65 83 298 311

•These are the optimum exposure times for each depth which represent the best

balance between length of work period and amount of useful work for the average
diver. Exposure beyond these times is permitted only under special conditions as

deacribed in the text.
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Tabub II .—Limits of depths and exposure for

surface decompression
I Minutes

100 feet 86

110 feet 75

120 feet . 60

130 feet 55

140 feet 46

160 feet 40

170 feet •- 30

HtpMitd diTM. In considering precautions for insuring the safety of the diver

in making his ascent, certain rules in regard to the number of

dives an individual may make in short periods of time shall be

observed. Specifically, a diver should not, except in emergencies,

make more than one dive of any considerable depth in 24 hours.

However, should it become necessary for one individual to make

more than one dive in 24 hours, his ascent on the latter of the

two dives should be governed by the following rule: Take the

total combined time of exposure on both dives and use a decom-

) ression for that exposure at the depth of the latter dive.

Tioicktcpar* The timekeeper shall keep an accurate record of the time re-

quired for the diver to reach the bottom, the time of exposure

on the bottom, the time of ascent to the first stop, and the time

spent at each stop during the subsequent ascent If there is any

doubt as to the time that the diver has spent on any phase of the

ascent, the time allowance should be made in the diver’s fSvor.

'J’hese times shall be carefully kept and recorded as in the fol-

lowing example

:

a. m.

Entered water 10.00

Started descent 10.05

On bottom 10.07

Started ascent 10.80

First stop, 50 feet 10.32

Second stop, 40 feet 10.87

InatnietlMUi
to attoiidaBta*

The attendant shall always keep himself informed as to the

d^pth of the diver under water. This can be estimated by the

length of hose out and, when diving with air pumps, by the

pressure registered on the diving gages. The diving hose usually

tends straight up and down, especially in shallow depths, provided

that the sweep of the current is not too great After the diver is

on the stage the depth can be readily ascertained by the markers

on the stage lines.

The attendant shall frequently contact the diver by telephone

or signal while on the bottom and on the stage to ascertain if all

is well.

The attendant shall give the diver a few minutes’ notice before

the expiration of the diver’s time on the bottom, so that the diver

can make the necessary preparation prior to his ascent and not

exceed his limit of stay on the bottom.

During the time that the diver is making preparations for

the ascent the attendant shall remove any slack in the lines,
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rig and shackle the stage to the descending line, and select the

proper decompression from table I for the dive. The stage shall

then be lowered to the first stop for regular decompression as

indicated in table I for the depth of the dive, or, if surface

decompression Is resorted to, then as close to the bottom as

practicable. The stage may be shackled to the descending line so

that it will be impossible for the diver to miss it on his ascent.

During the ascent the attendant must at all times keep a tight

hold on the diver’s air hose and the life line and the slack well

in hand.

During the diver’s ascent, in regular decompression, when his

hose and life line or gages, as the case may be, indicate that he

is approaching the stage, he should be notified to stop and then

ascend slowly and watch out for the stage. Special care in this

respect is necessary so that the diver shall not exceed a safe limit

of ascent

The time of decompression at the first and succeeding stops

(regular decompression) shall be calculated from the time that

the attendant receive from the diver notification that he Is on

stage.

Id regular decompression the ascent is completed by hoisting

and stopping the stage to and at the successive stops prescribed

in decompression table I. Prior to hoisting of the stage between
the first and successive stops, the timekeeper shall notify the

diving officer sufiSciently in advance of the termination of the

prescribed time at the respective stop, to permit necessary prepa-

ration for the hoisting. For example, if the diver has been
decompressing at the first stop and the time spent on the stage

at the first stop is within 1 minute of the total time prescribed

for that stop, the timekeeper shall indicate it by distinct an-

nouncement of **one minute to go.” The diver is then notified

by the tender to stand by for hoisting to the next stop. The
timekeeper shall announce the termination of the proper time

at the various stops and before starting the stage upward, the

diver shall be apprised by the tender of the intended hoisting by
the message “coming up.” On confirmation reply from the

diver, the diving officer or diver in charge may order the diver

brought to the next stop.

When the stage arrives at the surface after regular decom-
pression, it is lifted and swung clear of the gunwale, lowered
lightly to the deck and the diver assisted from the stage. As
soon as the diver is seated, the face plate is opened and the air-

supply valve closed. If a recompression chamber is available,

the diver is undressed at once. If a recompression chamber is

not available, the diver’s helmet is removed but he should re-

main dressed for at least 20 minutes and closely observed for
symptoms of compressed-air illness. At the end of this period, if

the diver’s condition appears normal, the diving dress may be
removed.

When the stage arrives at the surface preparatory to surface
decompression, it is lowered to the deck as before. ’The diver’s
helmet belt and shoes are quickly removed and he is escorted to
the recompression chamber by the attendant, who enters the
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InstrvctloBf
to diTtn*

c

chamber with him and removes his suit as the pressure is raised

to that corresponding to the first decompression stop. Not more

than 2% minutes should elapse from the time that the sbige

leaves the water until the diver is inside the recompression

chamber and is again being subjected to pressure.

It is well for the diver to remain in the vicinity of the re-

compression chamber or facilities for underwater decompression

for at least an hour following the completion of a deep dive,

even though there has been no indication of compressed-air ill-

ness during the 20-minute period mentioned. When extremely

deep dives have been made, it is advisable to keep the diver

aboard ship where he can be observed for at least 8 to 10 hours.

If there develop any Indications of compressed-air illness, the

diver should be recompressed and decompressed in the recom-

presslon chamber in accordance with the treatment prescribed

in chapter XVI. If a chamber is not available, recompression

and decompression should be accomplished by sending the diver

down again.

If, during a diver's ascent on the stage in regular decompres-

sion, symptoms of compressed-air illness develop, or the diver

suiters any physical distress, the tender, upon receipt of notifi-

cation to this effect from the diver, shall lower the stage to the

first decompression stop and have the diver undergo a second

decompression. This second decompression shall be in accordance

with table I for the depth of the dive but for double the actual

exposure in the dive.

After receiving instructions from the surface to come up, the

diver shall make preparation for his ascent at once, i. e., get over

to the descending line, see that he is clear, and that there is

nothing to interfere with the ascent. If the ascent is to be with

regular decompression, the next step is for the diver to throw

one leg around the descending line as in descending, so that he

will be able to check his ascent instantly, should he suddenly

attain a strong positive buoyancy by overinflation of the dress.

Then he shall notify the surface “Coming up.” He shall not start

his ascent until he has received the answer from the surface,

“Come up” by telephone or corresponding signal. Keep phone

message brief, use simply phraseology.

In order to facilitate his ascent, the diver may reduce his weight

by inflating the dress. In thus lightening himself, he must be

extremely careful as overinflation may result in his being “blown”

to the surface. (See ch. XVII, Diving Accidents—^“Blow-up.”)

The new type of air regulating escape valve described under chap*

ter IV, Helmet, has contributed considerably to the prevention

of this accident. However, the valve may become fouled or some

of its parts made inoperative by accident, etc. Further, the diver

cannot handle himself correctly on the descending line if he Is

too buoyant
The rate of the diver’s ascent up the line to the diving stage

should not be greater than 25 feet per minute. This speed must

be regulated by the surface attendants which requires that the

diver maintain slight negative buoyancy. If the diver feels

his dress becoming too buoyant and he is ascending too rapidly.
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he may check his rise by clamping his legs on the descending

line and adjust the inflation of his dress by adjusting the air-

regulating escape valve. If the dress is not fltted with gloves,

reduction in inflation of his dress can be rapidly contributed to

by the diver raising his arm, which will permit excess air to escape

at the cuff.

When the diver is warned by surface attendants that he is

nearing the stage, he shall slow his ascent and keep a sharp

watch for the stage, the guide being the sliding shackle holding

the decompression stage and the descending line together. As soon

as he flnds the stage, he shall climb upon it and' seat himself.

When he has done this, he shall notify the surface, “All right on

the stage*’ in order that the beginning of his proper decompres-

sion at this flrst stop may be started and timed.

During the time spent at the first and subsequent stops the

diver should see that his lines are clear of the descending line and
staga In case of fouled lines, he shall rei>ort the fact immediately

to the surface attendants and they shall aid the diver to unfoul

the lines as much as possible. When fouling of lines is detected

by the attendants, the diver should be apprised of the fact. When
the lines are clear, the diver shall so notify the attendants, and
the attendants shall confirm the fact by repeating back the mes-

sage, before starting to hoist the stage.

During the diver's stay at the various stops, he should watch
out for any untoward symptoms as pain, dizziness, etc. If he

experiences any of these, he should notify the surface at once.

The attendants will, after consideration of all the circum-

stances, either lower the stage immediately to the first decom-

pression stop and cause the diver to undergo a second decompres-

sion or they will bring him to the surface as quickly as possible

for surface recompression.

When the diver is ascending and is on stage, he should pay close

attention to messages from the surface and in all cases endeavor

to answer clearly those requiring an answer. When word is re-

ceived from the attendants that the stage is to be hoisted, the

diver should assure himself that his hold on the stage is secure

before returning the “O. K.” signal to the surface.

The foregoing instructions are also applicable to ascents for

surface decompression so far as concerns the diver’s ascent to

the stage and procedure on the stage during its subsequent direct

hoisting to the surface.

The foregoing Instructions for ascents cover procedure in diving Decompression

from vessels such as submarine rescue and salvage vessels which Unnch Sfres.

are properly fltted with hoisting and other diving facilities in-

cluding a recompression chamber. The Instructions are equally

applicable to ascents from dives made from motor launches with
regular decompression, except that the stage must be hauled up
by hand instead of a powered winch. Under such conditions it

is impossible to haul the diver to the level of and over the gun-
wale of the launch. Accordingly, the stage is hauled up until the

diver can get aboard the ladder which he mounts until his waist-

line is abreast the gunwale. The diver is then secured to the side

with the safety line and helmet face plate opened to ascertain his
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condition. If no adverse symptoms are evidenced, the diver is

assisted over the gunwale by the attendants who place them-

selves on either side of his body and lift him by the arm pits

and under the waist. The diver aids by bending his body forward

from the waistline at approximately 90''. The helmet may be

taken off but the diving dress is not removed for at least 20 min-

utes because if recompression is needed, it necessarily must be

accomplished by returning the diver to the water. If symptoms

of compressed-air illness do not appear within 20 minutes, the suit

may be removed with reasonable assurance that no serious attack

of “bends” will develop.

In no case shall surface decompression be resorted to in dives

made from diving launches. The efficiency of surface decom-

pression depends upon the immediate recompression of the diver.

The time required to transfer the diver from the scene of the

diving operation and from the diving launch to the deck of an

attendant ship or to shore where a recompression chamber may
be available is too great for surface decompression without ex-

treme hazard. All ascents (except emergency ascents) from

dives made from diving launches shall be with regular decom-

pression.
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CHAPTER XV
DIVING WITH THE HELMET ONLY AND

SHALLOW-WATER DIVING

In the past, it has sometimes been the practice for divers when
diving in warm waters to dispense with the diving dress, weighted

belt, and shoes and use the standard diving helmet only. This

method of diving has been commonly known as **helmet'’ diving

and has usually been conducted from a boat or platform in the fol-

lowing maimer.

The helmet is secured to the breastplate of the No. 1 or No.

2 diving outfits and additional weights are secured to the studs

on the breastplate to prevent the lifting of the helmet off of

the shoulders. A safety valve in the “gooseneck” connection

on the helmet is tested and the air hose is connected. A bight

of the hose is fixed to the left eye on the front of the breast-

plate by means of a marline stop, leaving a loop of hose suffi-

ciently large to permit the passage of the diver’s left arm. A
blank cap is screwed onto the telephone connection of the helmet.

The regulating or outlet valve is closed completely. The face

plate is then closed and the helmet is lowered into the water in

an upright position and submerged below the exhaust valve. The
pump is then started and the exhaust valve tested for leaks. The
descending line and weight and the diving ladder are put over the

side. When ready, the pump is started or air turned on from

compressed-air banks, and the helmet is lowered in an upright

position just below the surface. The diver descends on the div-

ing ladder and ducks his head under and into the helmet, at the

same time thrusting his left arm through the loop of air hose.

When descending he holds down the left edge of the breastplate

with the left hand and with the right-hand grips the descending

line.

For deep diving work, this method of diving is dangerous.

During the descent, helmet divers experience considerable diffi-

culty in maintaining their equilibrium due to the weight of the

diving helmet and to the buoyancy of the lower part of the

diver’s body. Also, in the diving helmets of the No. 1 and No. 2

outfit used without the diving dresses, the water level is approxi-

mately at the level of a diver’s chin, even though the exhaust

valve and telephone connections have been safely capped to pre-

vent leakage. The diver must, therefore, remain practically up-

right The regulating or outlet valve must be airtight ; if there

is a leak equal to the volume of air supplied, the water will rise

in the helmet to the highest point of opening in the valve and the

diver experiences considerable difficulty in keeping his nose clear

of the water. Due to the roar caused by the air entering the

helmet, many divers when using the control valve will reduce

177
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the volume of air supply to a minimum to diminish the intensity

of this noise as much as possible, as it is extremely disturbing.

By diminishing the air supply the carbon dioxide content in the

helmet rapidly increases. Excess carbon dioxide is difficult to

detect. It gradually renders breathing more difficult and causes

a headache, which the average diver will attribute to overexer-

tion rather than to the effects of excessive carbon dioxide. The
percentage of carbon dioxide may assume such large proportions as

to render the diver unconscious. In this condition, he loses his

equilibrium, his mouth and nose fall under the water in the hel-

met, and he readily drowna
It was also the practice of some divers, in this method of diving,

for the diver, when his work on the bottom was completed, to

throw the helmet from his head, simultaneously draw his left arm

out of the loop of air hose and swim to the surface. This pro-

cedure is commonly known as “ducking the helmet.” It Ls ex-

tremely hazardous, as the rapidity of ascent is very likely to re-

sult, if not in ‘*bends,” then in air embolism, which is more dan*

gerous. Swimming ascents, in “helmet diving,” except in direct

emergency, are absolutely forbidden.

Helmet diving in deep water has no advantage over diving with

the full suit other than the comfort of the diver in tropical wa-

ters. Several fatalities have occurred to naval divers as a result

of attempting to dive to depths for which decompression is re-

quired, with the helmet and without the diving suit Accordingly,

any diving by this method shall be governed strictly by the in-

structions of Navy Department General Order 49 of May 13, 1036

which is quoted in part as follows

:

“Before authorizing helmet diving the officer in charge of the

work will satisfy himself that the special circumstances make this

procedure particularly desirable and that no undue hazard will

be incurred by the diver. Helmet diving to depths in excess of

36 feet will be considered only for experienced divers who have

been recently engaged in diving. The officer in charge, prior to

the lowering of the diver, shall see that the diving air hose is

looped under the diver's arm and that there is no danger from

this source of accidentally pulling the helmet from his head.

Descents and ascents shall be made on the descending line or

stage. Ascents shall be made with the helmet on and the air

supply from the surface to the helmet shall be continued until

the diver is on deck and the helmet removed. In all dives in ex-

cess of 36 feet, ascents shall be made in accordance with the de-

compression stages prescribed in the Diving Manual. Ascents

from depths of 36 feet and less may be made up the ascending

line or by stage hoisted from the surface at a rate not greater

than 60 feet per minute. Divers should be cautioned not to hold

their breath but to freely vent air from the lungs during such

ascents.”

If the emergency is such as to warrant descent by this method
to depths requiring decompression, and the descent is so ordered

by the officer in charge, the diver, in addition to having the div-

ing hose properly looped under the arm, shall be equipped with a

manila life line secured around his waist. The life line shall not
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be lashed to the air hose. All manual signals shall be made via

the life line and not by the air hose. If in an emergency the diver

has to be hoisted to the surface, it shall be by means of the life

line independently of the air hose. Under no conditions shall

the helmet be lashed or otherwise fastened to the wearer’s body.

Shallow water diving as covered herein means diving within

the cajwcity of the shallow water diving pump (Morse No. XV,
or equal) which has been found to be thirty-six (36 feet). This

depth can be exceeded in the case of experienced divers, pro-

vided the air supply is adequate and the design of the equip-

ment permits. As stated in General Order No. 49, this shall

only be done by “experienced divers who have been recently

engaged in diving.”

In shallow water diving, the diver’s body is exposed to the

water, which precludes effective use of shallow water equipment

in *any but warm waters. This method of diving is especially

useful in iierforming underwater work on propellers, levels of

floating vessels, or for other work in warm waters at shallow

depths. Govering the body with a layer of grease and woolen

underwear will somewhat alleviate the effects of cold water.

Shallow water diving can be performed with the shallow

water equipment described in Chapter V, the standard helmet

converted for “helmet” diving, or with shallow water diving

masks. Shallow water diving can be safely performed by non-

qualified divers, to depths less than 36 feet, but they shall be

good swimmers.

The shallow water diving mask has been adopted as standard

equipment for shallow diving within the Navy. This equipment

and method of use is described in a manual accompanying each

outfit. The mask supplied is of the Victor Berge type, manu-
factured by the Ohio Rubber Co. Other types of shallow water

masks have been designed by the various diving activities and
when they have been approved by competent diving authority

their use is authorized. These masks permit much more work
to be iierformed by the divers than the old hood, since the divers

can lie down, stand on their heads, etc., which with the former,

the diver was limited as to the position he could assume.

Shallow water diving can, likewise, be satisfactorily performed
with the standard Navy diving helmet converted as described

above, for deep “helmet” diving.

The method of use of the shallow diving helmet is outlined

in Chapter V, and of the face masks in manuals accompanying
the outfits. All shallow water diving shall follow the precepts

set forth in General Order No. 49 for helmet diving quoted, in

part, above. In addition to the practices of good diving pro-

cedure as set forth in this manual, the following shall be observed

:

(1) When using the helmet, it shall not be lashed to the

body.

(2) A lifeline shall be used of suitable size (signal hal-

liard, or 18 thread manlla, is suggested).

(3) A nonreturn valve shall be used with the face masks,

or the standard helmet. If available, they should be used

with the shallow water diving helmet (hood).

Slullow-wfttar
dlviiis.

Shallow-water
maakt.
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(4) The diver's air hose shall be so arranged that a strain

on the hose will not be transmitted direct by the helmet,

hood, or mask. In the case of the mask, it is strapped to

belt, provided the belt is designed for quick release. In

the case of the helmet or hood, it is looped under the arm.

(5) The lifeline and kir hoise shall not be strapped

together. All signals shall be made on the lifeline.

(6) Decompression, as Indicated in the approved decom-

pression tables, shall always be carried out.

(7) The divers shall be warned that if through accident

or necessity the mask, hood, or helmet comes off and they

must surface without it, they must exhale on the way to

the surface In order to avoid air embolism.
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CHAPTER XVI

COMPRESSED AIR ILLNESS

Compressed-air illness, often called “caisson disease” or Cminon dtoeaM.

“bends,” is a disease from which divers and other workers in

compressed air frequently suffer as a result of inadequate de-

compression. In the case of divers, it is mainly due to a too

sudden reduction in pressure, such as obtains on a too rapid

ascent to the surface. The disease rarely occurs unless the pres-

sure has exceeded 20 pounds (45 feet of sea water), but may
occur after exposure to 45 feet or less if the time on bottom is

very great, or If the diver has been working exceedingly hard.

The greater the pressure and length of exposure, the more fre-

quent and severe will attacks of the disease result, unless proper

and adequate decompression is applied.

The cause of compressed-air illness is due to the excess gas c«u€.

which goes Into solution in the blood and tissues, being liber-

ated in the form of bubbles during or after Inadequate decom-

pression. In normal air, this gas is chiefly nitrogen. In syn-

thetic air, it may be helium, hydrogen, or any other inert gas

used as a substitute for nitrogen.

The blood passing through the lungs will take up in simple

solution an amount of gas in proportion to the partial pressure

of the gases in the alveoiar air. As long as the helmet ventila-

tion is adequate, the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the

alveolar air tends to remain constant. Therefore, with a rise

of atmospheric pressure there is no increase in the amount of

carbon dioxide taken up by the blood during exposure to com-

pressed air. Even though the alveolar oxygen pressure rises,

the extra amount of oxygen that is thus taken up by the blood

will be used up by the tissues so that in the tissues and in the

venous blood leaving the tis.<?ues, there will be very little in-

crease in the partial pressure of oxygen. Since, however, the

blood passing through the lungs becomes saturated with nitro-

gen in proportion to the increased partial pressure of nitrogen

existing in the alveolar air, the tissues and the venous blood

leaving them will become more and more saturated with nitro-

gen with each round of circulation. With a suddenly decreased

pressure (from high to normal) it is evident that at a low pres-

s^ure the nitrogen in solution will be liberated, and like the gas
in a soda-water bottle, form bubbles; in the case of the diver,

however, they are formed much more slowly, and may take

some time to increase in size suflicient to cause symptoms. The
formation of these bubbles in compressed-air illness may be con-

sidered due to the partial pressure of nitrogen dissolved in the

tissues and blood being too much in excess of the external pres-

sure. Bubble formation produces local or general blockage of
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the circulation or excess pressure on nerves, with the resultant

distress which in the majority of cases can be alleviated only

by proper recompression and adequate decompression
Sjmptomi. Symptoms of compressed-air illness will usually come on a few

minutes after an inadequate decompression, as a rule in the first

hour. Cases have, however, been known to be delayed 15 hours

or longer before the onset

As compressed-air illness is the result of liberation of nitrogen

bubbles in the various tissues of the body, it is evident that

symptoms will depend on the amount of gas liberated and the

places of lodgment. The depth of the original dive, the length

of exposure, the rate of ascent and the method and time of

decompression are contributing factors.

The formation of gas bubbles in the small blood vessels of the

skin and the subcutaneous tissues causes itching and burning sen-

sations and a mottled skin rash. Their formation in the tendons,

fascia, bone, muscles and nerve endings causes mild symptoms
evidenced by pain in the muscles, bones, joints, etc. Vertigo

and Meniere’s symptoms complex, i. e., deafness, vertigo and

vomiting, are caused by the liberation of gas in the internal

ear. Embolism and formation of gas bubbles in the spinal cord

cause paraplegiae and its concomitant symptoms. Emboli of

the cerebral vessels cause monoplegiae, hemiplegiae, aphasiae,

sensory paralytic symptoms, etc. The most serious cases are

those presenting signs of asphyxia due to gas bubbles in the lung

capillaries and right side of the heart Since the air being

breathed is already four-fifths nitrogen, these bubbles have no

great tendency to diffuse and mix with the air in the lung.

In an analysis of more than 3,500 cases of compressed air

illness, the following classification was made:
Percent

1. Cases showing pain in the various parts of the body 88. 78

2. Oases with pain, also having local manifestations . 26

3. Cases with pain and prostration 1. 26

4. Cases showing symptoms referable to the central nerv-

ous stystem

:

() Brain . 11

() Spinal cord: .

(1) Sensory disturbances, (2) motor disturb-

ances, (3) sensory and motor disturbances 2.16

r> Cases showing vertigo (staggers) 5.33

6. Cases showing dyspnea and sense of constriction in

chest 1. 62

7. Cases showing partial or complete unconsciousness . 46

Fatal cases, of which there were 20 in number, occurred in

those cases under 3, 4, and 7.

The prevention of compressed-air illness is by

:

(a) Careful selection of personnel in accordance with the

standards prescribed in Chapter II, Physical Qualifications of

Divers.

(h) Careful examination of divers prior to every dive, with

special questioning as to activity for the previous 24 hours to

determine that there is no history of alcoholism, colds, or constipa-
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lion, and that his general physical condition qualifies him for

diving.

(c) Restriction of time of dive to come within the optimum^
time limits for stage decompression, and the exposure for surface

decompression (as listed in the tables in ch. XIV, The Ascent).

(d) The use of proper decompression tables for the depth and

time of exposure of the dive. (Ch. XIV, The Ascent.)

(e) Permitting only the minimum time on bottom when the

nature of the diving operation demands excessive physical

exertion.

(f) Avoidance of too rapid ascent to the first stop, i. e., re-^

stricting it to 25 feet per minute.

Careful compliance with the above rules will materially con-

tribute to the prevention of bends. It must be understood, how-

ever, that there is no panacea for this disease. Regardless of

precautions taken, compressed air illness will occur in an inci-

dence of 5 percent. The only remedy is recompression, followed

by adequate decompression, supplemented as necessary by the

substitution of synthetic atmosphere for normal air for breathing

purposes.

When any symptoms develop which are diagnosed as com- Treatment,

pressed-air illness, the diver must be immediately placed in the

recompression chamber and recompressed. The prime require-

ment in treatment is the rapid restoration of normal blood supply

by compression and absorption of the obstructing gas emboli.

The pressure should be raised to a level which is 15 pounds

in excess of the pressure at which definite relief from the symp-

toms is afforded, and maintained at that pressure for 30 minutes.

United States Navy experience has proved that any less recom-

presslon pressure will often result in a recurrence of symptoms
during decompression, thus requiring further recompression

with resultant repetition of pressure exposure. The promptness

with which pressure is applied has a definite bearing on the

effectiveness of treatment. Every effort should be made to avoid

delay. Divers should be instructed to report any symptoms im-

mediately. Divers should also be required to remain near the

recompression chamber for 1 hour following the completion of

a dive. Also they should not remove themselves more than 1

hour’s travel time for 12 hours following a dive.

Relief occurs in about 98 percent of cases with less than 75

pounds pressure. If 75 pounds affords none or incomplete relief

(2%), resort should be made to the following procedures, in the

order listed

:

1. Additional pressure.

2. Overstay the 30-rainute period on air up to 2 hours.

3. Substitute 40 percent oxygen, 60 percent air mixture as

breathing medium up to 2% hours at 75 pounds.

4. Substitute 40 percent oxygen, 60 percent helium mixture as

breathing medium up to 2% hours at 75 pounds.

If the mixtures indicated in 3 and 4 are not available, resort

must be made to measure 2 although the latter is not the meas-
ure of choice, as the breathing mixtures are more efficacious,

and should be used if possible.

183
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lo applying additional pressure beyond 75 pounds, apply in

units of 15 pounds, being especially careful to note the point of

relief, so that 15 pounds additional may be added and this pres-

sure maintained for 30 minutes. Since above 75 pounds, each 15
pounds decreases the bubble size only about 1 percent, little

benefit is obtained beyond 105 pounds. If additional pressure

is to be of any avail, it is usually evident immediately. Lack-

ing this immediate evidence, return should be effected to the

75-pound level and resort made to measures 2, 3, or 4.

On air 75 pounds pressure may be maintained 2 hours or

longer. If any relief is afforded by remaining at 75 pounds,

there is sufiicient warranty for maintaining this pressure as
long as relief is progressive and continuous. The only dangler

of a prolonged stay at 75 pounds is oxygen poisoning and this

is a lesser evil than the return of the original or graver symptoms
that will occur if decompression is started before relief is com-
plete. If 75 pounds is maintained for more than 2 hours and
complete relief occurs, there is no point in further risking oxygen
poisoning by delaying the start of decompression 30 minutes from
the time of relief as is done when relief occurs Immediately. If

complete relief is not assured, one might cautiously delay 5-10

minutes longer to insure complete relief, provided no symptoms
of O, toxicity have occurred. It is useless to prolong the 76
pounds pressure when relief ceases to be progressive or if no
relief has occurred in 2 hours.

Use of the indicated mixtures greatly facilitates the treatment

the helium oxygen being the more effective of the two, as it

reduces the nitrogen partial pressure more completely. Utiliza-

tion of these mixtures at this point in treatment of usual cases

must not be confused with the use of oxygen to terminate the
average case as will be described later. Either mixture may
speed any relief already evident to completion or may effect

relief where none has occurred. They should be immediately

instituted when additional pressure fails and the return to the
75-pound level is made, provided, of course, they are available.

An ordinary open circuit mask or inhalator may be used to

administer the mixtures. As in the case of air, so long as relief

is progressive the maximum period of 2% hours may be exceeded

and likewise decompression need not be delayed beyond the time
of complete relief. In both mixtures the oxygen percentage has
been Increased to 40%—a 20% increase over the amount usually

found in air. This fact may increase the likelihood of Oi
poisoning, but it has been shown to be feasible and safe for 2^
hours by a number of tests. Some individuals have tolerated

these mixtures for 3 hours at 75 p. s. 1. The benefits derived from
the reduced partial pressure of nitrogen greatly outweigh the risk

of oxygen poisoning. (5-10 minutes of air breathing at the end
of each 2 hours on either mixture greatly precludes the chance

of oxygen poisoning.)

If additional pressure and use of the mixtures fail to effect

any relief, or if relief proceeds to a certain point and then

remains stationary, it probably is indicative of permanent damage
to some structure caused by the bubble although the latter is no
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longer present; however, it requires prudent medical judgment

to determine this fact.

In the ordinary case that has been relieved by less than 75

pounds pressure it is only necessary to provide adequate decom-

pression to complete the treatment, after maintaining the pressure

for 30 minutes.

Decompression shall be conducted in accordance with the

following treatment tables.

Air trecUment table

[Fig. 1]

Recompression
up to—

140
ft.

130

ft.

120
ft.

no
ft.

100
ft.

90
ft.

80
ft.

70
ft.

6o:

ft.

50
ft.

40
ft.

30
ft.

20
ft.

10
ft.

100 feet 14 42 52 68

150 feet -
’22* ’30'

35 42 52 68

200 feet 22 *24 28 30 35 42 52 68

250 feet
13’ is’ 19 22 24 26 30 35 42 52 68

300 feet
’4

ii io’ 16 18 19 22 24 26 30 35 42 52 68

Note.—The rate of ascent between stops (reduction of pressure between stops)

should not exceed 25 feet per minute.

The particular table to be used depends upon the recompression

pressure used, and not upon the depth of the original dive from

which the compressed-air illness results.

The recompression pressures, column 1 of the above table, in-

crease in increments of 50 feet. There will probably be many
cases where the 15-pound excess pressure over the pressure which

brings definite relief will fall between two of the prescribed

decompression stops and periods. For example, if relief occurs

at 130 feet, the additional 15 pounds pressure would make a total

pressure equivalent to 163 feet. As this pressure is greater than

150 feet, the decompression prescribed for 150 feet in the table

would probably prove inadequate, and the decompression pre-

scribed for 200 feet should be used. In other words, where the

recompression pressure used falls between any two recompression

pressures listed in the table, decompression prescribed for the

higher pressure should be used.

It will be noted that the 200-foot table required about 5 hours

for completion on air. This time can be materially decreased by

instituting 100% oxygen breathing for a period of 90 minutes, be-

ginning at the 60-foot level. Results in a considerable number of

cases seem to Indicate that in addition to the time saving there

is a more complete removal of the excess nitrogen resulting in

more permanent cures. There is little danger of toxic oxygen
effects as the time and percentage are well within the safe limits

(2Vi ATM. for 2Vi hours). The oxygen mask is donned when
the 60-fot level is reached and continued for 90 nfinutes. Usually

the air decompression schedule proceeds on time during the 90-

mlnute period. For example if the 150-foot table is used, oxygen
breathing is started as soon as the 60-foot level is reached. After

22 minutes of Oa breathing the pressure can be lowered to the

50-foot level ; and after 30 more minutes to the 40-foot level ; 35

minutes more completes the 40-foot stop and the pressure can be
lowered to 30 feet. At the end of this time oxygen has been

breathed for 87 minutes, thus after 3 minutes at the 30-foot level

150924—4S -13
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the oxygen breathing period is completed, and the pressure can

be slowly lowered to surface level. This ascent to the surface

with the oxygen breathing continued is made slowly, requiring

about 15 minutes from whatever depth the oxygen breathing

period terminates. There is some experimental evidence to indi-

cate that more nitrogen is eliminated if most of the oxygen breath-

ing is accomplished at the 50-foot level. Also in actual treat-

ment, equal or better results are obtained if the oxygen is insti-

tuted at the 60-foot level and when the proper time has elapsed

the pressure is lowered to the 50-foot level and the remainder of

the oxygen breathing carried out here. In the case of the 150-

foot table 22 minutes is spent on oxygen at 60 feet and 68 minutes

at 50 feet As in the above case 15 minutes is consumed in pro-

ceeding from 50 feet to the surface with the Oa mask in place.

In unusual cases such as those where additional pressure or the

breathing mixtures are required to obtain relief, completion of

the treatment by adequate decompression is somewhat different

from the decompression of the average case described in the

preceding paragraph.

To complete the treatment in unusual cases where the first

named procedure has been used (i. e., additional pressure),

adequate decompression is accomplished by reducing the pressure

1 lb. per minute until the level of the first stop (140 feet) is

reached on the 300-foot table. Although a minimum of only

105 pounds, (236 feet) may have been used to secure relief,

this longer table (300) plus the slow ascent provide a further

margin of safety. The remainder of the decompression is com-

pleted on the 300-foot table until the 30-foot level is reached.

After reaching 30-foot the diver is made as comfortable as pos-

sible by bedding, food, coffee, ventilation of chamber, etc. 30

feet pressure is maintained 12 24 hours. This practice of pro-

longed immersion in compressed air, colloquially termed **the

overnight soak,” has proved to be the conclusive method of

terminating treatment. The patient is permitted to sleep and

the bubbles have adequate time for absorption. Ck)mpletion of

decompression after 12-24 hours have elapsed can be made on

the remainder of the 300-foot table, (52 minutes at 20 feet, 68

minutes at 10 feet)

.

In instances where the breathing mixtures are used to ol)tain

relief, the decompression is accomplished in the same manner
as described for additional pressure, except that the breathing

mixture should not be discontinued until the SO-foot level is

reached. Again, 30 feet pressure on air is maintained 12-24

hours and the remainder of the 300-foot table used to gain the

surface after the 12-24 hour period.

So far, in discussing the alternative methods advocated for use

when the usual methods fail, it has been assumed that complete

relief will eventually occur or the remaining symptoms will be

adjudged due to permanent damage. Some provision must be

made for the instance where partial relief occurs and reaches a

stationary point. In this case, whether or not the remaining

symptoms are thought to be due to permanent damage, descent

is made at a rate of 1 pound per minute to the lowest level

above 30 feet where symptoms are endurable. Here the pres-
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sure may be maintained 24-^8 hours. If no change occurs in

this period, symptoms are definitely due to permanent damage,

and it is useless to continue the stay under pressure. Surfacing

is accomplished on the last 2 stops of 300-foot table. Naturally,

if complete relief intervenes in the 12-48 hour period, the diver

may be surfaced on the remainder of the 300-foot table, whenever
complete relief is apparent.

In addition to the special treatment so far discussed there are

a few other types of cases that require special mention. These
are the cases where unconsciousness, paralysis, or marked
asphyxia are the symptoms. Although these cases may yield

completely to less than 75 pounds pressure, it is probably wiser

to proceed immediately to 75 pounds only, noting the approximate

point of relief, to insure that 75 pounds is 15 pounds greater than

the point of relief. If for example relief did not occur until 65

pounds, sufficient pressure should be added to secure 15 pounds

beyond the point of relief. (65 plus 15 equals 80 pounds.) Thirty

minutes maintenance of this pressure from the time of complete

relief is considered sufficient. Decompression follows that pre-

viously outlined. Ascent to the first stop on the 300 foot table

(140 feet) being made at the rate of 1 pound per minute. The
300-foot table schedule is maintained until the 30-foot level is

reached and this latter pressure (30 feet) is continued 12-24

hours. Ascent to surface on remainder of 300-foot table.

In rare instances an average case of bends may appear to be

successfully treated by the usual procedures, but with the lapse

of 1-4 hours there is a return of the same or additional symp-

toms. In this instance pressure must be given to the point of

relief plus 15 pounds and maintained for 30 minutes. Decom-
pression on the appropriate table is carried out until the 30-foot

level is gained. Maintenance of 30-foot of pressure for 12-24

hours will usually effect a permanent cure. Surface pressure is

attained on the last two stops of the 300-foot table.

In case of “blow-up” or accidental rapid ascent, or any other

circumstances requiring the diver to be brought immediately to

the surface, even though no symptoms of compressed-air Illness

have developed, the diver should be immediately recompressed.

If a recompression chamber is available, he should be immediately

placed in It, first removing his helmet, weighted belt and shoes.

The diving dress can be removed while in the chamber, and while

the pressure is building up. If there are no symptoms, the pres-

sure should be raised to 75 pounds, and he should be kept at this

pressure for 30 minutes, and then decompressed in accordance

with the treatment tables in this chapter. If symptoms do de-

velop, the pressure should be raised to 15 pounds in excess of the

pressure at which definite relief is obtained, or a minimum of

100 feet, and held 30 minutes and decompressed in accordance

with the treatment tables. If a recompression chamber is not

available, the diver should be hurried over to the descending

line, and his valves adjusted by a tender. The diver is lowered

to the bottom and kept for 30 minutes. At the end of this time

the diver is surfaced on the treatment tables according to the

depth, i. e., if diver is sent back to the bottom after a blow-up
in 70 feet of water, use l(X)-foot table, figure 1. If bottom is 120
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feet, use 15Q-£oot table, etc. If bottom pressure does not effect

relief, the only alternative is to keep diver on bottom as long as

relief is progressive, or up to 2 hours with no relief, unless

there is some provision for using the oxygen-air or oxygen-helium

mixtures, in which case they are used as heretofore described,

except that they would have to be fed through the diver’s air line.

If the diver is unconscious, or his condition is such that he

cannot make his own descent, his valves should be adjusted by

another diver as he Is lowered to the bottom.

In summary, the procedures discussed are as follows:

I. The average case (98%)

:

(a) Immediate recompression to point of relief—Minimum
100 feet.

(b) Addition of 15 pounds excess.

(c) Maintain pressure 30 minutes.

(d) Adequate decompression on basis of recompression

pressure used, (a plus b) Air Tables.

(e) Institute Os at 60 feet and breathe 90 minutes.

(f) Either allow decompression to proceed on schedule

or complete Os at 50 feet

(g) Slow ascent (15 minutes to surface)

—

Os breathing

continued.

II. Alternate measures if 75 pounds proves partially or non-

effective.

(a) Additional pressure:

1. Maximum 105 pounds.

2. Additional 15 pounds excess to relief pressure and main-

tain 30 minutes.

3. Ascent 1 pound per minute to first stop (140 feet) on

300 foot table.

4. Decompression on 300 foot table to 30 feet.

5. 12-24 hours “soak” at 30 feet.

6. Surface on remainder 300 foot table.

7. If additional pressure fails, return to 75 pounds and

—

(b) 1. Maintain 75 pounds maximum 2 hours without

relief or as long as relief is continuous, if mixtures in (c) are

not available.

2. With complete or stationary partial relief ascent 1

pound per minute to 140 feet

3. Decompression on 300 foot table to lowest endurable

level above 30 feet.

4. Maintain endurable level 12-48 hours.

5. Surface on remainder 300 foot table.

(c) If available use instead of (b) :

1. 40% O,—60% air.

2. 40% 0,-60%) helium (better).

3. Maintain 2% hours with no relief or as long as relief

is continuous.

4. With complete, none, or stationary partial relief, decom-

pression 1 pound per minute to 140 feet.

5. 3C0'foot table to 30 feet or lowest comfortable level

above 30 feet. Keep mask on during ascent.

6. 12-48 hours soak.

7. Surface on 300 foot table.
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III. For uncoi sciousness, paralysis or marked asphyxia.

1. Immediate recompression to 75 pounds or more to 15

pounds excess point of relief.

2. Maintain 30 minutes.

3. Decompression as in II (a) (5) (c).

4. Use alternates II (a) (6) (c) if necessary.

IV. Recurrences:

1. Immediate recompression to point of relief plus 15

pounds.

2. Maintain 30 minutes.

3. Decompress on appropriate table to 30 feet— (figure 1).

4. 12-24 hours soak at 30 feet.

5. Surface on remainder of table (20 and 10 feet stops).

V. Blow-ups.

(o) Without symptoms:

1. Immediate recompression to 7f> pounds, maintain 30

minutes.

2. Decompress on appropriate table (figure 1).

3. Oa decompression from 00 feet (90 minutes).

4. Slow ascent (15 minutes) to surface.

(6) With symptoms:

1. Immediate recompression to point of relief plus 15

pounds.

2. Maintain 30 minutea

3. Decompression on appropriate table (figure 1).

4 Institute Oa at 00 feet. (90 minutes).

5. Slow ascent to surface (15 minutes).

(c) K no chamber available:

1. Without symptoms:
1. Set valves.

2. Return to bottom, stay 30 minutes. (Do not exceed

105 feet.)

3. Decompress on appropriate table (figure 1).

2. With symptoms:
1. Set valves—return to bottom for 30 minutes. (Do

not exceed 105 feet.

)

2. If complete relief, decompress on proper table

(figure 1).

3. If no relief at bottom pressure, stay up to 2 hours,

decompress approximately 1 pound per minute to lowest

comfortable level above 30 feet and keep as long as

possible. Surface on remainder of 300-foot table (20- and
10-foot stops).

4. If partial relief at bottom pressure—stay as long as

relief is progressive. Decompress approximately 1 pound
per minute to lowest endurable level about 30 feet and
maintain as long as possible. Surface on rest of 300-foot

table (20 and 10 foot stops).

Adjuncts in treatment are the Judicious injection of glucose and
saline solutions, or plasma in the severely injured patients in

order to counteract the effect of hemoconcentration. The use of

adrenaline and the application of warmth are additional

measures if the shock syndrome is present
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The position of the patient's body should be recumbent since

the site of bubble accumulation is influenced by gravity.

At the present time, submarine rescue vessels, some of the sub-

marine tenders, and the Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Wash.,
the Submarine Base, New London, Conn., the Submarine Base,

Pearl Harbor, and others are provided with standard decom-
pression chambers such as shown and described in chapter XIX.
Where decompression chambers are available, they and their

supplementary equipment listed below should be tested daily,

especially if diving operations are in progress. Within the cham-
ber should be the following equipment

:

(a) A Navy type inhalator, fltted with proper facepiece, with
hose line to oxygen connection in the chamber,

(b) A standard oxygen cylinder charged with pure oxygen for

breathing purposes for installation outside of the chamber with
necessary piping to the exterior oxygen connection on the

recompression chamber.

(c) Necessary charged helium and oxygen cylinders, and sup-

plementary piping and arrangements, for administering oxygen-

helium mixtures to the diver through the oxygen inhalator re-

ferred to above.

(d) A small mattress and blankets.

(e) A container for hot water and towels for use in hot appli-

cations.

(f) A sterile syringe and needles and a fresh bottle of 1-1,000

adrenalin, a stethoscope, a blood-pressure apparatus, and a stop

watch.

(g) A copy of decompression and treatment tables.

(/< ) A cassion gage in the man and medical locks of the

chamber.

The equipment listed under item (f) is usually available in

the Medical Department aboard ship. It need not actually be

stowed or maintained in the chamber, but should be made avail-

able in the chamber prior to the entrance of the patient.
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CHAPTER XVII

DIVING ACCIDENTS

Accidents which may occur during diving operations are listed

alphabetically as follows

:

(a) Air embolism.

(h) Asphyxia.

(0) Bleeding from nose and lungs.

(d) Blowing up.

(e) Compressed-air illness (Caisson disease).

(f) Drowning.

ig) Ear pains (bleeding from the ears).

(^) Exhaustion.

(i) Fouling.

(/) Mechanical injuries from external violence.

(k) Oxygen poisoning.

(1) Squeeze.

Nom In accidents occurring in deep water, it must be re-

membered that while the diver can be brought up immediately

to the first stop or stage of decompression, he cannot be brought

immediately to the surface without danger of serious compressed-

air illness unless a recompression chamber is available, and the

depth and time of exposure are not greater than those prescribed

as safe for surface decompression. (See Ch. XIV.)

The term “air embolism” as used in this connection refers to

the entrance of air bubbles into the left side of the heart and the

general circulation as a result of air being forced into the small

blood vessels of the lungs due to a sudden excess of air pressure

in the lung space as compared to the air pressure in the surround-

ing medium. The excess pressure in the body which can be

withstood by the average individual over the pressure of the sur-

rounding medium is only about % pound per square inch. Such

pressures can be rapidly and greatly exceeded by a too fast ascent

in water or too rapid a reduction of air pressure in the recom-

pression chamber, or by inadvertently “holding the breath” while

pressure is being reduced. Under such conditions the reduc-

tion in the internal pressure in the body by even forced expira-

tion is less than the decreasing pressures of the surrounding

medium. It is primarily for this reason that in Navy diving

work rapid ascents up the descending line, or by stage or in

helmet diving, “ducking” the helmet and swimming to the sur-

face are prohibited. Internal pressures in excess of the pressure

of the surrounding water are dangerous. Only a slight excess

over 3 pounds per square inch may rupture the lung capillaries

while higher pressures may result in unconsciousness and paralysis

and possibly death.

191

Accidents.

Air embolism.
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AiphyxU. Ajsphyxia or suffocation of the diver may occur due to: (1)

deficiency of oxygen due to bad air supi^y or stoppage of air

sui^ly, (2) increase of carbon dioxide due to improper veutila*

tion of the helmet or to carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in

the diving air as a result of fiashing in air compressor cylinders

of lubricating oil, etc., and (3) pressure on the diver’s chest from
improper infiation of the suit interfering with the diver’s respira-

tion. Oxygen deficiency will seldom occur unless there is a
complete stoppage of the air supply caused by failure of the
pump or break in the air line. Oxygen deficiency seldom evi-

dences itself by warning symptoms before unconsciousness occurs.

Carbon dioxide (COs) and carbon monoxide (CO), from oil

fiashing in compressor or pump cylinders, will rarely be en-

countered, especially if precautions are observed in using good oil

of high fiashing point for lubrication. Carbon dioxide excess

in the diver’s air will usually be due to inadequate ventilation

of the helmet. Such excess of COs is readily recognise by sweat-

ing of the faceplate and the subjective symptoms of increased

respiration, sweating, headache, and a general feeling of dis-

comfort. These symptoms occur long before unconsciousness, and
death does not follow for some time. In case of a short or bad
air supply, the diver should remain perfMly quiet, operate his
regulating exhaust valve, infiate his suit and be prepared to
ascend. The tenders should be able to detect inadequate venti-

lation of the diver’s helmet by the decrease in the number of air

bubbles coming to the surface and the decreased audibility, over

the telephone, of the diver’s air escaping from the helmet through

the air-regulating exhaust valve. Special consideration should be
given to the possibility of the diver being in distress from these

symptoms if he ceases to answer his telephone or signal after

calling for more air.

Asphyxia from squeeze is caused by improper infiation of the
diving dress. This occurs, except in a case of an accident, only

to inexperienced divers who are not using a sufficient amount of
air to prevent the diving dress from squeezing their chests so as
to prevent adequate movement. Divers should learn to remedy
this fault long before they are allowed to dive to any appreciable

depth.

If asphyxia is suspected by the tender, the diver should be
started immediately toward the surface. If the depth and time
of exposure are not greater than those prescribed for Surface

Decompression (ch. XIV), he may be brought directly to the
surface (at a rate not in excess of 25 feet per minute) and placed

in the recompression chamber. If not within such limits, the
diver should be brought to the first stop governing stage de-

compression for the depth of the dive and further attempts made
to communicate with him. If there is still no response, the diver

should then be brought to the surface (at a rate not in excess

of 25 feet per minute) regardless of the depth and time of
exposure, placed in the recompression chamber and be recom-

pressed immediately and then decompressed. In mild cases of
asphyxia this is all that is necessary but in cases where uncon-

sciousness has occurred, artificial respiration (see Drowning)
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must be resorted to. All treatment should be carried out in the

reeompressioQ chamber during recompression and decompression.

The condition of a man suffering from asphyxia is usualiy

indicated by the following symptoms :

() Respiration entirely absent or as an occasional gasp.

() Muscles limp or rigidly contracted.

(c) Face blue or deep red,

(d) Eyes, as a rule, bloodshot.

(e) Rapid or irregular pulse or both.

(/) Body cold and clammy.

It must be remembered that the main treatment of asphyxia

is the restoration of an adequate supply of fresh air. If a re-

compression chamber is not available, supply the diver with air

from natural sources, i. e., open the helmet face plate as soon

as he surfaces, and remove the helmet and suit as quickly as

possible, cutting the latter off if necessary. Administration of

oxygen will hasten recovery. If the diver is unconscious, lay him

on deck and use artificial respiration along with the administra-

tion of oxygen. The latter may be accomplished with an inha-

lator or with the Navy standard oxygen rescue breathing appa-

ratus which is furnished with adaptors for this purpose to most

vessels. On recovery from asphyxia, the diver should be closely

observed for occurrence of “bends.” On occurrence of the slight-

est symptoms, he should be sent down again in company with

another diver for recompression and decompression.

Bleeding from the nose is usually caused by too strenuous

efforts to clear the ears.

Bleeding from the lungs is usually caused by the effects of a

“squeeze” or from rupture of the lung tissue incident to air

embolism. It can, however, occur also as the result of great

respiratory efforts when the dress is unusually fiat, the air supply

being deficient. Treatment is the same as for “squeeze.”

Accidental “blowing up” may be injurious in various ways, as

:

(a) Prom any depths in excess of 7 feet (depth of water

above diver’s helmet when standing erect), air embolism may
result. This is caused by a too rapid ascent in which the diver

is unable to exhaust the air in his body in ratio with the decreas-

ing external pressures. As the average person can withstand

internal pressures of only about 3 pounds per square inch without

injury to the delicate lung cells and body tissues, rapid ascents

from even very shallow depths are dangerous.

(ft) From any depths in excess of 36 feet, an attack of com-

pressed-air illness may result.

(o) Prom any depth mechanical injury may result from strik-

ing some object such as the ship’s side, etc.

(d) From the possible fall back into deep water with resulting

“squeeze.”

Blowing up is caused by over-infiation of the dress, by too

strong a puli by the tenders, or by the drag of the tide causing

the diver to lose his hold on the descending line and thus being

swept to the surface.

If a recompression chamber is available, the diver should be

brought aboard as quickly as possible, placed in the chamber.

BlMdinff from
noae and Inast
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Blowing up.
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and the pressure raised to 16 pounds greater than the pressure

at which his symptoms are relieved. He should be held at this

depth 5 minutes and then decompressed on the regular treat-

ment schedule. In the event of a diver blowing up, recom-

pression and decompression must of course be instituted even
though no symptoms are present, in which case he is to be re-

compressed to 75 pounds and decompressed on the regular treat-

ment schedule. If there are symptoms, he should be taken down
to a pressure of 16 pounds over that at which relief of symptoms
is obtained.

If no recompression chamber is available, his valves should be
regulated for him until he can handle them and he should then

be lowered as rapidly as possible (without subjecting him to a
squeeze) to the depth at which he was working. He should be
held at this depth 30 minutes and then decompressed on the

longest decompression table listed for that depth.

A diver who has been 'blown up’* should never exhaust air

from his helmet or dress while on the surface until he is certain

his tenders have secured hold of his lines and taken in all slack

and he is protected from a fall.

ComprcMed-Air Ck>mpressed-air illness is the most frequent accident en-
illnetf.

countered during diving operations and is fully discussed in

chapter XVI.
Drowning. There are two cases on record of drowning in diving dress

in which the helmet became detached from the breastplate. This
accident cannot happen if the safety catch at the back of a
helmet is properly turned down and the stop gap closed and
pinned. Even though the dress is ruptured, water cannot enter

the helmet as long as the air pressure within the helmet is

maintained and the diver remains in the erect position. By
simply closing the exhaust valve, air is forced down into the

dress and will escape at the side of the rent. In case the dress

becomes too full of water, it may be necessary to slip the weighted

belt to facilitate ascent.

In case of apparent drowning the water should be allowed to

drain from the mouth and trachea by lifting the diver with the

hands under tlie abdomen so that his head hangs downward.
Then artificial respiration should be applied as soon as possible.

The Schaeffer prone pressure method of artificial respiration

is the method of choice and should be conducted as follows

:

(1) Waste no time. Lay the victim on his belly, with one
arm extended overhead, the other bent at the elbow ; face turned

to the side and resting on the forearm so that the mouth and nose

are free for breathing. Kneel, straddling the patient's hips,

with your knees just below his hip bones. Place your hands
on the small of his back. Fingers extended over the lower ribs.

Little finger over the last rib. Finger tips just out of your sight

on the sides of the chest. ( See pi. 87.

)

(2) First movement.—Make pressure while deliberately count-

ing—one, two, three—as follows

:

With arms straight, bring your weight to bear upon the pa-

tient gradually and heavily but not violently. Swing forward
slowly. This movement should take three seconds. (See pi. 88.)
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(3) Second movement ,—Release the pressure suddenly by
swinging back quickly to the position shown in pi. 89. Best
while deliberately counting, one, two.

Rex>eat these movements from 12 to 15 times a minute; pres-

sure, 3 seconds ; rest, 2 seconds ; complete respiration, 5 seconds

—

never less than 4 seconds.

(4) Continue artificial respiration without interruption for

4 hours unless breathing is restored, or until a medical officer has

declared further efforts futile. If natural breathing stops after

temporary restoration, resume artificial respiration at once.

(5) Watch carefully for signs indicating the return of natural

breathing. Do not block feeble respiratory efforts. Time your

movements so that pressure is exerted only while the patient is

breathing out. Release pressure instantly when he begins to

breathe in.

(6) Keep the patient warm. Give him fresh air. Without
interrupting resuscitation movements, have some one else loosen

his clothing about the neck, chest, and waist.

(7) Have some one hold the tongue out if it draws back. If

necessary, run a safety pin through the tongue in order to hold it.

The small puncture wound thus caused will injure the tongue

less than clamps or forceps which squeeze and crush it. The
tongue is more likely to cause trouble in drowning cases than in

other forms of asphyxia.

(8) Do not attempt to give any liquid by mouth. Ammonia
may be placed near the patient’s nose after determining how
close it may be brought to somebody else’s nose without causing

Irritation. Do not let bystanders shut off fresh air.

(9) Some one should smartly tap the patient’s shoe heels with

a stick or hatchet handle 15 or 20 times every 5 minutes until

respiration has been restored.

(10) If the patient revives, do not allow him to get up or to

be raised for any purpose. Keep him prone until a medical officer

arrives.

(11) The prone-pressure method of artificial respiration should

be applied by one who has practiced on a voluntary subject.

If the diver was apparently drowned at depths requiring de-

compression, he should be placed in the recompression chamber
and the pressure built up to that at which he was working.

Artificial respiration should then be given at that depth and
decompression carried out for the longest table listed for that

depth.

Get wet clothes off the patient and wrap him in blankets as

soon as possible and keep him warm.
Ear pains are caused by inequalities of pressure on either Ear palm,

side of the ear drum. Pain is usually exi>erienced while pres-

sure is being built up and is due to failure of the Eustachian

tubes to allow air to fiow through to the middle ear ; thus caus-

ing an undue pressure on the outer side of the ear drum. This

failure to equalize properly may be due to inexperience on the

part of the diver, but usually is due to the infiammation and

swelling around the tube associated with a head cold or sore

throat.
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Pressure may be sufficient to cause rupture of the drum with

bleeding from the ear, or by nose bleed as a result of too strenu*

ous effort to clear the ears. If this occurs or if the pain has been

severe, the diver shall report to the medical officer for examination.

Exhaustion occurs when working under compressed air much
more readily than when working at atmospheric pressure and

due allowance for this should be made in planning the work the

diver is to do.

Fouling is caused by the diver’s lines and hose becoming en-

tangled with some obstruction under water which prevents him
from ascending. It usually requires the services of another

diver to clear the one fouled. If his lines are fouled with the

descending line, it may be necessary to haul up the descending

line with the diver. Great care must be exercised in bringing

both the diver and the descending line up at the same rate. Divers

should be warned of the dangers from fouling. When a diver

has become fouled and unable to ascend, death has resulted from

shock and exhaustion. Also, prolonged exposure at deep depths

predispose to development of pneumonia.

There are many varieties of mechanical injuries from external

violence and they call for no special comment The diver should

be brought to the surface as soon as deemed safe, first aid applied

as indicated, and the medical officer notified.

Normal atmosphere consists of approximately 20 percent

oxygen and 80 percent nitrogen by volume. Hence at atmos-

pheric pressure, the oxygen in normal air exerts % of an at-

mosphere pressure. Normal air at 10 atmospheres pressure,

therefore, would .exert 2 atmospheres oxygen pressure. Likewise,

normal air at 15 and 20 atmospheres pressure would exert 3 and 4

atmospheres oxygen pressure, respectively.

Oxygen pressures up to 100 percent (pure oxygen at atmos-

pheric pressure) are relatively harmless. Oxygen is toxic at

the higher pressures. It has been found that even at atmospheric

pressure, healthly men between the age of 20 and 40 years are

able to breathe 90 percent oxygen for periods not in excess of

7 hours. At certain increased pressures and on prolonged breath-

ing of it at atmospheric pressure, oxygen is irritating to the lungs,

producing **wet lung” and a form of pneumonia. At a pressure

of 4 atmospheres severe convulsive seizures are observed after

about 45 minutes of pure oxygen inhalation. The first indications

of toxic effect are fiushing of the face, nausea, and a sense of

excitement or irritability. Contraction of the visual fields, blind-

ness, unconsciousness, and convulsions ensue when pure oxygen

imder 2 or more atmospheres is breathed for a long enough time.

There is some evidence to indicate that slight increases of carbon

dioxide such as may be present as an impurity in the air or oxygen

supply or from failure of removal of exhaled COi rapidly enough

from the diving dress or excess of COa due to overexertion on the

part of the diver increase the likelihood of “oxygen poisoning.”

The maximum pressures and the time with which pure oxygen

may be breathed at such pressures without detriment is not

definitely known and written authority on this point is not only

conflicting but at variance with the Navy’s findings on the sub-
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ject Extensive animal and human experimental work by the

Experimental Diving Unit has definitely indicated that 2.5 at-

mospheres (250 percent) of oxygen can be breathed without detri-

ment for a period of hours with 3 hours as a possible max-
imum limit. Considerable experimental work remains to be
done to determine definitely the maximum time oxygen at lower
and higher pressures than 2.5 atmospheres may be breathed

without harm. Until such findings have been concluded, it is

safe to accept the consensus of existing authority that the breath-

ing of pure oxygen of from 300 to 400 percent or above, depend-

ing on the time breathed, may cause irritation of the lungs,

produce congestion, exudation, hemorrhage, and pneumonia with
the possibility of convulsions and death ; also that the breathing

of pure oxygen between 100 and 300 percent when breathed for

periods of time over 6 hours may cause pulmonary involvement

sufficient in extreme cases to cause death without the occurrence

of convulsions. It should be remembered, however, that when
introducing oxygen in any breathing system, that system initially

contains 80 percent nitrogen by volume, and that the oxygen
introduced is diluted accordingly.

Squeeze is usually the result of an accidental fall. This has
already been explained under the following

:

(a) A diver descending ahead of his air supply, 1. e., de-

scending before the pressure within the dress is equal to the

water pressure without.

(b) Ruptured hose and a leaky safety valve.

(c) Ruptured culf of the dress and the diver raising his arm
as when trying to reach the air regulating exhaust valve.

Squeeze in this case is slight, but enough to interfere with

respiration.

In cases of slight squeeze, the diving dress is fiat and thus in-

creased pressure is exerted on the chest because the air within the

air passages is at a relatively lower pressure than the pressure

without. The diver thus is forced to breathe against this extra

pressure. The lungs only work comfortably when the external

and internal lung pressure is approximately the same. A small

additional external pressure materially increases the labor of

breathing and respiratory embarrassment results in a short

while. Often a diver struggling up his descending line (buoyancy

negative) under these conditions may bleed considerably from
the lungs and nose. Hemorrhage, in this case, is usually due to

the rupture of small lung capiUaries.

The injury is usually serious, and as such demands the imme-
diate assistance of a medical officer. Get the diver to the sur-

face as soon as is deemed safe (see Ch. XIV, The Ascent), re-

move the dress as gently as possible, and keeping the patient in

the recumbent position, place him in the recompression chamber
at once. Raise the pressure slowly until he shows signs of im-

provement or recovers consciousness. He should be given oxygen

to breathe at pressure of 30 pounds or less. As patient will

usually be unconscious and bleeding profusely from nose and

mouth, he should be kept quiet and warm, and given stimulants

together with other palliative treatment as may be necessary.
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Squeeze can cause almost immediate death and extreme cases

have been known where the diver has been molded into the

helmet, so that it was practically impossible to remove it. Be-

cause of the seriousness of this accident, tenders must always

observe the utmost caution to protect the diver from falling.

The life line and air hose should never be permitted to slip

through the hands by the run. If for any reason the diver finds

himself in danger of falling, he should signal for more air, or

open wide his air-eontrol valve, throttle the regulating escape

valve, and notify the surface to “Hold on.” The moment the

danger is over, reregulate the air to prevent “blowing up.”

Note.—^The effects of squeeze are much more serious than

those of “blowing up.” Avoid both, but if it is a matter of two
evils, choose the latter.
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CHAPTER XVIII

DEEPER DIVING BY USE OP OXYGEN-HELIUM
MIXTURES

SECTION I. HISTORY
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The Navy has continually sought new ways and means of

('iiabling divers to descend to deeper depths with safety. As far

back as 1^1, it was suggested that the replacement of nitrogen

in the normal air supplied to divers with a lighter gas might
achieve this objective. In 1925 the Bureau of Ck>nstruction and
Repair began an investigation of mixing helium with oxygen as

a synthetic air supply for divers, since helium is an inert, non-

toxic, aiul nonexplosive gas. By varying the oxygen content of

the mixtures, it was thought that greater depths could be obtained

without oxygen poisoning. It was also thought that, since helium

is more diffusable than nitrogen and less soluble in the body tissues,

its use would reduce the possibility of the diver to contract bends
and permit the employment of shorter decompressions.

Except for periods which had to be devoted to other important

developments, these experiments with oxygen-helium mixtures

have been carried on by the Bureau of Gonstruction and Repair

from 1925 to 1940 and by the Bureau of Ships from 1940 to the

present time at the Experimental Diving Unit, Navy Yard, Wash-
ington, D. C. CJontrary to previous expectations, the use of

oxygen-helium mixtures does not permit material reductions in de-

compression time but does permit deeper diving and the perform-

ance of work at such depths with reasonable safety. Simulated

depths of 500 feet in diving water tanks and 440 feet in the open

sea have been attained by divers using oxygen-helium mixtures

as air supply. Oxygen-helium mixtures were used almost entirely

by the divers in the salvage of the U. S. S. Bqualm which sunk in

about 240 feet of water.

During the years of experimentation with the use of these

oxygen-helium mixtures, a great many tests have been made.
Most of the results have conformed with preconceived theories.

Some have been contrary to certain recognized principles of de-

compression and introduce a field for further investigation. In

general, as a result of this work it can be stated that

:

(o) The breathing of helium when mixed with the proper

amount of oxygen is harmless.

(b) Helium is absorbed and given off more rapidly in solution

in the body tissues, than is nitrogen.

(c) Some tissues will not absorb as large amount of helium as

they will nitrogen. For example fat tissue will contain about

seven times more nitrogen than lean muscle tissue but only about

three times more helium.

200
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(d) As helium is absorbed more rapidly than nitrogen, some

tissues may take up more helium during a given exposure to

pressure. Helium will also leave the tissues faster. Both phases

promote the formation of bubbles which can cause bends. While

the ratio of the pressure of the gas within the diver’s body to the

external pressure can be 2.0 or 2.25 to 1 safely with nitrogen, this

ratio is about 1.7 to 1 with helium. Therefore, this lower safe

ratio of pressures with helium requires the first decompression

stop to be deeper than with nitrogen. Accordingly it is desired

to emphasize that a diver can contract bends when using oxygen-

helium mixtures as readily as with normal air and that decom-

pression in accordance with the tables herein is essential.

(e) Oxygen and helium must be mixed in proper proportions

to suit the depth of the particular dive Involved. The oxygen

and helium should be obtained In separate cylinders and mixed
on board as required. Oxygen concentration must be kept within

the safe limits of about 2% atmospheres absolute pressure of

pure oxygen. During decompression, the diver can be shifted to

pure oxygen at 60 feet to hasten helium elimination from his body.

(/) Apparently divers are more mentally alert when breathing

oxygen-helium mixtures under pressure than when breathing

normal air. The sense of depth commonly experienced when
breathing the latter is much reduced. Also they work consider-

ably harder and for longer periods, although this latter condition

may be due to some extent to the better ventilation of the helmet

with its resultant improved oxygen supply and decrease of carbon

dioxide.

(g) The advantages of using oxygen-helium mixtures in lieu

of normal air are applicable mainly to diving in depths in excess

of 160 feet For the shallower depths, the time saved in decom-

pression and improved physiological reactions are not com-

mensurate with the elaborate special equipment which has to be

provided. Consequently, this equipment is furnished only to

submarine rescue vessels and to such submarine tenders that have
facilities for carrying out deep submarine rescue and salvage

operations.

(/i) Helium conducts heat much more rapidly than air. When
diving with oxygen-helium mixtures, the heat is transferred from
the diver’s body so rapidly that special provisions must be made
to keep him from becoming chilled. Specially designed electrically

heated underwear developed for this purpose contributes to his

comfort when worn in water of less than 60° F.

(<) When using oxygen-helium mixtures for diving, it is neces-

sary that an adequate recirculating system be provided in order to

recover and conserve the helium. An efficient purifier for remov-

ing the COs ordinarily generated in the helmet is essential as a
part of this system. In the Navy’s work this is accomplished by

modification of the conventional helmets.

SECTION II. DECOMPRESSION

The characteristics of decompression with oxygen-helium mix-

tures are different from those of air. With the former a larger

volume of gas is concentrated in the faster saturating parts of the

150024—43 14
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body, and the rapid diffusion of gas from one part of the body to

another on reduction of pressure requires the keeping of the

body at high pressures for a longer time during the primary

period of decompression. Also the normal procedure for decom-

pression after an ozygen-helium dive is to have the diver breathe

pure oxygen beginning at the 60<foot stop. Since pure oxygen
should not be used at depths greater than 00 feet, the decompress

Sion must be made on oxygen-helium mixtures up to that point In

case of necessity, however, the diver can be decompressed on
oxygen-helium mixture throughout, or shifted to compressed air,

subject to separate and distinct procedure for use in these two
cases. In shifting to compressed air, however, it has been found
that the human body cannot stand a direct change from helium

to nitrogen at depths beyond 6 atmospheres’ pressure without dis-

comfort unless the air is supplied gradually at an increase in

volume of about 3 percent per minute. In actual practice gradual

shift from helium to air is accomplished through use of the

recirculation system for 20 minutes of decompression time. The
oxygen-helium decompression tables which follow are accordingly

different from those used for ordinary compressed air diving.

The tables are somewhat complicated but at this time further

simplification has been impracticable due to the many factors

and conditions affecting the decompression.

To prevent initial formation of bubbles in the diver’s body
under different conditions of exposure to helium under pressure,

the proper rate of ascent must be observed up to the first de-

compression stop. The rate of ascent varies with the depth of

the dive and its duration. The approved procedure for decom-
pression with oxygen-helium mixtures is as follows:

(o) Take percentage of oxygen breathed by divers and the

depth. Based on these factors obtain proper rate of ascent from
table I.

(b) Take depth of dive and percentage of oxygen used by diver.

Based on these factors find from table II the partial pressure

of helium in tissues most completely saturated.

(c) Take time of dive from beginning of descent to beginning

of ascent.

(d) With partial pressure obtained from table II and time

of dive find depth and time for decompression stops in table III.

(e) Bring diver to first stop at rate of ascent prescribed in

table I. When diver reaches 60-foot stop, shift him to pore
oxygen and order him to “ventilate” to remove helium from his

hose and dress. This will require about 25 cubic feet of pure
oxygen. After ventilating, order diver to “circulate.” The change

in the sound of the diver’s voice over the telephone due to the

change in the density of the gas he is breathing is an excellent

indication of the effectiveness of the ventilation. Continue the

supply of pure oxygen to the end of the decompression.

becomes necessary to recompress a diver for bends

decomprcMion. after he has inhaled pure oxygen during his decompression, oxygen

should be administered with care. Under such conditions the

diver may exhibit abnormal susceptibility to oxygen poisoning.
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In deciding the oxygen concentration of the oxygen-helium mix>

tore to be u^ for divers, care should be exercised to insure that

the maximum concentration does not exceed 2% atmospheres

(absolute) of pure oxygen at the depths of the dive and that

the minimum in all cases is sufficient to insure enough oxygen

to meet the diver’s requirements under all conditions of descent,

work on the bottom, and ascent. A minimum of 15 percent has

been the practice in training.

Table I .—Bate of ascent in feet per minute

Depth

Oxygen percent

10 16 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

60
100
160
200
260
300
360
400
460
600
660
600

10
10
10
10
20
20
30
30
40
40
60
60

10
20
30
40
60
60
76
76
76
75
76
76

20
30
40
60
75
75

20
40
50
76

30
50
75

30
75

40 50 75

.... c, fe<it pelr milLute ....

Non.—76 feet per minute is the maximum practical rate.

Maximum and
minimum con-
centrations
of oxygen.
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Table II.

—

Heliumroxygen—tahle of partial pressures—40 to 600
feet
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1. Obtain partial pressure from table II.

2. Time of dive is from time diver starts down until beginning
of ascent

3. When diver reaches 60-foot stop, or 50-foot stop when first

stop is at 50 feet, shift to pure oxygen and have diver “ventilate”
with 25 cubic feet of pure oxygen to remove helium from dress
and hose. Finish decompression with diver breathing pure oxygen.

Table III .—Decompression tables

Partial
pressure
(feet)

Time of
dive in
minutes

Stops,
60
feet

Time
to

first

stop

Total
time

Partial
pressure

(feet)

Time of
dive in

minutes

Stops,
60
feet

Time
to

first

stop

Total
time

10 0 2 2 10 6 2 8
20 0 2 2 20 21 2 23
30 0 2 2 30 32 2 34

60
40 0 . 2 2 40 41 2 43
60 4 1 5 60 57 2 59
80 7 1 8

110
80 69 2 71

100 10 1 11 100 76 2 78
120 12 1 13 120 81 2 83
10 0 2 2 140 84 2 86
20 5 1 6 160 85 2 87
30 8 1 9 180 86 2 88
40 10 1 11 200 87 2 89

7b
GO 15 1 16 ( 10 8 2 10
80 21 1 22 20 27 2 “29

100 26 1 27 30 38 2 40
120 29 1 30 40 48 2 50
140 31 1 32 60 65 2 67
160 32 • 1 33 190 80 78 2 80

' 10 4 1 5 100 86 2 88
20 0 1 10 120 91 2 93
30 14 1 15 140 94 2 96
40 18 1 19 160 95 2 97

fin 60 26 1 27 180 97 2 99
80 34 1 35 200 98 2 100
100 42 1 43 10 9 2 11
120 46 1 47 20 31 2 33
140 48 1 49 30 44 2 46
160 49 1 50 40 56 2 58
10 5 2 7 60 75 2 77
20 13 2 15 80 88 2 90
30 19 2 21 i 130 100 95 2 97
40 25 2 27 120 100 2 102
60 36 2 38 140 103 2 105

00 80 46 2 48 160 105 2 107
100 55 2 57 180 106 2 108
120 50 2 61 200 107 2 109
140 61 2 63 220 108 2 110
160 62 2 64 10 10 2 12
180 63 2 65 20 34 2 36
10 6 2 8 30 50 2 52
20 17 2 19 40 63 2 65
30 26 2 28 60 83 2 85
40 33 2 35 80 96 2 98
60 46 2 48 140 100 104 2 106

inn 80 57 2 59 120 109 2 111
100 65 2 67 140 111 2 113
120 70 2 72 160 113 2 115
140

1

73 2 75 180 115 2 117
160

!
74 2 76 200 116 2 118

180

;

75 2 77 220 117 2 119
200 76 2 78
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Table III.—Decompression tables—Continued

Partial
pres*
sore,

tf«t)

Time
of dive

Stops (minutes) Time
to

first

stop

Total
time

100 feet 90 feet 80 feet 70 feet 00 feet 50 feet

10 7 10 21 4 42
20 7 10 49 4 70
30 7 10 70 4 91
40 7 0 10 87 4 108
00 7 6 10 103 4 129
80 7 9 10 116 4 146
100 7 13 11 117 4 162

190 IM 7 17 13 117 4 168
140 9 19 14 117 4 1^
100 11 20 16 117 4 167
180 13 21 15 117 4 170
200 14 22 15 117 4 172
220 16 23 15 117 4 174

240 10 23 15 117 4 175
10 7 10 24 4 46
20 7 0 10 66 4 76
30 7 0 10 74 4 95
40 7 4 10 91 4 116
00 7 9 10 109 4 139
80 7 3 13 12 115 4 164
100 7 0 10 14 117 4 164
120 7 8 20 16 117 4 171
140 7 11 21 16 117 4 175
100 7 15 23 16 117 4 181
180 7 17 23 16 117 4 183
200 7 18 23 16 117 4 184
220 7 20 23 15 117 4 186
240 8 20 23 16 117 4 187
10 7 0 10 27 4 48
20 7 0 10 67 4 78
30 7 0 3 10 79 4 103
40 7 0 7 10 94 4 122
00 7 4 10 10 no 4 146
80 7 8 14 12 117 4 162

2lfl 100 7 12 17 14 117 4 171

120 8 16 21 15 117 4 180
140 10 17 21 16 117 4 184
100 12 17 22 16 117 4 187
180 14 18 22 16 117 4 190
200 10 18 23 16 117 4 192
220 17 19 23 15 117 4 194
240 18 20 23 16 117 4 196

' 10 7 0 10 29 4 60
20 7 0 1 10 62 4 84
30 7 0 0 10 84 4 111
40 7 3 9 10 96 4 131
00 7 0 9 11 11 113 4 166
80 7 3 11 16 13 117 4 170

oon 100 7
1

0 14 17 16 117 4 180mV. mmmm
120 7 8 18 23 16 117 4 192
140 7 11 18 23 16 117 4 196
100 7 14 19 23 16 117 199
180 7 16 20 23 15 117 201
200 7 10 20 23 15 117 4 202
220 8 17 20 23 15 117 4 204
240 9 19 20 23 16 117 4 207
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Table IIL—Decompression tables—Continued

Partial
pressure
(feet)

Time of
dive

Stops (minutes)
Time to
6vft
stop120

feet

no
feet

100
feet

90
feet

80
feet

70
feet

60
feet

80
feet

10 7 0 10 31 4 IB
20 7 0 3 10 66 4 90
30 7 2 4 10 87 4 116
40 7 0 6 9 10 103 4 ISB
60 7 4 9 12 11 114 4 161

80 7 8 12 17 u 117 4 183

230
100 7 12 15 20 16 117 4 IM
120 8 14 19 23 15 117 4 2M
140 10 16 20 23 15 117 4 W
160 7 6 18 20 23 16 117 4 214
180 7 7 19 20 23 15 117 4 2U
200 7 9 19 20 23 ISj U7 4 218
220 7 11 19 20 23 15 117 4 W

. 240 7 13 19 20 23 15 117 4 IBS
' 10 7 0 0 10 35 4 16

20 7 0 1 4 10 71 4 97
30 7 0 5 7 10 90 4 IS8
40 7 0 3 7 9 10 103 4 141
60 7 0 8 10 14 11 116^ 4 169
80 7 3 10 14 18 14 117 4 187
100 7 6 12 17 23 15 117 4 sn

InKj
120 7 7 16 19 23 15 117 4 208
140 7 11 16 20 23 15 117 4 111
160 7 13 19 20 23 15 117 4 111
180 8 15 19 20 23 15 117 4 221
200 8 19 20 23 15 117 4 9
220 0 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 m
240 11 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 -2M

' 10 7 0 0 1 10 SB 4 60
20 7 0 1 6 10 73 4 I6t
30 7 0 4 6 6 10 95 4 182
40 7 0 5 8 9 10 106 4 MO
60 7 4 8 11 14 12 117 4 m
80 7 7 11 16 18 16 117 4 195

250
100 7 10 14 19 23 15 117 4 889
120 7 3 12 17 19 23 15 117 4 217
140 7 4 15 18 19 23 15 117 4 m
160 7 7 16 19 19 23 15 117 4 267
180 7 9 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 m
200 7 11 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 m
220 7 12 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 M
240 7 13 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 m

' 10 7 0 0 2 10 41 4 41
20 7 0 0 3 7 10 77 4
30 7 0 4 6 8 10 97 4 Si
40 7 2 5 9 9 10 109 4 166
60 7 0 7 9 12 16 13 116 4 IBI
80 7 3 9 13 15 21 15 117 4 m

260
100 7 6 11 14 19 23 15 117 4 216
120 7 8 13 19 20 23 15 117 4 2M
140 7 11 15 19 20 23 15 117 4 in
160 8 13 17 19 20 23 15 117 4
180 9 14 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 99
200 10 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 ill
220 11 16

1

17 19 20 23 15 117 4 M
240 13 16 1 17 19 20 23 15 117 4 214
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Table III .—Decompression tables—Continued

Take 1 extra minute from first stop to next stop.
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Table III .—Decompression tables—Continued

1
Stops (minutes)

-

c.
0
to
-4.»

0.0
V e

ca §
o *» <*i» 0

s «
q i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 $

<D •3

1 P s s
rH

s s g R 0 s 8 8 0 s s
a
h .

0

~
/uo 7 0 0 0 2 3 3 4 10 67 5 102
130 7 0 0 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 99 5 156
30 7 0 0 3 5 5 6 8 9 13 10 llo 5 186
40 7 0 2 4 6 7 8 10 13 16 14 117 5 209
60 7 0 3 5 6 9 10 13 16 18 19 15 117 5 243
80 7 0 7 7 8 11 13 15 19 20 23 15 117 5 267

350.
100 7 2 8 8 12 13 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 282
120 7 4 9 11 13 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 291
140 7 6 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 298
160 7 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 301
180 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 303
200 8 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 305
220 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 307
240 11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 308
fuo 7 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 5 10 69 5 106
120 7 0 0 0 3 4 5 5 7 9 10 102 5 158
30 7 0 1 4 4 5 7 8 11 13 11 114 5 190
40 7 0 1 3 5 6 7 8 11 14 17 15 117 5 216
60 7 0 5 5 8 8 11 12 16 19 23 15 117 5 251
80 7 2 7 7 10 11 13 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 273

aoQ.. 100 7 0 6 8 9 11 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 288
120 7 1 7 9 12 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 297
140 7 3 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 304
100 7 4 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 307
180 7 5 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 309
200 7 7 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 311
220 7 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 313
V240 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 314
1 10 .... 7 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 7I 10 69 5 106
120

‘7 0 0 1 3 4 5 5 8 10 10 104 5 162
30 7 0 0 3 3 5 6 7| 8 11 12 14 117 5 198
40 7 0 2 4 5 7 7 9 10 14 19 15 117 5 221
00 7 2 51 6 7 9 11 14 16 19 23 15 117 5 256
80

”7
0 6 8 11 12 14 16 19 20 23 15 117 5 279

370.. 100 7 2 7 3 11 13 13 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 293
120 7 4 8 lOj 12 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 302
140 7 0 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 309
100 7 0 9! 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 312
180 7 2 91 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 315
200 7 3 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 317
220 7 5 10| 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 319
240 7 7 10 11 12 13 14, 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 321
110 7 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 7 10 72 5 113
>20 "7

0 0 0 2; 4 4 5 5 8 10 10 105 5 166
180

“'7
0 0 1 3 4 4 7 7 8 11 16 11 117 6 202

40 7 0 0 4 4 5 6 8 10 11 14 20 15 117 5 226
00 7 0 4 5 7 8 9 11 13 17 20 23 15 117 5 261

80
”7 0 3 6 7 9 10 12 15 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 285

380.. 100 7 0 6 7 9 10 14 15 16 17 19 20| 23 16 117 5 300
120 7 1 7 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 309
140 7 2 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 315
160 7 4 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1” 19 20 23 1 15 117 5 318
180 7 5 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 Zi 15 117 5 319
200 7 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 Zi 15 117 5 321

220 7 0 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 Zi 15 117 6 323
240 8 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 23 15 117 5 325

1 Take 1 extra minute from first stop to next stop.
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Table III .—Decompression tables—Continued

Partial
pressure
(feet)

Time

of

dive

Stops (minutes)
|

1

1
B

1
Total

UnM

|

210

feet

**

190

feet

180

feet

170

feet JWJ

091
150

feet

140

feet 1
s 120

feet

no

feet

»99J

001

4^

8 80

feet

n
1
8

1
s

(no 7 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 4 7 10 74 5 116
*20 7 0 0 1 2 4 5 5 6 9 9 10 109 5 173
30 7 0 0 2 4 6 6 7 8 10 12 12 12 116 5 306
40 7 0 2 3 5 0 6 8 9 13 14 21 15 117 5 381

60 7 0 2 5 5 8 8 9 11 15 17 20 28 15 117 5 308
80 ... 7 0 5 7 8 9 11 12 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 393

390 100 ... 7 2 7 8 9 11 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 307
120 7 5 8 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 316
140 ... 7 0 7 10 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 332
160 - • - 7 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 32S
180 7 3 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 337
200 7 5 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 829
220 7 7 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 331

V240 7 8 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 6 332
*10 7 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 6 9 10 74 5 131
*20 7 0 0 0 1 4 4 4 5 8 8 10 10 109 5 176
*30 7 0 0 0 4 4 4 5 7 7 10 11 15 13 117 5 309
40 7 0 1 4 5 6 6 6 7 10 11 16 18 15 117 5 234

60 7 0 0 5 5 6 7 8 11 13 14 17 20 23 15 117 5 373
80 7 0 3 6 6 8 10 12 12 15 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 295

400 - 100 7 0 6 7 8 10 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 812
120 7 2 6 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 321

140 7 2 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 324
160 7 3 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 327
180 7 5 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 329
200 7 7 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 331
220 7 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 833
V^O 7 1 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 334
/*10 7 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 3 6 9 10 78 5 126
*20 '7

0 0 0 2 4 4| 4 5 7 9 11 10 no 5 179
30 7 0 0 2 3 4 4 51 7 8 12 15 15 12 117 5 216
40 1 0 2 3 4 ! 6 6 6! 9 11 13 16 20 15 117 5 240
60 *7

0 2 6 5 G 7 10 10 13 15 19 20 23 15 117 5 279
80 7 0 6 8 8 9 12 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 302

410 100 7 3 6 7 8 11 13 14| 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 316
120 7 0

5
7 10 10 12 13 14l 15 16 17 19 20 23

i

117 5 325
140 7 0 7 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 1 15 117 5 330
160 7 2 8 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 ! 15 117 5 334

180 7 3 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 836
200 7 5 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 338
220 7 7 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 23

1

15 117 5 340
l240 7 8 10 10 It 12 13 14 16 16 17 19 20 23 15 117 5 341

> Take 1 extra minute from first stop to next stop.

dccompreaaions emergency it may be that oxygen cannot be used for
for cmeraencica. decompression, owing to failure of oxygen supply, or possibly

to symptoms of oxygen poisoning. Either air or helium-oxygen

mixtures may be used. Emergency tables for using helium-oxygen

mixtures may be calculated for the particular dive being made.
In order to have a table that may be available Immediately, the

decompression provided in regular tables should be given up to

the 60-foot stop, and from that point on, table IV should be used

(using same helium-oxygen mixture that was used on the dive).

Table IV

60 feet 50 feet 40 feet 30 feet 20 feet 10 feet

23 minutes 26 minutes 30 minutes 35 minutes 42 minutes 55 minutes

In emergencies when it is not possible to use helium-oxygen

mixtures or oxygen during decompression, it may become necessary
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to use air. Decompression for each case can be calculated. How-
ever, since the emergency may occur at any point from the bottom

to the last stop, it is impractical to attempt to cover all of the pos-

sibilities in tables. Therefore, a table (table V) for maximum
saturation is provided and this table may be used for any emer-

gency. When it is possible to do so, the air should be adminis-

tered or furnished through the recirculator for the first twenty

minutes of these tables. Otherwise the diver may experience

uncomfortable symptoms, dizziness, weakness, loss of conscious-

ness, etc., as a result of a sudden shift to air.

The tables are provided for each 50 feet and the table selected

should be one next higher than the actual depth, unless the depth

is at an even 50‘foot figure.

Table V

Depth (feet) up to—

(feet)
100
feet

160
feet

200
feet

260
feet

300
feet

360
feet

400
feet

460
feet

500
feet

230 0
220 0
210 6 10
20D..... 10 10
100 3 11 11

100 ' 11 11 11

130 12 12 12
too 9 12 12 12
100. 13 13 13 13
140 4 13 14 14 14
100 14 15 15 15 15
120 16 16 16 16 16
110 13 16 17 17 17 17
IflO 18 18 18 18 18 18
00 7 10 19 20 20 20 20
80 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
70 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
00 22 26 26 26 27 27 27 27
30 30 30 30 80 30 30 30 30
40 14 36 36 36 36 36 36 35 35
ID 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
30. 62 62 52 62 62 52 62 62 52
10. 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68

SURFACE DE(X)MPRESSION

Many occasions may arise where it is desirable or necessary to

bring the diver aboard as quickly as possible. WThen a diver is

removed from the water before his decompression has been com-

pleted (except after blowing up) the following procedure should be

followed

:

1. (a) Decompress diver in the water in accordance with the

regular helium-oxygen tables until the diver has reached the

50-foot stop. (The diver is shifted to oxygen at 60 feet and re-

mains there for the time called for in the regular tables.)

(b) Keep the diver (on oxygen) at 50 feet for the same time

that he spent at 60 feet.

(c) Upon completion^ of his stop at 50 feet, bring the diver to

the surface (at the rate of 50 feet per minute), remove helmet,

belt and shoes, and then place him in the recompression chamber
as quickly as possible.
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Decompression
procedure foi-

lowinff •‘blow
ap“ by diver
usinr helium
ozysen.

((i) Recompress diver in the recompression chamber to 50 feet.

If the diver can clear his ears, he should start breathing oxygen

on his way down; otherwise as soon as he reaches 50 feet he

should start breathing oxygen. The tender should assist diver

to remove the diving suit and underwear while pressure is being

applied. The total elapsed time, from 50 feet in the water until

the diver is at 50 feet in the chamber breathing oxygen, should

not exceed 3 to 4 minutes.

(e) Keep the diver at 50 feet (on oxygen) in the recompres-

sion chamber for the time required for the 50-foot stop as given

in the normal helium oxygen decompression tables.

(f) When bringing the diver out of the recompression chamber,

reduce the pressure at the rate of 10 feet per minute (that is, take

3 minutes to bring him to the surface from 50 feet).

2.

(a) In case the first stop in the table used is 50 feet, bring the

diver to 50 feet and shift him to oxygen.

(h) After he has been breathing oxygen for 10 minutes at 50

feet, bring him to surface and carry out the same procedure for

recompression as described in paragraphs 1 (c), (d), (e), and (/)

above.

Recompression chamber should be equipped with oxygen supply

system, and oxygen masks provided for use in the chambers.

Decompression in this manner has been successful for exposures

of 1 hour at 250 feet, 20 minutes at 300 feet, and 10 minutes at

350 and 440 feet.

1. Bring diver aboard and remove helmet, belt, and shoes as
quickly as possible and place in recompression chamber.

2. Recompress to point of relief of symptom (or recovery), plus

15 pounds. If no symptoms have developed, recompression to 75
pounds.

3. Maintain maximum pressure a minimum of 30 minutes after

symptoms have been relieved. If no symptoms have developed
maintain pressure of 75 pounds for 30 minutes.

4. Decompress according to Table V, selecting the next higher
table than the actual depth (pressure) used in preceding para-

graph, unless the depth (pressure) is at an even 50-foot figure as

tabulated in Table V. For example, if pressure (depth) used is

175 feet, use the 200-fpot table.

5. Complete the decompression from the 60-foot level (stop) by
breathing pure oxygen for 90 minutes as follows

:

(a) At 60 feet for time as indicated in air treatment table. (22

minutes if 150-foot table used.)

(h) At 50 feet for 68 minutes.

(c) Prom 50 feet to surface in 15 minutes with oxygen mask
in place.

6. Surface slowly after 90 minutes oxygen breathing period,

maintaining the oxygen mask until surface is reached.

Source of
helium.

SECTION III, MIXING OXYGEN AND HELIUM
a

Helium for diving purposes is obtained from the Naval Air
Station Lakeliurst, Lakehurst, N. J., and stocked at the submarine
bases at New London, C!oco Solo, San Diego, and Pearl Harbor.
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Impurities in helium are detrimental to proper decompression.

Bequisitions should bear a notation that gas must be at least 97.5

percent pure, the impurities, if any, to be nitrogen and that

both gas and flask are to be free of oil or oil vapor as the gas

is to be mixed with oxygen.

Oxygen is obtainable from stocks at the submarine bases at

New London Conn., Coco Solo, O. Z., San Diego, Calif., and Pearl

Harbor, T. H. Requisitions should bear a notation that the gas

must be at least 99.44 percent pure, the impurities, if any, to be

nitrogen and water vapor.

HeUum flttings are made up with a left-hand thread and special

fittings are utilized when using the cylinders. Because of the

high pressure in the flasks when received it is desirable to “bleed”

fully charged flask into empty ones before mixing the oxygen.

Connect an empty helium flask to a full one (about 1,800 pounds

per square inch) with the T-fltting provided with two left-hand

threaded nuts. Open the stop valve on the full flask and read

the pressure on the gage on the T-fltting. Open the valve on

empty flask and allow the pressure to equalize. The gage read-

ing should then be half its original value.

In order to add oxygen to the helium a fully charged oxygen

flask is **bled” into the helium flask containing helium at the re-

duced pressure mentioned above. This requires a T-fltting pro-

vided at one end with a right-hand threaded nut and at tlie other

with a left-hand threaded nut.

Using the T-fltting, connect a split helium flask (about 900

pounds per square inch) to a full oxygen flask (about 1,800 pounds

per square inch). Open the stop valve on the helium flask, read

the pressure on the gage on the T-connection, then close the

valve again. Open the stop valve on the oxygen flask and read

the gage.

Compute the pressures which each flask will contain when
enough oxygen has flowed into the helium flask to give the desired

percentage as follows

:

Divide helium pressure in flask by percentage of helium desired

in mixture. This will be pressure corresponding to 1 percent of

pressure of the mixture. To And pressure in helium flask after

mixing, multiply by 100. To obtain drop in pressure in oxygen
flask, multiply by percentage of oxygen desired.

Example :

Helium flask pressure 800 pounds per square inch.

Oxygen flask pressure 1,400 pounds per square inch, 20 per-

cent oxygen, 80 percent helium mixture desired.

800
Pressure of 1% mlxture=-3;^=10 lbs./sq. in.

oU

Pressure of mixture in helium flask=100X 10=1,000 pounds
per square inch.

Pressure drop in oxygen flask=20X 10=200 pounds per square
inch.

Blxperience has shown that if the oxygen is allowed to enter

the helium flask rapidly, more accurate results are obtained.

The helium flask will heat up and the oxygen flask will become
cold due to their respective pressure changes (Charles* Law).

QuAlity.

Splittiu
hcUnm llmtiu.

Mixing helinm
and oxygen.
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If the flow between the two flasks is stopped under these con-

ditions and the temperatures of the two flasks allowed to equalize

again, the pressure in the oxygen flask will have increased slightly

and that in the helium flask will have dropped (Charles’ Law
also). No way of controlling the temperature of the gases dur-

ing mixing has been devised, so this temperature effect must be

compensated for by running over a slight excess oxygen pressure,

or by adjusting the pressures two or three times at intervals after

the flasks have been allowed to return to approximately the same

temperature. The technique depends entirely on Judgment de-

veloped by experience.

Plate 90.—Electrically heated underwear for diving

with ozy-helium mixtures.
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After tbe gases are mixed, they must be allowed to set for 2 or

3 days to permit the oxygen and helium to diffuse through each

other. Before using the mixture, draw a sample from each flask

and determine the oxygen percentage by chemical analysis.

Mark each flask with chalk to show gas it contains. Serial num*

bers of all flasks and the analysis of the contents of each should

be recorded on a form for that purpose.

Each flask of oxy-helium mixture must be checked accurately

for oxygen percentage before being used. The carbon dioxide

percentage is determined at the same time and is of importance

to the diver. Samples of the gas are collected in the sampling

bottles, tlie carbon dioxide measured by absorbing it in the appa-

ratus, then the oxygen percentage determined in the same way.

The remaining gas is assumed to be helium with not more than 3

to 4 percent nitrogen, provided the helium and oxygen mixed

were of required purity (97.5% and 99% respectively).

Samples of air and exhaled breath may be analyzed for practice.

Flasks of oxy-helium mixture used for diving should have an

oxygen content within 2 percent of the percentage desired and
have not more than 0.03 percent carbon dioxide. Flasks are

placed in the manifold so that the average of the flasks in each

bank is as close as possible to the oxygen percentage to be used.

Helium flows through orifices faster than oxygen and will pene-

trate openings through which oxygen cannot pass. When the

gases are mixed and are not used for some time, the proportions

may change due to loss of helium. For this reason gas analysis

.*»hould be made Just before the mixture is to be used.

The Bteldane-Henderson apparatus shown on plate 91 is very

accurate and will give percentages of oxygen and carbon dioxide

to within 0.01 percent in the laboratory with an experienced tech-

nician. The gas burette is caiibrated to 0.001 cc. and the cost of

a burette alone is equal to more than one-third of the value of

the entire outfit.

For good results the apparatus should be mounted. The equip-

ment is shipi>ed disassembled. It should be mounted on the

wooden stand as Illustrated on plate 91 thus avoiding strains on

glass tubing. The stand should be attached permanently to a
table. The fluorescent lamp is mounted behind the panel of the

stand to provide illumination through the ground glass windows
in the panel. Vibration, motion of the equipment, poor lighting,

temperature variations, and other inaccuracies will introduce

errors in reading the scales. Attempts have not been made to use

the apparatus on board ship, so the probable limits of error

under such conditions are not known but they may be large.

The stirring tube may be connected to a source of compressed

air Instead of to the rubber bulb.

All Joints should be made up glass-to-glass using sulphur-free

rubber tubing. Lubricate and seal stopcocks with a minimum
amount of Lubriseal. Stopcocks must be kept clean.

The carbon dioxide absorbent is potassium hydroxide (KOH),
10 percent. It must be entirely clear and free of precipitate.

The oxygen absorbent is potassium pyrogallol. It is prepared

as follows:

Hftldane-
Hcndenon sat
analyses
apparatus.

Assembling
apparatus.

Reagents.

150924—43 16
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Add 200 cc. of water to 300 grams of potassium hydroxide sticks

(not purified by alcohol). Place solution in a bottle with a
greased stopper. To each 100 cc. of the solution add 15 grams
of pyrogallic acid (Merck).

Both reagents must he kept from contact with the air to pre>

vent their absorbing carbon dioxide and oxygen thus losing their

strength. Both are very caustic. The potassium pyrogallol

should be kept in a bottle with a greased stopper.

Preparation Fill water Jacket with water to just above enlarged portions
for nee.

thermobarometer tube and attach rubber tube full of mer-
cury and clamps for leveling. This can be done by attaching

mercury leveling bulb to thermobarometer, running mercury
up the tube and drawing water required through the thermo-
barometer outlet to the KOH reservoir by lowering the mercury
level. Then put clamps on the rubber tubing leading to the leveling

bulb and cut tubing.

GAS SAMPLE-COLLECTING
APPARATUS

I.GAS BURETTE.

2.4-WAY STOP COCK.

3 CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORBING
CHAMBER AND KOH RESOMXR.

4 OXYGEN ABSORBING TUBES ANO
PYROGALLXH. RESERVOIR.

5. WATER JACKET

6 . THERMOBAROMETER.

7. STIRRER.

S.LEVEUNG BULB FOR GAS BURETTE
9 STOP COCK FOR KOH.

lO.TUBE ANO CLAMPS FOR LfiVEUNG
thermobarometer.

M LEVELING BULB FOR GAS
collecting TUBE.

12 GAS COLLECTING TUBE.

Plate 91.—Ilaldane-Hendersou gas analysis apparatus.
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Set four-way cock to connect burette to carbon dioxide absorp-

tion chamber. Run mercury to near top of burette by elevating

leveling bulb. Pour KOH solution into its reservoir. Draw
solution up into the carbon dioxide absorbing chamber by lowering

mercury level in burette.

Shift four-way cock to connect burette to oxygen absorbing

chamber. Again run mercury to near top of burette. Pour potas-

sium pyrogallol solution into its reservoir and draw it up Into

the oxygen absorbing chamber by lowering mercury in burette.

Pour some liquid petrolatum into pyrogallol reservoir to protect

the solution from the air.

Adjust level of KOH in the thermobarometer connection to

the KOH reservoir to one of the marks on this glass tube by

means of the leveling tube and clamp on the bottom of the thermo-

barometer. Next, adjust the level of the liquid in the glass tube

to the carbon dioxide absorbing chamber to one of the marks on

this tube by changing the mercury level in the burette. It may
be necessary to repeat these operations if the liquid in the thermo-

barometer connection moves appreciably off its mark.

All carbon dioxide and oxygen must be removed from the ap-

paratus, leaving only inert gas in it. This is done by analyzing

at least two samples of atmospheric air, which also checks the

accuracy of the set-up. The clearing process and the check

analysis must be repeated whenever the apparatus stands un-

used for any length of time.

Gas samples must be sealed with mercury. They are taken

with the gas sampling tubes shown on plate 91.

Open sample tube stopcock and fill tube and cock with mercury

from the leveling bulb, then close cock. Gas must be allowed

to escape from a high-pressure container through a regulator,

or a needle valve, to reduce the pressure. Permit gas to fiow

through regulator and connecting tube to gas sample tube

for a minute to expel air. Open the stopcock, rinsing the sample
tube by running mercury up and dowm, then trap a sample by
closing stopcock.

At least two complete analyses should be run on each sample
to insure that results are correct.

Connect gas sample bottle to apparatus. Open four-way cock to

sample connection. Elevate burette leveling bulb to run mercury
to sample bottle stopcock, expelling previous sample, then open

sample bottle stopcock. Run mercury up and down in burette

two or three times to rinse, then draw in sample by running it

down to Just above the 10 cc. mark, allowing for pressure of

sample. Shift cock clockwise to connect burette to carbon dioxide

absorbing chamber and make first reading of burette quickly.

Run mercury in burette up and down with leveling bulb a few
times to absorb the carbon dioxide. Return level of KOH in

absorbing chamber tube to its previous mark by adjusting height

of mercury in burette. Read burette again. The carbon dioxide

content in percent of volume is

:

Difference between burette reading

First burette reading.

Sealinff of
lamplei.

Analrsis of
ample.
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Turn four-way cock clockwise to connect burette to oxygen

absorption chamber. Bun level of pyrogallol up and down in

chamber a few times to absorb oxygen. Return pyrogallol level

to original mark on absorption chamber tube, then shift four-

way cock counterclockwise to connect burette to carbon dioxide

absorption chamber again.

The gas sample Is washed in the KOH solution again, then in

the pyrogallol. Adjust the level of the liquid each time in the

absorbing chamber used before shifting the stopcock.

At the conclusion of the second washing with pyrogallol, shift

back to the carbon dioxide absorbing chamber, adjust level of

KOH solution, and read burette. Repeat washings until burette

scale reading remains constant within 0.04. This is the third

burette reading.

The oxygen content of the sample in percent of volume is

:

Difference between second and third readings ^
First reading.

Precmutioni Keep the fluorescent lamp turned off except while actually tak-

aftci^pen
reading. The heat from the lamp will cause temperature

changes and errors.

By careful manipulation and practice, bubbles of gas and drops

of liquid can be kept out of the apparatus.

If either of the solutions are run over into the burette, they must
be drained out and the burette washed out with a 1 percent solu-

tion of sulphuric acid.

The length of time required to complete the absorption processes

is a measure of the strength of the reagents.

When potassium pyrogallol becomes old and thick, it may clog

the small tubes in the oxygen absorption chamber, causing errors

due to bubbles and slowing the reaction.

When a test on a sample is finished, leave the levels of the liquids

in the connecting tubes at their reference marks to save time. The
level of KOH in the thermobarometer connection to the KOH reser-

voir should not vary more than a perceptible extent during a test

Once a sample has been taken into the apparatus the blue end
of the four-way stopcock handle must not be moved through the

upper half of its arc until the analysis is finished.

Bubble air through water jacket with stirrer every 3 to 5 minutes
to keep it at same temperature throughout. Do not agitate water
enough to make it splash on burette and thermobarometer tubes.

Keep the apparatus and the mercury clean to prevent introduc-

tion of errors.

When apparatus is to be left unattended for a time, open stop-

cock on thermobarometer connection to KOH reservoir to avoid
having liquids run over.

Consult standard reference works and text books on analytical

chemistry for details of technique.

SECTION IV. DIVING OUTFIT FOR USING
OXYGEN-HELIUM AS DIVING AIR

LIST AND DESCRIPTION

The use of oxygen-helium mixtures as an air supply for divers
requires special equipment. The following special equipment is
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issued to submarine rescue Teasels in addition to their resular

diving outfits.

Item

'EUhaattz Complete with breastplate, canister, aspirator, 3-foot

Ittigth of standard diver’s air hose, control v^ve with adapter
and Hoke valve, and recirculator supply hose.

Maniftdd: Complete
Qaa-mlzlng outdt!

Tee for splitting gas flasks, H’inch high-pressure, equipped
with 0-3,000-pound gage and 2 left-hand nuts to fit helium

Tee lor mixing gas, H-inch high-pressure, equipped with
0-4,000-pound gage, left-hand nut to fit helium flask, and
rij^t-himd nut to fit oxygen flask.

ElaetiicaUy heated underwear:
large sixe

Small size

Panel, complete with swlt^es, ammeter, ammeter shunt, and
Toltmeter.

Storage batteries, 6 volt. 200 A. H
Hellom, aoo-cubio-foot flasks

Oxygen, 200-cublc-foot flasks

Spare pvts for helmet:
Injector
Hoke valves
Discharge nozzle (Venturi) ,

Spare parts for manifold: Pet cocks
Globe valve, H'inch, high-pressurt*, 3,000 pounds
Globe valve, H-inch, high-pressure, 300 pounds
Valve, relief, 1-lnch

Oaa analyaia outfit:

Haldane-Hendersons
. Potassium hydroxide, 1-pound bottles

Pyrogallic add, purified, 1-pound bottle
Mercury, in 10-pound bottles
Leveling bulbs, 2H-inch .

Rubber tubing, M « x M 6-inch
Rubber tubing, H x H-inch - .

.

Lubriseal (stopcock grease) —
Mineral oil, 1-pint bottles - .

.

Support lift ring, medium
Support lift ring, large . -

Ring supports..
Gas ooDecting tubes
Clamp holders, 54-inch
Clamps, Bunsen . _

Micrometric control valves, for blwding sample from helium
flask.

SheD-Natron, in approximately 25i-pouml containers, 12 con-

tainers to box.
Cable for heating electric underwear in 600-foot lengths, with
nude fittings.

Report on the use of helium-oxygen mixtuit‘s for diving
Flans showing arrangement and hook-up of helium oxygen gear

as used in diving.

Number Unit

3 No.

1 No.

1 No.

1 No.

2 No.
2 No.
2 No.

6 No.
100 No.
20 No.

3 No.
6 No.
3 No.
5 No.
4 No.
2 No.
1 No.

2 No.
6 No.
1 No.
5 No.
6 No.

60 Feet.
10 Feet.
10 Tube.
1 Pt.
4 No.
2 No.
6 No.
6 No.
6 No. ^
6 No.
2 No.

450 Pounds.

3 Length.

6 No.
25 No.

The ship's recompression chamber should be equipped to supply

oxy-helium mixtures to divers undergoing surface decompression.

Ten face masks are supplied each vessel for this purpose.

In addition to the above, submarine rescue vessels should pro-

vide and maintain satisfactory forms for recording oxygen-

helium mixtures and results of dives made with same. The fol-

lowing are samples

:

Oxj/-h€lium mixtures

Bank No. 1 Bank No. 2 Bank No. 3 Bank No. 4

Flask No. Percent
Oi Flask No. Percent

Oi Flask No.
Percent
Oi Flask No.

Percent
Oi

See record of dive, p. 226.
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Dlrer’i helmet
for ox7fen-
heliom
mixtorea.

Electric cable
for heated
underwear.

Lifeline and
telephone cable.

Exhaust vaWe.

Safety lock.

Spit cock.

Standard Navy diving helmets have been converted for diving

with oxy-heilum mixtures. The principal changes involved the

installation of a means of conserving the oxy-helium mixture by
absorbing the carbon dioxide in the helmet and so reducing the

amount of ventilation required. The oxy-helium helmet weighs

about 75 pounds as against 55 pounds for a standard helmet.

While a minimum air supply of 1.5 cubic feet per minute at the

pressure of the dive is necessary for helmet ventilation in moderate

depths of water, divers generally find it more comfortable to use

two or three times this amount of air while working in order

to reduce fatigue from carbon dioxide. At deep depths, the

effect of carbon dioxide is so marked that it becomes Important

to have a minimum amount of this gas present in the helmet.

The oxy-helium mixture enters the helmet through an aspirator

nozzle. The action of the aspirator Jet draws the carbon dioxide

laden atmosphere from the helmet, forces it through a chemical

absorbent, and returns it to the helmet with the carbon-dioxide

removed. In this way, normal expenditure of the oxy-helium

mixture is reduced to about 1 cubic foot per minute at the pressure

of the dive.

The interior of the helmet is not changed except to provide

openings for the added external fittings. The exterior of the

helmet is shown on plates 92, 93, 94, and 95, with the various

fittings identified by letters. A description of the fittings follows

:

This cable, part (A) plate 92, carries the current supply for

the electrically heated underwear. It is standard twin conductor

rubber-covered No. 12 portable wire, supplied in 500-foot lengtlis.

It is provided with the old Navy standard battery type telephone

cable fittings and is attached to the middle gooseneck. This

cable is stopped to the combination lifeline and telephone cable.

The combination lifeline and telephone cable, part (B) plate 95,

is a regular 4-conductor cable such as is used with batteryless

telephones. It is provided with the usual batteryless diving tele-

phone fittings and is attached to the gooseneck on the left side

of the helmet. The cable is crossed over the air hose, led under

the diver's right arm, and stopped to the right side of the breast-

plate.

The exhaust valve, part (C) plate 92 is the standard air-regu-

lating escape valve of the “non-blow-up” type. The exhaust

pipe or channel part (D) is led over the top of the helmet to the

rear to clear the canister. During the dive it is normally kept

closed, the diver using the chin valve as necessary to regulate his

buoyancy. When ordered to “ventilate,” the diver holds the

chin valve open. If it is necessary to “go on open circuit”, the

exhaust valve is used in the ordinary way and is opened as

necessary to regulate ventilation.

The helmet safety lock, part (E) plate 92 has been shifted to

the left front of the helmet to clear the carbon dioxide absorbent

canister.

The spit cock, common to the standard helmet, has been removed

to provide space for helmet locking device and to prevent possible

loss of gas from leakage.
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226 DIVING MANUAL

(d) To ventilate the helmet by replacing the gas in the dress

with a fresh quantity of gas. The control valve and the exhaust

valve are opened on the order, “Ventilate” and closed on the order,

“Circulate.”

Air hoM. The air hose, part (I), plate 92, is regular diver’s air hose. It

is attached to the control valve through a hexagonal brass fitting

carrying the Hoke gas needle valve. The control valve and hose
are attached to the breastplate in the usual way. The 3-foot,

9-inch length of hose is led under the diver’s left arm and to the

right gooseneck through an ordinary safety nonreturn valve.

RECORD OP DIVE
Diver - Rate Depth Date
Location Purpose

Ozy-h^um bank used percent. Oxygen

Bank pressure
Difference in

pressure
Cubic feet used

Started down
On iMttom
Off oxy-helium

Total

10 pounds change in bank pressure is 5 cubic foot:

Oxygen: Flask used

Flask pressure
Difference in

pressure
Cubic feet used

Started ventilating
After ventilating
Decompression ended

Total

10 pounds change in flask pressure is 1 cubic foot.

Underwear: Volts Amps Temperature of water

LOO

Started down
On bottom...
Started up. .

.

Speed of ascent (table I) feet per minute
Time of dive minutes
Partial pressure (table III)

Time to first stop minutes
Started ventilating
Finished ventilating

Stop
Depth
(feet)

Reached Left Remarks

First
S^eond
Third . .

Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twfllfth

Total time for decompression
Total time in water
Remarks

Recorder Supervisor
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The aspirator or circulator, as it is called, is a Venturi tube, into

the throat of which a Jet or nozzle is fitted, having an orifice so

proportioned that with 50 pounds per square inch differential

pressure, a volume of gas, which contains sufficient oxygen to re-

place that consumed by the diver, is introduced in the helmet in

any given time. Simultaneously the movement of the gas mixture

through the nozzle draws the atmosphere from the helmet and

forces it through the carbon dioxide absorbent in the canister and

then back to the helmet after purification. Any excess gas that

tends to accumulate escapes through the exhaust valve. By this

means, the helmet is given sufficient ventilation and the amount

cf gas which is required is only about one-fifth of that used in the

old method of ventilation. The aspirator is shown in its assem-

bled form, as part (C), plate 95, and in cross section on plate 97.

The connection to the aspirator, as shown on plate 97, consists

of a %-inch pipe elbow to which the aspirator supply hose con-

nects. This elbow is screwed to an oxygen hose adapter contain-

ing a fine wire gage screen. It is important that this strainer be

kept in good condition to prevent solid matter blown along the

hose from plugging the nozzle. The strainer screws into the high

pressure nozzle fitting with a %-inch pipe thread.

The high-pressure nozzle fitting as shown on plate 97 is

threaded into the aspirator body with a metal to metal Joint,

no packing being used. It can be removed for cleaning with

a %-inch wrench.

The nozzles are machined to extremely accurate dimensions

and finishes. The relative position of the nozzles must also be
exactly as designed. They must be handled very carefully. A
nearly invisible scratch or a tiny bit of foreign matter around
the nozzles will alter the fiow of the gas and will result in in-

adequate ventilation of the helmet. The dimension of the jet

orifice is 0.0225 inch, or No. 74 drill size.

Each time a helmet is used, inspect the strainer and nozzles.

Make sure the high pressure nozzle is clean by running a No.

74 drill through it from the high-pressure side. If the drill is

soldered to the end of a small brass rod about 4 inches long, it

can be inserted into the nozzle easily.

After the helmet is used, the nozzles should be removed and
blown clean and dry before being put away.
The jet produces a low rumbling noise. Any change in this

sound may indicate that the recirculating system has failed.

The discharge nozzle, plate 97, is a Venturi tube. The jet of
gas from the high pressure nozzle rushing through the throat of

the venturi sucks the atmosphere from the helmet and forces it

through the canister. The discharge nozzle is screwed into the
lower side of the aspirator body and projects down into the
canister. It can be removed with a %-inch wrench.

Carbon-dioxide absorbent is a compound known commercially
as SheU-Natron. The particles are moulded to permit easy fiow
of gas through the material. Shell-Natron has a very high
affinity for carbon dioxide. It is extremely caustic and will

produce active burns if it comes in contact with the skin. It is

packed in 2%-pound containers, 12 containers to a box. Shell-

Vcntnri or
recircalotitif
otpirator.

Connection to
Mpirotor.

Hiah-presinre
noxile flttina.

Noules.

Discharse
noule.

Carbon dioxide
absorbent.
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Canister.

Oxjten-
helinm
diyinff manifold.

Oxygen-
helinm
system—
Assembly of.

Flow of
mixture.

Test pressnrcs.

Natron must be kept completely dry and air-tight to prevent

absorption of moisture and carbon dioxide from the air.

The canister, part (A), plates 94 and 95, holds a little over

a carton of Shell-Natron when the baffle is installed, or about

3 pounds of absorbent This quantity probably will continue to

absorb carbon dioxide effectively for about 7 hours. It should

be changed after S hours of use.

The discharge (left) end of the canister is fitted with a
removable screen to prevent the absorbent from entering the

helmet. Shell-Natron which has powdered should not be used

because the caustic dust will be blown into the helmet.

The canister is attached to the helmet with two large nuts

which can be turned with a 3-inch wrench. Leather washers
inside the nuts make the connection watertight. In assembling

the recirculating system it is essential that all connections

be completely tight to avoid loss of gas and to prevent water
from reaching the Shell-Natron.

With the canister removed from the helmet, fill it carefully

with Shell-Natron from both ends. Leave an empty space in the

aspirator end of the canister to accommodate the discharge

nozzle. Shake the absorbent down enough to insure that the

canister is otherwise filled completely. As originally issued,

there were no baffles in the canister so any unfilled pockets would

Iiass the gas over the absorbent instead of through it and the

carbon-dioxide would not be removed. A baffle, plate 96, was
subsequently installed in accordance with Bureau of Ships letter

August 14, 1941, No. ASR/S94 EN28/A2-11. After use, remove
the Shell-Natron from the canister and wash out thoroughly with

fresh water. Any absorbent left in the canister will produce

heavy corrosion.

The manifold shown on plates 98 and 99 is used to control

the supply of gas to the diver and as a storage rack for the

gas fiasks. Oxy-helium mixture is supplied at 50 pounds per
square inch over water pressure during the dive. This is changed
to pure oxygen during the decompression at the 60-foot stop.

In an emergency, compressed air can be supplied to the diver.

These three systems will be explained in detail.

The helium fiasks containing the oxy-helium mixture are ar-

ranged in a steel rack in four banks, a, b, c, and d, plate 99, with
five fiasks to the bank. Only helium fiasks, which have a left-

hand thread, will fit the fiask connections on the manifold. All

fiask stop valves are opened and one bank at a time is used

by opening the stop valve to that bank. Flasks in an exhausted

bank can be replaced with full fiasks without interrupting the

supply to the diver.

The mixture fiows from the bank in use through a strainer to

the Grove pressure regulator. The fiask pressure is reduced by
the regulator to the pressure required by the diver, 50 pounds
per square inch over water pressure. The oxy-helium is supplied

from the Grove regulator, part (P) plate 98, to the diver via a
volume tank, part (T), plate 98.

The test pressure for the high-pressure portion of the system
is 3,000 pounds per square inch and for the low-pressure portion,
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SECTION OF RECIRCULATING SYSTEM
PfjkTB 96.—Helmet oxygen-helium, section of recirculating system.

CONNECTION TO HOSE
FROM HOKE VAkVE
ON CONTROL VALVE-

-SLEEVE SWEATED IN.

)M£SH BRONZE SCREEN.
rREMOVABLE BUSHING.

FROM
INTERIOR

OF HELMET

ELBOW TO TAKE STANDARD
OXYGEN HOSE FITTING.

OXYGEN HOSE FITTING.

EXTRA- STRONG PIPE NIPPLE.

HIGH PRESSURE NOZZLE FITTING.

iSPIRATOR BODY.

N0.60 DRILL SIZE.

N0.74DRILL SIZE,OR 0.0223^

HIGH PRESSURE NOZZLE.

THREAD TO TAKE NUT ON
CANNISTER.

DISCHARGE NOZZLE, VENTURI.

SECTION OF RECIRCULATING DEVICE

PL.A19 B7.—Helmet oxygen-helium, cross section of aspirator and discharge nozzle venturi.
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500 pounds per square inch. Working pressure of low pressure

portion is 300 pounds per square inch.

Two flasks of pure oxygen, parts (I) and (J), plate 99, are

placed in the rack below the oxy-helium volume tank. The stop

valve on each flask is opened wide. The piping from each flask

is equipped with a stop valve, parts (G) and (H), plate 99,

on the control panel which cuts in the flask to an ordinary oxygen

pressure regulator having high and low pressure gages. The
regulator reduces the oxygen flask pressure to the pressure

required by the diver, 60 pounds per square inch over water

pressure, and discharges it to the diver’s hose via the oxygen

volume tank. A valve part (I), plate 98, is provided for by-

passing the oxygen regulator in case it fails.

If the oxy-helium or oxygen system fail, the diver can be

shifted to compressed air. A length of standard diver’s air

hose from a regular diver’s air supply is attached to the air

hose connection, part (V), plate 98, at the control panel. When
the diver is shifted to compressed air, he should continue to

•‘Circulate” for 20 minutes without “Ventilating” before he goes

on “open circuit.” This will prevent his suddenly becoming dizzy

from the anaesthetic etfect of the nitrogen.

The oxygen-helium volume tank, part (K), plate 99, has a

capacity of about 3.75 cubic feet. It is equipped with a relief

valve having a 300-pound spring installed and set to lift at

275 pounds per square inch. Spare springs of 400 and 500 pounds

are supplied. The test pressure of the tank is 1,000 pounds per

square inch.

The oxygen volume tank, part (N), plate 99, is of the same
size as the oxy-helium volume tank and has an identical relief

valve with spare springs.

The connection to diver’s air hose is with a standard 8 fitting

attached to a manifold at the top center of the control panel, as

shown by part (U), plate 98. This manifold has six valves, parts

(M), (N), and (O), plate 98. Two are stops for the oxy-helium

system, two for the oxygen system, and the other two control

the compressed air supply. Between the two stop valves in each

system is a pet cock accidental leakage between systems.

The Grove pressure regulator, part (P), plate 98, automatically

reduces the flask pressure of the oxy-helium mixture to that re-

quired by the diver. It is similar in construction to other

diaphragm-operated regulators except that instead of a spring

against the diaphragm being used to control the discharge pres-

sure a dome over the diaphragm is charged to a suitable pressure.

As installed, the dome pressure is adjusted from the high pressure

side of the line to give the desired discharge pressure by turning

the handle on the dome loader. In case the dome loader does not

operate, the discharge pressure can be regulated by inserting the

proper wrench in a small fitting on the flange of the dome.

The pressure delivered by the regulator must be carefully

adjusted to 60 pounds per square inch over the water pressure

corresponding to the actual depth of the diver. A pressure lower
than this amount will prevent proper functioning of the diver’s

recirculating system. This requires continuous changing of the

CompresMd air
Xftem.

Oxyscn-hcliom
Tolame tank.

Oxrxen Tolume
tank.

Connection to
dWer’i air
hoM.

Grore preasnre
rexnlator.
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dome loader setting while the diver is going down and coming up.

The most likely causes of derangement of the regulator are

failure of diaphragm and worn or damaged valve parts. New
parts may be obtained upon requisition to the Bureau of Ships.

1. Helium conducts heat much more than does air. When div-

ing with oxy-helium mixtures, the heat is carried from the diver’s

body so rapidly that special provision must be made to keep him

from becoming cold. Helium penetrates fabrics and other ma-

terials so actively that electrically heated diver’s underwear had

to be developed for diving with oxy-helium mixtures.

2. The heating elements consist of fine interwoven wires ar-

ranged in multiple series-parallel circuits. Each wire is insulated

with spun glass thread wound around it. The wires are placed

between two layers of spun glass cloth and are sewn to one layer

with glass thread. The inside and outside of the garment is

knitted wool, dyed blue and impregnated to make it fire resistant.

The high concentrations of oxygen in the dress increases the possi-

bility of igniting materials which ordinarily will not burn readily,

hence the glass insulation and fire-resistant impregnation. The
underwear and the means for operating it are shown on plate 90.

3. Six 6-volt, 200 ampere-hour storage batteries are supplied

to furnish the current for the underwear. The leads from the

batteries are lead to switches on the panel so that any number
of batteries can be used at one time in series, giving 6 to 36 volts

on the leads to the underwear in 6-volt steps. Only one switch

at a time should be in the “On” position, otherwise one or more
of the batteries will be short circuited. It is necessary to have

the batteries and all parts of the circuit well insulated from
grounds to avoid giving the diver a possible shock that will be

uncomfortable, but not dangerous.

4. 500 feet of No. 12 twin-conductor portable wire is supplied

for the underwear conductor. It is led into the helmet through

a gooseneck using the old style battery tyi>e telephone connections.

Electrically
heated
underwear.

Heating
elements.

Electric
current.

Conductor.

Description of Plate 99.

a, b, c, d—Helium-oxygen banks (5 flasks per bank),

e, f, g, h—Helium-oxygen bank manifold cut-out valves,

i—Upper oxygen (pure) flask,

j—Lower oxygen (pure) flask,

k—Halium-oxygen (mixture) volume tank.

1—Relief valve.

m—400- and 600-poimd springs for relief valve (300-pound spring installed),

n—Oxygen (pure) volume tank,

o—Relief valve.

p—400- and 500-pound springs for relief valve (300-pound spring installed),

q—Helium-oxygen (mixture) line from manifold to reducer.

r—Helium-oxygen (mixture) line from helium-oxygen volume tank to divers’ helium-oxygen sup-

ply manifold (see ”M” on end view).

s—Helium-oxygen line from Grove reducer to helium-oxygen volume tank,

t—Oxygen line from oxygen bypass valve (see ”i” on end view).

u-T-fltting—connecting oxygen bypass line and divers’ oxygen supply lino to oxygen volume tank.

V—Oxygen line from oxygen volume tank to divers’ oxygen manifold,

w—Oxygen gage line (see “c” on end view).

X—Oxygen supply line from oxygen regulator to oxygen volume tank,

y—Oxygen supply line to cut-out valve (see ”g” on end view).

X—Oxygen supply lino to cut-out valve (see “h” on end view).
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Electrical
resistance.

Care in
handling
nnderwear.

Connection to the underwear Is made inside the helmet with a
small bakelite plug and jack placed on the left side of the diver’s

face clear of his telephone.

5. The resistance of the dress is about 2 ohms and it is designed

to operate on a maximum current of 15 amperes. The resistance

of the cable must be considered in calculating the voltage required

to obtain the desired current. For example: No. 12 wire has a
resistance of 0.00162 ohms per foot. Five hundred feet of twin

conductor cable will have 1,000 feet of No. 12 wire with a resistance

of 1.62 ohms. The resistance of the circuit through the dress will

be 2 plus 1.62, or 3.62 ohms. The maximum current obtainable

from the 36-volt supply will then be about 10 amperes. To furnish

15 amperes, it will be necessary to add three more 6-volt batteries

to the supply in order to raise the potential to 54 volts. The actual

current through the underwear is read directly from the ammeter
on the panel. Divers report being comfortable in water of
46® F., using 11.5 amperes.

6. The underwear must be handled carefully to avoid breaking

the wires In the heating elements. Do not fold or crease it, but
stow it on hangers in a clean dry place.

SECTION V. DIVING PROCEDURE WHEN USING
OXYGEN-HELIUM MIXTURES

Dreuinf the 1. The diver puts on the electrically heated underwear which
^*^**^‘

replaces all of the diver’s underwear usually worn. If desired,

the diver may protect his head by wearing a leather aviator’s

helmet buckled securely under his chin with holes cut in the ear

flaps to permit him to hear.

2. A standard rubber diving dress in good condition and
equipped with gloves is worn. Place electric plug on the left side

of diver’s neck. The breastplate nuts must be well set up to avoid

any leaks. Use a full belt.

3. Inspect the connections to the helmet to see that they are

tight and properly made up. A safety nonreturn valve must be
used. See that the aspirator high-pressure nozzle is clear and
clean.

4. Screw helmet on breastplate, oi>en faceplate, attach control

valve to breastplate, then stop lifeline and heating cable to right

side of breastplate and hose to left side. Connect underwear heat-

ing plug and jack on the left side of the diver’s face. Test the

underwear by turning on the lowest voltage available and noting
the ammeter reading. Test the telephones.

5. Check the filling of the canister. Place screen in left (dis-

charge) connection and leather washer in each connecting nut.

Attach canister to helmet, setting up on nuts with wrench. Torn
on oxy-helium supply with a pressure of 75 pounds square inch
and listen to sound of aspirator. Diver opens and closes control
valve to test it and the safety nonreturn valve. Close exhaust
valve. Close face plate. Diver is ready to enter the water.

6. There should be no leaks anywhere in the dress and there
must be none at all in the recirculating system, particularly the
canister. The entire operation of dressing is done more con-
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veniently with the diver seated on a stool. He should be lowered

into the water on a stage because the weight of the ^vess makes it

very difficult for the diver to handle himself out of the water.

7. During the descent, the diver uses his control valve to keep

his dress inflated. After he reaches the bottom, the control valve

is kept closed. The recirculating system then replenishes the

oxygen and provides the necessary ventilation. The exhaust valve

is kept closed, the diver using his chin valve occasionally to regu*

late his buoyance. The control valve may be opened if the diver

needs a sudden increase of atmosphere in his dress.

8. When he receives the order Ventilate,** the diver opens his

control valve about one-quarter turn and holds the chin valve open.

This is done either to renew the atmosphere in the dress, or to

remove the oxy-heiium mixture from the dress when shifting to

pure oxygen during the decompression. The diver may ventilate

his dress at intervals on the bottom if he is working hard, or

is not satisfied with the adequacy of the recirculating system.

9. At the order ^*Circulate,*' the diver closes his control valve

and releases the chin valve, permitting the recirculating system

to supply him.

10. The order “Go on open circuit** means to open both the

control valve and the exhaust valve, operating the dress in the

same way that the conventional compressed-air dress is used.

This must be done if the recirculating system fails. If the diver

notices from the sound of the aspirator Jet that the circulating

system is not working, he should shift at once to “open circuit,”

reporting his action via telephone and by signal.

11. The acoustical proi>erties of diver’s telephones have gen-

erally been poor. When diving with oxy-helium, the density of the

mixture being different from air, a peculiar property is imparted

to the sound of the voice. It is almost impossible to understand

the diver. Experimental tyi>es of telephones with tonal control

built into the amplifier have given better results. With experience,

men learn to adapt their voices somewhat to the helium

atmosphere.

12. It is an excellent practice for the diver to speak over the

telephone about once a minute during the dive. A continuous

description of the conditions he encounters and a report of what
he is doing will give him something to talk about and may be

extremely useful information.

13. The following special hand signals with lifeline and air

hose seized together are recommended for use in case the tele-

phone fails

:

1-2 pulls—Reduce current to underwear.

1-3 pulls—Increase current to underwear.

3-

2 pulls—“Ventilate” or “Go on open circuit.”

4-

^ pulls—“Circulate.”

14. When made by the diver, these signals indicate that the

diver is carrying out the operation indicated.

15. Speed of ascent is an Important factor in the decompression.

The diver should keep himself heavy while coming up, permitting
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the tenders to haul him up at the proper rate. A stage which
can be used to land the diver on deck is the best arrangement

for decompression.

16. Undressing is done most easily with the diver seated on a
stool. Open the faceplate, remove the canister, unfasten lifeline,

air hose, and control valve from breastplate. Disconnect under-

wear from helmet and remove helmet. Proceed with undressing

in same manner as with compressed air outfit
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CHAPTER XIX

SALVAGE, SALVAGE VESSELS, AND SPECIAL
GEAR

Perhaps the foremost duty of Navy Divers is in salvage opera*

tions varying from the recovery of small items such as anchors,

sunken torpedoes, etc., to the raising of sunken submarines and

the salvaging of surface wrecks. The procedure in the recovery of

the smaller items varies with the circumstances in each case and

usually embodies such a multiplicity of varying conditions that no

attempt will be made to describe such operations in this chapter.

Vessel salvage operations are normally of two classes : namely,

(a) submarine, (b) beach. In the former instance the wreck is

completely submerged and therefore all the work in preparing

the wreck for raising must be accomplished by divers. In the

latter case the wreck is but partially submerged and divers are

usuaUy necessary only for external hull and underwater terrain

examinations.

In submarine salvage it is necessary to raise the wreck to the

surface prior to towing to the drydock for reconditioning. When
submarines have suffered considerable damage to their watertight

integrity, it is necessary to provide sufficient external buoyancy

by pontoons or other means to provide a lifting force of a mag-

nitude capable of breaking the suction of the bottom and to pro-

vide positive buoyancy for lifting to the surface. Inasmuch as

submarines are designed as underwater craft, it is usually possible

to make watertight many of the compartments of the ship and
in this manner provide many tons of internal buoyancy.

Many surface craft have sunk to a depth sufficient to submerge

the entire ship. The smaller ships can be raised by the aid of lift-

ing cranes or by the use of floating buoyancy members, the lifting

force being supplied by powerful winches or by the rise and fall of

the tide. The larger vessels may be salvaged by making the hull

watertight and by displacing the water within by compressed

air. The reclamation of the scuttled German Fleet at Seapa Flow
is an impressive example of this method of salvage.

Surface salvage is accomplished by many different means, and
the method used is dependent upon the circumstances surrounding
each case. Many vessels are refloated by lightening ship and pull-

ing off at high tide. Others are forced to avail themselves of ad-

ditional means such as the use of beach gear and towing power of

other ships, and again it is necessary to dredge the bottom from
around the ship to provide the necessary draft to refloat the vessel.

Pontoons, barges, or other external buoyancy members are fre-

quently called upon to assist in raising the ship a sufficient degree

to clear bottom.
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The use of divers in the salvage of surface wrecks is of a minor
nature and therefore this chapter will devote Itself mainly to sub-

marine salvage in which divers play a major and indispensable

part

Salvage squadrons consist of the salvage and attendant vessels,

pontoons, and other salvage gear, and a complete staff of salvage

Iiersonnel including experienced divers. The number of the above
Is dependent upon the size of the vessel to be salvaged, the extent
of damage to the wreck, and other miscellaneous factors such as
the depth of water for submarine wrecks, navigational hazards,

etc. In submarine wrecks, a submarine rescue vessel is usually

designated as the salvage and diving vessel and the other vessels

stand by as attendant vessels. Each ship has a specific function
in the salvage operations. The diving ship is moored directly over
the wreck so that the divers can be readily lowered to the desired
location. Usually a sister ship of the sunken submarine is ordered
to stand by in order that the divers can familiarize themselves
with the location and operation of an exact replica of the corre-

sponding part of the sunken craft prior to descending to accom-
plish a certain task. The United States Coast Guard and the
United States Lighthouse Service have cooperated wholeheartedly
with the Navy in previous salvage operations, and the salvage
forces would have been seriously handicapped without their aid.
The Navy has converted minesweepers of the bird class to

submarine rescue vessels. The vessels are normally stationed at
submarine bases.

These ships have the following characteristics: standard dis-
placement 1,060 tons ; designed speed 14 knots ; length 180 feet

;

beam 36% feet; draft 10% feet. They are excellent sea vessels
and are especially suitable for submarine rescue purposes. The
installation of additional equipment made necessary by advances
in the art of diving has crowded the diving vessels to a consider-
able extent. The attendant vessels can relieve the crowded con-
dition of the diving vessels during salvage operations in many
ways such as quartering salvage personnel, manufacture of sal-
vage equipments, etc.

Submarine rescue ships are required to be equipped with many
items of special salvage gear including the following items of
major importance

:

{a) Diving outfits.

(b) Recompression chamber.
(c) Compressed-air supply.

(d) Pontoons and pontoon gear.

(e) Underwater cutting and welding outfits.

(t) Washing nozzles and lances.

(g) Cement guns.

Diving outfits.

Recompreiiion
chamber.

Beach salvage gear Is chiefly carried at established salvage sta-
tions and depots.

Diving outflts are fully described In chapter III.

Recompression chambers are essential to deep diving operations,
not only for treatment of caisson disease but also to prevent the
contraction of the disease on emergency ascents and under other
conditions requiring the diver to be brought rapidly to the surface.
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The present standard type recompression chamber is designed

for working pressures not exceeding 200 pounds per square inch.

The standard recompression chamber is cyiindrical in form and

is divided into three separate airtight compartments. The largest

lock (medical lock) contains all the equipment used in decom-

pression and is the lock in which the diver is placed during the

decompression operation. The man lock is much smaller and is

used for equalizing pressures for persons entering or leaving the

medical lock while decompression is in progress. The air lock is

used for passing supplies or equipment into or out of the medical

lock. Duplicate valves permit control of air pressures either from

the interior or exterior of the medical and man locks. Suitable

connection boxes and deadlights are placed to allow for telephone

and vessel communication with i)ersons within the chamber.

The Navy standard recompression chamber is shown on plate

1(X) in which the compressed air piping, valves, and fittings have

been omitted to permit greater clarity.

Compressed air may be obtained from three separate sources Compmied
on submarine rescue vessels as follows :

^ lopply,

(1) Diver’s air supply consists of two compressors capable

of supplying approximately 150 cubic feet per minute at a pressure

of 400 pounds i>er square inch.

(2) Salvage air supply consisting of a dual set of low pressure

compressors capable of supplying air at 150 pounds per square

inch.

(3) High-pressure air banks containing air at approximately

2,500 pounds per square inch.

The high-pressure air banks are usually carried as an emergency
air supply but may be used for deep-sea diving where the condi-

tions are such that the air supplied by the 400-pound capacity cojm-

pressors is inadequate. In special cases such as the final blowing

of pontoons and watertight compartments in the raising of sub-

marines, compressed air is also furnished by the attendant vessels.

All submarines possess high-pressure air banks and especially lend

themelves as a reserve air supply. A diagrammatic sketch of a

typical layout of the diving air and salvage air supply is shown
on plate 101.

The air supply to divers must be at the correct pressure and
temperature and must be free of carbon dioxide or other imdesira-

ble impurities. It must not contain excess moisture, especially

when diving in cold water where such moisture may freeze in the

air lines and shut off the divers’ air supply.

The excess moisture is separated from the divers’ air supply

by compressing and cooling of the air to a point where the relative

humidity exceeds 100 percent, at which point the moisture con-

denses and is drawn off. The air is then expanded to the desired

diving pressure with the relative humidity decreasing accordingly.

Further. air conditioning is often necessary by air heaters or air

coolers as the circumstances warrant. These units are usually

permanently installed in the divers’ air supply line equipped with
bypasses to cut out each unit if that particular phase of air con-

ditioning is not desired.
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pontoons in salvage operations has led to the de-

velopment of the larger 3 compartment type pontoons. Originally

pontoons were constructed to give a maximum lift of 60 tons

while the deadweight of the empty pontoon was 35 tons. The later

types are approximately 32 feet long by 12% feet in diameter

giving an 80-ton buoyancy lift from an empty deadweight of 35

tonSi Pontoons are normally divided into 3 watertight compart-

ments, each compartment having separate vent, flood, and air

relief valves. E^ch end compartment contains a hawse pipe

through which the lifting chains are passed and secured by

means of chain stoppers or wire rope stoppers. The controls to

each compartment are usually painted different colors to permit

easy identiflcation and to avoid confusion when submerged.

A wood sheathing is placed around the cylindrical metal tank

to protect the tanks from injury. When towing in rough weather,

the pontoons are very active in the sea due to their great buoyancy

and frequently crash together or against other shapes with great

force. It is therefore imperative that great care should be taken

to protect the pontoons from excessive sheathing wear or from
puncture due to contact with sharp projections. A diagrammatic

sketch, showing the piping, flooding, and blowing arrangements of

Navy standard pontoons with their lowering lines, etc., is shown
on plate 102.

Pontoons may be transported to the scene of salvage operations

by stowing on the deck of barges or other vessels or by towing.

Initti^and
There are two kinds of underwater cutting outflts, namely,

wcldins outfits, oxygen-hydrogen torches and electric arc torches. The gas

torches have been found to possess the hotter flame but the elec-

tric arc torch, while slower, is more adaptable and dependable for

underwater use in that it will cut all commercial metals and ad-

justment is not necessary after descending under the surface.

The oxygen-hydrogen torches will not cut nonferrous metals and
adjustment must be made to control the length of the cutting

flame which in turn is dependent upon the external pressure or
depth of water.

Oxygen, supplied to the tip of the electric arc torch, serves to

increase the flame temperature and to form a gas bubble in which
the arc burns. The apparatus can be adjusted at the surface
prior to the descent of the diver. No further adjustment is nec-

essary after submersion regardless of the depth of the water in

which the cutting is to be done. Underwater electric arc cutting

usually requires up to 300 amps at 50 to 00 volts across the arc.

The oxygen is supplied at approximately 60 pounds per square
inch in excess of the pressure at the depth at which the diver is

working. A sketch of the Navy t3rpe oxy-hydrogen underwater
cutting torch is shown on plate 103.

For underwater work the Navy uses electric arc welding. Cur-
rent is supplied preferably by a 200- or 300-ampere commercial
welding set at approximately 185 amps and 35 volts across the
arc, but the 50-kllowatt generator, such as that used with the
underwater cutting torches, may be used, when modified, for weld-
ing operations. Surface electric arc sets can be converted to
underwater work by using an insulated electrode, electrode
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the bevel of the facepiece frame with tlie curvature of the nod-

shatterable glass to prevent cracking on Installation,

After all cutting or welding (»perations, the diver’s exhaust

valve should be overhauled and thoroughly cleaned to remove
minute imrticles which frequently deposit on the exhaust channel

or valve seat.

Velocity power tools should be especially adapted to under-

water use and to any other tyiie of work where the operator is

physically restrichni. Of special value In salvage operations is

the cable cutter and tlie power driver. The other velocity power
tools are the pii>e bonder, rivet expander, rivet remover, and

wire rope lionder. All velocity power tools derive their actuat-

ing force from pcuvder cartridges similar to rifle cartridges ex-

UndcrwAtet
Telocitjr

power tooU»

Pt.ATR i 04.-—Velocity power pipe bomllng press.

cept Umt the cartridge contains only the powder. The velocity

projectile or moving part is an integral part of the tool. Plates

1(H, 105, ami U)6 show tlie pipe bonder, power driver, and cable

cutter tools.

The velocity power driver is ust^ful in quickly attaching steel

plates by driving studs in the base and by inserting the plate

over the studs tiirough holes previously punched in the plate

by the driver. The i)bite can then be securely attached to the

base by nuts after which w'eldtng may be accomplished if a more
pt*ruu\nent aUaeiunent is desired. In addition to driving studs

and puncliirig holes, the driver can be used for rivet removing

by changing the tyix* of projectile head.

The velocity power cable cutter is capable of cutting wire
cable up to 1 Inch diameter. Characteristic of many of these
Umis, the cable ouuer cam fuUcUon on Ujc .surface or under water.

The pii)c press Is used for bonding or coupling steel, iron, brass,

or copper pipes together without the use of threaded connections
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The washing nozzles similar to the type shown in plate 107

were used In the S-^1 and the S-4 submarine salvages but were

found unsatisfactory for tunnelling purposes during the Squalus

salvage due to the character of the bottom in which the submarine

was partially imbedded.

During the Squalus salvage, a lance was developed consisting

of a washing nozzle attached to lengths of curved 1%-inch pipes

joined by ordinary pipe unions. An attempt was made to force

the lance under and around the submarine. The original lance

was not satisfactory as it was nearly impossible to retain correct

alinement by using the ordinary pipe unions and it was also diffi-

cult for the diver to make union between the sections. After the

lance passed the keel of the submarine, the washing water tended

to escape on the far side, permitting silt and mud to settle around

the lance and prevent further advancement. After the first

unsuccessful attempt the lance shown in plate 108 was developed

which eliminated the deficiencies of the original type. The lance

was made up of self-alining telescopic joints with four backwardly

directed holes every 4 feet of length to provide reaction jets to

assist in advancing the lance and to keep the lance cleared of

mud and silt. A fire hose was connected to the rear end of the

lance for the high-pressure water supply and the lance was forced

under and around the submarine, with divers attaching addi-

tional sections when necessary. After the nozzle of the lance

appeared on the opposite side of the submarine, a small steel rod

was passed through the lance to which a wire rope was attached.

Progressively larger wire ropes were rove through the lance, and

the lifting chains were eventually pulled under the submarine

after the lance had been disassembled and removed.

The use of this type of lance is restricted to bottoms of mud or

sand and cannot be used on rocky or gravelly bottoms.

Submarine rescue vessels carry an allowance of one of the

above lances. In the event of an emergency the lance can be con-

structed as outlined in C. & R. drawing No. 385240, a copy of which

is carried on board. The diameter of curvature of the lance is

dependent upon the type of submarine and the longitudinal loca-

tion on the submarine for the lifting chains. The construction

of the lance is relatively simple and any navy yard can construct

same in 48 hours after receipt of plans.

Cement guns are used to seal hatches or other openings with a cement sane,

cement which normally hardens in approximately 24 hours. The
gun is composed of a large steel cylinder having a cement outlet

hose on the bottom and an air inlet hose on top and is further

equipped with small petcocks in the cylinder wall to ascertain the

level of the cement in the gun. The cement is forced from the gun
by compressed air and is led to the desired location through a

suitable length of hose. In sealing underwater spaces it is neces-

sary to have this sealing space suitably protected by canvas or

other material to prevent water currents, etc., from washing the

cement away as soon as it is deposited. It is further necessary

to use the cement soon after it is mixed and to clean out the gun
and hose thoroughly as soon as possible after using. In forcing

the cement through the hose, care should be taken not to deplete
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moved into shallow water (40 feet) by sweeping wires under the

bow and stern and lifting by the use of winches installed on scows.

Six pontoons were then constructed to provide the lifting force In

the last stage. These pontoons were 32 feet in length by 11 feet in

diameter weighing 35 tons and giving a lifting force of approxi-

mately 60 tons when completely submerged and entirely free of

water. The pontoons were submerged, three on each side of the

vessel, connected in opposite pairs by two chains swung under-

neath the F-i. When everything was In readiness, the pontoons

were blown clear of water by compressed air thus causing approx-

imately 360 tons of lifting force to be exerted on the raising

her to the surface where she was towed to drydock. No internal

buoyancy was utlll2^d either in the fli*st stage in moving to shallow

water or in the second stage In raising to the surface.

The salvage of the F-4 is one of the most noteworthy salvage

undertakings ever conducted. Diving to depths of 300 feet was

theretofore unheard of and the actual salvaging of a vessel from

such a depth was considered impossible. Undaunted by the appar-

ently unsurmountable hazards, the United States Navy force

tackled the problem with a grim determination that eventually

spelled success after 4 months of exhausting efforts, in spite of

many disheartening reverses from wind, weather, and tide, and

Insufficient material both in quality and quantity. The diving

record of 306 feet stood for many years as the deepest depth ever

attained by man using regular diving equipment.

The F-4 was of approximately 275 tons displacement carrying

a crew of 21 officers and men at the time of the disaster. All

hands were lost as there were no rescue devices provided for such

purposes at that date.

SalTEffe of The S-51 was acting as a surface vessel on Saptember 25, 1925,
the S-Si.

Block Island when rammed by the steamship City of Rome, All

ventilation valves and ducts were open as the submarine was

navigating on the Diesel engines, and consequently nearly all or

all of the main compartments were immediately flooded causing

the 8-51 to sink in 132 feet of water. Salvage operations com-

menced on October 14, 1925, extending throughout the winter and

spring with intermittent delays and suspension of operations due

to rough water and cold weather. The 8-51 was Anally raised on

July 5. 1926, and towed to New York harbor where she went

aground on Man of War Rock. The 8-51 was refloated a few days

later and finally came to rest in drydock at the New York Navy

Yard on July 9, 1926.

The raising of the 8-51 was accomplished by using pontoons to

provide external buoyancy and the dewatering of all available

ci'iiipartments of the submarine to provide internal buoyancy.

The character of the bottom necessitated the use of washing

nozzles to tunnel under the 8-51, thus creating an opening through

which the potitoon lifting chains were passed under the wreck.

The basic principles of this method of salvage are described under

the Salvage of the U. S. S. Squalus.

The 8-51 had a submerged displacement of approximately 1,230

tons and was operating with a crew of 36 officers and men at the

time of the disaster. Four men who were on w’atch in the conning
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tower were thrown overboard by the collision and six escaped

from the sutoiarine through the conning tower hatch as the vessel

was sinking, but only three of the latter were eventually picked

up and saved.

The S-4 was emerging to the surface off Proviucetown, Mass.,

on Saturday Dec^ber 17, 1927, when struck by the U. S. Coast

Guard Cutter Paulding, The submarine rolled to port upon colli-

sion and sank in 102 feet of water. Rescue operations began at

once but were forced to terminate December 24, 1927, when no fur-

ther signs of life were perceived. Salvage operations were com-

menced immediately with the U. S. S. Falcon serving as the sal-

vage and diving vessel. The method of raising was practically the

same as that used in salvaging the 8-51. The 8-4 was finally

raised on March 17, 1927, and then towed to the Boston Navy
Yard for reconditioning.

The 8-4 had a submerged displacement of approximately 1,000

tons. None of the 40 oflicers and men on board at the time of the

collision were saved.

The U. S. S. 8qualus was on builders* diving trials off Ports-

mouth, N. H., on May 23, 1939, when an emergency dive was
attempted. The indicator panel signified that all valves and
openings affecting the watertight integrity of the hull were

closed and that in all other respects the submarine was in full

preparedness for the dive. However, upon submerging, water

entered the main ventilation duct through the main engine out-

board induction valve and entered the four after compartments

through the hull valves controlling the air inlet to these com-

partments. None of these valves could be closed against the

inrush of water and the submarine immediately sank stern first

in 240 feet of water. All personnel (26) in the after four com-

partments were immediately drowned and the 33 men in the

control room and forward battery and torpedo room were trapped

in the sunken submarine.

Suspicions of disaster were aroused when radio communica-

tion could not be established with the SqucUus at a time when
her dive should have been completed. The commandant of the

Portsmouth Navy Yard immediately ordered the U. S. S. Sculpki

to conduct a search and further ordered the D. S. S. Falcon to

stand by prepared for rescue operations.

The 8culpin soon located a red smoke bomb indicating the

presence of the sunken submarine and telephone communication

was soon established through the marker buoy. Telephone com-

munication was broken off due to the parting of the cable but

the conditions in the Squalus had already been ascertained and
rescue operations commenced immediately.

Of first concern was the saving of the personnel trapped in

the forward compartments of the Bqualus, after verification of

the assumption that all persons in the flooded four after com-

partments had perished. Communication with the Squalus had
indicated that sufficient oxygen and CO-* absorbent was available

on board to permit rescue operations by the use of the rescue

chamber. The downhaul cable was attached to the escape hatch

by a diver and the first trip was soon completed bringing seven

Salvace of
tho S^.

8o1tm« of
tho Sgvo/m.
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Six hundred and forty dives had been conducted during rescue

aud salvage operations at the Squalus without loss of life or seri-

ous injury, 302 of which were in depths exceeding 200 feet Air

alone was used as the respiratory gas during rescue operations*

but oxygen-helium mixtures proved indispensable in the sal-

vage operations.

Notable advances in rescue and salvage gear were the success-

ful rescue of ail entrapped personnel' by the use of the rescue bell,

the development of the lance, the use of multilevel pontoon ar-

rangement, and the success of oxygen-helium mixtures in deep
diving.

tiTe^OmoSa
proceeding to the Charleston Navy

Yard for overhaul at approximately 15 knots when she groimded
upon Castle Island Reef, British West Indies, during the darkness

of the morning of July 19, 1937.

Prior to grounding* the Otnaha had a mean draft of approxi-

mately 16% feet, corresponding to about 9,000 tons dii^lacement.

After grounding, the forward draft was 7 feet and the after draft

Plate 113.—Arrangement of salvage gear used on salvage of IT. 8. 8. Omaha,
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was 17% feet, corresponding to a displacement of about 6,450

tons and signifying that the Omaha was grounded by a weight

equal to about 2,650 tons.

The reef was a slightly sloping ledge of white coral which

dropped oft sharply to 100 fathoms at about 2 ships’ lengths abaft

the stern. The forward half of the vessel was in contact with the

reef, the impact having crushed the forward bottom up a slight

amount but without any serious flooding.

Repeated attempts were made to float the vessel by sallying

ship and by the use of beach gear after stores, ammunition, fuel,

etc., had been removed by barges and lighters, but all early

attempts proved of no avail.

Additional weights were removed until approximately 1,650

tons had been removed leaving an estimated negative buoyancy

of approximately 1,000 tons. On July 28, another attempt was
made using eight beach gear laid out astern coupled with the tow-

ing force of four vessels astern. During the strain, destroyers

raced by near the stern creating a wave motion capable of rolling

the Onmha and thus assisting in setting her in motion. The com-
bined force resulted in moving the vessel a distance of approxi-

mately 25 feet on the flrst pull and later in the day an additional

distance of 40 feet was attained. On July 29, similar operations

resulted in the floating of the Omaha exactly 10 days after

grounding.

After taking on fuel and supplies the Omaha proceeded under
her own i>ower to Norfolk where she was drydocked and recon-

ditioned.

Plate 113 indicates the arrangement and the number of salvage
gear used.
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CHAPTER XX
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Alveolar air.—^The air contained in the somewhat enlarged ter-

minal sections of the broncheoles whose walls are beset with air

cells, through which the gaseous exchange in the air and blood

take place (see Trachea).

Aphasia.—^Total or partial loss of the use of or understanding

of language, the vocal cords remaining intact. Any of the qualities

or varieties of communication may be affected, both spoken and
written. It results from injury or disease of the brain.

Arteriosclerosis.—^Abnormal thickening and hardening of the

walla of the arteries, especially of the intima (innermost coat),

occurring naturally in old age.

Artificial respiration.—Induced respiration by artificial means
as with the Schaffer method.

Asphyxia .—Apparent death or suspended animation, in living

organisms due to deficiency of oxygen or an excess of carbon

dioxide in the blood, as interruption of respiration from suffoca-

tion or drowning, or from inhalation of irrespirable gases.

Caisson.—^A watertight box or chamber within which submarine

construction is carried on under air pressure to keep out the

water. The diving suit may be likened to a caisson.

Capillary .—^A minute, thin-walled vessel, as the smallest

lymphatic and biliary vessels ; especially one of the minute blood

vessels (the smallest barely i)ermitting the passage of the blood

corpuscles) which form networks in nearly all parts of the body.

They are continuous with the minute branches of the arteries and
with those of the veins, and are in most parts of the body the only

communication between the arteries and veins. Capillaries con-

sist of a single layer of endothelial cells. Through these walls the

tissues absorb the nutriment and oxygen from the blood and
discharge their waste into it.

CentrcU nervous system .—That part of the nervous system to

which the sensory impulses are transmitted and from which the

motor impulses pass out; in vertebrates, the spinal cord and
brain.

Cerebral .—Of or pertaining to the cerebrum, or hemispheres of

the brain.

Compression .—Subjection of workmen to compressed air.

Concomitant.—^That which accompanies, or is collaterally con-

nected with, another ; an accompaniment.

Decompression .—Release of excess air pressure from a work-
man, as, for example, in an air lock on returning to the outside air

from a caisson under compressed air.

Dermatitis .—Infiammation of the derma or true skin.

256
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Diminution.—Reduction in size, quantity, or degree
; reduction.

Dyspnea.—Difficult or painful breathing.

Eardrum.—^The tympanum or tympanic membrane of the ear.

Ecchymosis.— livid or black and blue spot produced by the

extravasations or effusion of blood into the alveolar tissue.

Embolism.—^The occlusion of a blood vessel by an embolus.

Embolism in the brain often produces sudden unconsciousness

and paralysis.

Embolus.— plug brought by the blood current and lodged

in a blood vessel so as to obstruct the circulation. It consists

usually of a clot of fibrin, a shred of a morbid growth, a globule

of fat, air bubbles, or a micro-organism.

Epiphysis.—^A part or process of a bone which ossifies separately

and subsequently becomes ankylosed to the main part of the bone.

In the higher vertebrates the ends of long bones of the limbs are

formed in this way, and in man in some cases do not unite with

the diaphysis, or shaft of the bone, until about the twentieth

year.

Erythema.—A morbid redness of the skin of many varieties

due to congestion of the capillaries
; rose red rash.

Exigency.—^Urgent or exacting want
;
pressing necessity ; a case

demanding immediate action.

Eustachian tube.—A channel of communication between the

tympanic cavity of the ear and the pharynx. In man the Eustachi-

an tubes are about inches long, with walls of bone, cartilage,

and fibrous tissue. They open into the upper back part of the

pharynx, each side of the median line, and serve to equalize the

air pressure on both sides of the tympanic membrane.
Extremity.—^A limb of the body, as the arm or leg.

Exudate.—^Exuded matter.

Exude.—To discharge through pores or incisions, as moisture or

other liquids ; to give out.

Oastfic.—Of or pertaining to the stomach.

Heat conduction.—Heat may be conveyed by conduction as along

an iron rod ; by convection as through the rooms of a house by air

currents ; or by radiation, as from the sun to the earth.

Hemiplegia.—^A paralysis that affects one side only of the body.

Inferior extremities.—Lower limbs, including thigh, leg, and
foot.

Inodorous.—^Emitting no smell ; scentless ; odorless.

Irrespirable.—Unfit for respiration; not respirable (so as to

sustain life).

Irritant.—^Any agent by which irritation or inflammation is

produced, as a chemical or mechanical irritant.

Labyrinth.—The internal ear or its bony or membranous part,

so called from its complex structure.

Larynx.—The modified upper part of the trachea. In man it is

the organ of voice. The framework of the human larynx consists

of nine cartilages controlled by numerous muscles. The largest

cartilage, the thyroid, is V-shaped in horizontal section, its point

making the protuberance on the front of the neck, known as Adam’s
apple.
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Lesion,— hurt; an injury; any morbid change in exercise of

function or texture of organs.

Liter,— measure of capacity in the metric system, being a

cubic decimeter equal to 61.022 cubic inches, or 1.0567 U. S. liquid

quarts.

Monoplegia.—A paralysis affecting a single limb or part of the

body.

Moribund.—In a dying state : near death.

Motor,—^Designating or pertaining to a nerve or nerve fiber,

which passes from a ganglion or from the central nervous system
to a muscle and by the impulse (motor impulse) which it transmits

causes movement. The term is often loosely applied to an efferent

nerve as opposed to a sensory or afferent nerve.

noxious.—Hurtful ; harmful
;

painful
; destructive ; unwhole-

some.

Paralysis.—^Abolition of function, whether complete or partial

;

especially the loss of the power of voluntary motion or of sensa-

tion in any part of the body
;
palsy.

Paraplegia.—Paralysis in the lower half of the body on both
sides. Usually due to disease of the spinal cord.

Partial pressure of a gas.—^The pressure of any individual gas
in a mixture of gases. It is the same as that w*hich the gas would
exert were it confined alone in the space occupied by the mixture

;

called also Dalton’s law.

Patulousness.—State of being open.

Pharynx.—^The part of the alimentary canal betw’een the cavity

of the mouth and the esophagus (gullet). In man it is a conical

musculo membranous tube about 4% inches long, continuous above
with the mouth and nasal passages, communicating through the
Eustachian tubes with the ears, extending downward past the
opening in the larynx, where it is continuous with the esophagus

Phlegmatic.—Sluggish
; not easily excited ; cool ; calm ; composed.

Physics.—That branch of science dealing with the material
world; natural philosophy. With the growth of science various
parts of this field, as biology, chemistry, astronomy, and geology,
gradually were excluded. Now physics is usually held to comprise
the closely related sciences of mechanics, heat, electricity, light,

and sound, and to deal only with those phenomena of inanimate
matters involving no changes in chemical composition. Motion
is the most general and fundamental of all such phenomena, and
physics is sometimes defined as the science of matter and motion.
Pneumonia.—Inflammation of the lungs. Lobar involvement

of a lobe or lobes (large areas). Broncho or catarrhal involve-

ment of lobules or small areas. General; Involvement of both
lungs in their entirety.

Pondera ftZe.—Capable of being weighed; having appreciable
weight.

Potassium hydrate.—A white deliquescent solid KOH, dissolving
with much heat, in less than its weight of water, forming a
strongly alkaline and caustic liquid

; caustic potash. It absorbs
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

Prognosis.—^Act or art of foretelling course and termination of
a disease ; also, the outlook afforded by this.
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Pyelitis.—Inflammation of the pelvis or the kidney.

Recomyresnon.—^To subject a workman to compression after

being decompressed.

Recumbent.—^Reclining, lying, as a recumbent posture.

Respiration.—^Act or process of breathing ;
inspiration and

expiration ; the drawing of air into the lungs for oxygenating and

purifying the blood, and its subsequent exhalation. The term

designates both a single inspiration with the following expiration,

and the continued repetition of these acts, which constitutes

breathing. In ordinary inspiration the muscles chiefly used are

the diaphragm, which enlarges the capacity of the chest by

becoming flatter as it contracts and pressing down the abdominal

viscera, and the external Intercostals, levatores costarum, and

others which raise the ribs. Elxpiration, unless forced, takes place

chiefly by the return of the parts to their natural position of rest.

But a small part of the total air in the lungs is replaced in an

ordinary respiration.

^sensory.—Of or pertaining to the sensorium or sensation, as

sensory impulses; especially applied to nerves and nerve flbers

carrying to a nerve center impulses resulting in sensation ; also

sometimes loosely used in the sense of afferent, to indicate nerve

fibers conveying any impressions to a nerve center. Of the nature

of sensation; pertaining to sense. (See Motor.)

Solution.—^The act or process by which a substance, whether

solid, liquid, or gaseous, is absorbed into and homogeneously

mixed with another liquid substance; also, the resulting liquid

product. Any homogeneous mixture (usually liquid), the com>

position of which can undergo continuous variation within cer-

tain limits; sometimes called physical mixture. Also, the act or

process by which such mixture is produced.

Specific gravity.—^The ratio of the weight of any volume of a

substance to the weight of an equal volume of some other sub-

stance taken as the standard unit ; relative density ; this standard

is usually water for solids and liquids, and air for gases. Thus,

19, the specific gravity of gold, expresses the fact that, bulk for

bulk, gold is nineteen times as heavy as water. In the case of

gases, usually the weights of equal volumes at 0® centigrade and
7(K) mm. arc compared.

Specifw heat.—^The ratio of the quantity of heat required to

raise the temperature of a body 1® to that required to raise an
equal mass of water to 1®. Also, the heat in calories required to

raise the temperature of 1 gram of a substance 1® centigrade.

Staggers.—^A cerebral and spinal disease, attended by reeling,

unsteady gait, or sudden falling.

Subcutaneous.—Situated beneath the skin.

Tendon.—^A tough cord or band of dense, white fibrous

connective tissue uniting a muscle with some other part and
transmitting the force which the muscle exerts ; a sinew. Tendons,

except in the largest, are very sparingly or not at all supplied

with nerves or blood vessels, and are continuous with the con-

nective tissue sheaths of the muscle and, when inserted into a
lK>ne, with the periosteum of the bone.
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Tetanic.—Having the character of tetanus. This condition of

muscle, this fusion of a number of simple spasms into an apparent

smooth continued effort is known as tetanus, or tetanic contrac-

tion.

Tissue.—^An aggregate of cells together with their intercellular

substance, forming one of the structural materials out of which

the body of a plant or an animal is built up.

Trachea.—^Windpipe; in vertebrates, the main trunk of the

system of tubes by which air passes to and from the lungs; in

man it is about 4 inches long and somewhat less than an inch

in diameter, and extends down the front of the neck from the

larynx, bifurcating to form the bronchi. It has waUs of fibrous

and muscular tissue, stiffened by incomplete cartilaginous rings,

which keep it from collapsing, and is lined with mucous membrane,
whose epitheliumis composed of columnar ciliated and mucus-
secreting cells. The bronchi divides into bronchioles, which con-

tinue to divide and subdivide.

Tubercular.—Of or i)ertaining to tuberculosis; an infectious

disease, the exciting cause of which is the tubercle bacillus and
which is characterized by the production of tubercles ; specifically,

this disease when seated in the lungs; pulmonary phthisis, or

consumption.

Tympanites .—A distension of the abdomen; due to air or gas

accumulating in the intestinal tract or peritoneal cavity.

Vertigo.—Dizziness, or swimming of the head; an affection of

the head in which objects, though stationary, appear to move in

various directions, and the person affected finds it difficult to

maintain an erect posture. It results from changes in the

blood supply to the brain and often precedes attacks of epilepsy

or cerebral hemorrhage.
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Absolute pressure 127

Accidents, diving 191

Accumulators 140

High pressure 140

Low pressure 140
• Precautions in supplying air from 141

Air_ 126

Air bubbles, observation of and prevention of diver from falls 157

Air compressors, gasoline driven 114, 143

Air control valve 89, 119

Air, diving, temperature of 128

Air embolism. 191

Air hose, diver's 44

Air hose diving 114

Air hose reducers 45
Air flasks, precautions in supplying air from 141

Air flasks, torpedo 138

Air from diving pump, diving with 131

Air manifolds, diver's 65

Air plants 138

Air, precautions in supplying from accumulators and air flasks 141

Air pump pressure gages 32

Air pumps, diving 65, 141

Air pumps in motor launches 132

Air pumps, manually operated, precautions in using 141

Air regulating escape valve, care of 109

Air supply adjustment - 158

Air supply and helmet ventilation 152

Air supply compressed .1 239
Air supply, dehydration of 145

Air supply, diver's (normal air) 137

Air supply, general 144

Amplifier, care of 116

Amplifier equipment, diving 85

Amplifier type diving telephones 84

Anchor, recovery of 162

Arranging and planning diving 129

Arranging gear for diving from ship's deck 149

Arranging gear in diving launch 150

Aseent 168

Ascents, emergency 156

Ascent when using oxygen-helium 235

Asphyxia 192

Atmospheric pressure 120
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Attendants, instructions to--_ 172

Batteryless type diving telephone 82

Belt, weighted - 18

Care of - 106

Bleeding from nose and lungs 193

Blowing up 193

Box for pump piston leathers 18

Box for spare parts 23

Boyle’s law 124

Breathing - 137

Buoyancy- 127

Buoys 23

Cable, combination telephone and life line 24

Caisson disease... 181

Cause - 181

Prevention 182

Symptoms — 182

Treatment 181

Carbon dioxide 125

Cardiovascular system, qualifications of divers 12

Care, survey, and requisition of diving gear 104

Cement guns 247

Charles law - 124

Chests, helmet and outfit 25

Collar, repair of 107

Communication when using oxygen-helium 235

Compressed air illness. 181, 194

Compressed air in motor launches, use of 132

Compressed air supply 239

Cuffs 29

Attaching of 107

Curriculum, diving school. 2

Cushion, helmet 25

Cutting and Welding outfits, underwater 242

Decompression, alternative for emergencies 212

Decompression following blow up by diver using oxygen-helium 214

Decompression in diving launch dives 175

Decompression, oxygen-helium 201

Decompression stages 77

Decompre^ion surface, oxygen-helium 213

Deeper diving by use of oxygen-helium mixture — 200

Descent 152

Precautions in — 152

Descent and on bottom, procedure during, with oxygen-helium. 235

Development of diving 1

Disease, caisson 181

Disqualifying diseases, qualification of divers 12

Distance line, loss of 166

Diver’s air hose 44

Diver’s air supply (normal air) 137

Divers, instructions to 174

Diver's knives 46
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Divers, physical qualifications of 10

Age 10

Cardiovascular system 12

Diseases, disqualifying 12

Gastrointestinal system 12

Habits 12

Height and weight 10

Mental ability 11

Respiratory 12

Temperament 11

Vision 12

Diver's tool bag 18

Dives, duration of 131

Dives, repeated 172

Diving accidents 191

Diving amplifier equipment 85
Diving dress 29
Diving gear, care, survey, and requisitioning of. 104

Diving gear, navy standard, description of 18

Diving helmet 34

Diving ladder 49
Diving outfits, Navy standard 15

Allowance list 16

Types 15

Diving, planning and arranging 129

Diving, reexamination prior to 13

Diving school 2

Curriculum 3

Eligibles 2

Facilities 9

Faculty 2

Diving unit, experimental 1

Diving with air from diving pump 131

Diving with helmet only 177

Dress, diving 29

Care of.. 106

Dressing the diver diving from launch 150

Dressing the diver diving from ship's deck 149

Dressing the diver using oxygen-helium 234

Drowning 194

Dry-cell type diving telephones 82

Duration of dives , 131

Ear pains 152, 195

Eligibles, diving school 2

Embolism, air 191

Exhaustion 197

Experimental diving unit 1

Facilities, experimental diving unit and diving school 9

Faculty, diving school 2

Falls, guarding against 163

Fouled diver 165

Fouling 197

Gage pressure 127
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Gas analysis apparatus, Haldane-Hendersoii 217

Gasoline driven air compressor 114, 143

Gasoline driven air compressor in motor launches, use of 132

Gastrointestinal sy^stem, qualifications of divers 12

Gear, diving, inspection of 105

General qualifications of divers 10

Glove repair 108

Gloves, attaching of 107

Gloves, combination diver’s and tender’s 32

Gloves^ woolen 32

Group relay diving 130

Haldane-Henderson gas analysis apparatus 217
Helium and oxygen, mixing of 214, 215

Helium fiasks, splitting 215

Helium, quality of 215
Helium, source of 214

Helium, substitute for nitrogen 200
Helmet and breastplate, care of 108

Air regulating escape valve 109

Safety valve, care of 109

Helmet and outfit chests ' 25

Helmet cushion 25
Helmet, diving 34, 177

High pressure accumulators 140

History, oxygen-helium 200

Hydrogen 125

Injuries, mechanical 197

Inspection of diving gear 105

Instructions to

—

Attendants 172

Divers 174

Knives, divers’ 46
Ladder, diving 49
Lances, washing nozzles and 246
Leaks, minor 164

Large holes 164

Small and medium size holes 164

Leather goods, care of 104

Life line and telephone combination cable 24
Lights, diving 61

Lights, diving and underwater illumination 49
Lines 64
Lines, mooring and diving 130

Location of diver, conditions indicating 157
Low pressure accumulators 140
Lubrication, general 144

Manifold, oxygen-helium diving 228
Manifolds, divers’ air 65
Mechanical injuries 197
Mi^al parts, care of 104

Miller-Dunn shallow water diving outfit 97
Mixing oxygen and helium 214
Moorings and diving lines. 130
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Morse shallow water diving outfit - 100

Motor launch dives^ decompression in diving 175

Motor launch, manning and equipping of 133

Motor launches, use of air pumps in 132

Motor launches, use of compressed air in 132

Motor launches, use of gasoline driven air compressor 132

Movement on the bottom 159

Nature of work being performed, conditions indicating 157

Navy standard diving gear, description of 18

Navy standard diving outfits 15

Nitrogen 125

Nitrogen, helium a substitute for 200

Nozzles and lances, washing 246

Ohio Rubber Co. shallow water diving outfit 103

OmoAa, salvage of 254

Outfit and helmet chests... 25

Outfit, diving, for using oxygen-helium 220

Oxygen 124

Oxygen and helium, mixing of 214

Oxygen-helium, diving outfit for using 220

Helmet for oxygen-helium mixtures - 222

Oxygen-helium mixture, deeper diving by use of 200

Oxygen-helium mixtures:

Experimental diving unit result of work 200

Mental and physical reaction to breathing 200

Restrictions on use 201

Special helmet for . 201

Oxygen-helium mixtures, diving procedure when using 234

Ascent-- -- -- 235

Communication 235

Dressing the diver .. 234

Procedure during descent and on bottom 235

Oxygen-helium surface decompression 213

Oxygen-helium table and compressed air tables, difference in 201

Oxygen, maximum and minimum concentration of 203

Oxygen poisoning 197

Oxygen, use of, in repeated decompression 202

Physical qualifications of divers 10

Physics of diving ! 124

Piston assembly -- 112

Piston leathers, fitting of 112

Planning and arranging diving 129

Poisoning, oxygen 197

Pontoons and pontoon gear 242

Precaution when using diving communication equipment 88

Pressure 126

Absolute 126

Atmospheric 127

Gage 127

Water 127

PropeUers and valves, clearing of — 165

Pump deficiency, conditions contributing to 113

Pump deficiency, remedial repairs . 113
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Pump, diving air 65

Pump gages, test and correction of errors : 110

Pump piston leathers, box for 18

Pump pressure gages, air 32

Pumps, air, care of ^ 109

Pumps, eflSciency of 111

Pumps, volumetric capacity of 111

Pump valves, leaky 113

Qualifications of divers, physical 10

Recompression chamber 238

Reexamination prior to diving - 13

Repairs to hulls 134

Requisition, care and survey of diving gear 104

Requisitions for diving gear 120

Rubber goods, care of 104

S-4, salvage of 251

S-61f salvage of 250

Safety valve, helmet, care of 109

Salvage, and salvage vessels and special gear 237

Salvage equipment 238

Salvage of

—

Omaha 254

S-4 251

S-51 250

Squalu9 251

Salvages, notable — 249

Salvage squadron, composition of 238

Salvage, types 237

School, diving 2

Searching for lost articles 161

Shallow water diving 177, 179

Shallow water diving apparatus 96

Miller-Dunn type - 96

Morse type 96

Ohio Rubber Co. type 96

Shallow water diving outfit 15

Care of 119

Shallow water masks 180

Shoes, diving 74

Signals 164

Signals, foul 155

Signals, special 155

Spare parts, box for 23
Special equipment, care of 120
Special gear 94
Special gear, salvage and salvage vessels 237
Squeeze 198
Squalus, salvage of 251
Stage, decompression 168

Regular 168
Surface 168
Tables 169

Stages, decompression 77
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Standard diving outfits, navy : 15

Stool, diver’s dressing 78

Storage of diving gear 104

Submarine rescue vessels 238

Submarine rescue vessel’s diving air plant 144

Surface, decompression, oxygen-helium 213

Survey of diving gear 119

Tanks, testing 78

Telephone and life line combination cable 24

Care of 117

Telephones, diving 78

Amplifier type 84

Batteryless type 82

Care of 116

Dry cell type 82

Temperature of diving air 128

Tenders’ transmitter and receiver, care of 119

Tending the diver 154

Tideway, diving in 131

Timekeeper 172

Tool bag, diver’s 18

Tools, sending down 166

Tools, underwater velocity power 244

Torpedo air flasks 138

Training of navy divers 1

Trousers, overall 89

Underwater cutting and welding outfits 242

Underwater illumination and diving lights 49

Underwater velocity power tools 244

Underwear, electrically heated 233

Velocity power tools, underwater 244

Ventilation 137

Volumetric capacity of air pumps 111

Washing nozzles and lances 246

Water 126

Water pressure 127

Weighted belt 18

Weighted diving belts, care of 106

Weights 89

Welding and cutting outfits, underwater 242

Woodwork, care of 105

Woolens 94

Care of--- 105

Working about moorings 162

Working around corners 161

Working on muddy bottom 160

Working on rocky bottom 160

Working on ship’s bottom 163

Working on the bottom 158

Working under water, rules 166

o
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